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Abstract 
The present thesis addresses the problem of how New Testament scholarship may 
best discern and eventually reconstruct the Aramaic backgrounds to the New Tes-
tament on linguistic grounds. The major works of the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries are critiqued. The problems found with previous approaches highlight 
the need for future studies to be validated against the conclusions of a mulitude 
of corollary disciplines. These include the morphology and syntax of the three 
major languages used in Judaea during the first-century CE and the translation 
techniques used to convey sources from one language in one of the other two. The 
most critical need demonstrated is that of a systematically developed awareness 
of first-century Judaean literary Aramaic. 
The best representative corpus of this dialect is that from Qumran. Therefore, 
the second part of the present thesis contains a systematically developed and pa-
leographically verified grammar of Qumran Aramaic. This treatment summarizes 
the heterogeneity of Qumran Aramaic orthography, phonology, morphology, and 
syntax. A complementary chrestomathy and a collection of thirty-five plates of 
previously unpublished photographs of the Genesis Apocryphon are included in 
appendices. 
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Part I 
Toward a Viable Method 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The Problem 
The Semitic origins of and influences on the early Christian writings have been 
noted since early church tradition. The authors or redactors of several Gospel 
pericopae offer a phrase in the original language, usually Aramaic, and follow it 
with a Greek translation.! In Eusebius' Demonstratio evangelica, the apostles are 
portrayed as speaking Aramaic alone.2 They appear to have spoken Hebrew in 
his quotation of Papias contained in Historia ecclesiastica. 3 Hence, while there 
is consent among the church fathers that not all of the earliest Christian tradi-
tions were in Greek,4 there is some dispute over whether they were in Aramaic or 
ICf. the use of fls8sPfl1]vsGw in Matt 1.23, Mk 5A1, 15.22, 15.34, Jn 1.38, and 1Al. In Acts, 
translation is also employed in 4.36. 
2 Dem. Ev. IIIAA4; 7.10. In both instances, Eusebius emphasizes the inability of the apostles 
to communicate to the Romans. The veracity of this perception is, of course, debatable. 
3 Hist. eee!. III.39.16. 
4Cf. Stanley Porter, "Did Jesus Ever Teach In Greek?" TynBul44!2 (1993),199-235. Given the 
present textual sources and methods, the question of when Christian tradition was first preserved 
in Greek may never be answered without a considerable amount of historical speculation. 
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Hebrew or both.5 
This confusion has been resolved only marginally in the intervening centuries. 
The early Christian authors were not ignorant of the many languages used in first-
century Judaea.6 However, while Greek and Latin are distinguished in the writ-
ings, Hebrew and Aramaic are not. 7 
This lack of distinction compounds the difficulty of evaluating the sources 
used by the Gospel authors or redactors. In arguing for a non-Greek source of a 
New Testament passage, one can no longer proceed on the assumption that sim-
plicity of style or Semitic "flavor" denotes an Aramaic substratum of tradition. 8 
As a consequence of the newly rediscovered awareness of the various languages 
used in first-century Judaea, the New Testament Aramaic problem of how best to 
discern an Aramaic source from its Greek trappings is of continuing importance 
for the linguistic study of Christian Origins. 
Any approach to the problem must take account of the linguistic environs in 
which the earliest Christian communities existed. By definition, this concerns the 
5This aspect of first-century Judaean language dynamics is obfuscated further by the seemingly 
confused usage of 'E~paL<JTL. In his revision of Baurer's lexicon, Frederick Danker renders this 
word to mean "in Hebrew/Aramaic." Walter Bauer et aI., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature 3rd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2000), 270 'E~pat<;;, 'E~paL<JTL. 
6In the course of this discussion, the term 'Judaea' will be used to refer to the area of Coele 
Syria encompassing Alexandrium and Jericho in the northeast, Joppa in the northwest, and ex-
tending to the mountain ridge south of Bethlehem. 
For the purpose of this discussion, we reject the use of the term "Palestine" for the land "from 
Dan to Beersheba" during the time preceding the Bar Kokhba Revolt as anachronistic and overly 
general. Where it is necessary to refer to this land during Graeco-Roman times, we shall employ 
the term "Eretz Israel." Otherwise, the general region will be called Coele Syria, following the 
custom of Josephus and other first-century authors. When referring to texts and locations after the 
Bar Kokhba Revolt (c. 132) CE, we will then use the term "Palestine." Cf. Benjamin Mazar, "The 
Aramaean Empire and its Relations with Israel" Biblical Archaeologist 25 (1962), 98-120, and 
Robert H. Smith, "Arabia" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library System 
Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
7 Cf. Jn 19.20: 'E~paL<JTL, 'Pw[.laL<JTL, 'EAAT)VL<JTL. 
sCf. §§ 1.2 and 3.3.3.1 (pages 4 and 65, respectively). 
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polyglot landscape of first-century Judaea. Early allusions to the languages of the 
early Christians only touched upon Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic. In more 
modem times, however, scholarship has detailed the use of five major linguistic 
forces in first-century Judaea: Latin, Greek, Hebrew, the pre-Arabic dialects, and 
Aramaic.9 The use of these is summarized below. 
1.2 Language Usage and Attestation 
1.2.1 Latin 
The Latin textual data from first-century Judaea is relatively sparse. 10 The lan-
guage came to Judaea with the Roman conquest (c. 63 BCE). Fitzmyer has sug-
gested that the scarcity of Latin texts at this time in Judaean history is due to 
Roman officials communicating with the local populus in Greek, not Latin. Price 
surveys the situation as followsY 
9For a fuller treatment of the first four languages, see Joseph A. Fitzmyer, A Wandering 
Aramean: Collected Aramaic Essays (Grand Rapids, MIlLivonia, MI: EerdmanslDove, 1997), 
29-56, and Jonas C. Greenfield, "The Languages of Palestine, 200 B.C.E. - 200 C.E." in Jewish 
Languages: Theme and Variations: Proceedings of Regional Conferences of the Association for 
Jewish Studies Held at The University of Michigan and New York University in March-April 1975. 
ed. H. H. Paper (Cambridge, MA: Association for Jewish Studies, 1978), 143-154. On Hebrew 
and Aramaic, see Chaim Rabin, "Hebrew and Aramaic in the First Century" in T7Ie Jewish Peo-
ple in the First Century: Historical Geography, Political History, Social, Cultural and Religious 
Life and Institutions ed. S. Safrai etal. (Amsterdam: Van Gorcum, 1976), Compendia Rerum 
Iudaicarum ad Novum Testamentum 2. On Greek, see Gerard Mussies, "Greek in Palestine and 
the Diaspora" in T7Ie Jewish People in the First Century: Historical Geography, Political History, 
Social, Cultural and Religious Life and Institutions ed. Samuel Safrai et al. (Amsterdam: Van 
Gorcum), Compendia Rerum Iudaicarum ad Novum Testamentum 2 and Gerard Mussies, "Lan-
guages (Greek)" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library System Version 
2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
lOJonathan Price has offered a succinct summary of Latin usage in the Roman Empire - both 
east and west. Cf. Jonathan J. Price, "The Jews and the Latin Language in the Roman Empire" 
in Jews and Gentiles in the Holy Land ed. Menachem Mor et al. (Jerusalem: Yad Ben-Zvi Press, 
2003), 165-167. 
II Price, "Jews and the Latin Language", 165. 
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During the period of the Roman Empire, the bulk of the Jews in the 
world lived in the eastern half of the empire or beyond, in Babylonia, 
and spoke a Semitic language and/or Greek. In this, they were no 
different from most of the other inhabitants of the East. Those who 
lived within the administrative confines of the Roman Empire had few 
regular or sustained contacts with the Latin language. 
Within Judaea, only two sites near the Dead Sea have held Latin texts: Masada 
and Murabba 'at. 12 There is also inscriptional evidence of Latin in the form of 
milestones. 13 However, in the greater region of Coele Syria, the evidence for 
Latin as an official language is buttressed by an inscription on the Tiberium in 
Caesarea Maritima. In the orchestra of the theatre, a dedicatory inscription was 
found in the name of Pontius Pilate, Prefect of Judaea. 14 In sum, Latin, where 
it was used, served primarily for official purposes but not for the economic or 
cultural concerns of the indigenous population. 15 
12Cf. Hannah Cotton, "Latin" in The Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. 
Schiffman and James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 474-475. The 
Masada texts include inscriptions on jars (Mas793-852), papyri (Mas721a-7245, 749b), and var-
ious ostraca. Cotton has noted that only two Latin texts from Masada are likely to be of Jewish 
origin: Mas936 (a bread stamp bearing the name "Josepu") and Mas748 (a bilingual papyrus 
bearing Jewish names). 
The texts from Murabba'at are MurI58-163. These are largely unclassified fragments. Mur159 
is classified as a cursive text. However, little is known about these texts save an estimated date of 
the first and second century CE (Cotton, "Latin", 475). As the Murabba'at site attests to the Bar 
Kokhba Revolt of 132 CEo the value of these texts for our discussion is minimal. 
l3Cf. M Avi-Yonah, "The Development of the Roman Road System in Palestine" IE.ll (1950-
1951),54-60. 
14Cf. Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 31, for a fuller discussion of the implications of this text 
for language dynamics in first-century Judaea - see esp. note 11. Cf. also Joseph A. Fitzmyer, 
"Languages" in The Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman and 
James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 474a 
15Cf. Greenfield, "Languages of Palestine", 152-153. Greenfield notes: "Of the many Greek 
and Latin loanwords in Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic, less than five percent are Latin and many 
of these are Greek in form. The Latin words are primarily from the military and administrative 
spheres" (153). 
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1.2.2 Greek 
Greek came to be used extensively in post-exilic Judaea with the conquest of 
Alexander the Great (c. 332 BCE). Prior to that time, there is no reason to doubt 
that Greek culture did have significant influence on Eretz Israel and Coe1e Syria 
as a whole. 16 With the Greek Empire, the XOLV~ came into use from Greece to 
the Indus Mountains to the environs of Alexandria. 17 With this conquest, Koine 
Greek became the administrative language throughout the region. 18 
Millard has noted that Latin was known more widely among the Judaean population [Alan 
Millard, "Latin in First-Century Palestine" in Solving Riddles and Untying Knots: Biblical, Epi-
graphic, and Semitic Studies in Honor of Jonas C. Greenfield ed. Z. Zevit, S. Gitin and Michael 
Sokoloff (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1995) J. The evidence for this is primarily potsherds 
from Masada, labels for wine. From the inscriptions he reasons: "The wine merchants or shippers 
in Italy naturally wrote in their own language. When the wine reached King Herod's cellars, his 
butler, at least, would need to know enough Latin to select the vintage his master demanded or 
liked" (Millard, "Latin", 453). 
In contrast to this assertion, Price offers a more nuanced perspective (Price, "Jews and the Latin 
Language", 166): 
The Roman colonies in the Near East - e.g., Jerusalem, Caesarea, Berytus and 
its sister-colony Heliopolis - were islands of Roman culture which, like the Latin 
authors of Eretz-Israel, had little lasting cultural or linguistic influence in the ar-
eas just outside their borders. The spread of Latin from these centers was wide 
but superficial: mostly individual words, especially military terms, city names and 
personal names. 
Hence, while the butler may have known enough Latin to select a vintage, such a knowledge of 
Latin is not sufficient to warrant significant weight in the equation of the language dynamics of 
first-century Judaea. 
16Cf. Kenneth A. Kitchen, "The Aramaic of Daniel" in Notes on Some Problems in the Book of 
Daniel (London: Tyndale, 1965),44-50. 
17 On the existence of Koine Greek prior to the Alexandrian conquest, see Mussies, "Lan-
guages", esp. part C "Koine Greek." 
IS Fitzmyer suggests that Greek became "the" lingua franca throughout the Near East (Fitzmyer, 
Wandering Aramean, 32). It would seem that this designation could use some nuancing as it 
suggests that Greek had supplanted Aramaic, a view that is not consonant with Fitzmyer's other 
works. This is also not supported by the significant amount of Aramaic composition that occurred 
at this time. Further, if Greek had fully supplanted Aramaic in the Near East, it is doubtful that the 
Targumic literature and the Talmudic corpora would have developed as they did, in Aramaic. The 
influence of Greek was clearly felt; this is evident in the loanwords found in Aramaic as early as 
Daniel 3.5-6. (cf. also Greenfield, "Languages of Palestine", 153). 
However, Fitzmyer notes later that, while Greek influence was extensive, the Greek language 
never took a hold on the entirety of the population of Judaea or Eretz Israel. With regard to the 
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This being said, however, Greek literary documents from Judaea during the 
first century CE are scarce. 19 Inscriptions from the environs of Jerusalem attest to 
non-official uses of Greek. Fitzmyer has summed up this evidence as follows: 
There is the Greek inscription forbidding non-Jews to enter the inner 
courts of the Jerusalem temple, the Jerusalem synagogue inscription 
which commemorates its building by Theodotos Vettenos, a priest 
and leader of the synagogue, the hymn inscribed in the necropolis 
of Marisa, the edict of Augustus ... found at Nazareth concerning the 
violation of tombs, the Capernaum dedicatory inscription, and the 
numberless ossuary inscriptions from the vicinity of Jerusalem.2o 
It is unlikely that these instances of Greek were written for the indigenous 
population alone, but rather for foreigners as well (if not primarily). Instances 
of Jewish texts being written in or translated into Greek were for the benefit of 
non-Judaeans.2I Jerusalemites seem therefore to have had a comparatively high 
knowledge of Greek, even if they did not employ it amongst themselves. 22 Green-
plethora of Hellenistic Jewish writers whose works were composed in Greek, he writes: "Though 
the names of a host of Hellenistic Jewish litterateurs who wrote in Greek are known ... there are 
only a few whose writings are related to first-century Palestine" (Pitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 
33). 
This position is also maintained by G. Mussies. Cf. Mussies, "Greek in Palestine", 1058. 
However, Greenfield has argued that this paradigm is too simple a description of the situation. 
Cf. Greenfield, "Languages of Palestine", 150. Cf. also note 23 on page 8 of the present work. 
I9We here omit the several Greek texts found at Murabba'at as they are from the Bar Kokhba 
Revolt and are not necessarily reflective of Greek usage in the first century. 
20Pitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 35. In the light of the other Greek evidence and the nature 
of the Aramaic and Hebrew texts from this period, the role of Greek language ossuaries in the 
environs of Jerusalem suggests a large Hellenistic population and not necessarily a widespread 
affinity for the use of Greek. 
2ICf. Mussies, "Languages". Mussies observes several elements which seem to indicate a high 
degree of Greek learning in Jerusalem: the Greek names for the musical instruments in Daniel 3, 
the postscript at the end of LXX Esther which describes the conditions under which the translation 
occurred, and the sending of the Second Book of the Maccabees to the "Jewish brethren in Egypt." 
22Cf. Jan N. Sevenster, Do You Know Greek? How Much Greek Could the First .lew ish Chris-
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field has summarized this mixed usage of Greek as follows: "[T]here were surely 
those, even in the rural areas, who could speak Greek freely, just as there were 
many natives who lived in urban areas who could speak only Aramaic or Hebrew, 
or perhaps, in the South, an Arabic dialect."23 
1.2.3 Hebrew 
Hebrew is indisputably the oldest language used in the region of Judaea. 24 While 
the use of Hebrew receded as a result of the Assyrian exile/dispersion of 722 
BCE and the Babylonian exiles of 598 and 587 BCE, the language remained in 
colloquial use throughout the Second Temple Period and eventually developed 
into Mishnaic Hebrew.25 The extent of this use in conjunction with the usage of 
Greek and of Aramaic, however, has been debated. 
tians Have Known? Vol. 19, (Leiden: Brill, 1968), 180-191, and Porter, "Did Jesus Ever Teach In 
Greek?", 199-235. 
23 Greenfield, "Languages of Palestine", 145. Greenfield later states: "There can be no doubt 
that there were Greek-speaking Jews in Jerusalem during the Second Temple period, but. .. these 
were Jews who had returned from the Diaspora and settled there" (150). 
240f the languages used in first century Judaea, Aramaic is the oldest but is not attested in 
Judaea earlier than Hebrew. 
25Cf. Eduard Y. Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll (I Q 
Isa") (Leiden: Brill, 1974), Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 6, 23-30. Rendsburg has 
also demonstrated that the use of Hebrew never ceased in Judaea from the Exile to the Mishnaic pe-
riod. There was not a period ofre-introducing Hebrew to the land. Cf. Gary Rendsburg, Diglossia 
in Ancient Hebrew (New Haven, CT: American Oriental Society, 1990). Further, Greenfield refers 
to the Bar Kokhba letters as proof that Hebrew never ceased to be used in Judaea. Cf. Greenfield, 
"Languages of Palestine", 151. 
See also Klaus Beyer, Die aramiiischen Texte vom Toten Meer (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1984), 55-58. Beyer finds the evidence for Greek and Aramaic usage in Judaea to 
suggest a lapse in spoken Hebrew. This overstates the evidence. As cited above, the textual evi-
dence argues for an uninterrupted development of Hebrew from Late Biblical Hebrew to Mishnaic 
Hebrew. The fact that Babatha's archive does not have Hebrew texts does not lead logically to 
the conclusion that Hebrew ceased to be spoken. Rather, the fact that several kinds of Aramaic 
have been found there suggests a highly complex linguistic situation containing, among other lan-
guages, several types of Aramaic. 
On the role of Hebrew during the Second Temple Period, see also Rabin, "Hebrew and 
Aramaic". 
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As a literary language, Hebrew is thought to be the original language for sev-
eral canonical texts composed during the Second Temple Period. Among the texts 
in the Hebrew Bible proper, Qohelet and Song of Songs are seen to have been 
written in Hebrew against a Hellenistic backdrop. Esther and Daniel, both nar-
ratives set during the Babylonian exile, are generally held to have been written 
during the Hellenistic Period. 26 Also, among the Qumran scrolls, a Hebrew ver-
sion of Ben Sira has been found and dated to the first half of the second century 
before the common era (c. 195-180 BCE).27 
While the vast majority of the Qumran scrolls were written in Hebrew, any 
generalization of this tendency is counterbalanced by the sectarian, solitary con-
ditions under which the community seems to have lived. 28 Further, it is worth 
noting that the epigraphic evidence from this time excludes Hebrew almost com-
pletely.29 This aspect of the situation argues for a restricted use of the language. 
26Por further discussion on the precise dating of these canonical works, see Philip C. Schmitz, 
"Hebrew" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library System Version 2.0c, 
1995, 1996). 
27 Cf. Benjamin G. Wright, "Ben Sira, Book of" in Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. 
Lawrence H. Schiffman and James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000),91. 
The Greek text dates to the late second century before the common era (c. 132 BeE). 
Por the Hebrew of Ben Sira as representing a diachronic development between LBH and MH, 
see Avi Hurvitz, "The Linguistic Status of Ben Sira as a Link between Biblical and Mishnaic 
Hebrew: Lexicographical Aspects" in The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira: Pro-
ceedings of a Symposium held at Leiden University. 11-14 December 1995 ed. T. Muraoka and 
lE Elwolde (Leiden: Brill, 1997), Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah XXVI, 72-86. On 
why QH is not properly a "spoken" language, see Avi Hurvitz, "Was QH a "Spoken" Language? 
On Some Recent Views and Positions: Comments" in Diggers at the Well: Proceedings of a Third 
International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira ed. T. Muraoka and 
J.E Elwolde (Leiden: Brill, 2000), Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah XXXVI, 110-114. 
28While none of the scrolls found at Qumran can be proven definitively to have been written 
in the area in which they were found, the script and language of the texts suggest a place of 
composition or copying not far removed from Judaea. 
29The reasons for this are speculative at best. The absence of Hebrew inscriptions does not 
necessarily indicate a lack of Hebrew usage but may indicate the destruction of the evidence at a 
later time. It is worth noting that Hebrew was once thought restricted to literary usage, before the 
discovery of the Qumran scrolls. Cf. Beyer, ATTM, 55-58. 
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To be sure, Hebrew never ceased to be used as 'lmpn ))""7, "the holy tongue," and 
as a colloquial language among certain communities; however, these communities 
seemed to be comparatively few and were mostly in the area of Roman Judaea. 3o 
1.2.4 Pre-Arabic Dialects 
It is worth noting that other languages were used in Coele Syria besides the "stan-
dard" four, the aforementioned Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic. 31 Throughout 
ancient times, Judaea and its surrounding regions were the crossroads of trade 
from Egypt and Arabia to Mesopotamia and beyond. 32 The necessity of this trade 
route was largely determined by the Arabian desert. As a consequence, the pop-
ulations of those areas influenced and infiltrated the language environment of the 
region. Egypt at this time had a similar linguistic history to that of Coele Syria, 
being conquered by the Greeks and later administered by the Romans. While the 
Nabataeans came under Greek, and later Roman, rule, this was only a part of the 
Arabian region.33 Arabia, however, did not become a province of Greek or Roman 
rule, opting rather to pay tribute.34 The Arabian regions consequently preserved 
their languages and were in a position to influence the language dynamics of Ju-
daea as members of their community migrated there. Rabin has noted three major 
concentrations of Arab speakers in the region during the first century CE: 
30Cf. Greenfield, "Languages of Palestine", 151. 
31 Nehemiah 4.7 records the use of three regional languages that seem to be distinct from Hebrew 
and Aramaic: Arabic, Ammonite, and Ashdodite. It is highly unlikely that local languages or 
dialects would have died out completely. More likely is a blending of the local language with the 
tongue of the conqueror. Cf. also Nehemiah 13.24 and Rabin, "Hebrew and Aramaic", 1010-1011. 
32With regard to the Middle Aramaic dialects in the first centuyr, these trade routes involved 
Judaean, Nabataean and Palmyrene areas. See §1.2.5.1 on page 14. 
33por a more detailed discussion of the four Arabian geographical names and their history, see 
Smith, "Arabia". 
34 Josephus, B.l. 1.159. On the defeat of Herodian troops at Ormiza see B.J. 1.368. 
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In the northern mountain areas (Ituraea) and in southern Transjor-
dan and in the Negev, there were populations of Arab stock, shown 
to be so by historians' statements and by their personal names. The 
Nabataeans, in the South, put up numerous inscriptions in Aramaic, 
in a special Nabataean ductus and with certain grammatical peculiar-
ities, containing also a small number of Arabic words. Inscriptions in 
Thamudic, a language belonging to the so-called proto-Arabian sub-
group and written in a script originating in the Arabian Peninsula, 
have been found in Transjordan, and while most of these are probably 
later, some may go back to our period. The same applies to the numer-
ous Arabic names found in Greek and Latin inscriptions in south-east 
Syria and Transjordan.35 
11 
Among the earliest Christian authors, there are three references to Arabians 
and Arabia.36 In Acts 2: 11, Arabians are among the foreigners who partake in 
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit?7 Shortly after Paul's conversion, the apostle 
departed into Arabia for fourteen years (Gal 1:17).38 Further Paul's escape from 
King Aretas occurred when the city was under the control of King Aretas IV, king 
of the Nabataeans from 9 BCE to 40 CE. 39 Hence, the influence of early Arabic 
35Rabin, "Hebrew and Aramaic", 1009-1010. 
36We here omit the Aramaic documents from Babatha's archive due to the fact that the relation-
ship of the Nabataeans to the Arabic culture does not justify calling them "Arabs" in the modern 
sense of the term. Arabic loanwords do not suggest Nabataean as more than an Aramaic speaking 
group on the border of Arabia. 
37While there are several language groups represented in Jerusalem at this time, one can be 
reasonably certain of a significant minority who were Arab-speaking due to the Arab loanwords 
in Nabataean texts and the proximity of the Arab communities in Trans-Jordan. 
38Contra Hengel and Schwemer, Paul's use of "Arabia" is geographic and not linguistic. See 
n.36 (page 11). See also Martin Hengel and Anna Maria Schwemer, Paul Between Damascus and 
Antioch (London: SCM Press, Ltd., 1997), 110 n.571 and 116 n.607. 
39Cf. Smith, "Arabia" and "Aretas IV" in Jacob Neusner and William S. Green, eds., Dictionary 
of Judaism in the Biblical Period (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996),56. 
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dialects in the environs of Judaea must not be overlooked.4o 
1.2.5 Aramaic 
The Aramaic language is known for approximately 3,000 years and includes writ-
ings whose dates of composition range from the tenth century BCE to the present. 
Fitzmyer has divided the course of its development into five phases: Old Aramaic, 
Official Aramaic, Middle Aramaic, Late Aramaic, and Neo-Aramaic.41 In addi-
40Rabin concludes: "[E]arly Arabic dialects, probably rather different from the later classical 
Arabic, were spoken in marginal areas of Palestine, and probably known to some Jews" (Rabin, 
"Hebrew and Aramaic", 1010). 
41Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 57-84. The following discussion on the phases of Aramaic 
follows Professor Fitzmyer's description over that of Klaus Beyer. Beyer, AITM, 23-71. While 
Beyer's scheme is simpler on one level - using the main categories of Old Aramaic, Middle 
Aramaic, and Modern Aramaic, it tends toward atomism. Given the obvious tendency toward 
over-specialization illustrated below, we find Beyer's map too unwieldy for the purpose of the 
present work. 
Within Old Aramaic, Beyer maintains four subcategories: Ancient Aramaic, Imperial Aramaic, 
Old Eastern Aramaic, and Old Western Aramaic. For Beyer, Ancient Aramaic is all Aramaic 
prior to Imperial Aramaic (i.e., prior to 700 BeE) (Beyer, AITM, 25). Imperial Aramaic is all 
Aramaic from the Achaemenid period and the Aramaic of the following dialects (per Beyer's 
division): Biblical Aramaic, Hasmonean, Babylonian Targumic, Galilean Targumic, Babylonian 
Documentary Aramaic, Nabataean, Palmyrene, and "Arsakidische" (the official language of the 
Parthians). Examples of Old Eastern Aramaic which Beyer cites are the Umk text (an Aramaic 
cuneiform incantion text which is dated to Hellenistic times but whose style may betray an ear-
lier dating. See Stephen A. Kaufman, "Aramaic" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM 
(Logos Library System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996), Vol.4, 174), certain Palmyrene texts, Old Syr-
iac, west Mesopotamian, and the Old Babylonian Aramaic used among the Jews. Old Western 
Aramaic contains the form of Old Palestinian Aramaic spoken amongst the Jews (a form charac-
terized by the oldest manuscripts of Enoch), Old Heathen Palestinian Aramaic CDas Heidnisch-
altpaHistinische"), Christian Palestinian Aramaic, and the several dialects spoken at the time of 
Jesus. In regard to this last item, Beyer further clarifies the language into seven subdialects: Jew-
ish, Southwest Jewish, Samaritan, Galilean, West Jordanian, Damascan, and Orontic - a dialect 
presumably named after the Orontes river (near present day al-Mina). 
Within his understanding of Middle Aramaic, Beyer draws a major distinction between Middle 
Eastern and Middle Western Aramaic. The former is seen to include Middle Syriac, Jewish Middle 
Babylonian, and Mandaic. The latter includes Jewish Middle Palestinian (itself comprised of 
Galilean, Middle Jewish, and Middle East Jordanian texts), Samaritan, Christian Palestinian, and 
the Aramaic of the synagogue at Dura-Europos. 
Beyer's Modern Aramaic category is similarly compartmentalized. His first division of this 
stage, Modern Eastern Aramaic, contains New West Syriac, New East Syriac, and New Mandaic. 
The second division is Modern Western Aramaic, the provenance for which dialect he describes 
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tion to addressing Aramaic usage during New Testament times, this brief intro-
duction discusses the chronological setting of Qumran Aramaic amidst the major 
stages of the language and its synchronic relationship to the other dialects of Mid-
dIe Aramaic (c. 200 BCE to 200 CE). We begin with a sketch of the various divi-
sions and conclude with an assessment of the role Aramaic played in first-century 
Judaea. 
1.2.5.1 A General Overview of Aramaic Usage 
Old Aramaic (OA): 1000-700 BCE The palaeographic data for this period ranges 
from 925 BCE to 700 BCE. The texts included in this range come from 
Northern Syria, Upper Mesopotamia, Northern Israel, and Iran. Some of 
the better known texts from this period are the Tell Dan inscription, the 
Zakir inscription, and the Sefire treaty.42 
Official Aramaic (Of A): 700-200 BCE This period is alternatively named Stan-
dard Aramaic, Imperial Aramaic, or Reichsaramaisch.43 During this time, 
the language became more standardized and widely used. Included in this 
as follows: "Ein westaramaischer Dialekt wird heute nur noch in Ma'lilla und zwei anderen 
christlichen Bergdorfern des Antilibanon etwa 60 krn norostlich von Damaskus gesprochen, 
nattirlich mit einem starken arabischen Einschlag" (Beyer, ATIM, 71). 
42Recent grammars of Old Aramaic: Stanislaw Segert, Aitaramiiische Grammatik (Leipzig: 
Verlag Enzyklopadie, VEB, 1975), Volker Hug, Altaramiiische Grammatik der Texte des 7. und 
6 . .Th.s v. Chr. (Heidelberg: Heidelberger Orientverlag, 1993), and Rainer Degen, Altaramiiische 
Grammatik der lnschriften des 10.-8. .Th. v. Chr. (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1969). 
43Pitzmyer gives two dates for the beginning of this period - 700 BCE and 613 BCE - but 
does not explain either of them. We assume they are related to the fall of the Assyrian Empire. 
Cf. Joseph A. Pitzmyer, "Aramaic" in T7le Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. 
Schiffman and James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 48. 
Grammars of this period of Aramaic include: Takamitsu Muraoka and Bezalel Porten, A Gram-
mar Of Egyptian Aramaic 2nd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), Handbuch der Orientalistik 32. See also 
the first edition of the same: Takamitsu Muraoka and Bezalel Porten, A Grammar Of Egyptian 
Aramaic (Leiden: Brill, 1998), Handbuch der Orientalistik 32 
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phase are the Aramaic texts found on papyri, skins and ostraca from Ele-
phantine, Aswan, and other sites from Upper Egypt to the Indus Valley. 
The best known literary examples from this period are the Aramaic portions 
of Ezra and Daniel and the proverbs of Al;1iqar. 
Around the tum of the fifth century BCE, it was made the official language 
of the western half of the Persian Empire by Darius 1.44 On the duration of 
this period, Fitzmyer notes that the epigraphic evidence for Of A extends to 
the eighth century BCE.45 
Middle Aramaic (MA): 200 BCE-200 CE Fitzmyer has noted that it is in this 
phase that local dialects take on greater significance. Whereas Official 
Aramaic saw minor variations from area to area, Middle Aramaic sees the 
stronger of these regional differences become dialects. The five major di-
alects of this period fall into categories of East and West. In the land of 
Israel and Arabia, Nabatean and Judaean Aramaic were used. The latter is 
best attested in Judaean Literary Aramaic.46 In the East, the lands of Syria 
and Mesopotamia, the major dialects were based in Palmyra, Edessa and 
Hatra.47 
44Klaus Beyer, The Aramaic Language: Its Distribution and Subdivisions trans. by J.P. Healey 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986), 14. Beyer notes an early example of Of A in Cow-
ley 1, found in Egypt and dated to 495 BeE. 
45Fitzmyer, "Aramaic", 49. In listing the major Egyptian finds in Of A, Kaufman notes the 
Saqqarah papyrus from the late seventh-century. Cf. Kaufman, "Aramaic". 
460n Nabataean, the standard grammatical treatment remains that of Jean Cantineau: Jean Can-
tineau, Le Nabateen. I. Notions generales - Ecriture, grammaire (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1930). 
No systematic treatment of either the Bar Kochba texts has been discovered by our research. While 
grammars of Qumran Aramaic are rumored to be in process, none are currently published. The 
grammar of Part II represents a systematic treatment of this corpus. 
47No systematic treatment of Hatran exists. For Palmyrene grammar, see Jean Cantineau, Gram-
maire du Palmyrenien Epigraphique (Le Caire: Imprimerie de l'Institut Francais d' Archeologie 
Orientale, 1935). Edessene is often considered to be early Syriac and is so described in Theodore 
Noldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar trans. by James A. Crichton 2nd ed. (London: Williams 
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Within Judaean Aramaic, two general divisions may be made: (1) the Qum-
ran scrolls and (2) the Aramaic of the Bar Kochba letters (Murabba'at, 
Seiyal, etc.) and the epigraphic materials (ossuaries, etc.).48 There is a 
further division in this dialect that should be made for our purposes, as the 
latter two are significantly more similar to each other than they are to the 
first in terms of literary qualities.49 Several factors suggest that they are not 
to be treated as identical: 
1. The terminus for communal use of Khirbet Qumran is 68 CE, over 60 
years earlier than the Bar Kochba material. This necessarily increases 
the likelihood of dialectal change. 
2. The Aramaic preserved in the Qumran scrolls is of a literary, non-
epistolary quality and, therefore, may not naturally represent the speech 
patterns of the community. Indeed, there is virtually no indication that 
any of the Aramaic texts discovered at Qumran was written by the 
community who used that site. Rather, they preserved earlier works. 50 
In contrast, the Bar Kochba material was written out of necessity and 
in moments of crisis. This further suggests possible disparity between 
the linguistic development of the two sites. 
and Norgate, 1904), xxxi-xxxiv. 
48Much of this corpus is transcribed in Joseph A. Fitzmyer and Daniel J. Harrington, A Manual 
of Palestinian Aramaic Texts (Rome: Editrice Ponfiticio Istituto Biblico, 1994). 
49These corpora (i.e., the Bar Kochba letters and the epigraphic materials) are similar enough 
to be treated lexically together in Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of .ludean Aramaic (Bar-Han, 
Israel: Bar-Han University Press, 2003). While their vocabulary may be similar, the grammar 
reflected in each corpus should be treated distinctly, with regard for their disparity of genre and 
dating. 
50 James C. VanderKam, "Apocalyptic Tradition in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Religion of 
Qumran" in Religion in the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. J. J. Collins and R. A. Kugler (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2000), Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature, 
114-115. 
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3. The ossuaries are obviously not literary in nature and are closer to the 
Bar Kokhba letters than to QA.51 
As a consequence of these differences, it becomes problematic to apply the 
grammar or lexical register of the Bar Kokhba letters in the same manner 
and with the same weight as one applies the data from Qumran. While they 
are both in Aramaic, they differ in terms of chronological, geographical, 
and literary character. 
Late Aramaic (LA): 200-700 CE The Western dialects of this period are repre-
sented by Jewish Palestinian Aramaic,52 Samaritan Aramaic,53 and Chris-
tian Palestinian Aramaic.54 The Eastern dialects are Syriac,55 Jewish Baby-
lonian Aramaic,56 and Mandaic.57 
51Cf. Sokoloff, Dict. of Judean Aramaic, 21-25. 
52The most comprehensive grammar of JPA remains that of Dalman. See Gustaf Dal-
man, Grammatik des jiidisch-paliistinischen Aramiiisch (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchge-
sellschaft, 1905). However, various parts of the corpus have been reconsidered in more recent 
years: Steven Fassberg, "The Compound Preposition in Qumran Aramaic" RQ 16 (1995), and 
Hugo Odeberg, The Aramaic Portions of Bereshit Rabba with a Grammar of Galilean Aramaic 
(Lund: C.w.K. Gleerup, 1939). 
53For a grammatical treatment of Samaritan Aramaic, see Rudolf Macuch, Grammatik des 
samaratanischenAramaisch (Berlin New York: W. de Gruyter, 1982). 
54The most recent treatment of CPA grammar is Christa Muller-Kessler, Grammatik des 
Christlich-Paliistinisch-Aramaischen (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1991). However, 
Schulthess' volume is still invaluable for the study of CPA syntax. Friedrich Schulthess, Gram-
matik des Christlich-Paliistinischen Aramiiisch (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 
1965). 
55The standard reference work on this dialect remains that of Noldeke: NOldeke, Compendious 
Syriac Grammar. 
56 Grammatical treatments of JBA include: Shelomo Morag, 1l'J>J1 Jll)Ul'JJ. Jl'l'JlN (Jerusalem: 
HUC Press, 1988), Shelomo Morag, O~Yil O'lJ :)l'J>J1 Jll)Ul'JJ. Jl'?J.J. Jl'l'JlN (Jerusalem: Magnes 
Press, 2002), IN. Epstein, Jl'?J.J. Jl'l'JlN pnpl (Jeruselam: Magnes, 1960), Caspar Levias, A 
Grammar of Babylonian Aramaic (New York: Alexander Kohut Memorial Foundation, 1930), 
and Michel Schlesinger, Satzlehre der aramaischen sprache des Babylonischen Talmuds (Leipzig: 
Asia Major, 1928). 
57The major reference grammar of Mandaic remains Theodore Noldeke, Mandaische Gram-
matik. However, one may also consult Macuch, Grammatik des samaratanischen Aramaisch. 
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Neo-Aramaic (NA): 700 CE-Present These forms of Aramaic are still spoken 
among the peoples of northern Syria, Iran, and Iraq. They are heavily influ-
enced by Arabic, Kurdish, and Turkish. 58 
1.2.5.2 Usage in First-Century Judaea 
The corpus of Qumran Aramaic ranges in dating from c. 200 BCE (4QEna) to the 
demise of the group during the Great Revolt, c. 68 CE.59 Despite this broad range 
of dates, it is likely that the community of Qumran could read all of the texts 
attested in this corpus. No reason is readily apparent to argue for their keeping 
texts which they could not read and, therefore, could not use. They are likely, 
therefore, to have read and used texts from the later centuries of Official Aramaic. 
However, as VanderKam has demonstrated, they are not likely to have written the 
more apocalyptic works. 60 
In the centuries preceding the exile, Aramaic was undoubtedly introduced to 
Judaea by traders and others who passed through the land. However, during the 
Babylonian and Medo-Persian administration of the region, Aramaic developed 
lasting roots in Judaea. These roots are evident in the inscriptional evidence of 
ossuaries in Aramaic which date to the Roman period, the Aramaic letters of 
Murabba 'at and related sites, and the Aramaic texts of the Qumran cOrpUS. 61 
58The most recent grammatical treatment of this newly developed form of Aramaic is Geoffrey 
Khan, A Grammar of Neo-Aramaic (Leiden: Brill, 1999); however, a plethora of other, non-
systematic discussions of the Aramaic forms spoken in Syria, Turkey, Iraq, and Azerbaijan have 
also been published by Harassowitz of Wiesbaden as part of the serial Semitica viva. 
59YanderKam, "Apocalyptic Tradition", 120. It must be noted, however, that these dates pertain 
to the time frame in which the extant copies were made. One cannot be certain how far the extant 
copies are removed from the original and the accompanying original linguistic environment. How-
ever, this distance does not appear to have mitigated against their being used by the community 
reflected in the scrolls. 
6OYanderKam, "Apocalyptic Tradition", 113-134. 
61 For comprehensive surveys of ossuaries in Eretz Israel during the Second Temple period, 
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It is noteworthy that each of these preserved corpora reflect the practice of the 
hoi polloi. When contrasted with the extant Greek and Latin texts, this tendency 
reveals a pattern of usage that is fundamental to understanding the linguistic en-
vironment of first-century Judaea. While Greek was employed for administrative 
affairs and civil transactions that involved the secular rulers (e.g., deeds of sale), 62 
it was seldom used for intra-Judaean communication. 63 For this purpose, Aramaic 
was largely, though not exclusively, employed. 
1.2.5.3 The Aramaic at Qumran as Representing One Dialect 
Ever since the Qumran documents were discovered in 1948, the question of where 
on the landscape of Aramaic dialectology to place the Aramaic texts has loomed in 
the background of Qumranological efforts. For the first decade after discovery, the 
Zeitgeist held that Qumran Aramaic was merely an extension of Official Aramaic. 
In his 1958 treatment of the Genesis Apocryphon, E.Y. Kutscher asserted that 
the stage of Aramaic reflected in that text represents a transitional stage between 
Imperial and Late Aramaic. This view has formed the basis of all subsequent 
discussion. 
see Fitzmyer and Harrington, MPAT and L. Y. Rahmani, A Catalogue of.Tewish Ossuaries in the 
Collections of the State of Israel (Jerusalem: The Israel Antiquities Authority; The Israel Academy 
of Sciences and Humanities, 1994). As noted above (note 25), Greenfield sees the Hebrew letters 
of Murabba 'at as suggesting the colloquial use of Hebrew in the second century CEo Similarly, one 
may derive the same conclusions from the Aramaic letters. 
62In discussing the Babatha archive, Katzoff states the following: "Most of the documents were 
written in Greek, even when the principals were illiterate in that language but literate in Hebrew 
or Aramaic. Clearly these documents were intended for presentation, if need be, to Roman rather 
than to rabbinic courts ... " Ranon Katzoff, "Babatha" in The Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman and James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 
74. Cf. also Kutscher, Isaiah Scroll, 29-30. 
630ne exception to this is the NT Epistle of James, if one accepts an early dating for it. See our 
paper "On the Nature of 6 vOlloe; ,sAsLOe; ,OV ,~e; EAsv6sp[ae; in James 1.25", presented at the 
SBL Pacific Regional Meeting in April of 1998. 
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Using Fitzmyer's model of Aramaic language development, modem scholar-
ship has come to place Qumran Aramaic among the Middle Aramaic dialects, 
more specifically among the Judaean forms of the language. Beyond this point, 
however, there is not a major consensus regarding whether this corpus reflects one 
dialect or multiple dialects. 
1.2.5.3.1 What is a dialect? In considering the dialectal category of Qumran 
Aramaic, certain preliminary issues must be considered and kept in mind. Some 
of these concern the semantics of definitions while others involve delineating the 
linguistic landscape of the time. 
In modem usage, the term "dialect" is commonly used to refer to any form of 
provincial language. In the United States, the form of English varies widely from 
Alabama to Boston to Seattle to Los Angeles. In the United Kingdom, the English 
of Edinburgh varies markedly from that of Aberdeen, Yorkshire, Manchester, or 
Devon. With these variations comes different understandings of what is meant 
by the term "the English language". Within this common language, one finds a 
breakdown by larger region or country (the United States, United Kingdom, and 
Australia) and subsequently by smaller region (southeast, northeast, northwest, 
southwest) and so on. Whilst we can recognise these distinctions in our own 
language, the question still remains as to what should be considered a dialect. Is 
a language simply "a dialect with an army?" 
For the purpose of this discussion, we will rely on the following definition: A 
dialect is the largest subset of a language which is geographically defined and is 
grammatically distinct from other forms of the language to such a degree that one 
can discern between it and the communication of other regions with consistency 
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and confidence. 
1.2.5.3.2 Major text-critical questions which must be addressed When dis-
cussing the linguistic identity of Qumran Aramaic, there are at least three major 
text-critical questions which must be addressed for each text. These involve first 
the area and second the dating of the text's composition. By determining or, in 
the least, hypothesising about these two issues, one finds a basis for an historical 
placement of the text. 
The third question is that of readership or provenance. After forming an his-
torical setting for the text, corpus or corpora, one should form an opinion on how 
widely the text was read and where. This is certainly the most difficult of the 
three to answer with respect to the Qumran Aramaic texts. However, where a text 
is non-sectarian, one may posit a wider audience than that of a sectarian writing. 
Given their non-sectarian content, the readership of most of the Qumran Aramaic 
material is likely to have been wider than the sectarian, Hebrew manuscripts. 
As VanderKam has demonstrated with respect to the apocalyptic literature 
from Qumran, none of it may be said to have been written there. If the text was 
written at another site, a copy was necessarily brought to Qumran. We can hy-
pothesise with confidence that the copy we now have is not the only one to ever 
exist but is one of many. Given sufficient placement outside of Qumran, one can 
begin to generalise from linguistic trends toward dialectal nomenclature. 
1.2.5.3.3 What are the commonly recognized dialects at the time of QA? 
While there appears to be interplay between the five major Aramaic dialects of the 
Middle periods - particularly between the Aramaic of Judaea and both Nabataean 
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and Palmyrene - there does not appear to be any reason for significant confusion 
among them.64 In this way they are regionally defined language standards. 
Ed Cook has argued that these five dialects held the greatest influence III 
their respective centers of learning but lost influence as they approached other 
dialects.65 While his evidence may be seen to suggest his conclusions, one must 
be careful not to see it as more comprehensive than it is. 
While Cook observes eleven differences between the morphology of the five 
dialects, the exact number of differences between QA and the others varies. In 
total, one is left with a handful of differences between Qumran Aramaic and any 
of the other dialects.66 
640ne will note that, for example, the documents from Murabba 'at, bear witness to distinc-
tions between Judaean Aramaic and Nabataean Aramaic even though the two were used in close 
proximity to one another. 
65Edward M. Cook, "Qumran Aramaic and Aramaic Dialectology" in Abr Nahrain Suppl. ed. 
T. Muraoka. Vol. 3 (Louvain: Peeters Press, 1992), 1-21. 
66The relative pronoun in QA ('1/-1) has the same morphology as that of Palmyrene and Ha-
tran; but Edessene uses only -1, and Nabataean reflects only the use of'1 (Unfortunately, Cook 
does not enumerate the proportion by which '1 and -1 occur, where appropriate. Further, not 
all of the relevant texts are published or sufficiently accessible to allow one to evaluate Cook's 
study properly. In order to ease the comparison of the dialects, we here use the script of the west-
ern Aramaic dialects for all examples.) While QA resembles Hatran, Edessene, and Palmyrene 
in its use of 1);1- for the masculine plural suffixial pronoun, this is in marked distinction from 
Nabataean's use of 0);1-. The Aramaic used at Qumran is to be further distinguished from 
Nabataean by the form of the plural demonstrative pronoun ()'N vs. il'N) , masculine plural 
independent pronoun ()UN/11r.Jil vs. 1)N), the form of the derived infinitive (see Section 8.1 on 
page 118), and its exhibition of the infinitive. 
With respect to Hatran, Qumran Aramaic is distinct in its use of 1'N for the plural demonstrative 
pronoun instead of the Hatran 1"il. Further, Hatran uses 1'1il for the masculine singular demon-
strative pronoun; QA uses 11 as the base of its inflected forms. Where QA would use 1))N or 11r.Jil 
for the masculine plural independent pronoun, Hatran uses 1)il. Hatran, like Nabataean, does not 
appear to have morphological inflection for the infinitive of the derived stems. Whereas QA uses 
a yod followed by a long a to denote the masculine plural emphatic state, Cook finds that Hatran 
uses a long e. Whereas Hatran uses -, for the prefix of the imperfect forms, Qumran reserves 
that usage for the imperfect of '1il (For example, see mil' in 4QapocrDan i.7. Cook notes only 
the regular use of -, to denote the imperfect). Finally, where QA uses 'm- to reflect the mascu-
line singular suffixial pronoun attached to masculine plural nouns, Hatran morphology differs and 
employs 'il'-. 
Aside from the aforementioned difference between Edessene and Qumran Aramaic with regard 
to the relative pronoun, QA may be distinguished from the other dialect by its use of 1'N for the 
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Given these morphological distinctions, an argument against Qumran Aramaic 
as being distinguishable from Hatran, Edessene, Palmyrene, and Nabataean seems 
tenuous at best. The data briefly outlined here serves to illustrate that the dialect 
of the texts can be determined even if in the same script. This is not to say that 
the five dialects are not distinct, but rather the data presented does not necessitate 
Cook's conclusions. 
In considering whether Qumran is one dialect or multiple, one must wrestle 
with the issue of when substandard variety becomes a dialect or sub dialect. To 
classify the Aramaic of Qumran, it seems one must consider to what extent it is 
internally consistent with itself, that is its homogeneity, and compare it to how the 
different texts differ amongst themselves, QA's heterogeneity. 
1.2.5.3.4 QA Homogeneity and Heterogeneity As may be expected, the Aramaic 
of Qumran is commonly considered to be a part of Judaean Literary Aramaic, a 
subdialect or subset of Judaean Aramaic. In this regard, it is very similar grammat-
ically to Biblical Aramaic and the apparent consonontal text of Targum Onqelos 
demonstrative plural pronoun where Edessene uses l'~m. Where the QA demonstrative pronoun is 
n, Edessene uses 2"Oil. Edessene also differs from QA in its use of 1))il for the masculine plural 
independent pronoun (QA: 1))N/1)/'Ji1). Where QA prefixes -il and suffixes N- to the infinitive of 
the derived stems, Edessene prefixes -/'J and suffixes )-. Also, Edessene uses the same suffix for 
the masculine plural emphatic as Hatran, which is distinct from QA. Finally, while Edessene uses 
-> to denote the imperfect, similarly to QA, it also adds the use of -) (We here must assume that 
Cook finds the prefix -) in the third person imperfect. Naturally, QA, like BA, uses -) as the prefix 
for the first common plural imperfect.) 
Palmyrene is also to be distinguished from the Aramaic found at Qumran. The Palmyrene mas-
culine singular demonstrative pronoun (il)1) is distinctly different from that of Qumran Aramaic 
(n). Further, Palmyrene uses the same forms as Edessene for (1) the masculine plural independent 
pronoun and (2) the infinitive of the derived stems, both of which differ from those of QA. Where 
QA uses -ayya for the masculine plural emphatic state and Edessene uses -e, Palmyrene uses both. 
Two final distinctions may be made between Qumran Aramaic and the other major dialects of 
the Middle Aramaic period: the use of n> and the attestation of the jussive. To demonstrate direct 
objects, Nabataean often uses n>; Qumran uses it occasionally, but Cook does not find it in Hatran, 
Edessene, or Palmyrene. Finally, Judaean Aramaic is the only dialect of the five which manifests 
a distinct jussive. 
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to the Torah and Targum Jonathan to the Prophets, per Kaufman. 
While there is significant heterogeneity within the Aramaic reflected in the 
Qumran texts, this is largely outweighed by the consistency one finds among the 
various documents. 
Of the seventeen times where one finds deviations with regard to the Aph 'el, 
Ithpe'el, and Ithpa'al, all occur in the Targum to Job from Cave 11. In that text, 
the aforementioned stems are often written with a he (n) instead of an aleph (N). 
However, the Aramaic at Qumran, like the Aramaic from Daniel, maintains 
the same basic morphemes for the Pe'al and Pa'el. Further, mem (n) is routinely 
used in the participle forms of the derived stems. 
With even greater uniformity, the construct and absolute forms of both the 
noun and adjectives of Qumran Aramaic match that of Biblical Aramaic. Fur-
ther, the independent personal pronouns follow the same pattern as BA. While 
QA attests to more demonstrative pronoun forms, it remains consistent to the BA 
paradigms. 
1.2.5.3.4.1 Homogeneity Within Qumran Aramaic, there is considerable 
homogeneity. In the following part of this discussion, we highlight some of the 
areas in which the Aramaic of Qumran could be expected to be quite disparate if 
it were multiple dialects but is, instead, highly consistent. 
Some examples of this consistency may be found in the verbal system,67 the 
noun declensions,68 and several elements of syntax. One notes that, overall, there 
is virtually no major variation in the verbal morphology of QA. 
67See Table 8.1 "An Overview of Verbal Morphology (by stem)" on page 118 and Table 8.2 
"The Afformatives of the Finite Regular Verb" on page 118. 
68See Table 8.11 "Sufformatives of the Tripartite or Regular Noun" on page 144. 
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There are only slight variations in the feminine singular absolute and in the 
feminine plural emphatic. Given the fact that these forms are used with compara-
tively less frequency in the language, one would not expect them to have set forms 
as readily as their masculine counterparts. 
In terms of syntax, some examples we have culled are the syntax of the infini-
tive,69 of the adjective,70 and of the infinitive objectJI 
Within QA, the infinitive regularly takes on five roles: gerundive, verbal com-
plement, purpose, result, and objective. The adjective and those pronouns which 
function similar to adjectives (such as J)J and ,1) tend to occur after their an-
tecedent as closely as possible. 
Finally, Jean Carmignac once observed that the Genesis Apocryphon was spe-
cial in that it exhibited infinitival objects.72 However, upon further study, one 
finds that much of the Aramaic texts from Qumran exhibit the same phenomenon. 
These, however, do not occur with rhyme or reason but may appear either before 
or after the infinitive by which they are governed. 
From these few items, one can begin to see that there is a significant amount 
of consistency in Qumran Aramaic. If the texts were in different dialects, as we 
earlier defined dialect, it is highly unlikely that such consistency would be found. 
1.2.5.3.4.2 Heterogeneity Despite this significant amount of homogene-
ity, Qumran Aramaic is not without its internal inconsistency. This is exemplified 
largely in terms of morphology. 
69See §9.1.1.2.2 "The Infinitive" (page 194) for a detailed discussion of the syntax of the infini-
tive with examples. 
70See §9.1.2.3 "The Construct" (page 201). 
71 See §9 .1.5.4 "Infinitival Objects" (page 201). 
72 Jean Carmignac, "Un aramalsme biblique et qumranien: 1'infinitif place apres son 
complement d'objet" RQ 5 (1966),510. 
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The '''J verbs exhibit considerable variety in their forms.73 These are largely 
the same sorts of variations which one finds elsewhere. However, to have such 
variety within one verb type is significant. The other kinds of weak verbs do not 
exhibit this disparity. 
Of the thirty-one texts collated here, the 11 QTgJob is the only one that exhibits 
il at the head of haph 'els, hithpe 'als, and hithpa"als instead of N. Of the 204 finite 
forms which would have either an N or a il preformative, 19 occur with a il and 
not an N. Of the forty-nine possible non-finite forms, only two exhibit a il. 
The QA infinitive also exhibits considerable variation.74 Whilst the change in 
the preformative is predominant in llQTgJob, the change of the sufformative is 
not. Of the forty-three times the sufformative il is used with an infinitive in QA, 
only seven occur in TgJob. 
In QA noun forms, il and N are interchangeable with regard to sufformatives. 
This orthographical phenomenon includes both the pronominal suffix and the em-
phatic form. 
Further, the fem.pl.emph. sometimes has a medial N. For example, the paradigm 
form NJlJIJP may sometimes appear as NJlNJIJP. Examples of this are found in 
lQapGen ii.l and xvii. 13. 
The 3d person plural masculine personal pronoun is typically 1))1'(. This form 
occurs 18 times in the corpus. However, one also finds the form WJil twice -
once in 4QPrNab 4 1 and llQTgJob xxv.2. Due to the lack of pointing in the text, 
it is unclear whether this is morphological or merely orthographical. 
73por a paradigm and examples, see Table 8.1.2.3 on "The Derived Stems of the '''J Verb" 
page 131. 
74 See Table 8.10 "Paradigm of the Infinitive (by stem)" on page 142. 
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1.2.5.3.5 Variations on a Theme Consequently, the texts do not support Qum-
ran as being multiple dialects in the way 'dialect' was defined earlier. However, 
they are also not wholly consistent in their presentation of the language employed 
by the scribes. 
At Qumran, there was apparently a community of users and readers whose 
language was influenced by the texts. We cannot tell how many people comprised 
the community of Qumran. We cannot tell whence they came, when they came 
to the community attested by the scrolls. But, the texts bear out that there was 
a substantial amount of common grammatical ground in their understandings of 
Aramaic. 
In several ways, the older manuscripts differ from the later in terms of mor-
phology and word order. VanderKam demonstrated that the apocalyptic texts did 
not originate at Qumran. This includes the Genesis Apocryphon, the Enochic lit-
erature, Aramaic Levi, the pseudo-Daniel literature, and the Testament of Amram. 
It is likely that llQTgJob did not originate in Qumran. Judging from the hetero-
geneity among the texts, one may suggest that they represent dialects of different 
locations. But nothing suggests a provenance for these copies that is outside of 
Judaea during the late Second Temple Period. 
The heterogeneity in QA does not establish a dialect but merely a collection 
of anomalies. The composition of the texts being separate from Qumran does not 
necessitate a different dialect but rather variety within Judaean Literary Aramaic. 
Therefore, QA is properly neither a single homogenous dialect nor a multitude 
of dialects. Rather, QA represents "variations on a theme" of Judaean Literary 
Aramaic as manifest in Judaea and its environs. 
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1.3 Which Aramaic Dialect is Most Relevant? 
In light of the foregoing discussion, a general schematic of the languages of first-
century Judaea with their relative influence and apparent interrelation is illustrated 
in Figure 1.1.75 One can speak of three languages with sufficient popularity and 
Figure 1.1: General Relationships Among the Five Major Languages 
Ar'amaic 
Gr-eek 
Latin Pr-e-Ar-abic Dialects 
textual witnesses to render them relevant and able to be studied with regard to 
first-century Judaean language dynamics: Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic. Of these 
three, Greek was used predominantly for Roman civil matters or for matters in 
which the Romans might be involved. Hebrew was used by a significant number 
of communities but was not necessarily understood or used throughout the region. 
Rather, Aramaic was the most commonly used language in Judaea at this time,76 
75While there was undoubtedly a degree of interrelation between all five languages, the overlap 
of the central three occurs with the largest qualitative and quantitative attestations. 
76Cf. Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 38. 
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being employed for not only intra-Judaean legal matters but also for ossuaries and 
similar texts. 
The two remaining languages existed largely on the margins.77 Latin was 
reserved for official, administrative purposes. The pre-Arabic dialects, on the 
other hand, were used by those on the fringe of Judaean society. The preserved 
texts of the latter do not afford much information for the language dynamics of 
Judaea at this time. Unfortunately, the documents representing the former are 
not of sufficient provenance to mitigate doubts about their relevance. 78 While 
Latin certainly had an influence on later Jewish literature,79 first-century Judaean 
literature does not appear to manifest similar, influential qualities. 80 
However, as we illustrated with regard to Aramaic, the question must be an-
swered: Which form of Aramaic holds the greatest relevance for discerning an 
Aramaic textual ancestor of a New Testament document? It was at this stage 
of development that significant disparity existed within general Aramaic both di-
achronically, between the preceding and ensuing stages of the language, and syn-
chronically, between the various dialects of Judaea, Edessa, Nabataea, Hatra, and 
Palmyra as well as the appearance of Syriac in the latter half of the first century 
77We find it necessary to set Latin and the pre-Arabic dialects away from the three major lan-
guages as their exact influence is either not attested or seems to be negligible. 
78None of the Latin texts from the first-century are written by Jewish authors in Judaea. 
Cf. Price, "Jews and the Latin Language", 165-180. 
79For examples of this see Daniel Sperber, A Dictionary of Greek and Latin Legal Terms in 
Rabbinic Literature (Ramat-Gan, Israel: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1984). 
80 As far as our study has concluded, a treatment of Latin influence on Jewish literature before 
and after the First Jewish Revolt and the Bar Kokhba Revolt is wanting. The recent work by 
Jonathan Price details the Jewish use of Latin but does not attempt to include the influence Latin 
may have had on Jewish authors writing in other languages. However, we eagerly anticipate the 
general availability of another study which may address this issue: Werner Eck, "The Language of 
Power: Latin in the Inscriptions of Judaea/Syria Palaestina" in Semitic PapyroZogy in Context ed. 
Lawrence H. Schiffman (Leiden: Brill, 2003), Culture and History of the Ancient Near East 14, 
123-144. 
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CE.8! Further, as we noted with particular regard to the textual attestations of the 
Judaean dialects, there are substantial reasons for holding the literary Aramaic 
from Qumran separate from the colloquial Aramaic of the Bar Kokhba literature 
and the other epigraphic texts.82 
While the New Testament Gospels may contain traces of oral tradition, they 
are widely recognized as also having written sources. They are biographical nar-
ratives whose penultimate sources are commonly conceded to have been largely 
written, as opposed to oral, tradition. 83 As none of the Gospels in their present 
forms has a provenance in Eretz Israel, nevermind Judaea,84 one may conclude 
that the tradition was born to the locus of writing or redaction mostly, if not com-
pletely, in the form of a text. 
81As Amar has noted, the earliest textual evidence for Syriac dates to 50-75 CEo See Joseph P. 
Amar, "Syria" in T7ze Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman and 
James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000),910. 
82See Section 1.2.5.3 "The Aramaic at Qumran as Representing One Dialect" on page 18. 
83For a general schematic of how the Gospels developed from Jesus to the final forms found in 
the New Testament, see Raymond E. Brown, An Introduction to the New Testament (New York: 
Doubleday, 1997), ABRL, 107-111, esp. p.l09. Given the material shared verbatim between 
(a) Mark and the other two synoptic Gospels and (b) Matthew and Luke, one is hard-pressed to 
discount even most of it as purely oral tradition. While the Fourth Gospel rarely offers verbatim 
parallels to the synoptics, its being dated later than the first three Gospels by upward of twenty 
years renders unlikely the use of oral tradition that has not been augmented by time. 
We do not here suggest that the Johannine tradition is necessarily early or late because of its 
apparent level of Semiticization. As both E.P. Sanders and R. Buth have observed, Semitic "flavor" 
does not necessitate an early dating. The textual evidence suggests that Aramaic and Hebrew 
continued to be used throughout antiquity. However, the existence of Aramaic or Hebrew inflection 
in an otherwise Hellenistic document does suggest a peculiar strand of tradition being conveyed 
but not necessarily created. See Edward P. Sanders, T7ze Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1969), SNTSMS 9, 190-256, Randall Buth, "'EDAYINITOTE - Anatomy 
of a Semitism in Jewish Greek" MAARAV 5-6 (1990), 33-48, and Morton Smith, "The Jewish 
Elements in the Gospels" loumal of Bible and Religion 24 (1956),95. 
For a summary of synoptic parallels in the Fourth Gospel, see Kurt Aland, ed., Synopsis of 
the Four Gospels (Stuttgart: German Bible Society, 1993), 341-355. On Matthew's use of 
Mark, Hagner has observed that the former reproduces approximately ninety percent of the lat-
ter. See Donald A. Hagner, Matthew 1-13 Vol. 33a, Word Biblical Commentary (Dallas: Word, 
1993), xlvii. 
84For the difference between "Eretz Israel" and "Judaea", see note 6 on page 3. 
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By restricting our discussion largely to the written material, we do not uninten-
tionally exclude the role of the oral stratum as irrelevant. Rather, it is exceedingly 
difficult to determine oral tradition through a written text on grammatical grounds. 
Given the present means available for researching the New Testament Aramaic 
problem, an oral stratum cannot be ascertained with confidence, reliability, and 
consistency. 
Despite the myriad of postulations concerning parts of the New Testament as 
reflecting either the ipsissimum verbum or the ipsissima vox of Jesus or the earliest 
disciples, no systematic approach for the recovery of this layer has been asserted. 
This is not to say that scholarship cannot knowingly touch upon early tradition. 
Rather, the methods of modem scholarship are unable to regularly and reliably 
traverse the bridge between the language of the written text and the language of 
the oral tradition. 
It is an indisputable fact that the only means by which scholarship can study 
the languages of first-century Judaea is through written texts. Modem scholarship 
is yet to uncover reliably the oral language which immediately preceded the writ-
ten text, the ancestor of our extant texts. Consequently, it remains to be demon-
strated how one should proceed to the lips of Jesus or the Twelve from the hand 
of the scribe. 
As is demonstrated in this first part, modem scholarship cannot ascertain reli-
ably and consistently in which languages the source texts used in the compilation 
of the early Christian writings occurred (See §3.3.4 on page 76). It is even less 
likely that the current scholarly tools can be used to discern the speech patterns of 
the earliest Christians or of Jesus himself. It would be such a text or the textual 
ancestor of such a writing that was used in the production of the earliest Gospels. 
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The provenance of such a text would necessarily be closer to the local language of 
Judaea. The sources of the Gospels are likely to be literary and are, at least partly, 
from Judaea prior to the Great Revolt. Consequently, it naturally follows that 
when one seeks to unearth the first-century Judaean literary sources of a Greek 
text, one should tum to a literary - not colloquial- body of texts. 85 
The Aramaic dialect most relevant for the New Testament Aramaic problem 
is thus shown to be Qumran Aramaic, a part of Judaean Literary Aramaic. In 
the subsequent chapters of Part I, we offer a survey of the major trends in New 
Testament Aramaic studies from Dalman's work at the close of the nineteenth 
century to Casey's treatments at the beginning of the twenty-first. As illustrated in 
the following chapters, New Testament Aramaic studies shifted considerably with 
the discoveries at Qumran. Whereas Dalman, Kahle and their adherents drew from 
the later Targums, Fitzmyer and those agreeable to his view would later insist on 
the use of Qumran Aramaic alone. The later studies of Wilcox and Casey have 
sought, at least in method, to cut a middle ground. 
In the critical review which follows, it will be demonstrated that the work of 
each of these scholars is weakened by insufficient data and insufficient attention 
to method. Our critique will illustrate various prerequisites for addressing the 
New Testament Aramaic problem; perhaps the two most significant among these 
are the need for systematic, complementary, modem grammars of the three major 
Judaean languages and enhanced studies on the translation techniques used in 
antiquity. Certainly the most obvious need is that of a systematically developed 
grammar of Qumran Aramaic. It is to this end that we offer Part II of this work, 
85By literary we here mean those texts which manifest a humane learning and which are ex-
pressed in a formal manner. Colloquial, on the other hand, refers to conversation or otherwise 
informal forms of communication. 
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"A Grammar of Qumran Aramaic." 
Chapter 2 
Targumic Approaches 
Prior to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, critical attempts to address the 
question of an Aramaic substratum were required to reconstruct an hypotheti-
cal dialect, using texts dating to immediately prior to the first century CE, Bibli-
cal Aramaic and Official Aramaic, and those which appeared earliest after it, the 
Aramaic of the pre-rabbinic Megillat Ta 'anit with the Targums and Talmuds. The 
Targums were dated as being composed in the second century CE,l even though 
the actual documents were medieval in origin. However, the two major schools 
which dominated New Testament Aramaic studies through the first six decades of 
the twentieth century differed on which Targum to use. 
The school of thought founded by Dalman held that Targum Onqelos best rep-
resented the Aramaic of first-century Judaea. This argument was asserted despite 
the Babylonian influences on the document and its apparent dependence on a He-
brew Vorlage. For Dalman, the language of Targum Onqelos was the same dialect 
IThe obvious exception to this trend is manifest in the works of those who follow Dfez Macho's 
dating of Targum Neophyti. See §2.2.3. 
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as that of the Jerusalem Christians, the conveyors of the words of Jesus. 2 
Attempting to discern which Targum deserved priority, scholars of the Kahle 
school turned to the Hebrew Bible as an early witness oftradition, assumably prior 
to the common era, and to the Mishnaic interpretive tradition as a later witness, 
occurring after the revolts of the first and second centuries of the common era. A 
principle of dissonance was then applied to the texts: tradition that was contrary 
to the standard must have preceded the standard. Two variations of this overrid-
ing principle were repeatedly used to determine which Targum was earlier and/or 
more closely related to the Aramaic of first-century Judaea. Where the Targums 
disagreed with the Mishnaic interpretation, they were seen to be earlier than 200 
CEo Where they disagreed with the Masoretic text, they were dated even earlier. 3 
A second principle was then applied: early hermeneutical positions necessi-
tated early language forms. That is, if one were to ascertain what may be an 
early or earlier interpretive line of thought, one may posit that the relevant phrases 
contain early language forms. To do this, one would need to establish dissent, 
reasoning that antithetical perspectives would need to be marginalized, at the very 
least, in order to allow for the stabilization of the textual tradition. Hence, any 
contrary views that were found were of necessity earlier in date and, therefore, 
closer to the targeted time frame. Once contrary opinions were determined about 
2Cf. Gustaf Dalman, Grammatik des jiidisch-paliistinischen Aramaisch (Darmstadt: Wis-
senschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1905), V. 
3The understanding that dissonance does not necessitate an early dating has since been dis-
cussed. Cf. P. Wernberg-Mliller, "An Inquiry into the Validity of the Text-Critical Argument for 
an Early Dating of the Recently Discovered Palestinian Targum" VT 12 (1962), 312-330. 
Greenfield has also taken this view to task. Cf. Jonas C. Greenfield, "Review of M. Black, 
An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts" JNES 31 (1972),59-60. His review poignantly 
demonstrates the invalidity of the Targumic approach typified by Dalman, Kahle, and those who 
adhere to their views. Greenfield writes lest "the student of the New Testament who is not au 
courant of Aramaic studies might take Black's view of things seriously" (60). 
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a narrative or an interpretation, the language of those pericopae were held to re-
tain the patterns of earlier Aramaic dialects, possibly the Aramaic of first-century 
Judaea. This process of hypothetical reconstructionism prevailed until the years 
following the discovery of the Qumran scrolls. 
2.1 Schools of Thought 
2.1.1 Gustaf Dalman and Targum Onqelos 
At the end of the nineteenth century, Gustaf Dalman wrote Die Worte Jesu, an 
effort to begin to ascertain how the Jewish people of first-century Judaea heard 
the message of Jesus.4 This was the first work specifically dedicated to the task 
of uncovering the Aramaic behind the sayings of Jesus using a relatively critical 
methodology.5 In his introductory material, Dalman notes the scarcity of precur-
sors to his work: "Es ist zu beklagen, dass so wenig Vorarbeiten vorhanden sind, 
welch en unmittelbar niitzliches Material fUr unsere Arbeit entnommen werden 
konnte."6 
In reconstructing the dialect of first-century Judaea, Dalman openly voices 
4Gustaf Dalman, Die Worte Jesu 1st ed. (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1898),57. 
5While Meyer offers reconstructions as early as 1896, his work uncritically draws from sources 
that are either too late in date to be considered credible for the task or that are otherwise outside the 
pale of what might have been available to the Galilean Rabbi. Arnold Meyer, Jesu Muttersprache 
(Freiburg: lC.B. Mohr, 1896). For a critique of Meyer's work a century after its publication, 
see Maurice Casey, Aramaic sources of Mark's Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1998), SNTSMS 102, 1-16. 
While Fitzmyer views Black's work as the first major work on the problem, it should be noted 
that Dalman does offer some attempt at a critical approach. Cf. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, A Wandering 
Aramean: Collected Aramaic Essays (Grand Rapids, MULivonia, MI: EerdmanslDove, 1997),4. 
See also page 36 n. 8 of the present work. 
6Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 60. Dalman follows this statement with a brief discussion of the 
principal works of his day which pertained to Jewish theology (60), rabbinic literature (61) -
particularly rabbinic parallels to the New Testament (61-62). He curiously seems unaware of 
Meyer's work. 
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awareness and regret that the only corpora large enough and early enough for the 
endeavor are the Targums.7 With that constraint, Dalman outlines his reasoning 
for giving priority to Targum Onqelos. He takes issue with the allegation that 
Onqelos was disfigured during its usage in the East. 8 For Dalman, there is only 
one point at which the Babylonian dialect may be seen to affect the language of 
Onqelos.9 
Contrary to the nineteenth century Zeitgeist,1O Dalman sets the "Jerusalem 
Targums" aside, stating that the early aspects of their grammar are derived from 
Onqelos.ll He also sets aside the Christian Palestinian lectionaries of the Gospels, 
documents that appear to be translated from Greek originals or otherwise inftu-
enced by Syriac. Ultimately, Dalman finds value for the task in only two corpora: 
Targum Onqelos and the Palestinian rabbinic literature. Pride of place, however, 
Por a summary of studies prior to 1896, see Meyer, Jesu Muttersprache, 7-35. Also, see Casey, 
Aramaic Sources of Mark·s Gospel, 1-16. 
7Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 66. 
8Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 67. For the argument that the Palestinian Aramaic of Onqelos was 
corrupted by Babylonian Aramaic, the analysis to which Dalman responds, see Theodore Noldeke, 
Die semitischen Sprachen (Leipzig: T. O. Weigel, 1887),32. 
9Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 67. Dalman writes: Pur die von Noldeke angenommene Entstel-
lung des Onkelos-Targums durch den babylonischen Dialekt vermag ich immer noch kein anderes 
beispiel zu nennen als die gelegentlich angewandten Infinitivbildungen auf o-e. 
IOPor a discussion of the use of the Targumim with regard to the New Testament in the nine-
teenth century, see Meyer, Jesu Mutlersprache. 
II Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 68-70. 
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is clearly given to the former. 12 
2.1.2 The Kahle School and the Palestinian Targums 
In 1941, Paul Kahle presented the British Academy Schweich Lectures on the 
texts from the Cairo Geniza.13 Discussing the relationship of Targum Onqelos to 
Biblical Aramaic, Kahle takes issue with Dalman's view that "we may take it to 
be in the main an exact rendering in the language spoken at that time in Judaea." 14 
Kahle argued that Onqelos, while originating in the area of Palestine, was not 
favored by the rabbis. On the contrary, he argues, it was disparaged. 15 
Kahle asserts that Targum Onqelos matured among Babylonian Jews and came 
UIn order to use Targum Onqelos to reconstruct a dialect of first-century Judaea, Dalman had 
to clarify what should not be seen as representative of that dialect. To this end he lists eight 
"Hebraisms" which are common in Onqelos: 
1. The use of the construct state without a construct complement. 
2. The use of 11' for the Hebrew m-(. Dalman states that Aramaic does not use this form. 
3. The use of'lN. Dalman sees this as stemming from the Mishanic use of 'lil. 
4. The use of an infinitive to emphasize the main verb. 
5. The use of Aramaic mm, which is foreign to Aramaic, according to Dalman. 
6. The use of 77Y.l for lJ.1 and lY.l'Y.l7 for lY.lN7 in the Targumic translation technique. 
7. The use of the perfect for a historic narrative tense. Dalman says that Aramaic would 
normally use a participle. 
8. The use of infinitive complements. 
(Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 66-67). These are stylistic devices used in the Targum that do not 
commonly appear in Dalman's understanding of Aramaic, an understanding which he does not 
delineate. 
The limitations of Dalman's retroversion have recently been intimated by Philip Alexander, 
"Jesus and the Golden Rule" in Hillel and Jesus: Comparisons of Two Major Religious Leaders 
ed. James H. Charlesworth and L. L. Johns (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997),370 n.5. 
13These were published in 1947 as the first edition of The Cairo Geniza. The second edition, 
which we use in our discussion, was published in 1959. Cf. Paul Kahle, The Cairo Geniza (Oxford, 
1959). 
l4Kahle, Geniza, 192. Cf. also Matthew Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967),3,6. 
lSCf. Kahle, Geniza, 194, esp. note 1. See also note 8 on page 36 of the present work. 
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back to Palestine later, along with the Babylonian Talmud and the yearly Parasha 
divisions of the Torah. However, until that time, Palestinian Judaism used the 
Palestinian Talmud and the Palestinian Targum, the latter of which Kahle argued 
is earlier than Targum Onqelos.16 
In support of this argument, he offers the Targumic paraphrase of Exodus 
22:4-5. Kahle suggests that whereas Baba Qamma 6:4 presupposes that the four 
types of damage discussed will come from either a man or a fire, the Targum does 
not. Kahle's conclusion is as follows: "Since in the second century B.C. an addi-
tion to the Targum was made which cannot have been made later than the second 
century B.C., the Targum must have existed at that time.,,17 From this conc1u-
sion, Kahle suggests that, due to its inconsistency against the Mishnah and the 
Masoretic Torah, the Palestinian Targum from the Cairo Geniza "can be regarded 
as being nearly in the same form as when it was in circulation at the time of the 
beginning of Christianity." 18 
2.2 Major Adherents 
As indicated above, the Dalman and Kahle schools dominated study on the New 
Testament Aramaic substratum for the first half of the twentieth century.19 Al-
16C£. Kahle, Geniza, 194-195. For Kahle's full discussion see pp.191-208. 
17Kahle, Geniza, 207. 
18Kahle, Geniza, 207. Interestingly, Kahle does not clarify precisely whether he intends the 
language of Jesus or the earliest Christians. For problems in Dalman's linguistic approach, see 
n. 14, above. 
19Mention should be made of Paul Jotion's L' Evangile de Notre Seigneur Jesus-Christ in which 
he considered the New Testament Aramaic problem. Unfortunately, having been written prior 
to the discoveries at Qumran, this work suffers from similar problems to those of Dalman and 
Kahle. As it did not receive a particularly significant following, we do not consider it further here. 
See Paul Jotion, L'Evangile de Notre Seigneur Jesus-Christ (Paris: O. Beauchesne, 1930), Verbum 
Salutis 5. 
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though many were persuaded by their views,20 a notable few published seminal 
works on the subject to present a more nuanced perspective. While those who 
subscribed to Kahle's view were sufficiently significant in number to be called 
the "Kahle school,,,21 these adherents nuance Kahle's perspective and are notably 
influenced - to a lesser extent - by Dalman's work, as well. 22 
2.2.1 Matthew Black 
Matthew Black's An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts is held by many 
as the quintessential, twentieth-century exemplar of the Targumic approach and as 
contributing to a renewed interest in the New Testament Aramaic problem among 
English-speaking scholars.23 Black was not as adamantly critical of Dalman's use 
of Targum Onqelos as Kahle, but he continued to maintain that the Palestinian Tar-
gums were to be preferred.24 He agreed with Kahle that the Palestinian Targums 
20 Two scholars are particularly noteworthy in this respect. Bruce Chilton uses the Targums 
in traditio-historical criticism. He does not attempt reverse translation or otherwise to attain the 
precise words of Jesus but seeks, rather, to clarify what Jesus said with little concern for how he 
said it. For the role of the Targums in New Testament Studies see especially Bruce D. Chilton, 
Targumic Approaches to the Gospels (Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America, 1986), 
Studies in Judaism, and Bruce D. Chilton, "Four Types of Comparison between the Targumim and 
the New Testament" Joumalfor the Aramaic Bible 2 (December 2000). 
Craig Evans has also used the Targumic traditions effectively to study the religious mindset in 
first-century Judaea. See especially Craig A. Evans, Jesus and His Contemporaries: Comparative 
Studies (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1995). 
21Cf. Loren Stuckenbruck, "An Approach to the New Testament Through Aramaic Sources; the 
Recent Methodological Debate" JS? 8 (1991), 13, esp. n. 56. 
22Cf., Black, Aramaic Approach, 42. 
230riginally published in 1946, prior to the discovery of the Qumran scrolls, the work saw 
a second edition in 1954 and a third in 1967 (Oxford: Oxford University Press). A German 
translation appeared in 1982 (Gunther Schwarz, trans!.; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer). 
In the introduction to Targumic Approaches to the Gospels, Chilton acknowledges his indebted-
ness to Black's work and credits him with the revitalization of the field (p. 1). Evans calls Black's 
Approach "the highwater mark in the older dictional and philological analysis and comparison of 
Aramaic sources with the New Testament Gospels and Acts" [Craig A. Evans, "Introduction" in 
An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), v]. 
24Black concludes: 
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from the Cairo Geniza dated to pre-Mishnaic times. 
Black saw QA as complementing the extant BA and Of A corpora, precursors 
to the Aramaic of the early Christians.25 However, the Palestinian Targums he 
held to preserve Aramaic from the first century, Targum Onqelos coming later and 
being polluted by Babylonian forms. 26 
With this linguistic perspective,27 Black details his textual approach: the ex-
elusive use of Codex Bezae CD) for the New Testament text. Citing Wilcox, Black 
sees Codex Bezae as resembling the "Aramaic background of the Gospel tradi-
tion" as found in Luke with greater fidelity than the non-Western manuscripts. 28 
"We need not. .. be so sceptical about the value of Dalman's Aramaic Grammar as 
Kahle was: at the same time, it must be admitted with Kahle that the more idiomatic 
and freer Aramaic of the pre-Onkelos Palestinian Targum tradition, uninfluenced by 
the Babylonian dialect or the need to translate the Hebrew word by word, is a much 
better source of knowledge for the Aramaic of the New Testament period"(Black, 
Aramaic Approach, 42). 
Unlike Kahle, Black used his reconstructed dialect to offer reverse translation for parts of the 
New Testament into Aramaic. This is, however, a trait of Dalman and, later, of Casey. The last 
reconstructs perhaps more than the earlier two added together. Cf. Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 75-77; 
Black, Aramaic Approach, 165; Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 138. 
25 At the time of the first two editions, first-century Aramaic was not seen as a transitional stage 
unto itself but largely as a period of transition between Of A and LA. This understanding was not 
invalidated until Kutscher's description of the language of the Genesis Apocryphon as "a language 
in transition" from Of A to the contemporary conception of Middle Aramaic (Aramaic after 200 
BeE). Cf. Eduard Y. Kutscher, "The Language of the 'Genesis Apocryphon': A Preliminary 
Study" in Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. C. Rabin and Y. Yadin (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 
1958), Scripta Hierosolymitana 4,6; Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 60-63. 
26To be sure, Black recognized that the Qumran corpus was not to be neglected. However, 
at the time of his writing, relatively few texts had come to light (Black mentions only 1 Enoch, 
the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, and the Genesis Apocryphon). QA was not considered a 
dialectal denomination but was seen by Black as merely an extension of Official Aramaic: 
"There are the new Qumran Aramaic texts to study, for the most part exhibiting 
a language closer to the old Reichsaramiiisch, but also in their literary form and 
character, no less than in language, exhibiting a literature which serves as a much 
closer prototype of the Aramaic portions and especiall y the original Aramaic poetry 
of the Gospels" (Black, Aramaic Approach, 42). 
These texts were naturally seen as secondary to Targum Neofiti among the "New Discoveries" 
(Black, Aramaic Approach, 35). 
27 Cf. Black, Aramaic Approach, 15-28. 
28Cf. Black, Aramaic Approach, 31. It is noteworthy that here, again, earlier theological narra-
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Hence, he steers the quest away from the language of Jesus, per Dalman, to 
the substrata of the New Testament texts and, thereby, the language of the early 
church. Black views the alleged Syrian influence on D as potential Aramaisms, 
derived from the sources for the Gospels - an argument from silence. 29 
2.2.2 Martin MeN amara 
In his 1972 work Targum and Testament, Martin McNamara presents a detailed 
study on the value of the Targums for New Testament study.3o While this work 
is now dated, it was a trend-setting study of similar scope to Black's Aramaic 
Approach and Dalman's Die Worte Jesu. 
In discussing Aramaic as the language of Jesus, he takes account of Qumran 
Aramaic and its value against the Palestinian Targum. McNamara discounts the 
former as a literary dialect which is less likely to preserve spoken language pat-
terns?! This perspective foreshadows the rest of McNamara's work in which he 
champions the role of the Palestinian Targums for New Testament study.32 As 
tive is seen to equate to earlier language forms. 
29Black, Aramaic Approach, 33. As the alleged sources for these Aramaisms are as yet not 
found nor discerned reliably from the known Gospel traditions, Black's argument is not as strong 
as it first appears. 
30This work is anticipated by McNamara's doctoral thesis on the New Testament and the Pales-
tinian Targum. Martin McNamara, The New Testament and the Palestinian Targum to the Penta-
teuch (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1966), Analecta Biblica 27, 256. 
31 Martin McNamara, Targum and Testament: Aramaic Paraphrases of the Hebrew Bible: A 
Light on the New Testament (Shannon, Ireland: Irish University Press, 1972), 59: "[W]e must 
observe that the Aramaic of Qumran is a literary form of the language. Of itself it fails to let 
us know what the spoken form of Aramaic was. It by no means rules out the possibility that the 
spoken language in Palestine, or in part of it, was the Aramaic found in the Palestinian Targum 
to the Pentateuch, i.e., Palestinian Aramaic. The Aramaic of Qumran is itself a more developed 
form of Aramaic than that found in the Bible." McNamara is here responding to the idea of 
reconstructing an oral Vorlage, something which we argue is not attainable from Aramaic and 
Christian Greek literary texts. 
32Cf. McNamara, Targum and Testament, 54-89. McNamara subsequently employs the Tar-
gums in his study of early Christian theology. McNamara, Targum and Testament, 91-169. 
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with others who adopted the Targumic approach, McNamara does not attend to a 
linguistic approach involving a comparison between the grammars of TgA and an 
alleged Aramaic ancestry to parts of the New Testament, but uses the Targums for 
a traditio-historical criticism of early Christian theology and practice. 33 
2.2.3 Alejandro Diez Macho 
In a 1959 work, Alejandro Diez Macho disclosed to the scholarly world that he 
had "discovered" a new Targum named Neofiti I, a Targum of the Pentateuch. 34 
He has since argued that Neofiti portrays a pre-Christian form of Aramaic, despite 
the manuscript's sixteenth century dating. As no other copy of the text is known 
to exist, all of Diez Macho's assertions are text-critically based on a single copy of 
Neofiti I and rely heavily upon comparison to cognate literature such as Philo, the 
Mishnah, and the Talmud, as well as the languages of Hebrew, Greek and Latin. 
Table 2.l "A Summary of Diez Macho's Reasons for an Early Dating of Targum 
Neofiti" below presents a summary of Diez Macho's ten points in favor of an early 
dating of Targum Neofiti.35 
33Examples of this approach may be seen in the work of Chilton and Evans (see page 39 n.20.) 
and Joachim Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus 2nd ed. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972). 
The later rabbinic sources are used in a similar fashion in Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus (Joachim 
Jeremias, Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1969). Sanders criticizes this 
approach as not effectively bridging the gap between correlation and causation. Cf. Edward P. 
Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1977),25-26. 
34 Alejandro Dfez Macho, "The Recently Discovered Palestinian Targum: its Antiquity and Re-
lationship with the Other Targums" in Congress Volume Oxford 1959, 222-245. 
35Page numbers which follow each item in Table 2.1 refer to the page on which the item is 
discussed in Dfez Macho's general introduction to the first volume of the editio princeps. See Ale-
jandro Dfez Macho, Neophyti 1, Targum Palestinense ms. de la Biblioteca Vaticana. Vol. 1, 
(Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientficas, 1968). They were first published in Dfez Macho, 
"Recently Discovered", 222-245. 
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2.2.3.1 Criticisms of Dfez Macho's Position 
While the discovery of the text was met with understandable excitement by many 
scholars, Dfez Macho's assertion of an early dating came under scrutiny. Of par-
ticular note is the 1962 work by P. Wemberg-Miiller. In "An Inquiry into the Valid-
ity of the Text-Critical Argument for an Early Dating of the Recently Discovered 
Palestinian Targum", he undermines the text-critical basis of Dfez Macho's argu-
ment severely by a thirty-seven point, line-by-line analysis of the same. 36 In gen-
eral, Wemberg-Miiller finds Dfez Macho's evidence inconclusive; demonstrating 
diachrony from a single manuscript is seen to be virtually impossible. His con-
clusion: "the text-critical material presented by Macho is incapable of proving a 
pre-Massoretic, pre-Christian date of the Palestinian Targum.'m 
Wemberg-Miiller's conclusion was reiterated and expanded by Anthony York 
III 1974.38 York debunked Dfez Macho's 1959 criteria point-by-point as being 
largel y superficial. 39 
36Wernberg-Miiller, "Inquiry", 312-330. 
37Wernberg-Miiller, "Inquiry", 330. 
38 Anthony D. York, "The Dating of Targumic Literature" lIS (1974),49-62. 
39 A precis of York's summary of Dfez Macho is contained below. 
1. Tradition that differs with the Mishnah predates the Mishnah 
2. The lack of a reference to Johanan in Deuteronomy 33: 11 
3. The messianic interpretation of Numbers 24: 17 
4. Tradition that is in common with the New Testament (i.e., correlation necessitates causa-
tion) 
5. Geographic names in Neofiti suggest a pre-Mishnaic date 
6. Neofiti does not parallel Targum pseudo-Jonathan in several ways 
7. Greek and Latin vocabulary 
8. Relationship to New Testament, building on the third and fourth elements mentioned above 
9. Reconstruction of a Hebrew Vorlage. 
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Using his own summary, York notes that Dfez Macho's second criterion -
the absence of Johanan in Deuteronomy 33: 11 - is merely a textual variant and 
does not necessitate an earlier dating. It should be noted that this is true for any 
correlation with the Hebrew against other forms of the Aramaic traditions. 
Any relationship between the tradition of Neofiti and the early Christian tra-
ditions is tenuous and difficult to trace. Alleged "early" geographical names are 
invalid as one cannot rule out their use by later writers.40 York notes that the 
lack of parallels to pseudo-Jonathan, the sixth criterion, is an argument from si-
lence. With regard to the Greek and Latin words found in Neofiti and used by 
Dfez Macho to argue for an early dating, York notes that the Talmud, Midrash, 
and later Targumim also exhibit Greek and Latin words. Finally, with reference 
to Dfez Macho's text-critical method and his reconstruction of an alleged Hebrew 
Vorlage, York defaults to the thirty-seven problems demonstrated by Wemberg-
Muller in 1962. 
Dfez Macho's first criterion - tradition contrary to the Mishnah must predate 
the Mishnah -largely echoes Kahle's work on the Palestinian Targum. The prob-
lems inherent in this perspective is discussed in Section §2.3, "Problems in the 
Targumic Approach". 
2.2.3.2 Targum Neofiti and Qumran Aramaic 
Dfez Macho's sixth criterion, a reference to Qumran Aramaic, is problematic in 
that the similarity is largely based on anomolous data and does not represent the 
QA corpus as a whole. While several allusions are made to similarities between 
4oYork notes that A. Berliner used a similar criterion to prove the antiquity of Onqelos. York, 
"Dating", 56. 
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the Genesis Apocryphon, the Bar Kochba letters, and Targum Neofiti, the more 
substantial evidence consists of four items: the use of '1 as a complement of the 
construct relationship, the use of Jl' and -7 to mark direct objects, the form .,nN7 
mil, and quiescent aleph. From this evidence, he concludes that Neofiti is of the 
same evolutionary line as the Targum Onqelos, Genesis Apocryphon, and the other 
documents from Qumran.41 
This evidence falters on several counts. As discussed in Section 9.1.2.2 "The 
Construct Phrase" (page 199), the use of the relative particle as a construct com-
plement is exceptionally rare in QA and may not be seen as a defining character-
istic of the corpus. The direct object markers cited by Dfez Macho are common 
to more than one form of Aramaic from the fifth century BCE.42 Hence, the use of 
such a criterion in dating is questionable. The form .,nN7 1).,il to which Dfez Ma-
cho refers is not attested in our corpus. Finally, quiescent aleph is not a defining 
characteristic of the QA idiom and should be seen more as circumstantial evidence 
needing correlation.43 
41 Dfez Macho's original treatment reads [Dfez Macho, Neophyti 1, Targum Palestinense ms. de 
la Biblioteca Vaticana., 77.]: 
Unicamente despues de caracterizar con seguridad el arameo de Onqelos y el del 
Apocrijo del Genesis y el del resto de los documentos aramaicos de Qumran, y 
solo despues de haber fijado la mutua relacion de est as diversas clases de arameo, 
se podra pasar a compararlo con el arameo de Neofiti 1 para ver si es un arameo 
posterior dentro de la misma linea evolutiva, 0 si son tipos distintos de arameo: 
arameo literario uno, aremeo hablado otro, 0 arameo hablado en el sur de Palestina 
uno, arameo galilaico otro. 
42Cf. §9.1.S.1 (page 21S) and Takamitsu Muraoka and Bezalel Porten, A Grammar Of Egyptian 
Aramaic 2nd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), Handbuch der Orientalistik 32, §76d. Note, however, that 
the occurrence of 11' in Of A is questionable. See Muraoka and Porten, GEA, 2nd rev. ed., 76d 
n.1050. 
43For more on quiescent aleph in QA, see §7 .1.1 "Aleph" on page lOS. 
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2.2.4 Geza Vermes 
In a 1982 essay entitled "Jewish Literature and New Testament Exegesis", Geza 
Vermes reflected on the interrelationship between the study of the New Testament 
and Jewish literature from the Second Temple Period to the Talmudim.44 In laying 
out the question he considers, Vermes describes the landscape as follows: 
To start with, two commonplaces have to be taken into account. Firstly, 
it is accepted that the New Testament is in some way connected, not 
only with the Hebrew Scriptures (which it often cites), but also with 
post-biblical Judaism. It is consequently assumed that the literary 
relics of ancient Israel may from the viewpoint of language and con-
tent prove useful to New Testament exegesis. Secondly, the earli-
est surviving form of the New Testament is Greek. Yet although a 
good deal of it was actually composed in that language, neither Jesus 
himself nor his original milieu belonged in any real sense (pace Hen-
gel) to Hellenistic Judaism, so any valid approximation of his genuine 
message must entail a linguistic and religious-cultural "re-translation" 
from the Greek into Aramaic/Hebrew concepts and thought-forms. 
Is such a reconversion possible, and if so by what means?45 
To this end, he takes issue with Fitzmyer's linguistic approach.46 While he 
agrees that Fitzmyer's assertion of the primacy and exclusivity of the first-century 
Judaean documents is legitimate on methodological grounds, he also considers 
440eza Vermes, "Jewish Literature and New Testament Exegesis: Reflections on Methodology" 
lournal of lewish Studies 33/1-2 (1982), 361-376. 
45Vermes, "Jewish Literature and New Testament Exegesis", 361. 
46See §3.1 on page 57 for a summary of Fitzmyer's approach. 
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it impracticable in terms of conclusivity.47 This is largely due to a lack of com-
parative Aramaic evidence as highlighted by Fitzmyer and Harrington's Manual 
of Palestinian Aramaic Texts.48 With this reasoning in mind, Vermes effectively 
gives up on the linguistic question as unresolvable at the present time.49 
He then devotes the balance of his essay to the "religious-cultural" question. 
Easily making the case for the early Christian writings to have developed within 
a Jewish milieu and with a significant amount of Jewish tradition as their basis, 
Vermes sets the study of the New Testament within the larger framework of Jewish 
studies from the post-biblical period to the Talmudic period of the sixth Christian 
century. His point is not that the New Testament is dependant on rabbinic tradition 
or vice versa. Rather, he stresses that both are dependant upon "Jewish traditional 
47Vermes, "Jewish Literature and New Testament Exegesis", 364-366. 
48 Joseph A. Fitzmyer and Daniel J. Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts (Rome: 
Editrice Ponfiticio Istituto Biblico, 1994). 
49The religious-cultural and linguistic questions are naturally complementary. However, while 
we would concede that the linguistic question is unresolvable without considerably more work 
being done in the field, we would highlight the more systematic method needed for the linguistic 
question in contrast to the religio-cultural approach espoused by Vermes. If Vermes would neglect 
the former for the latter, we would argue the need for a significantly more stringent account of 
method than has heretofore been seen in print. 
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teaching".50 
Vermes' conclusion, therefore, is that both fields would benefit from a com-
prehensive and unifying study of Jewish religious ideas "from Apocrypha to Tal-
mud".51 Such a work would serve as a guide for the religious and cultural recon-
struction of the earliest Christian times. 
2.3 Problems in the Targumic Approach 
Early attempts at the Targumic Approach were necessarily naIve in comparison 
with later works. We, therefore, do not judge them by the same standard as we 
do later works. Rather, we endeavor to critique them based on the awareness they 
show about the problem. 52 The early Targumic studies of Dalman and Kahle had 
three fundamental flaws that are either ignored by their later adherents or are not 
50 Vermes, "Jewish Literature and New Testament Exegesis", 373-374. Vermes observes the 
common separation of the two disciplines as artificial and largely developed from sectarian Chris-
tian and Jewish roots but then concludes as follows: 
Divested, however, of its denominational garb, the matter takes on another colour. 
The New Testament then ceases to be insignificant for Jews or autonomous and 
in every sense primary for Christians. Jesus and the movement that arose in his 
wake are recognized as belonging to first century Jewish history. Furthermore, a 
good deal of the New Testament appears as reflecting a brief moment in the age-
long religious development of Israel that starts with the Bible and continues via 
the Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, Qumran, Philo, the New Testament, Josephus, 
Pseudo-Philo, the Mishnah, Tosefta, Targum, Midrash, Talmud - and so on and 
so forth. For Jews, the study of rabbinic literature benefits greatly inasmuch as 
the New Testament is able to fulfil the exceedingly important function of provid-
ing a chronologically well-defined segment of tradition applicable as a yardstick in 
dealing with undated material. [374] 
51 Vermes, "Jewish Literature and New Testament Exegesis", 375. 
52In our judgment, to judge these earlier works by the same rule as Fitzmyer, Wilcox, et al. is 
inequitable. The earlier works necessarily paved the way for later studies. While the information 
against which we compare the findings of these earlier scholars is necessarily more current than 
theirs, we shall endeavor to keep this fact in mind in our discussion. Simple examples of the value 
QA holds for a critique of Dalman's paradigm may be had by comparing the eight "Hebraisms" of 
Onqelos (see note 12 on page 37) to their respective sections in Part II. 
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addressed adequately. A certain, benign ignorance allowed: 53 
• the overlooking of the various fates that could befall a text, 
• linguistic ambivalence about how the various languages were employed in 
first-century Judaea and in later works, 
• the overlooking of the genre of the texts used and the genre of the target 
(New Testament) texts, and 
• the assertion that one tradition that is contrary to another must predate it. 
2.3.1 The Fates of a Text 
Regardless of the intent of the author, the fate of a work was seldom in a controlled 
environment after the author had released it. Michael Wise has detailed three 
ways that texts were disseminated in antiquity. First, an author could deposit his 
writing in the temple at Jerusalem, allowing for public reading and discussion of 
it.54 Second, he could deposit a copy with a group or influential friend. Third and 
finally, he could provide the work to a bookseller for copying and selling. 55 
From the time that the work left the hands of the author, it was released, liter-
ally given over, to the public. Any member of the public could copy it and amend 
53We do not consider the lateness of the dating of the Targums to be a flaw in the Targumic 
approach as it was initially developed by Dalman and Kahle. As these scholars worked prior to 
the discovery of the Qumran scrolls, they could not do more than work with the texts at hand. 
Cf. Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, 66, and Stephen A. Kaufman, "Aramaic" in The Anchor Bible Dic-
tionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
54Examples of this from the Hebrew Bible may be found in Exod 25:16,40:21, Deut 10:1-5, 
31:24-26, Josh 24:26, 1 Sam 10:25, and 2 Kings 22:8. Cf. Michael O. Wise, "Accidents and 
accidence: A scribal view of linguistic dating of the Aramaic scrolls from Qumran" in Studies in 
Qumran Aramaic (Louvain: Peeters Press, 1992), Abr-Nahrain Supplement 3, 156 n.111. 
55Wise, "Accidents and accidence", 155-156. 
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or otherwise "improve" upon it.56 Wise characterizes the consequent situation as 
follows: 57 
[O]nce a work was published, the author had no control over its 
circulation. Common trade copies were notoriously prone to error 
and distortion, a fact which led to the prestige of so-called 'autograph 
copies' ... An author's work might appear in truncated or extended 
form, combined with extracts from other authors, while ironically no 
one read his original book. 
After being released to the public, the work was then copied privately. In this 
process, either the scribe would copy it by himself alone or, with dictation, in a 
group.58 
With this paradigm in mind, one can see that the Targums were not likely to 
be immune to these fates, even though they were produced within a religious at-
mosphere. Indeed, Noldeke recognized and Dalman disputed a level of linguistic 
corruption in Targum Onqelos. 59 However, neither Dalman nor Kahle nor their 
adherents have taken account of the corruption incorporated into the text over the 
centuries from its source(s) to the making of the copies extant today. But, to rely 
on the Targums as if they preserved the first-century verbage is to ignore the many 
56Cf. Wise, "Accidents and accidence", 156. 
57Wise, "Accidents and accidence", 156-157. 
5sWise, "Accidents and accidence", 157. Wise further observes that the booksellers typically 
employed copyists. While these were usually Greco-Roman slaves, the Jerusalem temple em-
ployed lower-class freemen for the task. Cf. Anthony 1. Saldarini, Pharisees, Scribes and Sad-
ducees in Palestinian Society (Grand Rapids, MIILivonia, MI: EerdmansfDove, 2001), The Bibli-
cal Resource Series, 266-268. 
Of greater significance for our purposes is Wise's observation that "there is no convincing evi-
dence that scriptoria as such existed prior to the Middle Ages" (Wise, "Accidents and accidence", 
157). On the lack of evidence for institutional memorization, see Jacob Neusner, Rabbinic Liter-
ature and the New Testament (Valley Forge, PA: Trinity Press International, 1994),8. 
59See §2.L1 (page 35). 
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fates that could befall a first -century text. 60 
2.3.2 The Use of the Languages 
The Targumic approach does not represent a clearly developed conception of first-
century, Judaean language dynamics. Unsurprisingly, the use of Greek has never 
been in dispute; however, the perceived role of Greek was significantly greater 
than the aforementioned textual data allow. This is reflected in how Black sum-
marizes the use of the languages in first-century Judaea: 
Greek was the speech of the educated 'hellenized' classes and the 
medium of cultural and commercial intercourse between Jew and for-
eigner; Latin was the language of the army of occupation and, to 
judge from Latin borrowings in Aramaic, appears also to some ex-
tent to have served the purposes of commerce, as it no doubt also did 
of Roman law; Hebrew, the sacred tongue of the Jewish Scriptures, 
continued to provide the lettered Jew with an important means of lit-
erary expression and was cultivated as a spoken tongue in the learned 
coteries of the Rabbis; Aramaic was the language of the people of the 
land ... 61 
60For an example of how a single convention changed over two centuries, consider the use 
of llllN in Classical Hebrew, post-Classical Hebrew, and Qumran Hebrew. The last of these is 
decidedly in favor of llllN over -Ill. However, by the time the Mishnah was compiled, -Ill had 
almost completely displaced the other form. Cf. Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1986), §400.16. 
While Kutscher suggests several similarities between the language of the Genesis Apocryphon 
and Targum Onqelos, this does not legitimize the use of Onqelos for the resolution of our question, 
as if Onqelos reflected a natural extension of QA. Rather, in our judgment, it highlights the import 
of the Qumran corpus. Kutscher, "Language of Gen. Ap.", 1-35. 
61 Black, Aramaic Approach, 15. 
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Hence, from Dalman to Black, a quasi-diglossic relationship was thought to 
exist between Aramaic and Hebrew. 62 
Diglossia may be defined as a situation in which "two varieties of a language 
exist side by side throughout [a] community, with each having a definite role to 
play".63 The quasi-diglossic relationship mentioned here describes Aramaic as the 
"low" language and Hebrew as the "high" language. Hebrew was thought to be 
the language of the academic elite. Aramaic was the language of the hoi polloi. 64 
As we discussed in Section 1.2, Hebrew was still in use in first-century Ju-
daea and not merely among academics. Greek was used by more than just the 
intelligentsia.65 Further, other languages were employed for trade and commerce. 
Finally, the pre-1948 perspective did not account for the pre-Arabic speech com-
munities characterized by the use of Nabatean. 66 
2.3.3 The Overlooking of Genre 
By relying on rabbinic paraphrases of the Hebrew Bible and their accompanying 
hermeneutical notes, the Targumic approach does not give sufficient attention to 
62Cf. Black, Aramaic Approach, 48-49: "[T]here is ... a case, certainly for a wider literary use 
of Hebrew in New Testament times. This much is certain from the Qumran discoveries. It is also 
possible, however. .. that Hebrew did continue as a spoken tongue: it seems unlikely, however, 
that this was outside the circles of the learned or the educated, i.e., in learned Pharisaic, priestly, 
or Essene circles. We must nevertheless allow possibly for more than has been done before for 
the use of Hebrew in addition to (or instead of) Aramaic by Jesus Himself, especially on solemn 
festive occasions; there is a high degree of probability that Jesus began his career as a Galilaean 
rabbi who would be well versed in the Scriptures, and able to compose (or converse) as freely in 
Hebrew as in Aramaic." See also Black, Aramaic Approach, 16. 
63Ferguson, ""Diglossia"" Word 1512 (1959), 325. 
64 As Black noted, this view did have its dissenters. However, Black insisted that: "This ex-
treme position has found little if any support among competent authorities ... " (Black, Aramaic 
Approach, 47-48.) 
65Cf. note 23 on page 8 of the present volume. 
66Cf. David F. Graf, "Nabateans" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library 
System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
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the problem of genre. Elements of syntax and style are employed differently in 
literary narrative than in poetry, records of commerce, and epistolary literature. 
One would then expect the syntax and style of an hermeneutical text to vary con-
siderably from that of a catechetical biography, especially when the two texts are 
separated by more than 200 years!67 This consideration is missing from the Tar-
gumic approaches established by Dalman and Kahle but, as discussed above, is 
touched upon by those who adhered to their views.68 
2.3.4 Contrary is not Early 
Critical to the perspectives of both Kahle and Dfez Macho is the understanding 
that traditions which contradict the Mishnah must predate the Mishnah. This sug-
gests an alignment between posture and chronology that does not follow naturally. 
At its root, it is an argument from silence on two accounts and, on a third account, 
requires two unsupported assumptions. 
It first assumes a ubiquitous influence on the part of the Mishnah virtually 
from the time of its compilation in the late second to early third centuries. This 
is an assertion for which the extant texts offer no evidence. Second, it assumes 
exceptional stability on the part of the Hebrew text, stability against which textual 
variants among the Qumran biblical texts and Targumic variants would argue. 
Further, it assumes uniformity on the part of the traditions which occurred 
after the Mishnah and comprehensiveness on the part of the Mishnah itself. While 
67The Gospel of Mark, widely held to be the earliest of the canonical Gospels, is commonly 
thought to have been written in the late sixties or early seventies of the common era. However, the 
western Targums are generally dated to after 250 CEo For a summary of the dating of Mark accord-
ing to church tradition and according to modern scholarship, see R. T. France, The Gospel oj Mark 
(Grand Rapids, MI and Cambridge, UK/Carlisle: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing CompanylThe 
Paternoster Press, 2002), NIGTC, 38-41. For the dating of TgA, cf. Kaufman, "Aramaic". 
68See McNamara, Targum and Testament, 59. 
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the majority of any group forms the rule, this criterion of Kahle and Dfez Macho 
interprets the group preserved in the texts as the whole of the society to which 
they attest. Neither approach convincingly discounts the role of the minority and 
why the texts, of medieval dating or later in both instances, can not represent a 
dissenting view of a later period.69 
Contrary traditions are not necessarily earlier traditions. Rather, dissenting 
views may be contemporary or later than those previously thought to be the abso-
lute majority. 
69Inherent in this discussion is the assumption that the texts - whether Mishnaic or Targumic -
which survived were those of the majority. They are obviously sectarian in that, generally, they do 
not entertain alternative perspectives outside of their own camp. Further, while they clearly held 
considerable influence, they were not necessarily the only or even the majority perspective at the 
time of their composition/compilation. 
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Table 2.1: A Summary of Dfez Macho's Reasons for an Early Dating of Targum 
Neofiti 
• Anti-Mishnaic tradition predates the Mishnah [57] 
• Neofiti firstly observes the rubrics of the Mishnah, which follows the He-
brew and seems not to know the Aramaic or Targumic traditions, and sec-
ondly follows some post-Mishnaic norms (i.e., practices known from the 
Talmudic era) [60] 
• The absence in Neofiti of later additions which are later accentuated in 
Pseudo-Jonathan [70] 
• Historical and geographical allusions in Neofiti suggest a pre-Mishnaic date 
[71] 
• Large number of Greek and Latin loanwords in Neofiti [73] 
• Neofiti and Qumran Aramaic are similar [75] 
• Neofiti is similar to the Peshitta and may therefore be a Palestinian Targum 
[78] 
• The Hebrew text behind Neofiti suggests an early dating [82] 
• Comparisons between Neofiti and documents from early Christianity or 
Second Temple Judaism suggest resonation and a similar dating [88] 
• Comparison of Neofiti with writings of hellenistic Jewish authors (esp. 
Philo, 1 Enoch, and the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs from Qumran) 
suggests an early dating [93] 
Chapter 3 
Fitzmyer, Maloney and Their Use of 
Qumran Aramaic 
In light of the discovery of the Qumran scrolls in 1947,1 three major approaches 
have been advanced for the resolution of the Aramaic problem. These approaches 
include the works of (1) Fitzmyer and Maloney, (2) Max Wilcox, and (3) Maurice 
Casey. The first, discussed in this chapter, argues that the Aramaic from Qum-
ran should be the latest Aramaic corpus consulted to address the New Testament 
Aramaic question.2 This suggests that the surviving manuscripts of the rabbinic 
material are too far removed from first-century Judaea to contribute substantially 
to our understanding of first-century Judaean language dynamics. 
The latter two approaches are considered in Chapter 4, "Hybrid Approaches." 
IFor a contemporary summary of the discovery of the Qumran scrolls, see James C. 
VanderKam, The Dead Sea Scrolls Today (Grand Rapids, MIICambridge, UK: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1994),3-8. 
2 As will be seen below, however, Fitzmyer breaks with this same principle by referring to the 
Bar Kokhba materials in his restoration of the kyrios hymn. 
As we have alluded previously, modern textual method does not allow one to comment on the 
issue of oral tradition with confidence. Therefore, our address of the problem and the method of 
its resolution pivot on the question of a written source. 
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Max Wilcox argues for the use of both QA and TgA to address the problem. 
Maurice Casey seeks to extend the corpus to "any Aramaic dialect."3 
3.1 Joseph Fitzmyer 
Perhaps no one has advocated the priority of Qumran Aramaic for the study of the 
New Testament Aramaic problem more than Joseph Fitzmyer.4 While Fitzmyer 
has published widely in the field of New Testament Aramaic studies, his approach 
is summarized best in a lecture delivered at the 1973 ]ournees bibliques held in 
Louvain.5 
Introducing his method, Fitzmyer first dismisses the studies prior to Dalman 
as having been done in a piece-meal fashion. 6 He points out the need to account 
for the diversity of material within the New Testament corpus. Each book has 
problems of its own which must be considered whenever evaluating a possible 
Aramaic substratum behind it. In this regard Fitzmyer follows the nuancing of 
Black as he moves away from the language of Jesus to the language of the early 
3Maurice Casey, Aramaic sources of Mark's Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1998), SNTSMS 102,92-93. 
4For examples, see Joseph A. Fitzmyer, A Wandering Aramean: Collected Aramaic Es-
says (Grand Rapids, MIlLivonia, MI: EerdmanslDove, 1997), Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Essays on 
the Semitic Background of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI/Livonia, MI: Eerdmans/Dove, 
1997), and Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Dead Sea Scrolls and Christian Origins (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2000). On the last, see also our review in Review of Biblical Literature online 
at http://www.bookreviews.org(published February 27,2002). 
5This work was revised and published first as "Methodology in the Study of the Aramaic 
Substratum of Jesus' Sayings in the New Testament" and was later re-published as "The Study of 
the Aramaic Background of the New Testament" in A Wandering Aramean (Fitzmyer, Wandering 
Aramean, 1-27). While this work may appear dated, having been published originally thirty years 
before the present work, its recent re-publication suggests that Fitzmyer feels no need to clarify 
his approach further. We here use the most recently published version for our review. 
6"This is not meant as a criticism of the scholars who wrestled with one or other aspect of the 
problem ... Their piece-meal work was determined by what little was known about Aramaic and 
its various phases at that time" (Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 3). 
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Christian communities. 
Second, Fitzmyer observes that one of the critical problems for any such study 
is that of provenance. If, for example, a work such as Philippians is written from 
a city in Asia Minor (he suggests Ephesus) to Christians of a city in Asia Minor 
(Philippi), an alleged Aramaic substratum is difficult to justify. Such an ancestor 
behind part of the text must be established against the linguistic milieu of the 
larger document. 7 
With this understanding, New Testament Aramaic scholarship has contented 
itself largely to work on the Gospels and Acts.s Given that two of the Gospels 
have been described as having been written near Eretz Israel and that one of these 
is Mark,9 a Judaean provenance for the earliest Gospel traditions seems highly 
probable. lo Such rationale is lacking for most of the epistolary writings of the New 
Testament. Without establishing the provenance of Aramaic writing as having 
included the alleged locale of composition, postulation about an Aramaic textual 
7Pitzmyer has posited an Aramaic reverse translation for part of this same epistle. Cf. Joseph A. 
Pitzmyer, "The Aramaic Background of Philippians 2:6-11" CEQ 50 (1988), 470-483. See our 
discussion of this effort in §3.3.3, "Some Things Are Lost in Translation" (page 65). 
8The most notable exception to this trend is the work of R.A. Martin on the Catholic Epistles. 
Cf. Raymond A. Martin, Syntax Criticism of lohannine Literature, the Catholic Epistles, and the 
Gospel Passion (Lewiston, NY: Mellen, 1989). However, even this work was preceded by his work 
on the Synoptic Gospels, itself being based on his study on the syntax of translated documents. 
See Raymond A. Martin, Syntax Criticism of the Synoptic Gospels (Lewiston, NY: Mellen, 1987), 
and Raymond A. Martin, Syntactical Evidence of Semitic sources in Greek Documents (Lewiston, 
NY: Mellen, 1974). 
However, while Martin's work is innovative and important, it is as cracks in the soil of the largely 
forsaken field of New Testament Greek grammatology. Much of his evidence is circumstantial. 
His conclusions about which texts are likely to have been translated from an earlier (Semitic) 
source require integration with the conclusions of other disciplines. 
9Matthew is thought to have been written near to or in Syria. Cf. Donald A. Hagner, Matthew 
1-13 Vol. 33a, Word Biblical Commentary (Dallas: Word, 1993), lxxv. Joel Marcus has asserted a 
similar conclusion for the provenance of Mark. Cf. Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8 (New York: Doubleday, 
2000), ABC 29,33-39. However, this latter view is not without its dissenters; see R. T. Prance, The 
Gospel of Mark (Grand Rapids, MI and Cambridge, UK/Carlisle: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
CompanylThe Paternoster Press, 2002), NIGTC, 38. 
lOPitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 4-5. 
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ancestor falters. 
Third, Fitzmyer objects to the loose labeling of any spurious Greek construc-
tion as a "Semitism." Something that is merely "Semitic" in tone is not a Semitism. 
Rather, Fitzmyer argues that the use of the term should be supported by the 
Aramaic and Hebrew corpora that are contemporary with the text under consid-
eration. For the study of the New Testament, this logic inevitably points to the 
Qumran writings. 
Fitzmyer divides the Aramaic problem into eight elements. We have listed 
these in Table 3.1 ("Eight Aspects of the Aramaic Problem According to Fitzmyer" 
on page 60) with brief summaries of each. Fitzmyer's view of the early Christian 
linguistic environment is very close to our own,11 the most significant difference 
being his exclusion of the pre-Arabic dialects. 12 In his perspective, as in our 
own, Greek and Aramaic were widely used; Hebrew also was spoken, but not as 
widely.B 
The modem understanding of the NT Aramaic problem has been advanced 
significantly through Fitzmyer's work. Of particular import are the refinement of 
the problem to the language of the early church and the consideration he gives to 
method. Unfortunately, many ofthe aspects he delineates have not been developed 
further by other scholars. However, a significant exception to this trend is an early 
work by Elliott Maloney. 
llSee §1.2 (page 4). 
12Cf. Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 6-10, and Joseph A. Fitzmyer, "The Languages of Pales-
tine in the First Century A.D." in Essays on the Semitic Background of the New Testament (Grand 
Rapids, MIILivonia, MI: Eerdmans/Dove, 1997),29-56. 
13Cf. Fitzmyer, "Languages of Palestine", 46. 
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Table 3.1: Eight Aspects of the Aramaic Problem According to Fitzmyer 
1. Aramaic as a Language of Jesus 
Aramaic was one of three languages spoken in first-century Judaea, along with 
Greek and Hebrew. 
2. Aramaic Names, Words, and Phrases Preserved in the New Testament 
Words which are obviously transliterated from another language may be attributed 
to that language, but vocabulary common to Hebrew and Aramaic (e.g., 11"Jr.l) must 
be recognized as indeterminable. 
3. Aramaisms in New Testament Greek 
To determine where constructions in New Testament Greek reflect first-century 
Aramaic, one must compare it with genuine, first-century Aramaic texts. 
4. Mistranslations 
Allegations that myriad pericopae are simply mistranslations of Aramaic originals 
must be tempered by comparison to contemporary evidence. 
5. Aramaic Literary Forms in Prose and Poetry 
The characteristics of Aramaic (vs. Hebrew) poetry need to be defined. Not all 
poetry in Aramaic is Aramaic poetry. 
6. Aramaic and Variant Readings in the New Testament Text-Tradition 
Because Codex Bezae may preserve an early or even original Aramaism does not 
necessarily denote an early date for the document as a whole. Further, independence 
of later (Syriac) corruption needs to be established. 
7. Jewish Literary Traditions Found in the New Testament and in Known Aramaic 
Literature 
Correspondence does not necessitate dependence. Simply because a similar textual 
tradition occurs in the New Testament as is found in the non-Qumran Targums does 
not mean that the author used that Targum as a source. 
8. Aramaic Epistolography 
Our current understanding of Aramaic epistolography is too incomplete to offer any 
sound conclusions. While such study is unlikely to have a direct bearing on the New 
Testament epistles, it is a desideratum for purposes of comparison. 
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3.2 Elliott Maloney 
Elliott Maloney wrote Semitic Interference in Marean Syntax as his doctoral dis-
sertation under Joseph Fitzmyer. In this work, Maloney restricted himself to the 
third of Fitzmyer's elements, multi-lingual interference. 14 Whereas Black used 
Codex Bezae, Maloney relies upon the text-critical conclusions of the Nestle-
Aland committee as "the" Greek text of Mark. 15 
Within the realm of multi-lingual interference, Maloney purposely does not as-
sert Semitic interference which he discovered. Rather, he discusses the validity of 
the syntactic elements asserted by others. 16 He compares the alleged Semitisms 
against the non-Atticist, Hellenistic litterateurs and the Greek of the Egyptian, 
non-literary papyri.17 Then, Maloney'S method is to compare the syntagmeme to 
its equivalent in the following dialects of Hebrew: classical, late-biblical, Qumran 
14Elliott Maloney, Semitic Interference in Marean Syntax (Chico, California: Scholars Press, 
1981), SBLDS 51,45. 
15Maloney relies on the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece, revised twenty-sixth edi-
tion (Maloney, Semitic Interference, 35). In doing so, however, he notes the work of Kilpatrick 
who suggested that the more Semitic New Testament texts may be more original. Cf. George D. 
Kilpatrick, "Atticism and the Text of the Greek New Testament" in Neutestamentliche AuJsatze 
ed. J. Blinzler etal. (Regensburg: Pustet, 1963), 126-127. Maloney underscores three possible 
ways Christian scribes of the second century may have sought to "cleanse" the New Testament 
texts after the "parting of the ways" in the late first century: 
1. Elimination of Semitisms 
2. Revising non-literary Koine to a more sophisticated, literary style 
3. Atticizing the mottled style of first-century Judaean Greek 
The evidence for these, however, is rather slight when one considers the number of Semitisms 
that allegedly "survived" and the relatively rough syntax of many New Testament authors. 
16Maloney relies especially on Howard's "Semitisms of the New Testament," a part of Howard's 
1929 volume Accidence and Word-Formation, the second volume in lH. Moulton's A Grammar 
oj New Testament Greek (Maloney, Semitic Interference, 45 and 268). While such a work was 
certainly desirous, his review serves only to clarify what is still valid without substantially adding 
to the number of Semitisms known to us. 
l70ne should note that Maloney does not explicitly clarify the contents of these corpora any-
where save the volume index. 
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(QH), and "proto-Mishnaic Hebrew materials."18 Third, the syntagmeme is held 
against the contemporaneous Aramaic evidence from Qumran and the earlier, bib-
lical writings in Daniel and Ezra. Finally, the Old Greek version of the Hebrew 
Bible is used for comparison. 
While Maloney's approach is, by far, the most rigorous approach seen yet for 
a single volume on the Aramaic problem,19 it has several innate problems. These 
are addressed in Section 3.3.2, "On Bilingual Interference" (page 63). 
3.3 Problems in These Approaches 
With the discovery of a significant number of Aramaic texts at Qumran, New Tes-
tament Aramaic scholarship finally had a dialect of Aramaic that was of the same 
general time frame and location as that of the early church. Further, with the dis-
covery of the Qumran scrolls and the Bar Kokhba letters, modem scholarship has 
a more informed view of the relevant linguistic milieu, as detailed in Section 1.2 
(page 4). As Fitzmyer observed about the works written on the New Testament 
Aramaic problem prior to the discovery and assessment of Qumran Aramaic: 
The recovery of earlier Aramaic from extrabiblical sources has been 
largely an achievement of this century; and when it comes to Pales-
tinian Aramaic of the first century it is almost a matter of discoveries 
of the last two decades (i.e., since 1959/1960). As a result, the older 
material that has been written on the problem of Aramaic and the NT 
18Maloney, Semitic Interference, 40. 
19Pitzmyer has written a myriad of articles on the subject but has not yet presented a compre-
hensive treatment. 
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can only be used today with great caution. 20 
While the adherents of the Targumic approach observed many difficult areas, their 
conclusions must be re-evaluated against a more relevant, first-century, literary 
Judaean dialect: Qumran Aramaic. 
3.3.1 Some Corrective Qualities 
As detailed in Table 3.1 (page 60), Fitzmyer has identified eight aspects of the 
NT Aramaic problem.21 In those aspects, Fitzmyer has rightly addressed, albeit 
in principle alone, many of the problems of language dynamics and literary genre 
which eluded those who advanced the Targumic approach. However, just as Dal-
man and Kahle were the first to address the New Testament Aramaic problem 
critically and were not able to consider the issues modern scholarship takes for 
granted, Fitzmyer and Maloney have advanced the quest significantly in some ar-
eas but have not developed the inquiry beyond a preliminary level in others. 22 This 
is due in large part to the non-systematic fashion with which the problem has been 
addressed. 
3.3.2 On Bilingual Interference 
While Maloney's study on Semitic interference in the text of Mark is invaluable 
for the New Testament Aramaic problem, it covers only half the ground necessary 
20Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 3. Material in parentheses inserted by the present author. 
2ICf. Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 2. 
220ne example of this is in the determination of whether constructions in New Testament Greek 
reflect first-century Aramaic. While Fitzmyer is right to point to first-century Aramaic texts as the 
Aramaic corpus of choice, he does not develop the necessary controls of the Greek and Hebrew 
corpora. This, however, was developed in part by Maloney, presumably with Fitzmyer's counsel. 
Cf. Maloney, Semitic Interference, 35-45. Our observations on the value of Maloney's study may 
be found in §3.3.2. 
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to address the problem in a critical manner.23 Chapter III of his study presents a 
detailed analysis of several Semitisms that had been alleged in Marcan syntax. In 
that the method is to consider the evidence for these Semitisms in the extant liter-
ature, Maloney's study provides a great service to the scholarly community. How-
ever, as a comprehensive treatment of Semitic interference in the second Gospel, 
the method falters on two accounts. 
First, it does not stem from a systematic knowledge of the three relevant lan-
guages. Rather, the databank of Semitisms whence Maloney draws is the various 
Semitisms previously alleged by Howard and others.24 Consequently, Maloney's 
work is more a critical review of alleged Semitisms than an advancement of new 
ones. 
Second, the work does not offer conclusive criteria for discerning between 
Hebrew and Aramaic but, because of the constraints of Maloney's method, is 
restricted to commenting on Semitic and non-Semitic interference - and that 
without the comprehensiveness that comes from a systematic approach. 
As a result of these two shortcomings, the value of Maloney's work is in lay-
ing some of the groundwork for future studies. However, as noted here, a more 
comprehensive study is needed and will require a systematic knowledge of the 
three relevant languages as used in first-century Judaea. 
23Maloney, Semitic Interference. For a summary of Maloney's method see §3.2. 
24Maloney, Semitic Interference, 45. 
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3.3.3 Some Things Are Lost in Translation 
Outside of Black's Approach and various attempts born of pre-Qumran Targumic 
studies,25 little was offered in the way of retroversion after the discovery of the 
Qumran Scrolls. Fitzmyer, Maloney, and those who agreed with the former's 
approach to the question simply did not take up the issue. However, in a 1988 
article, Fitzmyer endeavored to reverse translate Philippians 2:6-11 into an alleged 
Aramaic Vorlage. This is a milestone in that it illustrates succinctly some of what 
Qumran Aramaic can contribute to New Testament Aramaic studies. However, 
as demonstrated in our extensive critique below, it also highlights problems which 
any attempt at reverse translation needs to address. Fitzmyer's translation is shown 
against the Nestle-Aland Greek text in Table 3.2.26 
3.3.3.1 The Need to Assume an Aramaic Original 
Fitzmyer begins with the assumption that the passage had a textual ancestor in 
Aramaic.27 While this assumption is in-line with the tradition of Lohmeyer,28 
25Black's An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts was first published in 1947 and was 
published in revised form in 1954 and 1967. Greenfield notably disparaged the 1967 edition as 
being grossly out of date, even by the state of Aramaic studies in 1947. See Jonas C. Greenfield, 
"Review of M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts" INES 31 (1972),58-61. 
26The translation is taken from Fitzmyer, "Aramaic Background of Philippians", 482; verse 
numbers were added from Fitzmyer's transliteration. Also, the original translation contained ty-
pographical errors (e.g., N~n in v.6) and has been corrected here according to Fitzmyer's translit-
eration. Verse 3d (8Ctvli·wu os crcCtUp0i)) is placed in brackets as it is widely considered to be a 
Pauline addition. Cf. Fitzmyer, "Aramaic Background of Philippians", 473. 
The Greek text is that of the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece (27th ed). 
27Fitzmyer, "Aramaic Background of Philippians", 470-483. 
28Ernst Lohmeyer, Die Briefe an die Philipper, an die Kolosser und an Philemon (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1964), Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar tiber das Neue Testament 9, 
90-99. 
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Table 3.2: The Greek text of Philippians 2:6-11 and Fitzmyer's translation 
The Nestle-Aland text: 
6 ck SV flOpcpfi 8EaU urrapxwv 
oux &prraY[lov ~y~aa1"o 
1"0 dval 'taa 8s0, 
7 ana £aU1"OV SXEvwasv 
llopCp~v OOUAOU Aa~wv, 
SV 0IlOLwlla1"l av8pwrrwv ysvollsvoe;' 
xaL aX~llan sups8de; we; av8pwrroe; 
8 s1"arrslvwasv £aU1"ov 
ysvollsvoe; urr~xooe; IlEXpl 8ava1"ou, 
[8ava1"ou OS a1"aupou] 
9 OlO xaL ° 8soe; aU1"ov urrspu~wasv 
xaL sxaplaa1"o aU1"0 
1"0 Dvolla 1"0 urrsp rrav Dvolla, 
10 '(va SV 1"0 Qvolla1"l Tf]aOU 
rrav yow xall~n 
srroupavlwv xaL smyslwv xaL xa1"ax8ovlwv 
11 xaL rraaa YAwaaa s~olloAoy~aY]1"al (Jel 
XUpLOe; 'IY]aoue; Xpla1"Oe; 
de; 06~av 8Eau rra1"poe;. 
Fitzmyer's translation: 
'mn'N Nil7N 07~:t N1il 6 
77'V :t'Vn N71 
Nil7N7 '1'V N1ilY.)7 
il'V~) 1'VN 01:t 7 
:ttl) 1:t).l 07~1 
N1il 'V)N n1y')1:t1 
'V)N-l:tJ nJn'VY.) 1tn:t1 
il'V~) 7~'Vil 8 
Nn1y') 1).1 N1il ).I1y')'V1 
Nil7N ilY.)'lil 'l'V '1N p7 9 
NY.)'V7 il7 :til'1 
O'V 7J lY.) N7).1 '1 
).I1'V' 0'V:t '1 nl:t1-7).110 
).I1Jn 11:t 7J 
N).I1N-n1nn71 N).I1N:t1 N'Y.)'V:t '1 
'11n' 1'V7 7J1 11 
Nn''VY.) ).I1'V' Nly') '1 
N:tN Nil7N 117'7 
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Levertoff,29 and Grelot,30 the question must still be answered as to why the text 
is not likely to have been in Greek or Hebrew originally. Obviously, the fact that 
one can render a text into a particular language does not necessitate its existence 
in that language in antiquity. 
The only apparent way of discerning an Aramaic original from a Greek text is 
through negative proofs developed from the grammar of the Greek and Hebrew 
corpora most relevant to the earliest Christian textual traditions. Only after a 
text has been demonstrated not to reflect the known grammar of the other two 
main languages used in first-century Judaea can one justifiably address its possible 
Aramaic origins. Save for certain obvious morphemic or phonemic echoes in 
Greek transliteration of an Aramaic word or phrase (e.g., 1:CtAL6& XOUf1), modem 
scholarship cannot readily establish Aramaic phrasing from Hebrew or Greek as 
echoed in a Greek text. 
The consequent requirement to assume an Aramaic original highlights the 
need for complementary grammars of the Hebrew and Greek of first-century Ju-
daea.31 Among English language resources, the grammatical standard reference 
work for Greek among New Testament scholars, A Greek Grammar of the New 
Testament,32 is over forty years out of date, being translated from the ninth-tenth 
edition of the original. There are two major problems with using this work to 
approach the problem of Aramaic sources behind the NT. First, it is focused al-
most exclusively on the Greek of the NT, not having been developed from the 
29 As cited and discussed in William K. L. Clarke, New Testament Problems: Essays - Reviews 
- Interpretations (London: SPCK, 1929),141-150, esp. p. 148. 
30Pierre Grelot, "Deux notes critiques sur Philippiens 2,6-11" Bib 54 (1973), 169-186. 
310n the need for the grammatical study of first-century QH texts, see our discussion below. 
32F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Chris-
tian Literature trans. by R.W. Funk (Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1961). The 
original, German title is Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch. 
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larger Hellenistic cOrpuS.33 Second, while the original work has been updated 
to an eighteenth edition,34 the English-speaking world does not include this in 
its standard repertory. Instead, continued use is made of the 1961 translation 
by Robert Funk.35 Another standard work, the four-part grammar by Moulton, 
Howard, and Turner, was completed over seventy years (1906-1976) and, again, 
treats the Greek of the New Testament as a dialect unto itself and with secondary 
consideration being given to its linguistic and literary environment. 36 
In terms of Hebrew, no grammar of exclusively first-century Hebrew exists. 
The only English-language grammar of Qumran Hebrew is that of Qimron. 37 Ob-
viously, this slender volume is not as comprehensive as would be necessary for 
determining the standard characteristics of QH.38 Qimron's corpus is relatively 
small and excludes texts from the common era.39 However, while the corpus pre-
dates the common era, it is still relevant for New Testament studies as it illustrates 
the tendencies leading up to the first century CE and may be used as a control 
33The model of Blass and Debrunner follows the traditional view of separating the Greek of the 
New Testament from the rest of Koine Greek. This division is artificial and should be discarded. 
Rather, the Greek of the New Testament must be considered against other documents from the 
time. The only grammar of Koine texts known to address the phonology and morphology of the 
Greek papyri is Francis T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzan-
tine Periods (Milano: Istituto Editoriale Cisalpino-La Goliardica, 1976), Testi e documenti per 10 
studio dell' antichita 55. 
34The most recent publication is in 2001, but this is merely a reprint of the 1976 edition, revised 
by Friedrich Rehkopf. Cf. Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch, Cited 2 July 2003. 
Online: http://newfirstsearch.uk.oclc.org. 
35Blass, DeB runner, and Funk, Greek Grammar of the NT. 
36Cf. James H. Moulton, W.F. Howard and N. Turner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek 
Vol. 1-4, (Edinburgh: T and T Clark, 1906, 1920,1963, 1976). 
37Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1986). 
This is an abridged, English translation of Qimron's Hebrew grammar of the same corpus. Un-
fortunately, while we have been told of this earlier Hebrew work, we have not been able to find 
bibliographic information for it. 
3sIf one omits §§500 and 600 and the indices of Qimron's grammar, one is left with a seventy-
two page treatise (pp. 14-86). 
39Cf. Qimron, Hebrew of the DSS, §0.12. 
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for general stylistic tendencies of the time. Naturally, a grammar based on first-
century QH texts is to be desired. Until such time as either Qimron's fuller work 
is rendered in a more commonly understood language or a more comprehensive 
work becomes available in English (or another modem language), the field of 
New Testament Aramaic study will proceed awkwardly, where it can, and without 
a necessary control mechanism. This lack consequently necessitates, but does not 
justify, the common assumption of an Aramaic original on the part of Fitzmyer 
and others who work this field. 
3.3.3.2 A Problem of Aramaic Grammar 
Further compounding the problem of an assumed Aramaic source, Fitzmyer justi-
fies his vocabulary and morphological choices based largely on QA. However, as 
demonstrated in Part II of the present work, QA is not completely standardized in 
its morphology.4o Hence, any translation should be accompanied by an apology 
for the forms chosen. 
With respect to Fitzmyer's justification of his translation, the issue of syntax 
is virtually omitted. This problem is compounded by the fact that there is so little 
Aramaic poetry available for comparison and study. Because of this scarcity, the 
unfortunate state of affairs is that one cannot be sure what makes Aramaic poetry 
different from Hebrew poetry. Indeed, we cannot be sure if there even are any 
significant differences.41 
40See Chapter 8, "Morphology". 
41The fact that Philippians 2:5-11 is commonly held to be a "hymn of Christ" and to be poetry, 
therefore, suggests the need for the syntax of Aramaic poetry to be brought as a comparison. 
Elsewhere, Fitzmyer counts seven sources for Aramaic poetry (Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 
16-17): 
1. the Carpentras stele (c. 4th c. BeE). Obviously, the relevance of this text is compromised 
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As a consequence of these limitations,42 Fitzmyer must build on the earlier 
works of Levertoff,43 who used the later Galilean Aramaic, and Gre1ot,44 who 
used an amalgam of the Palestinian Targums and a selection of QA texts as repre-
sentative of first-century Judaean Aramaic.45 The result is a translation that may 
be correct in that the forms included are attested in QA or BA. The syntax of the 
poetry is questionable, however, being determined by word-for-word rendering 
from the Greek text.46 
An example of this problem is with regard to the use of N1il)'J) for c:lVctl in his 
translation of verse 6 (c6 c:lVCt.L '(oCt. 6<:1{)). While this is literally accurate, the use 
of N1il)'J) as an epexegetical infinitive is not found in the Aramaic from Qumran, 
somewhat by its early dating. 
2. passages in the book of Daniel (2:20-23; 3:31-33; 4:7-13, 31-32; 6:26-28; 7:9-10,13-14, 
23-27). 
3. Tobit 8:5-6,15-17; 13:1-8. Of these, only three verses are extant in Aramaic (13:6-8 in 
4QpapToba 17ii.I-6). 
4. llQTgJob. However, as Fitzmyer asks, while this is poetry in Aramaic, is it necessarily 
Aramaic poetry? 
5. some of the proverbs of Ahikar. 
6. possibly the description of Sarai's beauty in lQapGen xx.2-7, if one accepts Black's view 
of the passage [Cf. Matthew Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1967),41]. 
7. a rhythmic meter in the paratactic clauses of 4QApocalypse (i.e., 4Q246). 
Cf. also Fitzmyer, Wandering Aramean, 17. 
42Fitzmyer's study on the Kyrios-hymn is exploratory and conjectural, to be sure. Lest we be 
accused of being as the fox and the grapes, our criticism here is intended to take inventory of what 
steps would be needed to validate Fitzmyer's work. 
43 As cited and discussed in Clarke, New Testament Problems, 141-150, esp. p. 148. 
44Grelot, "Deux notes", 169-186. 
45 As Fitzmyer notes, the classifying of the Palestinian Targums as being of the same era as Qum-
ran Aramaic is questionable and, in our judgment, wrong. Cf. Fitzmyer, "Aramaic Background of 
Philippians", 474. 
46Fitzmyer does vary slightly for reasons of syntax. However, this is the exception and not 
the rule. The reasons for variation are deduced from his own experience with the texts and are 
not systematically developed anywhere. See the justification for :l'lJn N)) in Fitzmyer, "Aramaic 
Background of Philippians", 477. 
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despite Fitzmyer's attempt at justification. The form in question occurs twice in 
QA: IIQTgJob xv.S and 4QLevib 1 i.IS. The first reflects an objective infinitive. 
The second is an infinitive of purpose.47 
Similar issues might be raised about other parts of the translation, as welL 
The use of -7 as an object complement in verse 9 requires clarification. While not 
without precedent at Qumran, it is not necessary for the meaning of the sentence. 
Fitzmyer does not state why he chooses to use it. 
Also in verse 9, the use of 1Y-l N7Y >1 for "that is above" is disputable. N7Y 
1Y-l occurs once in IQapGen xx.7; however, there it requires the complement of 
a -7. The only place where N7Y occurs in conjunction with 1Y-l but without the -7 in 
our period is in non-literary Aramaic from Murabba'at and Na1)al $e'elim.48 And 
there the phrase is N7Y 1Y-l not 1Y-l N7Y. 
Another problem may be seen in the use of mnn7 in verse 10. As Qumran 
Aramaic leaves off the prefixed -7 in 4Q213a 1 ii.I7 and llQTgJob xx. 1, one is 
left to wonder why the -7 is included here. 
Simply because a form occurs in a dialect within close proximity to the early 
Christian writings either geographically or chronologically does not mean one 
47The first of these infinitives occurs in conjunction with 1Y.l for a partitive effect. The second 
may be considered to express result. The context of the two lines are as follows: 
11QTgJob xv.5: [»]Y >:t7:J OY N1ilY.l7Y.l 11ilnm:tN... . .. J their [fatherJs from being the dogs 
of [my J sheep. 
4QLevib 1 i.IS: ... il:J7 N)ilY.l7 »:tlP) >lr.) ;5[y... . .. up Jon me, Lord, and draw me near to be 
for you .. . 
For commentary on the infinitive of 11QTgJob xv.5, see Michael Sokoloff, The Targum to Job 
from Qumran Cave XI (Ramat-Gan/Jerusalem, Israel: Bar-Ilan University at Ahva Press, 1974), 
124. On the ellipses after il:J7 in 4QLevib 1 i.lS, see Michael Stone and Jonas C. Greenfield, 
"Aramaic Levi Document" in Qumran Cave 4: XVII. Parabiblical Texts, Part 3 ed. James C. 
VanderKam etaL (Oxford: Clarendon, 1996), DJD 22, 29. 
48Sokoloff notes Murabba'at 26 and Nal:tal ~e'elim 50:12 and 23. See Michael Sokoloff, A 
Dictionary of Judean Aramaic (Bar-llan, Israel: Bar-Ilan University Press, 2003), 70b. 
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may use it as a one-to-one correspondence to the Greek text. The syntax of the 
forms must be considered in a more systematic fashion than they have been in this 
rendering of Philippians 2. 
3.3.3.3 On Literal Translation Technique 
Given our lack of grammatic knowledge and the want of further translation studies 
related to ancient Greek texts, scholarship currently endures an inability to dis-
tinguish clearly between Aramaic and Hebrew sources behind Greek documents. 
Consequently, Fitzmyer must assume that any Greek translation that occurred was 
a literal rendering of the alleged Aramaic source of the hymn. This overlooks a 
few problems which must be addressed. Although we here critique Fitzmyer's 
translation, the critique is equally applicable to any work of reverse translation. 
While literal translation technique is known in the ancient world, it does not 
seem to have been employed as much among first-century texts as in earlier doc-
uments. The premier example of literal translation in antiquity is the LXX Penta-
teuch. Concerning the use of literal translation techniques, Olofsson has noted: 
The main factor behind the adoption of a literal translation technique 
in the LXX Pentateuch was presumably the convenience of this ap-
proach since the translators had no instruments that could facilitate 
the, in many respects, more complicated free translation process; no 
grammars, lexica, concordances or commentaries, and probably not 
even any earlier translation that they could use as their model. At the 
most they or at least the later translators may have employed some 
sort of a primitive glossary that would make the consistent rendering 
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of words, which is one of the most prominent aspects of the literal 
approach, easier. But there are no concrete evidences that the trans-
lators used either dictionaries or word lists. They did not employ 
any system with notes on alternative translations or interpretations. 
All these circumstances paved the way for their choice of translation 
technique, because with a literal approach they could preserve some 
of the (sometimes alleged) ambiguity of the origina1.49 
While the majority of the LXX exhibits literal translation technique,50 this is not 
due to an ignorance on the part of the translators but is due to their respect for the 
49Staffan Olofsson, The LXX Version: A Guide to the Translation Technique of the Septuagint 
(Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1992), Coniectanea Biblica Old Testament Series 
30,7. 
50 Throughout the present work, we use the term LXX to mean the standard Greek translations 
of the contents of the Hebrew Bible. We refer to works not included in the Hebrew Bible but that 
were later translated into Greek as part of the Apocrypha (a.k.a., the Deuterocanonical works), 
Pseudepigrapha (e.g., 1 Enoch), or otherwise non-biblical, historical works (e.g., the works of 
Josephus), as relevant. Further, any additions to the works represented in the Hebrew Bible are 
recognized as additions and the Hebrew Bible material is assumed to be reflective of the original 
form and length of the work in question. For more on the various meanings of the term "LXX" 
see Melvin K.H. Peters, "Septuagint" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library 
System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
Any description of Septuagintal translation technique is by necessity general in its scope. Trans-
lation technique varies widely throughout the Septuagint. The Pentateuch tends to exhibit a very 
literal style of translation. As one proceeds from the Pentateuch to the Prophets, however, the style 
tends to become progressively more liberal. The Writings tend to reflect even freer techniques of 
translation. Olofsson goes on to state (Olofsson, The LXX Version, 33-34): 
The Septuagint displays a great variety in the style of the language and in the trans-
lation technique adopted. It is actually a collection of translations together with 
original Greek compositions that belong to different periods oftimes and are trans-
lated according to different principles. This must be kept in mind when the more 
general characteristics of Septuagint Greek are discussed. By the designation "Sep-
tuagint Greek" I refer to the typical traits of the overwhelming majority of books 
that are translations, leaving out of account the original Greek works. I especially 
have those books in mind which are translated in a literal way. There are also great 
differences in the translation technique in general as well as in the choice of equiv-
alents between different books of the LXX ... Every translation unit has to be dealt 
with separately. 
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object of translation.51 Conversely, when one surveys the non-canonical Jewish 
works that were translated into Greek, one finds more fluid translation techniques 
used consistently. 52 
The use of less-literal translation techniques in non-canonical literature calls 
into question the uncritical use of literal translation techniques in retroverting any 
510lofsson, The LXX Version, 7-8. 
520n Ben Sira, cf. Benjamin G. Wright, No Small Difference: Sirach 's Relationship to Its He-
brew Parent Text (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), Septuagint and Cognate Studies 26; Yigael 
Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada: With Introduction, Emendations, and Commentary 
(Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society and the Shrine of the Book, 1965), 5-11; Benjamin G. 
Wright, "Ben Sira, Book of" in Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman 
and James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 91a-93a. 
On Tobit, consider the various differences between the Aramaic (4QpapTobita, 4QTobitb, 
4QTobitC, 4QTobitd), Hebrew (4QTobite), Greek, and Latin versions as noted in Joseph A. 
Fitzmyer, "Tobit" in Qumran Cave 4: XIV. Parabiblical Texts, Part 2 ed. Magen Broshi et al. 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), DJD 19, 1-76 and its republication in Fitzmyer, Christian Origins, 
159-235. 
On lEnoch, see Erik W. Larson, The Translation of Enoch: From Aramaic into Greek Ph. D 
thesis, (New York University, 1995), and Loren Stuckenbruck, "Revision of Aramaic-Greek and 
Greek-Aramaic Glossaries in The Books of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments of Qumran cave 4 by IT. 
Milik" JJS 41 (1990). 
On Josephus' use of Aramaic in Bellum Judaicarum, see Louis H. Feldman, "Josephus" in The 
Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
Some studies have discounted an Aramaic Vorlage to B..J. citing as evidence: 
• the verb [1nct~crnw which Josephus uses in B..l. 1.3 properly means to recast and not to 
translate. 
• Josephus never again mentions an Aramaic original or his translation of it. 
• the Atticized Greek prevalent in B.J. is not likely to have been derived from an Aramaic 
original. 
This summary is derived from e-mail communication with Steve Mason of York University on 
4 July 2003. For a more complete discussion, see Gohei Hata, "Is the Greek Version of Josephus' 
Jewish War a Translation or a Rewriting of the First Version?" JQR 66 (1975), 89-108, and Tessa 
Rajak, Josephus: The Historian and His Society (LondonlMinneapolis: Duckworth PresslFortress 
Press, 1983),46-64,86, and esp. 174-184. 
In response to these criticisms, Nodet has suggested that Josephus drafted the first, Greek 
translation of his work himself, without assistants. This version would have many of the 
Semitisms which Nodet finds in Slavonic Josephus. However, Josephus' Greek-speaking 
assistants cleansed this version when they rendered the later Greek version. Cf. Etienne 
Nodet, "Jewish Features in the 'Slavonic' War of Josephus" Cited 8 July 2003. Online: 
http://www.josephus.yorku.ca/pdflnodet2000.pdf (presented at the annual meeting of the SBL, 
Nashville, Tenn., 21 November 2000),26. 
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New Testament pericope. 53 Hence, it is incumbent on anyone who asserts a re-
verse translation to justify the technique they employ. 
3.3.3.4 Misappropriation of Sources 
A final concern must be voiced about Fitzmyer's sources. While Fitzmyer is not as 
boundless as Casey,54 his unquantified references to the LXX and the Bar Kokhba 
literature are questionable. The LXX was by no means favored throughout the 
Empire but seems to have been discounted, though not wholly disparaged, 55 in 
first-century Judaea.56 The Bar Kokhba letters and related texts, by contrast, are 
comparatively less important than QA because of their genre and dating. While 
they may give marginal support for the probability of a morpheme having existed 
53In order to assert that an ancient translator would have used a literal translation technique, pre-
sumably from a perspective of respect (per Olofsson, T7w LXX Version, 7-8), one must demonstrate 
a similar status of authority within the community or communities involved. 
An illustration of less-literal translation of the Decalogue may be found in James 2:11. 
See §3.3.3.4, n.56. 
54See §4.3.2. 
55For a list of the Greek manuscripts from Qumran, see Emanuel Tov, "Lists of Specific Groups 
of Texts from the Judaean Desert" in T7le Texts from the Judaean Desert ed. Emanuel Tov, DJD 
39, 215-216. It is worth noting that these thirty-seven texts comprise a very small fraction of the 
Qumran corpus. Further, their role for the community of the Qumran scrolls is not clear. 
56This may be reflected in the clear use of LXX only once by the author of James, the only NT 
manuscript to claim Judaean origin. The other six quotations from the Hebrew Bible are either 
overtly translated from the Hebrew (e.g., James 2: 11) or are of an unclear origin. 
We here follow Judaean authorship of James for reasons outlined in a paper we presented to the 
SBL Pacific Region meeting held March 17, 1998, entitled "On the Nature of 6 v0!10C; 1:SA£LOC; 1:0V 
1:~C; EA£u8£p[lXC; in James 1.25." The summary of these reasons are as follows: there is no mention 
of Paul or the Gentile question, Jewish tradition is not argued but assumed, the unfriendly diaspora 
to which James is directed thus becomes persecuted Jews, and the amalgamation of the various 
known Jesus traditions in the one letter argues for either very early or very late dating. Given 
the (contested) references to Jesus, these may be Christian Jews. As Hengel and Sevenster have 
shown, superior Greek is not an obstacle to the possibility of Judaean authorship. Martin Hengel, 
Judaism and Hellenism: Studies in their Encounter in Palestine during the Early Hellenistic Period 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1974); Jan N. Sevenster, Do You Know Greek? How Much Greek 
Could the First Jewish Christians Have Known? Vol. 19, (Leiden: Brill, 1968), 3-21. For a 
more recent treatment of the Judaean hypothesis, see Todd C. Penner, T7w Epistle of James and 
Eschatology (Sheffield: SAP, 1996), JSOT Supplement 121, 37. 
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in first-century Judaea, they should be used in a qualified manner simply because 
they postdate the text in question. 57 
3.3.4 Conclusion: The Need for Comprehensive Grammars 
Therefore, while Fitzmyer has touched upon many of the salient issues for the 
New Testament Aramaic problem, we must conclude that these issues will only 
be resolved in the light of a grammar of Qumran Aramaic. The closest Fitzmyer 
comes to addressing the characteristics of this dialect is in his "Sketch of Qumran 
Aramaic."58 Unfortunately, this treatment was restricted to the grammar of the 
Genesis Apocryphon. While this text is certainly among the most relevant for New 
Testament Aramaic studies, the rest of the QA corpus should also be processed in 
order to give the fullest field of view. 
Furthermore, for reverse translation studies to be more scientific and less con-
jectural, up-to-date grammatical touchstones are needed for Hellenistic Greek and 
Late Second Temple Hebrew. The present grammars are simply insufficient for the 
task, having been written for different purposes. Put simply, we cannot currently 
distinguish with confidence and regularity the differences (1) between "good" 
Greek used by a native Greek speaker and "good" Greek used by a non-native 
Greek speaker and (2) between "bad" Greek used by a native speaker and "bad" 
57Cf. Fitzmyer, "Aramaic Background of Philippians", 477. While legal texts may be argued 
to preserve earlier forms, the matter of how conservative any given legal text is in its preservation 
of forms is debatable. No evidence for an institutional or otherwise systematic adjustment of the 
legal idiom of antiquity exists. therefore, we suggest that changes in legal idiom occurred with 
relative randomness. The amount of conservation in the texts would be uneven, therefore. This 
unevenness renders their value for our purposes to be questionable. 
58Cf. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave 1: A Commentary (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute Press, 1972), 193-227. It should be noted that QA is a sub-dialect of 
Standard Literary Aramaic. Cf. Stephen A. Kaufman, "Aramaic" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary 
on CD-ROM (Logos Library System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
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Greek used by a non-native speaker. Consequently, the consideration of a pericope 
as having a non-Greek or even an Aramaic substratum because of its grammar is 
not tenable given the present state of academic inquiry. 
Where we are able to speak with any degree of confidence about a Semitic 
ancestor of a Greek text, we are not able to discern readily and regularly whether a 
Hebrew or an Aramaic source is involved. 59 As described in Section 1.2, Hebrew 
and Aramaic were used side-by-side, with the latter seeming to have been used 
more often. Hence, in order to justify the assertion of an Aramaic textual ancestor 
adequately, one must first rule out the possibility of either a Greek or a Hebrew 
source. At present, modem scholarship cannot do this with confidence. 60 
These significant breaks in our understanding will only be resolved with a 
greater awareness of the intralinguistic differences and the interlinguistic relation-
ships present in first-century Judaea. The only apparent way of attaining these 
is through a more developed knowledge of the grammar and styles employed by 
writers of each of the three major languages used at this time and place. Finally, 
as much as grammars of the relevant Greek and Hebrew are desiderata, the afore-
mentioned problems illustrate that any inquiry into the New Testament Aramaic 
problem has the obvious and critical need for a grammar of Qumran Aramaic, the 
literary dialect closest to the literary works of the earliest Christians. 
59For this reason, Maloney's treatise on Mark is restricted to Semitic interference. Cf. Maloney, 
Semitic Interference. 
60Cf. §4.1, especially page 84. 
Chapter 4 
Hybrid Approaches 
Before entering into a discussion of the grammar of QA, it is desirable to review 
the works of two other scholars. The approaches of Wilcox and Casey endeavor 
to blend the use of QA with other dialects of Aramaic. Such arguments for a via 
media seek to forge an Aramaic approach which combines the aural aspect of the 
Targums and/or other dialects of Aramaic with the early dating of the Qumran 
literary texts. Wilcox grants a significant degree of continued relevance to the 
Targumic literature. Casey uses an amalgam of corpora to retrovert the Greek to 
an Aramaic Vorlage which he then proceeds to exegete. 
4.1 The Approach of Max Wilcox 
Wilcox, a student of Matthew Black, not surprisingly favors the Targumic ap-
proach in the published version of his doctoral thesis, The Semitisms of Acts. 1 
IMax Wilcox, The Semitisms of Acts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965),21-30. A revised and 
expanded version of his doctoral thesis, this work was originally drafted for a Ph.D. in 1955, eight 
years after the discovery of the Qumran scrolls. The value of the scrolls for Wilcox's study are 
naturally underestimated because all of the Aramaic scrolls had not yet been discovered, never-
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While he makes use of some of the Dead Sea Scrolls,2 this is largely peripheral to 
the core of his evidence, drawn from the Targums and the Septuagint. However, 
in later essays - "Semitisms in the New Testament,,,3 "The Aramaic Background 
of the New Testament,,,4 and "Semiticisms in the NT"s - Wilcox nuances his 
approach to include more of the Qumran scrolls. For the purpose of this review, 
we shall constrain our study to these later treatments. 
Among the commendations for addressing this later perspective instead of the 
earlier one is the increased number of Qumran scrolls which have been released. 
Wilcox's approach naturally has become more nuanced and more comprehensive, 
considering the larger QA corpus as well as the whole of the New Testament 
instead of a single book. 
In "Semitisms in the New Testament," Wilcox presents a comprehensive ap-
proach to the problem, a treatment on par with Fitzmyer. 6 The latter two works 
("The Aramaic Background of the New Testament" and "The Semiticisms of the 
New Testament") are not as extensive and will, therefore, be used here to augment 
the first. 
It should be noted that, as with all of the scholarly approaches reviewed in 
mind released (Cave 11 was not discovered until 1956). Later works show Wilcox's view refined 
to include the Qumran texts. 
2The Damascus Document (CD), the Community Rule, the Hodayot, 4QFlorilegium, 4QTes-
timonia, and the Genesis Apocryphon are referenced by Wilcox. He also uses Murabba 'at 42 for 
confirmation of conclusions taken from other works. Wilcox, Semitisms of Acts, 91. 
3Max Wilcox, "Semitisms in the New Testament" in Aufstieg und Niedergang der Romischen 
Welt ed. W. Haase. Vol. 11.25.2 (New YorklBerlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1984),978-1029. 
4Max Wilcox, "The Aramaic Background of the New Testament" in The Aramaic Bible: Tar-
gums in their Historical Context ed. D. R. G. Beattie and M. 1. McNamara (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1994), JSOTSup 166,362-378. 
5Max Wilcox, "The Semiticisms of the New Testament" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on 
CD-ROM (Logos Library System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
6Joseph A. Fitzmyer, "Methodology in the Study of the Aramaic Substratum of Jesus' Sayings 
in the New Testament" in .Jesus aux origines de la christologie ed. J. Dupont (LeuvenlLouvain: 
Leuven University Press, 1975), Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 40. 
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the present work, this first section (§4.1) offers an uncritical summary which is 
followed by a critique of Wilcox's approach (§4.2). 
Wilcox delineates three stages of the problem: interpreting the textual evi-
dence from the period in question, determining which dialects of Hebrew and 
Aramaic are appropriate for comparison, and distinguishing Aramaic from He-
brew.1 Interpreting the textual evidence, Wilcox's overriding question is "How 
does one distinguish a Semitism from other grammatical phenomena?" To this 
end, he highlights a series of textual elements which are likely to occur in the New 
Testament and allied literature but which are not properly Semitisms.8 These are 
detailed in Table 4.1, "Textual Elements not to be Considered as Semitisms, per 
Wilcox".9 
After determining that a linguistic construction is (1) not likely to have been 
commonly used among native Greek speakers and (2) unlikely to have come from 
7Wilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 986-992. 
sThese elements have been addressed singularly by a myriad of scholars. Wilcox, however, 
pulls the threads of discussion together to illustrate the greater tapestry. 
9 As Wilcox notes, the first item in this table was originally put forth in James H. Moulton, 
Prolegomena Vol. 1, A Grammar of New Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T and T Clark, 1908), 
981. 
With regard to the term 'Septuagintalism,' Wilcox sees the view that Semitisms in the Gospels 
and Acts are merely echoes from the Septuagint as a cop-out and arguments for the same as mere 
distractions from qualitative work. Cf. Wilcox, "The Aramaic Background of the New Testament", 
365-371,377. 
Wilcox also provides a summary of his view, but he skips some issues which are particularly 
relevant for our discussion. The four points he highlights are as follows: 
1. Possible septuagintalisms should be excluded from consideration in the first instance; they 
may need to be reviewed later, in the light of other data. 
2. We need to determine dialect(s) of Aramaic, Hebrew and even Syriac which may be used 
as proper models for assessing NT Semitisms. 
3. The several Semitic languages must be kept distinct. 
4. We should see how far such Semitisms may point to written or oral sources, or bilingualism, 
and what light they may throw on inter-Synoptic deviations. 
[Each item is taken verbatim from Wilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 986]. 
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Table 4.1: Textual Elements not to be Considered as Semitisms, per Wilcox 
1. Locutions which were rare in ancient Greek but which came into promi-
nence among Semites due to their Semitic parallel. 
2. Semitisms may exist in the "touch-stone" documents, thus corrupting the 
standard. (981) 
3. Given the Hebrew and Aramaic Vorlagen to the Septuagint, Semitisms are 
of little surprise despite it having been translated in a predominantly Greek-
speaking atmosphere. In the compositional environment of the early Chris-
tian traditions, Greek competed with Aramaic and Hebrew. The possibility 
of New Testament Semitisms is even greater, and such evidence should be 
considered in its complete context where it is found. (981) 
4. Given the multi-lingual environment of first-century Judaea, one must not 
discount the possibility that, in addition to Aramaic, Jesus spoke Greek 
also. (981) 
5. Greek and Aramaic interpenetrated each other's vocabulary. (981-982) 
6. The sources whence the Gospel narratives were drawn are not necessar-
ily singular documents as popular, source-critical theories would suppose. 
There may, in fact, be "isolated units of primitive tradition." Also, these 
units may not have been received in the same language. (983) 
7. "Septuagintalism" is too broad a term. Users of this term should clarify 
which of three meanings are intended: (1) those constructions used widely 
in LXX, (2) constructions occuring in both LXX and NT but rarely in the 
former, and (3) constructions which appear to be formed after the pattern of 
LXX. Only the first of these should be considered a 'true' Septuagintalism 
for purposes of New Testament study. (984-985) 
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Septuagintal influence, Wilcox states that one must determine whether the con-
struction is of Semitic origin. Wilcox maintains five criteria for the Aramaic and 
Hebrew corpora most desirable for such a study (see Table 4.2, "Wilcox's Char-
acteristics of Desirable Corpora"). 10 
Table 4.2: Wilcox's Characteristics of Desirable Corpora 
1. Close in date and geographical distribution to the persons and events men-
tioned in the NT, 
2. Akin to the spoken forms of the languages in idiom, grammar, syntax and 
literary form, 
3. Not itself under suspicion of being a translation, but as far as possible a free 
composition, 
4. Preserved in texts containing at least some of the teaching-forms repre-
sented in the Jesus-material (e.g., sayings, parables, 'cases', and debates), 
5. Available in samples large enough to permit the drawing of reasonably cred-
ible conclusions about its proper grammar, syntax and idiom. 
Surveying the Qumran scrolls and the Bar Kokhba correspondence, Wilcox 
affirms Segal's earlier assertion that Hebrew was a living language in first-century 
Judaea. 11 It was not, as was maintained prior to the Qumran discoveries, an 
artificial language of the elite. 12 He argues that, since pre-Mishnaic Hebrew is 
closer to first-century Aramaic than is (post-)classical Hebrew, the Tannaitic liter-
ature should be given greater value in assessing the language spoken in the first-
lOWilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 986. 
11 M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), 16-17. This 
view has been vindicated fully by Rendsburg. Cf. Gary Rendsburg, Diglossia in Ancient Hebrew 
(New Haven, CT: American Oriental Society, 1990). 
l2Cf. Matthew Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (Oxford: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1967),47-49. 
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century. 13 
Next, with regard to Aramaic, Wilcox weighs the value of both Qumran Aramaic 
and Targumic Aramaic against the aforementioned criteria. He argues that, while 
Qumran Aramaic has a claim to greater contemporaneity, Targumic Aramaic has 
at least equal claim in every other criterion. "[I]f the texts from Qumran meet the 
criteria for date, independent composition and sample-size, the Rabbinical mate-
rial fits all criteria except that of date." 14 
However, Wilcox is quick to point out that similarities between the transliter-
ation of »)):\1 (pa~~ovv[) in the New Testamentl5 and the vocalization of the Pales-
tinian Targumic tradition l6 do not argue for the first-century dating of the Targum. 
Rather, such similarities merely suggest the Palestinian Targum tradition is closer 
to the first-century Judaean traditions than is Targum Onqelos. 17 
Wilcox duly gives Qumran Aramaic pride of place for the study of the New 
Testament Aramaic problem. However, he would complement the data offered by 
QA with the Aramaic from the Bar Kokhba letters and the Palestinian Targums. 18 
While an exact dating of the Palestinian Targumic tradition is out of the reach of 
BIt should be noted that Wilcox's nomenclature (1984: Mishnaic Hebrew; 1994: Proto-
Mishnaic Hebrew) is rooted in a time when the chronological status of Qumran Hebrew was ques-
tioned. Current scholarship recognizes Qumran Hebrew as representing a medial period between 
Late Biblical Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew. It has some features that are distinct from the first 
and others that are independent of the second. Cf. Takamitsu Muraoka, "Hebrew" in Encyclopedia 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman and James C. VanderKam. VoL 1 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), 344; Wilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 987; and Wilcox, "The Aramaic 
Background of the New Testament", 377. 
14Wilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 989. 
15Mk 10:51 andJn 20:16. 
16Gen.44:18. 
17Wilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 989-990. 
18In a 1984 essay, Wilcox also cites as witnesses Samaritan Aramaic and the Christian Pales-
tinian Aramaic texts. However, he backs away from this assertion in his Anchor Bible Dictio-
nary article on Semitisms and his 1994 essay on Aramaisms in the New Testament. See Wilcox, 
"Semiticisms" and Wilcox, "The Aramaic Background of the New Testament", 377. 
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present scholarship, Wilcox, with the Kahle school,19 maintains that it should play 
a critical role in discerning the dialectal characteristics of first-century Judaean 
Aramaic.20 
Finally, Wilcox offers several criteria for distinguishing Aramaic from He-
brew.21 In addition to seven elements of syntax distilled from the works of other 
scholars,22 he offers three additional criteria. These are shown in Table 4.3. 
Further, with respect to the words of Jesus in particular, Wilcox sets forth 
three important parameters in which any critical approach to the New Testament 
problem should work: 23 
19Cf. Paul Kahle, The Cairo Geniza (Oxford, 1959). 
2oWilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 992. This point is developed further in "Aramaic Background" 
(Wilcox, "The Aramaic Background of the New Testament", 377). 
21 It is worth noting that Wilcox considers there to have been two different types of Hebrew in 
use during the first century: Mishnaic Hebrew and classical Hebrew (Wilcox, "Semitisms in NT", 
993). As noted above, this paradigm has significant flaws which have been demonstrated to be 
untenable. Cf. Muraoka, "Hebrew". 
22The seven elements which distinguish Aramaic from Hebrew are as follows (The text of this 
note is drawn verbatim from Wilcox's essay [993]. Some minor parts have been omitted for the 
sake of space.): 
l. The absence of the Perfect and Imperfect Consecutive forms and their replacement by 
Imperfect and Perfect respectively. 
2. The use of the Participle as a Present, found in Biblical Hebrew, but very common in 
Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic. 
3. The Periphrastic tenses: the use of the Participle with the Perfect or Imperfect of the verb 
'to be' to form frequentative and iterative meanings; a similar use with the Imperative and 
the Infinitive of the verb 'to be' . 
4. The use of the 3rd. pers. plural of a finite verb, or the plural of a participle, to indicate an 
indefinite subject. 
5. The use of the relative particle to introduce circumstantial and causal clauses, a:nd with 
conjunctions or prepositions, to introduce temporal clauses also. 
6. The Ethic Dative with -,. 
7. The 'proleptic pronoun': the use of a personal pronoun either in the nominative or in the 
oblique cases to anticipate a following noun. 
These elements are still maintained by Wilcox for discerning Aramaic from Hebrew influences on 
Greek texts. Cf. Wilcox, "Semiticisms". 
23Wilcox, "The Aramaic Background of the New Testament", 378. 
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1. The fact that a saying attributed to Jesus is not in Aramaic or tracable to 
Aramaic does not render it inauthentic. Jesus may have spoken Hebrew 
and/or Greek in addition to his home-language of Aramaic. 
2. Jesus should be seen as part of his society and not innately at odds with it. 
Hence, where a Jesus-saying fits into first-century Jewish culture, it is more 
likely to be genuine. 
3. Understanding Jesus and his followers as having lived and moved within 
first-century Jewish culture in Judaea, one must respect the complexity of 
that culture and the implications of that complexity for studying the New 
Testament Aramaic problem. 
4.2 Problems in Wilcox's Approach 
Among the more modem studies, perhaps no one has thought through the deeper 
problems of method better than Max Wilcox. For example, none of the other ap-
proaches we have surveyed have considered the problems in labeling Septuagint-
like words as "Septuagintalisms," the deeper intricacies of discerning Hebrew 
Table 4.3: Wilcox's Criteria for Distinguishing Between Hebrew and Aramaic 
1. Aramaic or Hebrew words that were transliterated into Greek. 
2. Elements of vocabulary, idiom, or syntax which suggest Aramaic or Hebrew 
influence or that are capable of being interpreted in more than one way. 
3. Evidence of a knowledge of Jewish tradition such as is preserved in the 
Targums and the texts from Qumran. 
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from Aramaic, and the possible polyglot nature of both the writers/redactors of 
source documents and the source documents themselves. There are, however, 
several issues that are not addressed by his paradigm. 
Unlike Fitzmyer and Casey, Wilcox does not offer a reverse translation from 
Greek into Aramaic. However, although he thereby avoids the issue of translation 
technique, he overlooks the issue of literary genre and style. Further, while he 
touches upon the problem of bilingual interference, he apparently overlooks our 
present need for grammars of first-century Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic. 24 
In addition, although the critical points Wilcox makes are legitimate, we find 
his use of the later Targums to be problematic.25 As Wilcox does not specify the 
circumstances under which one should tum to the Targums, we assume that he 
would use the Targums with the QA corpus as a single corpus of comparison. If 
this is the case, we find this part of his approach to be significantly flawed. For the 
same reasons that one must treat circumspectly the conclusions of the Targumic 
approach, one must also cautiously use Targumic grammar and vocabulary when 
considering the language of first-century Judaea.26 
Languages do not develop in straight lines but are organic and, in many in-
stances, can appear random in their development. It is, therefore, questionable to 
comment on the language of a given time by using a corpus from centuries later. 
For example, to use a third-century text alone to comment on the grammar of a 
24See §3.3.4 "The Need for Comprehensive Grammars." 
250ur review of Wilcox's characteristics to be desired in the corpora of comparison may be 
found in Section 4.1 (page 78). Particular attention should be given to Table 4.2, "Wilcox's Char-
acteristics of Desirable Corpora." 
26Por a discussion of the appropriate usage of TgA in relation to the New Testament Aramaic 
problem, see Loren Stuckenbruck, "An Approach to the New Testament Through Aramaic 
Sources; the Recent Methodological Debate" .ISP 8 (1991), 3-29. 
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language from 200 or more years earlier is dangerous.27 The route which requires 
the least amount of conjecture excludes the Targumic grammar except to comment 
on areas not readily found in Qumran Aramaic. As Stuckenbruck has reasoned: 
When a word, form, or phrase fails to appear in Middle Aramaic of 
Palestine, but is found in Official and in a western dialect of Late 
Aramaic (e.g. Christian Palestinian, Samaritan, Galilean), it is not 
rash to suppose that it belonged to the language of Jesus and the ear-
liest Christian communities in Palestine.28 
The criterion of contemporaneity thus requires one to start with Qumran Aramaic 
as the foundation of one's understanding of first-century Judaean literary Aramaic. 
One may justifiably branch out from there to the Bar Kokhba letters and then to 
the various corpora both later and earlier by centuries. But one must always give 
account of the differences in genre, purpose, and circumstances of composition 
between the corpora. 
27We here set aside the problem of whether and to what degree the Targums reflect the religious 
practice and views of first-century Judaea. This is an issue beyond the scope of the present work. 
2SStuckenbruck, "Approach", 28-29. Italics for "fails" added. Casey may be seen to use a 
similar argument with respect to the vocabulary used in first-century Judaea. However, such an ar-
gument is still flawed in that Casey employs not the Targums but the later Talmuds. The relevance 
of this dialect for the linguistic study of the New Testament Aramaic problem is questionable for 
the reasons we have stated in § 1.2.5. 
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4.3 Maurice Casey 
4.3.1 His Approach 
In 1998, Maurice Casey set forth to reconstruct and exegete the Aramaic sources 
behind the Gospel of Mark.29 The year 2002 saw him apply this same method-
ology to the hypothetical source Q.30 In both instances, Casey argues that such a 
reconstructed Aramaic source would be as close to the original as we can come 
and that scholarship can reconstruct it now because sufficient vocabulary exists 
among the textual evidence. As will become obvious, Casey's perspective differs 
substantially from our own; our critique of his position appears below in Sec-
tion 4.3.2 "Problems in Casey's Approach." 
With regard to the linguistic milieu in which Jesus lived, Casey maintains 
that there were four languages in first-century Eretz Israel: Aramaic, Latin, He-
brew, and Greek.31 Jesus spoke Aramaic almost exclusively.32 He did not know 
Latin except for "the occasional Latin loanword."33 Hebrew was a literary lan-
guage and therefore not spoken by Jesus.34 However, he might have known some 
Greek.35 Consequently, Casey concludes: "It follows ... that Jesus spoke Aramaic, 
29Maurice Casey, Aramaic sources of Mark's Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1998), SNTSMS 102,73. 
30Maurice Casey, An Aramaic Approach to Q (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 
SNTSMS 122, 51. Because Casey uses the same methodology in the second volume as the first, 
much of our discussion will be drawn from this earlier work. 
31For Casey's later (2002) perspective on language dynamics, see Casey, Aramaic Approach to 
Q, 51-60. Casey's approach has not changed apparently since his 1998 volume. 
32Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 79. 
33 Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 83. 
34Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 79. On this aspect of Casey's argument, see 
also Klaus Beyer, Die aramaischen Texte vom Toten Meer (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1984),55-58. 
3S"We must conclude that Jesus probably knew more than one word of Greek. He did not, 
however, generally teach in Greek, so to understand his words we shall need to reconstruct them 
in their original Aramaic" (Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 83). 
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that he taught in Aramaic, that accounts of his life and teaching were transmitted 
in Aramaic, and that Mark's Gospel contains some literal translation of Aramaic 
source material.,,36 
Given this extraordinary linguistic environment, Casey clarifies his corpora 
for comparison in order of priority: the Aramaic of the Dead Sea Scrolls,37 the 
Palestinian Talmud,38 Christian Palestinian Aramaic,39 and "Aramaic of any pe-
riod and dialect.,,4o The last corpus he includes for finding Aramaic equivalents of 
rare words. 
Having delineated his texts for comparison, Casey discusses the matter of 
translation technique and the effects of bilingual interference on the New Tes-
tament text.41 To this end, he calls upon works in modem Translation Studies 
and concludes that translators suffer from higher levels of interference than non-
translators. The reason for this is that the texts they translate reinforce the in-
36Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 86. While Casey's conclusion reflected here is, in 
our judgment, a non sequitur, we present it here with neither justification nor overt criticism but 
in order to illustrate the logic of Casey's argumentation. 
37Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 91. Casey strangely does not clarify whether he 
intends the Aramaic from the Qumran scrolls or the later Bar Kokhba correspondence. 
38Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 91-92. 
39Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 92. Casey uses the designation "Palestinian Syr-
iac lectionaries" for this Late Aramaic corpus. This name is a misnomer and should be discarded. 
It confuses a later dialect from Palestine with a later, eastern dialect. The term "Christian Pales-
tinian Aramaic" has supplanted it. Cf. the four-volume series "A Corpus of Christian Palestinian 
Aramaic" published by STYX: Christa Muller-Kessler and Michael Sokoloff, The Forty Mar-
tyrs of the Sinai Desert, Eulogios, the Stone-Cutter, and Anastasia (Groningen: STYX, 1996), 
A Corpus of Christian Palestinian Aramaic, III, Christa Muller-Kessler and Michael Sokoloff, 
The Christian Palestinian Aramaic Old Testament and Apocrypha Version from the Early Period 
(Groningen: STYX, 1997), A Corpus of Christian Palestinian Aramaic, I, Christa Muller-Kessler 
and Michael Sokoloff, The Christian Palestinian Aramaic New Testament Version from the Early 
Period: The Gospels (Groningen: STYX, 1998), A Corpus of Christian Palestinian Aramaic, IIA, 
Christa Muller-Kessler and Michael Sokoloff, The Christian Palestinian Aramaic New Testament 
Version from the Early Period: The Epistles (Groningen: STYX, 1998), A Corpus of Christian 
Palestinian Aramaic, IIB, and Christa Muller-Kessler and Michael Sokoloff, The Catechisms of 
Cyril of Jerusalem (Groningen: STYX, 1999), A Corpus of Christian Palestinian Aramaic, IV. 
40 Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 92-93. 
41Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 93. 
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terference.42 Consequently, Casey argues, the translators of the New Testament 
suffered from slavish literalism and occasionally altered the texts according to 
their cultural biases.43 
Finally, Casey combines these conceptions of Judaean language dynamics 
and translation technique into a seven-step "standard procedure for reconstruct-
ing Aramaic sources from the witness of our Greek Gospels." This is summarized 
in Table 4.4.44 
Table 4.4: Casey's Procedure for Reverse Translation of the Greek Gospels 
1. Select passages which show some signs of having been translated literally. 
2. Draft a possible Aramaic substratum using the Aramaic of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. Where words are not found, the lexica of the aforementioned cor-
pora should be consulted. 
3. Verify that the draft reconstruction is appropriately idiomatic. 
4. Interpret the resulting reconstruction from a first-century Jewish perspec-
tive. 
5. Endeavor to read the reconstruction through the eyes of a first-century trans-
lator. 
6. Infer any deliberate editing by the Gospel writers themselves. 
7. Assess the probability of the suggested reconstruction. 
42Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 95. 
43 Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 93-107. 
44Casey,Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 107-110 II Casey, Aramaic Approach to Q, 60-63. 
In the latter volume, Casey adds one more step: the results should be written in a reader-friendly 
manner (63). 
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4.3.2 Problems in Casey's Approach 
Among the approaches discussed in this and the previous chapters, the approach 
of Maurice Casey is perhaps the most aggressive and the least tenable. In the 
methodology detailed above,45 Casey proceeds along several lines which, while 
relevant to the New Testament Aramaic problem, are either not able to be sup-
ported by the present state of research or are simply not justified by himself. 
4.3.2.1 Step One: Natural Selection? 
In Section 3.3.3.1, "The Need to Assume an Aramaic Original" (page 65), we 
noted the need for comprehensive grammars of Hellenistic Greek and Qumran 
Hebrew to clarify (1) which passages in Greek may not have originally been cast 
in Greek and (2) which of those might have been in Aramaic and which in Hebrew. 
This discussion also applies to Casey's first step: selecting passages which might 
have been translated from non-Greek sources. Casey states that the passages he 
chose have been noted by others as possibly having an Aramaic source that was 
"somewhat misread and misunderstood.,,46 This criterion follows a similar vein to 
that of Maloney's attempt to ascertain Semitic interference in Mark.47 
Without a complementary knowledge of Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic to better 
clarify the nature of the text, the process of selection is left to a semi-educated 
kind of intuition. With this comes the inability to judge whether an anomaly in 
one language that happens to be common in another is the result of a source in 
45For a discussion of Casey's approach see §4.3 on page 88. A summary of his eight-part 
process follows is contained her for ease of reference. All items are quoted verbatim from Casey, 
Aramaic Approach to Q, 60-63. Items in brackets are inserted for readability or clarity. 
46Casey, Aramaic Approach 10 Q, 60. 
47Elliott Maloney, Semitic Interference in Marcan Syntax (Chico, California: Scholars Press, 
1981), SBLDS 51, 7-245. 
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the second language or a native speaker of the first using his mother tongue in an 
irregular way.48 
4.3.2.2 Step Two: A Problem of Dialectal Sources 
In developing a proposed Aramaic substratum, Casey's process relies on a data-
bank of Aramaic phonemes, morphemes, and syntagmemes which either are yet 
to be documented in a systematic fashion or are virtually irrelevant to the question. 
As discussed in Section 1.2, "Language Usage and Attestation" (page 4), the 
Aramaic of the Qumran scrolls is the most relevant Aramaic dialect for resolving 
the New Testament Aramaic problem.49 Casey, however, does not distinguish 
between Qumran Aramaic and the Aramaic of the Bar Kokhba letters. Instead, 
among his sparse references to QA texts, he indiscriminately refers to a letter 
from Nal;1al J:Iever.50 This is an artificial amalgamation of a literary dialect and an 
epistolary dialect from different times, before versus after the First Jewish Revolt. 
48See "bad" Greek versus "good" Greek in §3.3.4. 
49While ossuaries and other sundry inscriptions exist from Eretz Israel in the period from 200 
BCE to 200 CE, one is hard-pressed to consider these as representative of their own dialect. The 
value of the Qumran scrolls is that, while many (if not all) of the Aramaic scrolls were originally 
drafted elsewhere, one may proceed with confidence that a single, sizable linguistic community 
was able to read these texts. 
Use of the inscriptions of the other Middle Aramaic dialects is problematic in that one cannot 
address their correlation to QA without caveats concerning the disparity between the two in terms 
of genre, geography, or chronology. Further, even if some members of the Qumran community had 
been familiar with the other corpora, the degree to which this impacted the texts of the community 
as a whole is doubtful. 
50Casey makes reference to 5/6I:IevA nab I.10 (Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 
211). He dates this to the first century CEo While some of the texts may be dated to 95 CE, it is 
preferable to refer to the texts from the Babatha archive as from the second century CEo For the 
date ofXI:Iev/Se 7-50, see Hannah Cotton, "I:Iever, NaJ:lal: Written Material" in The Encyclopedia 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman and James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2000), 360, and Hannah M. Cotton and Ada Yardeni, Aramaic, Hebrew and 
Greek Documentary Texts from Na?wllfever and Other Sites (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 
DJD27,10-11. 
This is the only reference to the Bar Kokhba material we have found in Casey's two volumes. 
Curiously, Casey's index omits this reference. 
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Next, Casey inexplicably skips the Targums and instead draws from the Pales-
tinian Talmud. This may be due to the aforementioned corruption of Onqelos and 
Jonathan. It may be that, in a self-appointed effort to find the words Jesus said, 
Casey decided to omit the later Targums for an unstated reason. We speculate 
here because Casey offers no justification for his omission of these two major 
texts. Since Jesus was a first-century Galilean, the better method would be a neg a-
tive one, first establishing what influence Judaean language patterns may have had 
on the tradition. What is left could then be compared against what can be known 
about the later Aramaic of Galilee. 51 
However, the time-frame of the Talmud Yerushalmi is problematic for Casey's 
goal as it represents Aramaic from the beginning of the fifth century and he does 
not allow for dialectal changes in the preceding 370 years. 52 Some of the dialectal 
changes between Middle Aramaic and Late Aramaic have been summarized by 
Kaufman as follows: 
51 This is not to say that one can rule out those parts of the tradition that echo Judaean Aramaic, 
keep the part that echoes the later Galilean Aramaic, and declare the result the words of Jesus. 
As no writing of Jesus of Nazareth is extant, one's working hypothesis must be that his words 
are primarily preserved through the textual tradition of the early church. Given that one must 
work from a later textual tradition to uncover an earlier one, and then never have the hope of 
knowingly and reliably touching upon an element of oral tradition, any connection between the 
textual tradition and an alleged oral one is tenuous at best. 
52It should be noted that the distinction between literary and oral fonns is here moot because 
both corpora are literary in their extant form. While Yerushalmi, like the New Testament, clearly 
preserves some oral tradition, the extent to which the extant material reflects modifications of the 
original is a matter of ongoing study. 
As an illustration of changes in orthography alone, compare Nly') as a construct/suffixed fonn 
in Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Judean Aramaic (Bar-Han, Israel: Bar-Han University Press, 
2003), 64a, to 'ly') and related forms in Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian 
Aramaic 2nd ed. (Bar-Dan, IsraellBaltimore, Maryland: Bar-Han University Press/The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2002), 329b-331a. This difference is also seen in QA. Cf. Nly') as 
the emphatic in 4QEnb iii.14 and 4QWords of Michael lines 6, 7, 11, and 12. The form illY.) oc-
curs in QA OQapGen xx.13 and 15) as the absolute fonn. While the form 'ly') does occur in QA, 
it consistently serves as the construct fonn: 1 QapGen xxi.2, xxii.16, and 21. This is the same 
force as NlY.) just mentioned in Judaean Aramaic. 
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Short vowels in unstressed syllables are reduced and, in some cases, 
totally elided. The vocalization traditions indicate that in the period 
after the loss of final case vowels, stress was generally on the final 
syllable of the word, although the modem dialects (and some read-
ing traditions) show a strong tendency toward penultimate stress (the 
phonological situation that had obtained prior to the loss of those vow-
els). Weakening of the laryngeal/pharyngeal consonants is character-
istic both of Palestinian dialects (Samaritan and some Galilean) and 
of Babylonian. In Syriac and Babylonian, final unstressed long vow-
els are elided, as are final liquids, nasals, and interdentals in Babylo-
nian.53 
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Thus, at the very least, any application of JPA grammatical or lexical data to 
our problem must account for inevitable changes in accidence, morphology, and 
syntax; differences in style should also be addressed where possible. 
In order to proceed along these lines, drawing from significantly later Aramaic 
corpora, Casey must insist that Aramaic is a stable, standardized language in the 
Middle period. Unfortunately for his approach, however, it was not a standardized 
language, "as the Dead Sea Scrolls have helped us to understand."54 Characteris-
tic of Middle Aramaic is the breakdown of the standardization prevalent in Of A. 55 
"Here one notes ... the emergence of 'real local dialects.",s6 For Aramaic to be 
stable and standardized at this time would mean that the significant differences 
53 Stephen A. Kaufman, "Aramaic" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary on CD-ROM (Logos Library 
System Version 2.0c, 1995, 1996). 
54Maurice Casey, "Aramaic Idiom and the Son of Man Problem: A Response to Owen and 
Shepherd" lSNT 25.1 (2002), 12. 
55 See § 1.2.5. 
56 Joseph A. Fitzmyer, A Wandering Aramean: Collected Aramaic Essays (Grand Rapids, 
MIlLivonia, MI: EerdmanslDove, 1997),61. 
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between Judaean Aramaic, Nabataean, Palmyrene, Hatran, and Edessene did not 
exist whereas the various corpora demonstrate otherwise. 57 Further, as is demon-
strated in Part II, QA is characterized by diversity in its orthography, morphology, 
and syntax. Hence, a wealth of textual data and study weighs against Casey's 
allegation of stability in the Aramaic of the first-century. 
Casey's third resource is Christian Palestinian Aramaic. 58 These texts reflect 
a dialect, as Casey states, "in the right place, of a slightly different culture, and 
somewhat later date."59 However, he does not give sufficient weight to the fact that 
these texts are from at least the sixth century CE and, thus, date to over 400 years 
later than the latest dating for the writing of Mark. Consequently, the inclusion 
of this corpora is erroneous in not taking account of the variations in language 
and culture that arose from the First Jewish Revolt (c. 66-70 CE), the expulsion 
of Christians from the synagogues (a.k.a., the "parting of the ways"), the Second 
Jewish Revolt (c. 132-135 CE), and the rise of Christianity as a cultural force in 
what was then named "Palestine." 
Finally, Casey's eclectic use of any Aramaic dialect from any period and loca-
tion is simply untenable. Hurvitz has noted: 
"[F]rom a linguistic point of view there is no such thing as 'Aramaic' 
of which one can speak generally and without further specification. 
57 Cook has observed several significant differences between these dialects. While we disagree 
with Cook on his proposed dialect continuum, the differences he notes are nonetheless significant. 
Cf. Edward M. Cook, "Qumran Aramaic and Aramaic Dialectology" in Abr Nahrain Suppl. ed. 
T. Muraoka. Vol. 3 (Louvain: Peeters Press, 1992),8. 
Fitzmyer has preferred the term "Old Syriac" for the languages of Edessa, Serrin, Dura, and 
other Syrian towns. For the sake of clarity, to avoid confusion with Casey's references to Syriac, 
we here use the traditional Edessene. Cf. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, "Aramaic" in The Encyclopedia 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman and James C. VanderKam (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2000), 49b. 
580n "Palestinian Syriac" as a misnomer, see note 39 on page 89. 
59Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 92. 
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There are various Aramaic dialects, differing from one another both 
in time and place."6o 
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Endeavoring to work from later sources in order to reconstruct a text is tenous 
at best. In Casey's studies, where his allusions to the rabbinic literature account 
for approximately half of the allusions to his literary databank. It is highly cir-
cumspect to draw from such corpora without addressing the chronological and 
geographical differences between the two. Casey's use of the rabbinic literature 
calls into question how much more he has offered than Black. 61 
60 Avi Hurvitz, "The Chronological Significance of 'Aramaisms' in Biblical Hebrew" lE.T 18 
(1968),235. 
61 Even a cursory survey of Casey's An Aramaic Approach to Q and Aramaic sources of Mark's 
Gospel will show that the representation of the Qumran material is decidedly in the minority, be-
ing surpassed significantly by his use of the Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds. In the indices 
of passages discussed for both volumes, Casey's functional corpus of Qumran Aramaic is com-
prised of 1QapGen xxi. 13, 4QTgLev. and 11QTgJob in Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel and 
1QapGen xxi.13 and 4QapocrDan in An Aramaic Approach to Q. 
A similar problem is to be found with Schwarz's 1985 work, "Und .Jesu sprach", in which he 
considers the form of the Aramaic substratum to the words of Jesus. Schwarz gives greater weight 
to the rabbinic and Targumic material than to the Qumran Aramaic texts, but he does not explain 
why. In this preference, he follows the lead of several nineteenth-century scholars (Meyer, Nes-
tle, Wellhausen, Dalman) and some twentieth-century academics (Burney, Jotion, Torrey, Black, 
and Jeremias) who either did not know of the Qumran material or discounted its importance. He 
further refers to Beyer's Semitische Syntax im Neuen Testament, a treatment which amalgamates 
the various Semitic languages from Old Babylonian to (Babylonian) Talmudic Aramaic to North 
and South Arabic. While Schwarz gives some credit to Fitzmyer's work, he does not exhibit 
allegiance to Fitzmyer's methods. Cf. Gtinther Schwarz, "Und .Jesu sprach": Untersuchungen 
zur aramaischen urgestalt der Worte .Jesu (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1985), BWANT 118, 1-3, 
334-337,352-362, and Klaus Beyer, Semitische Syntax im Neuen Testament (Gottingen: Vanden-
hoeck & Ruprecht, 1962), 19-27. Cf. also Arnold Meyer, .Jesu Muttersprache (Freiburg: lC.B. 
Mohr, 1896); Gustaf Dalman, Die Worte .Jesu 1st ed. (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1898); C.P. Burney, The 
Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1922); Paul Jotion, L' Evangile de Notre 
Seigneur .Jesus-Christ (Paris: G. Beauchesne, 1930), Verbum Salutis 5; c.c. Torrey, Our Trans-
lated Gospels: Some of the Evidence (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1937); Black, Aramaic 
Approach; and Joachim Jeremias, The Parables of .Jesus 2nd ed. (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1972). 
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4.3.2.3 Step Three: A Matter of Idiom 
Casey's third step is to ensure that a proposed draft reconstruction is idiomati-
cally consonant with the Aramaic of first-century Judaea. As we have just noted, 
Casey's proposal of which dialects should be used to estimate first-century Ju-
daean Aramaic is severely flawed. Further complicating this matter, Casey does 
not offer any basis for his understanding of what first-century Judaean idiom was. 
If his understanding is from his own study, he does not offer any explanation of it. 
Currently, no standard work exists for the study of first-century Judaean Aramaic 
idiom - either literary or colloquial. Without this work or a line-by-line justifi-
cation similar to Fitzmyer's study on Philippians,62 one finds it difficult to accept 
without strong reservations the idiom of Casey's reverse translations. 
4.3.2.4 Step Five: Translation Technique 
In the fifth step of his method, Casey does not give due attention to the other trans-
lation techniques employed in antiquity. While he discusses modem translation 
techniques at length in Aramaic sources of Mark's Gospel and, presumably, relies 
on the same in his volume on Q, he does not justify his own use of literal trans-
lation technique. Critical to this step in reverse translation is the study of Koine 
Greek translations of known Semitic documents. 63 To apply the conclusions de-
veloped from the study of modem translations is anachronistic and otherwise too 
62 Joseph A. Fitzmyer, "The Aramaic Background of Philippians 2:6-11" CEQ 50 (1988),470-
483. 
63Examples of these may be found in Benjamin O. Wright, No Small Difference: Sirach's 
Relationship to Its Hebrew Parent Text (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), Septuagint and Cognate 
Studies 26, Erik W. Larson, The Translation of Enoch: From Aramaic into Greek Ph. D thesis, 
(New York University, 1995), and, to a lesser degree, Vincent T.M. Skemp, The Vulgate of Tobit 
Compared with Other Ancient Witnesses (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 2000), SBLDS. 
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far removed from the historic setting of the ancient texts. For more on the need 
to justify one's choice of translation technique, see Section 3.3.3.3 "On Literal 
Translation Technique." 
4.3.2.5 Step Six: Which Level of Redaction? 
Casey's sixth step is to "isolate as far as possible deliberate editing by the Gospel 
writers themselves."64 In support of this, he notes that several passages betray 
some form of editing.65 However, Casey does not delineate the characteristics 
of the Gospel writers' editing and how it is distinct from that of other redactors. 
The results of this omission in method is that all redaction is implied to have 
happened at a single stage of the written tradition, the first stage. This is simply 
not supported by the known tradition history of any pericope. 66 Given that the 
known tradition history shows marked diversity by several hands at the earliest 
recoverable stages, it is likely that the earlier stages of the tradition were similarly 
fraught with emendations by various sources. For more on the precarious life of a 
first-century text, see Section 2.3.1, "The Fates of a Text." 
4.3.3 Concluding Comments on Casey's Approach 
In light of the foregoing analysis of Casey's resources and method, much of his 
reconstructions simply fails to persuade. Casey's method highlights some of the 
64Casey, Aramaic Approach to Q, 62. 
65With respect to Mark, Casey asserts editing in Mark 8:31; 9:31; 10:33-34. With respect to Q 
as represented in the canonical Matthew and Luke, he finds editing in Matt 23:23-3611 Lk 11 :39-
51 and Matt 12:23 II Luke 7:20-21. See Casey, Aramaic Sources of Mark's Gospel, 110, and 
Aramaic Approach to Q, 62. 
66In this regard, one may take the critical apparatus of any critical edition as reflective of the 
known, albeit later, textual history of a passage. For an example, see the critical apparatus of 
Eberhard Nestle et al., eds., Novum Testamentum Graece 27th ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelge-
sellschaft, 1995). 
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key processes required for a reverse translation. Unfortunately, however, due to 
the lack of the necessary studies in several areas, his effort does not yield sub-
stantial results. Rather, his reverse translations and the conclusions he draws from 
them are not supported by relevant data and are therefore largely conjectural. This 
is due in part to our general lack of knowledge and in part to a seeming misap-
propriation of the extant resources. In the best of cases, the data has not yet been 
distilled from the various corpora or, in the worst, the conclusions are simply not 
justified adequately by the author. 
Chapter 5 
Summary of Part I 
The time since Meyer's Jesu Muttersprache has seen several significant studies de-
voted to the New Testament Aramaic problem. Aside from the study of the New 
Testament writings, corollary fields of study in the Targums, the Qumran scrolls, 
the Semitic languages, ancient translation technique, and Hellenistic Greek gram-
matology might be included in a comprehensive review of the problem. To include 
such a comprehensive work here is precluded by the exigencies of space.! In this 
part we have restricted the scope of our survey to those works which substantially 
shaped the agenda of New Testament Aramaic studies by addressing the issue of 
method.2 
Prior to the beginning of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls in Novem-
IFor the Gospels alone, such a work would approach the density of Evans' bibliography of 
Historical Jesus studies. Cf. Craig A. Evans, Life of Jesus Research: An Annotated Bibliography 
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996), New Testament Tools and Studies 24. 
2In 1962, Beyer published his Semitische Syntax im Neuen Testament which, while being very 
comprehensive in its inclusion of studies on the diverse Semitic and Greek languages, omits the 
Qumran literature and thereby is forced into a reconstructive approach similar to the approaches 
of Dalman and Black. Further, Beyer's work does not endeavor to discern between Hebrew and 
Aramaic. Cf. Klaus Beyer, Semitische Syntax im Neuen Testament (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1962), 19-28. 
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ber 1947, any approach to the New Testament Aramaic problem was severely 
restricted to using TgA and the later rabbinic literature in conjunction with BA 
and OfA.3 Any argument about Aramaic in first-century Judaea was necessarily 
speculative and reliant upon texts separated by several hundred years. The dis-
cussion of this period was dominated by Dalman, Kahle, and, to a lesser extent, 
Black. As seen in Chapter 2, any efforts to reverse translate the Greek of the New 
Testament were severely hampered by technical difficulties. 
Further, due to the narrow scope through which scholars could peer into the 
language dynamics of first-century Judaea, the influence of Hebrew was severely 
underplayed. The appearance of Latin was skewed, and the existence of the pre-
Arabic dialects did not even enter into the discussion of scholars at this time. 
The uncovering of the Qumran texts in 1948 began a paradigmatic earthquake 
that permanently changed the landscape of New Testament studies. Scholarship 
could not base arguments on preconceptions such as an alleged diglossic tension 
between Aramaic and Hebrew.4 The language dynamics of first-century Judaea 
came to rest upon the use of Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic. The place of Latin 
was significantly undermined, and the pre-Arabic dialects came to have a more 
pronounced place on the horizon. 
In light of these changes, scholars began to espouse the use of QA in the 
reconstruction of Aramaic Vorlagen. Notably, Fitzmyer has advocated the use 
of Qumran Aramaic as the most relevant Aramaic corpus for the study of the 
problem. Our review of the linguistic landscape of first-century Judaea and of the 
dialect and stages of Aramaic (see Chapter 1) vindicates this perspective. 
3The use of BA also confiated the issues as Daniel is widely seen as having been written in the 
second-century BCE but in a style reminiscent or imitative of the sixth-century BCE. 
4See 11. 63 on page 52. 
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However, as noted in Chapter 3, there are several issues which neither Fitzmyer 
nor Maloney take into account. These issues are nuanced further in the first of the 
hybrid approaches we consider. Wilcox's view lays out several issues which must 
be addressed before one can adequately study the question of an Aramaic source 
behind Greek texts. Our discussion of the problems in Wilcox's approach (see 
§4.2) illustrates our resonance with several aspects of his work. 
Finally, Maurice Casey used an unusual amalgam of dialects to reconstruct 
the Aramaic Vorlage to the Greek of Mark and Q. He then proceeded to exegete 
those texts as well. Unfortunately, Casey appears to do this without the necessary 
textual support; as a result, his work retains several major problems of method. 
In our discussion of the major figures who addressed the problem in the twen-
tieth and early twenty-first centuries, it becomes evident that their studies have met 
with only partial success due in part to the inadequacy of the datasets they used. 
While an Aramaic form or phrase was employed as justification by each scholar 
who offered a reconstruction or commented on an explicit passage of Greek, such 
application is unsystematic and borders on proof-texting as it does not appeal to 
the tri-lingual corpora in comprehensive, systematic terms. 
The elevated status of Hebrew in the first-century Judaean linguistic landscape 
now requires the use of negative proofs to justify an alleged Aramaism, as Wilcox 
stated. If one seeks to argue for an Aramaic background, one must first delin-
eate why the background could not be irregular Greek usage or Hebrew in origin. 
Such negative proofs require systematic, complementary grammars of the three 
major languages used in first-century Judaea. Toward this end, we undertake in 
Part II to offer a grammar of the literary Aramaic dialect most pertinent to the 
aforementioned New Testament problem, Qumran Aramaic. 
Part II 
A Grammar of Qumran Aramaic 
Chapter 6 
The Limitations of This Grammar 
The following discussion of Qumran Aramaic grammar does not seek to probe 
every linguistic development but seeks to describe the state of Aramaic as it is re-
flected in the texts themselves.! Where a grammatical convention common among 
other Aramaic dialects which precede or follow QA is not found in our corpus, 
we do not discuss it. Some illustrative reference will naturally be made to texts 
from other sites and corpora. As will be demonstrated, however, the Aramaic of 
this period and region demonstrates a significant number of grammatical elements 
which are peculiar to the QA corpus. 
The quantity of reconstructed material has been minimized, 2 Due to the num-
ber of homographs and the variety of ways different forms are employed, the 
corpus typically excludes those fragments which do not exhibit sufficient syntax 
to judge clearly the nature of the form. 3 
IThose texts from Cave 4 which are numbered above 550 have not been verified since the au-
thor did not receive permission to study the actual text, pending publication of the editio princeps. 
2Reconstructed material is indicated in the text by square brackets (e.g., [N]:>?)'.:)). Further 
symbols are noted in Table, "Table of Symbols and Abbreviations". 
3For example, see 1~ in 4QEnGiantsC 35. One cannot determine whether it functions here as a 
preposition or as a subordinate conjunction. 
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In the interest of academic integrity, we have restricted our analysis to those 
texts for which photos have been published or for which copyright permission has 
been granted to reproduce them in this volume.4 In several places, the traditional 
line numbering is based on the combining of two fragments. While this numbering 
is occasionally followed here, the numbering used in the grammar is largely that 
of the fragments themselves with minimal reconstruction. 
As certain sources became available to us later in the research process than 
others, the corpus used for the statistics cited in this grammar and the corpus of 
texts cited differ. Not all texts cited are included in the statistical analysis. Those 
texts excluded are the medial columns of the Genesis Apocryphon and those texts 
numbered 4QS29-S49. Where these texts have been cited, the readings have been 
verified against the common or standard readings published on each text. 
The photographs of the Genesis Apocryphon included in Appendix B were 
taken in 1994 by Gregory Bearman (Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Ancient 
Biblical Manuscript Center) and Bruce and Ken Zuckerman (West Semitic Re-
search) and formed the basis of the work by Matthew Morgenstern, Elisha Qim-
ron, and Daniel Sivan "The Hitherto Unpublished Columns of the Genesis Apocryphon" 
(Abr-Nahrain 33, 30-S4). As the authors of that article stressed, theirs was a pre-
liminary edition which did not include photographs. Since high resolution or com-
puterized photographs of the other texts are available, these images are included 
to offer the reader the ability to verify the readings cited. 5 
With regard to those texts numbered 4QS29-S49, we have noted elsewhere 
that most of the photographs which accompany them in DJD31 are simply too 
4Hence the exclusion of those Cave 4 texts numbered 550 and higher. 
5The reproduction of these photographs as part of this work was made possible through the 
gracious permission of the Israel Antiquities Authority. 
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small to allow for proper validation of the editio princeps. 6 We have been re-
stricted to correcting only what can be clearly seen from the plates. Hence, we 
have removed most of Puech's reconstructions, leaving those we judged most 
probable. 
Finally, not all cited words will be translated in this work. We have used our 
discretion and translated those words and phrases which may be misunderstood 
for homographic or context-based reasons or which are sufficiently rare as to not 
readily come to mind. 
6Emile Puech, Qumran Grotte 4: XXII. Textes Arameens, Premiere Partie (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 2001), DJD 3l. See our pending review in Review of Biblical Literature 
(http://www.bookreviews.org). While this work is copyright 200 1, we did not receive a copy of the 
work until shortly before we validated some questionable readings in a research trip to Jerusalem 
in the summer of 2002. 
Chapter 7 
Accidence 
7.1 Orthography: Vowel Indicators 
The reading of an unpointed text is inevitably determined by one's interpretation 
of the scribe's orthographic conventions and the representation of his phonology. 
The writers of QA texts utilized matres Zectionis abundantly. 1 As in BA, the m. Zec-
tionis denote quality and not quantity. 2 
As 1. Fitzmyer has noted in particular with regard to Nand il in QA, it is 
IThe following discussion addresses the orthographic uses of the f1Ultres lectionis. As the 
phonological quality of each letter may be considered to be approximately the same as its counter-
part in BA, we do not endeavour to illustrate the pronunciation of each letter here. For a discussion 
of the letters and their qualities, see Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wies-
baden: Harrassowitz, 1995), 11, Takamitsu Muraoka and Bezalel Porten, A Grammar Of Egyptian 
Aramaic 2nd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), Handbuch der Orientalistik 32, §2, Klaus Beyer, Die 
aramliischen Texte vom Toten Meer (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1984),409-422, and 
Klaus Beyer, Die aramaischen Texte vom Toten Meer: Erganzungsband (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1994),277-281. 
It is to be noted that in each of Beyer's volumes, his understanding of the Aramaic of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls includes texts which date as early as the fifth century BeE (e.g., the Hermopolis 
Letter) and which reflect the Aramaic of their time in a questionable, possibly stylistic manner 
(e.g., Daniel). Examples of this unjustified combining of corpora may be found on page 411 of 
the former volume or page 280 of the latter. Consequently, Beyer's treatments must be used with 
caution. 
2Cf. Rosenthal, Grammar, §9. 
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sometimes difficult to tell whether one should regard these as consonants or matres 
lectionis.3 In the orthographic analysis below we endeavor to clarify this issue 
to some extent; however, cases not covered in the examples should be judged 
separatel y. 
There is no reason to assume that short vowels in pretonic syllables have not 
been reduced in QA. Kaufman has argued for the beginning of the reduction pro-
cess in the Achaemenid period.4 This reduction is evident in both pretonic (11J"1Y.l 
their province 1 QapGen xxiiA)5 and pro-pretonic syllables (il117!)Y.l:l in his down-
fallllQTgJob v.l).6 shortening of the first a is evident in both LBH and BA.7 
analysis proceeds under this assumption accordingly. 
7.1.1 Aleph 
As a vowel letter, aleph occurs in both medial and final positions. Final aleph 
typically designates a or e; in this capacity it indicates original vowels which 
occured in both morpho-syntactical changes and regularly occurring forms (long 
a: N'l'!)) lQapGen xxii.19, NY.l7)/ llQTgJob iii.S, long e: N))/ llQTgJob xiv.6, Ni'l' 
3 Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave 1: A Commentary (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute Press, 1972), 195. 
4Stephen A. Kaufman, "The History of Aramaic Vowel Reduction" in Arameans, Aramaic and 
the Aramaic Literary Tradition ed. Michael Sokoloff (Ramat-Gan, Israel: Bar-Ilan University 
Press, 1983),47-55. Kaufman suggests: " ... i possibly preceding that of a. Of the new ultra-short 
vocalic allophones, it was tenacious, r easily moved to shewa, and i1 could shift towards it ... by 
assimilation" (Kaufman, "Aramaic Vowel Reduction", 55). This agrees with Beyer's assertion of 
vowel reduction beginning in the fifth century BeE. Beyer, ATTM, 107-120. 
5Not all cited words will be translated in this work. We have used our discretion and translated 
those words and phrases which may be misunderstood for homographic or context-based reasons 
or which are sufficiently rare as to not readily come to mind. 
6Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 195. 
7Cf. m'lY.l in BH (Ezra ii.l; Nehemiah vii.6.) and BA (Dan iii.2, 3). Cf. also Francis 
Brown et aI., The Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon: With an appendix contain-
ing the Biblical Aramaic (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 1996), 193b. 
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IQapGen xxii. 13).8 While this is common among the other phases of Aramaic,9 
in QA N also tends to replace il and is the primary indicator of both the determined 
state and of feminine singular absolute forms. 10 It is used in the infinitive of the 
derived stems (N'yn\!JN to relate, tell a story I QapGen xix. IS, Kl~YnN to be grieved 
1 QapGen xx.12, N'l'J\J to defile, make unclean 1 QapGen xx. IS , N:i.,nN to destroy, 
lay waste 4QpsDanb 12 3).11 The final aleph is also used for certain suffixes and 
adverbs which will be discussed below. 
Medial aleph often follows) and' and represents a ('1lN'''\!Jl'J I QapGen xxi. I). 
In this use N probably represents a long vowel. 12 As E. Cook has noted, the use of 
N for a generally serves to distinguish between homographs. 13 
N is also evident in N.,nj (lQapGen xxi.S, xxii.27; IIQTgJob xxxii.7; with -? 
in IQapGen xix.23). Also, N)~ in 4QpsDana 122 may demonstrate a quiescent N 
when compared to )~j in 14 3 or N)- may be seen to represent 0. 14 
SOn the passive rendering of N.,\!J, see Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 73. Given the lack of 
vowel pointing, one could also read this form as a Pe'al perfect form, siMI. 
While QA vowel indicators do not signify length, the use of a vowel letter for the final syllable 
of a word necessitates a long vowel. The only exception to this pattern is the representation of 
diphthongs. Cf. §7.1.4 (page 112). 
9Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 196. 
lOIn accordance with this former usage, one finds that N"? and ,II? verbs tend to retain their final 
aleph (e.g., N:Jj, N"\!J, etc.). Cf. Table 8.4 (page 131). Cf. also Harold H. Rowley, "Notes on the 
Aramaic of the Genesis Apocryphon" in Hebrew and Semitic Studies Presented to Godfrey Rolles 
Driver ed. David W. Thomas and William D. McHardy (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963), 119. 
llThe use of NY.,W in lQapGen xxi.31 and xxii. 13 has seemingly lost its infinitival ending due 
to the force of the pronominal suffixes involved ()m- and il-, respectively). 
12D.N. Freedman and A. Rittersprach noted this with particular regard to the Genesis 
Apocryphon (David Noel Freedman and A. Rittersprach, "The Use of Aleph as a Vowel Letter 
in the Genesis Apocryphon" RQ 6 (1967), 299-300. Some of the quiescence cited is dubious, 
however, particularly with reference to the N sufformative to indicate the emphatic state. 
13 Edward M. Cook, "The Aramaic of the Dead Sea Scrolls" in T71e Dead Sea Scrolls after Fifty 
Years: A Comprehensive Assessment ed. P. Flint and James C. VanderKam. Vol. 1 .(Leiden: EJ. 
Brill, 1998), 362. 
14For N.,nj cf. BA .,nNj. The latter, however, may be shortened due to a possible construct 
relationship with [N'l'Jl'JJY. 
A similar quiescence is demonstrated in N)j\!J (1QapGen xxii. 10, 12). For a defense of the 
proposal that )Nj\!J is a mistaken metathesis for N)j\!J they took captive in lQapGen xxii.12, see 
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7.1.2 He 
il occurs in final position serving one of two functions: 
1. to designate the final, original long a: ilrJ)l"-( 1 QapGen xx.27, 34, il'1)il? to ac-
knowledge 4QpapToba 18 15, ilnmil? to cause precipitation llQTgJob xxxi.3, 
il')'G!? to be changed 4QpsDana 8 3, ilml'J offering lQapGen xxi.2, iln1))'! you 
have done 1 QapGen xx.26, xxii.28, ilP')'G! the abandoned [vine] 11 QTgJob xxxi.4. 15 
2. to represent long e: (illl'J lQapGen ii.4, xx. 13, m!:ll'J? to go before lQapGen 
xix.22, iln'G!l'J drink 1 QapGen xxii. IS, m::r::myou will hide 11QTgJob xxxiv.9, 
m'G!n did you set ... ? 11 QTgJob xxx.7). 
Occasionally, il is used instead of N to indicate the emphatic form of masculine 
nouns. Singular: il'G!)N man 4QEna iii.18, ill'J?'G! 4QLevia 1 1.18, il'Ur) purity, holi-
ness 4QLeviaa 3 6. Plural: il'm visions 4QEnc 1 vi.8, 13, il'mn parts 4QEnastrb 7 
iii.2. 
7.1.3 Waw 
) is used in final position to represent both original long u or long o. Exam-
pIes of) as indicative of it are found largely in verbal forms: 16 n:innN [who] 
Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 197. 
Kutscher has demonstrated a tendency among the Qumran scribes to "Hebraize" the orthogra-
phy of the dominant Aramaic. This is found, among other places, in the use of N)- for )-. Hence 
the use of N)- in N))'G! may be to suggest or stress the pronunciation of ))'G! as ending in o. Cf. 
Eduard Y. Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll (I Q Isaa) (Lei-
den: Brill, 1974), Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 6, 20-21, esp. references to )? and 
N)? 
15Cf. Michael Sokoloff, The Targum to Job from Qumran Cave XI (Ramat-Gan/Jerusalem, Is-
rael: Bar-Han University at Ahva Press, 1974), 150. 
16Beyer finds )) several times in his assembled corpus of Dead Sea Scrolls Aramaic. See Beyer, 
ArIM, 415, and Beyer, Erganzungsband, 415. Of the forms he cites, only one is attested in our 
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partnered [with] 4QEnb iv.9,17 )Pniil they went away llQTgJob ii3),18 )'IN they 
ate 1QapGen xxi.21, xxii.23, 7 )1)) they took 1QapGen xxiiA, )P1Y they fled 
4QpapTobil iiA, ~)pn may you cut down 1 QapGen xix.16, 
Examples of) indicating (j are the following: )N 11QTgJob xxvi.2, W1~ Pharaoh 
1QapGenxix.22, xx.14. 19 
It also represents medial long and short u: ')IN I will eat 4QTobd 1 1, rm 
1QapGen ii.13, 17, llQTgJob ii.6, xiii.6, etc., 1)\J 1QapGen xix.8, xxi.7, 16, 
4QTobb 4 iiA' and medial long and short 0: \!)))N 1QapGen xix.15, xx.32, xxi.13, 
4QEnc 410, lDn Enoch 4QEnGiantsil 84, il1)il) its light4QEnastrb 6 6, 01)P before 
4QWords of Michael i.1 0, C)pm strength 1 QapGen xx.14. 
The * aw diphthong is represented by ,.20 It is evident in both medial and fi-
nal positions: C)um he continued 4QTobc 1 1, 'mr.:m his bones llQTgJob v.5, 
'm~nn his raiders 1lQTgJob ii.2, 0)' day I QapGen xxii.21, 4QpapTobil 23, 4QEnc 
5 ii.17, 25, 4QpsDanil 24.5, 4QEnGiantsb 32,21 llQTgJob xv.5,)) within 1QapGenii.IO, 
4QTobb 4 i.15, 4QpsDanil 143.22 
corpus: N))il (lQapGen v.5, xiii.9, xix.24, xxi.26, xxi.2S, xxii.S, xxii.9, 4QEnb ii.2, ii.21, and 
4QEnc 41). The other eight are either derived from the Palestinian Targumim or not attested (e.g., 
il'))J which Beyer finds in 4QEnochC). 
Other examples of -))- may be found in )m (4QTobb 4 ii.S and 4QEn" iii.17), 1)m, (4QTobb 4 
ii.1S), and 1))iln (4QEnc, 5 i.22 and 4QLevia iv.S. 
17 Jacob Hoftijzer and K. Jongeling, Dictionary of the North-west Semitic Inscriptions (Leiden: 
EJ. Brill, 1995), Handbuch der Orientalistik 21, 2 vols., 345-346. 
18Cf. Sokoloff, Targum to Job, lOS. 
19Fitzmyer here includes a reconstructed form )'N from 1QapGen xx.26 (Fitzmyer, Genesis 
Apocryphon, 64). The photographic evidence does not make this peculiar form certain enough to 
be included in our analysis. Further, 11QTgJob ii.3 may include the form )[\!J]:lJ) and they have 
pressed him (?), but the final letters of the morpheme are too corrupt to warrant this reading as 
significant for our purposes. 
20 A statement concerning the contraction of the' aw diphthong cannot be made with confidence 
due to the non-vocalized nature of the texts. 
21 Puech numbers this occurrence of N'Y.l)' 4QEnGiantsb 2 i + 3 5. Obviously, this is based on a 
proposed reconstruction of the text. Our numbering is derived from the fragment alone. 
22There may be some doubt about whether)) here is representative of the *aw diphthong. Cf. NU 
in 4QpsDana 122. We include it here for the sake of completeness. 
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7.1.4 Yod 
, is found in QA both in final and medial positions. In final position, ' is used in 
the following ways:23 
1. the long vowel -f: >nUN his father 1QapGen ii.20, 22, 24, ')'IN my mother 
4QTobb 4 ii.10," 1QapGen ii.1, 12, etc., llQTgJob ii.8, iii.5, vii.1, etc., 
'J:J.'!1n [Then] give me [an answer]! llQTgJob xxx.1, 'nn:m his friends 
1QapGen xx.8, 'm!)Jln his raiders llQTgJob ii.2, 'TJ.).I)'J [in] my making 
[of the earth] llQTgJob xxx.2, '!1n!)'l!)'J my family 4QpapToba 2 9, '7Jl!)) 
Naphtali 4QTobb 4 iii.6, ')'l! 1 QapGen ii.ll, xix.27, xx8, 31, xxi.6, xxii.32, 
')N')Jl a second time, again 1 QapGen xxi. I. 24 
2. the diphthong _ay:25 
The diphthong -ay is found: '!1'N 1QapGen xxii. 19, 22, 29, 11QTgJob vi.4, xxi.3, 
xxxiv.5, '!))N 1QapGen ii.12, 4QpapToba 6 8, 4QEnGiantsa i.3, >n 1QapGen 
xx.29, 4QpapToba 18 14, 11QTgJob x.8, '7).1 1QapGen ii.2, 11, 12, xix.20, 
xx.21, 28, xxi.7, 4QLevia 44, and '7\)1).1 naked 1 QapGen xxii.33. 
In medial position, ' represents: 
1. long -e: Nn'!))N 1 QapGen xx.2, 4.26 
23Beyer finds" in his composite of Aramaic Levi and in several texts outside of the Qumran 
scrolls. See Beyer, ADM, 417 and 188-209. In our corpus, however, we do not find Beyer's read-
ing of n"l:l\); rather, we find" attested in the following places and forms: lQ20 1 i.I (O"PJlJl1), 
4QpapTob" 2 13 (nJl"nJlN1), 6 5 ("n:l), 27 1 (N"r.)), 4QTobc 1 6 ([Nln"NJl'), 4QEnc 1 i.26 
(n"):,), 4QEnf 4 ()';:i:J1:J), llQTgJob xxxiv. 10 ('!1"N). 
24Fitzmyer notes this as the nisbe ending, denoting an adjectival suffixe which indicates mem-
bership in a class. See Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 200, Muraoka and Porten, GEA, 2nd rev. 
ed., 378. 
25The degree to which diphthongs demonstrated by final' in QA have contracted is not clear. 
26Consequently, Nn!))N lQapGen xx.3 is defectively written. Fitzmyer notes -e is also written 
defectively in 07'l!)l' lQapGen xxii. 13 (Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 202). This is not nec-
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2. long f: Wl>)) the Watchers 4QEnb iv.6, l'l>)) 1 QapGen ii.l, 16, 1'1judgement, 
justice 1 QapGen xx. 13, 14, >j1'N 1 QapGen xxii.19, 22, 29, llQTgJob viA, xxi.3, 
xxxiv.S. 
7.2 Phonology 
7.2.1 Interdentals 
The phonology of the Aramaic consonants of this period is, by all indications, 
equivalent to that ofBA.27 The relationship between interdentals in Qumran Aramaic 
(QA) and Proto-Semitic (PS) is illustrated by Table 7.1. 28 
Table 7.1: Consonantal correspondence to Proto-Semitic 
PS QA 
d,d 1 
t, t n 
t, ~ (~, ~) \) 
, 
,<;1, g )), P 
7.2.2 Assimilation 
The most common form of assimilation in QA is that of) to a following conso-
nant. However, 1">!) verbs are also present and exhibit the assimilation of > to the 
essarily the case. O?'l!Jll> is a common spelling for this word in the MT, the common difference 
being a frequent, combined patha~-~ireq in the final syllable. While BH does attest to a seghol in 
the final syllable at times, there is no compelling reason to accept Fitzmyer's postulation in this 
instance. Further, Nil!)))) (1 QapGen xx.3) may be merely a scribal error, as this form occurs only 
in lQapGen xx.3. But ->!))N is attested in lQapGen ii.17 (l>!))N) and in lQapGen xx.2 and 4 
(Nil'!))N). 
27 Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 202-203, for a fuller treatment of interdentals in QA. 
Cf. also Rosenthal, Grammar, § 17. Even earlier, H.B. Rowley observed that the Aramaic of the 
Genesis Apocryphon is very similar to that of Biblical Aramaic (Rowley, "Notes", 117). 
2sThe information presented here is derived from Rosenthal, Grammar, § 17. 
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following consonant, like ).29 
) :lUN f- :lU)N* IQapGen xxii.22, ))rp1y') f- )mm>1y')* IQapGen xxii A, )nn f-
)mn* llQTgJob xvi.2. 
Y'> !) verbs Wn:" f- )tl1:J))* I QapGen xx.19,3o )17> f- )17))* llQTgJob xxxii.2.31 
7.2.3 Dissimilation 
Where one would expect to find doubling in QA, one frequently finds a resolution 
of the doubled consonant by means of a liquid consonant: 32 
) ))0» llQTgJob xiA, j:'!))> 11QTgJob xxxiii.3, mm» 4QTobb 4 ii.S, ilj:'!))il7 
11 QTgJob xxxi.S.33 In forms of)l1" dissimilation occurs frequently, result-
ing in a) closing the first syllable (Y1)N lQapGen xix. IS, IIQTgJob viia.3, 
)I1)Y.) 4QTobb 4 iii.2, 5; 4QEnc 1 vi.12, 4QLevitla 1 i.14, >)I1)Y.) llQTgJob 
iv.2, ilY1)Y.):l) IlQTgJob x.3; IQapGen ii.20, 22, xx. IS, xix. IS). 
29See also Beyer, AITM, 89-95. Beyer's conclusions about assimilation in the Aramaic from 
Qumran is similar to ours. It is to be noted that he draws on evidence from other corpora for 
comparison but does not always detail where one may find his evidence. See, for example, his 
reference to the Aramaic of Syria, Mesopotamia, Palestine and Egypt [Beyer, AITM, 94]. Further, 
his use of dated material (e.g., the works of Cowley and Dalman) renders his references suspect 
for modern work. 
For a discussion of assimilation in Of A, see Muraoka and Porten, GEA, 2nd rev. ed., §3a. 
30While this phenomenon may be attested in 1 QapGen xx.22 (7):J», the context of the line does 
not clearly delimit whether the verb is present- or future-oriented. 
The disappearance of the second> may be due to the simplification of a diphthong. However, the 
use of matres lectionis in QA to represent diphthongs argues against this (Cf. §7.1.4). Assimilation 
in >"!) verbs is evident already in BA. Cf. Rosenthal, Grammar, § 128. 
31While both 7:J> and 17> originally were )"!), the initial) has given way to an initial >. This is 
a natural continuation of BA (Cf. Rosenthal, Grammar, §127). The represenation of initial yod is 
here for illustrative puproses and is not meant to suggest an historic form of the verb. 
Fitzmyer also finds assimilation in >"!) verbs in QA (Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 203). 
32See also note 29 on page 114. 
33Cf. Sokoloff, Targum to Job, 17. While Sokoloff cites three forms in addition to these for 
llQTgJob, we hold these instances in question due to the need to assume either a preformative 
(xxix.8), the resultant nun (xxviii.S), or the only occasional dissimilation of) from il (xxxi.3). 
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1 P\!.lI'J111QapGen xxii.5, 10.34 
7.2.4 Partial Dissimilation 
A partial dissimilation is suggested by \!.I1JI'J in 1 QapGen xx.16. 35 
7.2.5 Non-dissimilation of Two Laryngeals in the Same Root 
In many later Aramaic dialects, when two laryngeals occur within the same root, 
one of them tends to be dissimilated (e.g., YN wood). However, with few ex-
ceptions,36 QA does not exhibit this tendency?7 Rather, neither laryngeal is dis-
similated. For examples, see YY wood in 4QpapToba xviii.8, 4QLevidb 2-3 2, 
5-6 i.5,38 lyn to smile in 4QVisions of Amrama 5 5 and 4QVisions of Amramb 
1 14,39 ))'n to embrace in lQapGen xvii.ll, Y:lY to hasten in lQapGen xx.9, 
34Cf. Kutscher, Isaiah Scroll, 3-4. Kutscher dates the form p\!.lI'J11 to "the last centuries BCE" 
by comparing the occurrences of "Damascus" from the Tel el-Amarna tablets through Stephanus 
of Byzantium. He notes the parallel occurrences of p\!.lI'Jl in both Of A and BH. The occurrence 
here in lQapGen points to similar parallelism between QH and QA. 
As in Of A, the correlation of QA to Hebrew does not necessitate dependence on the sister 
language. This may be a Hebraism, but the relationship is far from certain. 
35\!.11JI'J ~ \!.IllJ to beg persistently; here the Pa 'el participle seems to suggest the meaning 
of the Pe'al stem to crush. Cf. Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of .Tewish Palestinian Aramaic 
2nd ed. (Bar-Han, IsraellBaltimore, Maryland: Bar-Han University Press/The Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Press, 2002), 273a-b; Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli, 
and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature (New York: The Judaica Press, 1996), 683a; also 
Fitzmyer, Genesis Apoc ryphon, 131. 
364QPrNab 1-3 8, llQTgJob xv.l, xxxii.6, xxiii.3, and xxxv.7. 
37Sokoloff first observed this phenomenon in July, 1997. Cf. Michael Sokoloff, "Qumran 
Aramaic in Relation to the Aramaic Dialects" in The Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty Years After Their 
Discovery: Proceedings of the .Tenlsalem Congress, .Tuly 20-25, 1997 ed. Lawrence H. Schiff-
man, E. Tov and James C. VanderKam (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 2000), 748-750. 
Three years later, Puech reasoned what are essentially the same results from a smaller database, 
curiously ignoring the earlier, more comprehensive study (Emile Puech, "Sur la dissimilation de 
l'interdentale rj en arameen qumranien. A propos d'un chainon manquant" RQ 19 (2000),607-616. 
38Puech also cites 4Q554 3 ii.l5, but we have not been permitted to confirm this reading. 
39NB: The line numbering for 4QVisions of Amram" is here different from that contained in 
the editio princeps (D.TD 31) due to the latter's reliance on a proposed reconstruction, combining 
fragments five through nine. Cf. Emile Puech, Qumran Grotte 4: XXII. Textes Arameens, Premiere 
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4QVisions of Amramc la ii.17, 11QTgJob iii.7, )In! to wash, and )ll)l to meet 
in 1 QapGen xxii. 13 . 
7.2.6 Metathesis 
The metathesis of the sibilant 'V and the stop 11 is exhibited throughout QA: ')Jl'VN 
changed lQapGen ii.ll, 12, ')Jl'V1'J was changed lQapGen ii.2, ')l11'VN tell me 
1 QapGen xix.18, 111'J'11'Vil recompensed llQTgJob xxiii.6, and ln11'VN strive llQTgJob 
xxxiii.6.40 
Partie (Oxford: Clarendon, 2001), DJD 31, 298 
40While it is a noun and is likely to be less subject to diachronic change, we here include 
l1111'VK It does demonstrate the continuance of a metathetical pattern in word formation and, 
consequently, underscores the continued metathesis of 'V and 11. 
It is worthy of noting that the metathesis evident here in ln11'VN does not occur in Judaean 
Aramaic. Cf. f.Iev 53:3 and Mur 49:3, as cited in Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Judean 
Aramaic (Bar-Ilan, Israel: Bar-Ilan University Press, 2003), 82a. 
Chapter 8 
Morphology 
While the morphology of QA is very similar to that of BA, the following paradigms 
serve to illustrate those forms which do exist in the text and can be said thereby to 
have been known as part of this sub-dialect of Judaean Literary Aramaic. 
8.1 Verbs 
8.1.1 Morphological Overview. 
Table 8.1 illustrates the stems attested in QA.! Unsurprisingly, the verbal system 
is similar to earlier dialects of Aramaic, especially BA. 
1 For the purpose of the following discussion, we use the term "regular verb" to refer to a verb 
that is not of the >If? conjugation. Given the constraints of this thesis, we have opted to omit discus-
sion of the other weak verb forms; these are largely the same as BA. Hence, for the conjugation of 
these forms, we refer the reader to Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1995),51-54, and 56. 
The Haph'el form is seldom attested in QA. When it does occur, the form is similar to the 
Aph'el, with the only exception being the obvious change from an initial aleph to he. Hence, only 
the predominant Aph 'el is represented here. 
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Table 8.1: An Overview of Verbal Morphology (by stem) 
Name of Stem Perfect Form Imperfect Form Participle Infinitive 
Pe'al 7\Jp 7\JP' 7\Jp 7\JPrJ 
Pa'el 7\Jp 7\JP' 7\JPrJ N7\Jp 
Aph'el 7\JPN 7\JP' 7\JPrJ N7\JpN 
Ithpe'el 7\JpnN 7\Jpn' n/e n/e 
Ithpa'al 7\JpnN 7\Jpn' 7\JpnrJ N7\JpnN 
8.1.2 Finite: the Perfect, Imperfect, Imperative, and Jussive 
8.1.2.1 The Regular Verb 
Table 8.2: The Afformatives of the Finite Regular Verb 
Masc. Sg. Fern. Sg. Masc. PI. Fern. PI. 
Perfect First n7\Jp 11/e N)7\JP 11/e 
Second Nn-/nn-/n7\Jp n/e ))n7\Jp 11/e 
Third 7\Jp n7\Jp N)-!17\JP n/e 
Imperfect First 7\JPN 7\JpN 7\JP) 7\JP) 
Second 7\Jpn 1'7\Jpn ))7\Jpn n/e 
Third 7\JP' 7\Jpn ))7\JP' )7\Jp' 
Imperative Second 7\Jp 11/e ),\JP 11/e 
Jussive Second 7\Jpn '7\Jpn )7\Jpn n/e 
Third 7\JP' n/e ))7\Jpn 11/e 
The extant verbal afformatives are reflected in Table 8.2. 2), and 4QLevib 1 
17 (\J7'lm. While most of the forms are resonant of Of A and may be derived from 
forms in BA, the jussive tends to be marked by greater variety or deviation than the 
2Beyer reads NrJ7\!) in lQapGen xxii.28 as a third person feminine plural perfect form. How-
ever, we read the same form as a Pe'al participle with a feminine singular absolute sufforma-
tive. Klaus Beyer, Die aramtiischen Texte vom Toten Meer (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1984),470. 
Beyer also projects the second feminine plural of the Hermopolis letter into Judaean Literary 
Aramaic. However, this is not substantiated by our corpus. Beyer, ATFM, 471. 
In his discussion on the imperative, Beyer also asserts a preformative ,- for the feminine singu-
lar. This, however, is not substantiated by our reading. See Beyer, ATFM, 473-474. 
In considering the jussive forms, Beyer overlooks the second masculine singular jussive in 
1 QapGen ii.25 nnn), xxii.30 (lxdt), 4QTobb 4 ii.17 and 5 8 (lxdt 
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other forms. 3 Cook has stated that the jussive and the imperfect follow virtually 
the same pattem.4 This is not completely accurate. While the masculine singular 
forms are the same, the other extant forms are not.5 
Beyer, however, finds a number of precative forms in the Qumran texts and in 
those texts he holds to be related to them. 6 Unfortunately, the majority of these 
forms are cited from Official Aramaic texts, outside of the Qumran corpus: the 
3Grelot observed l~npn «,<~p to cut) in lQapGen xix.16 and )171J' «7J' to be able) as 
imperfect forms in his review of Fitzmyer's The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave 1: "[L]es 
deux imparfaits tqw~w et ykwlwn ne sont pas davantage des formes etranges; la mater lectionis 
-w- montre simplement que l'accent n'etait pas encore descendu sur la desinence -w(n), mais de-
muerait sur la voyelle precedente: tiqqT1~u (de q~~) et yikkT1lun (de ykl). II Y a la un archalsme 
que la vocalisation massoretique de Daniel n'a pas conserve" Cf. Pierre Grelot, "Review of l A. 
Fitzmyer The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran f' RB 74 (1967), 103. Cook arrives at the same 
conclusions about the forms, but does not seem to be aware of Grelot's review. Cf. Edward M. 
Cook, "The Aramaic of the Dead Sea Scrolls" in The Dead Sea Scrolls after Fifty Years: A Com-
prehensive Assessment ed. P. Flint and James C. VanderKam. Vol. 1 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1998), 
371. The first of these readings, however, is dubious, breaking off in the middle of the word. The 
second deserves further study. 
Cf. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave 1: A Commentary (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblicallnstitute Press, 1972),210. Fitzmyer finds the )17\Jpn form to be normative, re-
ferring to lQapGen xi.17 ()17JNn). This is confirmed by other forms from l1QTgJob xxi.2 and 4. 
For photographic confirmation of Fitzmyer's readings, see Appendix B. 
4"The paradigm [of the jussive in QA] is the same as the imperfect except that the jussive is 
indicated by final 1- in the masculine plural forms ... ~lpn [7NJ, 1 QapGen 19: 16 ... "Cook, "Aramaic 
of DSS", 371. 
5Cook overlooks two jussives: 
• the second feminine singular jussive in 4QTobb 4 i.3: >nnN ;'7 '~~n 7N1 '7n1n 7N Do 
not fear and do not worry about him, my sister. 
• the third masculine plural in llQTgJob xxix.2: ;'7 )Wy')\~.I' 1y')N N1i11 And he says: Let 
them listen to him! 
In 4QTobitb, the second feminine has a' suffixed to it. In llQTgJob, the jussive clearly matches 
the form of the imperfect. On the former, see Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Dead Sea Scrolls and 
Christian Origins (Grand Rapids, MI: Wrn. B. Eerdmans, 2000), 200-203. On the latter, see 
Michael Sokoloff, The Targum to .Job from Qumran Cave XI (Ramat-Gan/Jerusalem, Israel: Bar-
Han University at Ahva Press, 1974), 84-85, 143, and Florentino Garda Martinez, Eibert lC. 
Tigchelaar and Adam S. van der Woude, Qumran Cave 11: II. llQ2-18, 11Q20-31 (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1998), DJD 23, 147. In the present volume, see also "The Afformatives of the Finite 
Verb" (Table 8.2) for the form of the jussive versus the imperfect and "Examples of the Jussive" 
(page 124) for in-context examples. For the jussive indicated by syntax and not by form alone, 
see §9.1.1.1 (page 190). 
6Beyer, ATTM, 472-474. 
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letters of Elephantine, sources from Hermopolis, and Ahiqar. The relevance of 
these texts for synchronically detailing the grammatical forms of Jewish Literary 
Aramaic is questionable. 
In comparing our findings to those of Beyer, we find that the forms which he 
includes and which we include is typically found outside the corpus of Qumran 
Aramaic texts. In the ensuing discussion, we have endeavored to denote those 
areas where we disagree substantially with Beyer. On several points, our assess-
ment concurs with Beyer's; however, where the matter of disagreement concerns 
his versus our reading of the texts, we have erred on the side of ommission. 7 
Examples of the Perfect 
Singular 
First Common (n,\Jp) 8 
Lamech, was afraid and went to Batenosh. 
n'fI1 4QpapTobil 2 2: ... np1Y) n'fI1... . .. I was frightened andfled ... 
Second Masculine (Nn-mn-m,\Jp) 
7It should be noted that Beyer's first volume, and the volume most germain for the present 
work, was published in 1984 - several years prior to the release of all of the photographs of 
the Qumran scrolls. Consequently, Beyer had to work with substantially poorer material than is 
currently available. A comparison between palaeography of twenty years ago and the present day 
is not reasonable. 
8While the first person feminine form of the verb is not extant for every stem in QA, we 
employ the traditional label of "first common" throughout the grammar based on analogy with 
other Aramaic dialects. 
Beyer asserts an ending of n'- for the first common singular. However, the yod is a mater 
lectionis, not part of a suffix. Beyer, AITM, 469-470. 
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Jl::m lQapGen xxii.29: )'I~r.:l )r.:l Jl:m '1 )r.:l l'nn ... Nr.:l?'V )')'V I'VY Nil La, 
ten years have passed . .. one .from when you returned from Egypt. 9 
ilJl11Y 1QapGen xx.26: '[1'Vl ?'11 '? ilJl1:lY Nr.:l What have you done to 
me on account of [Sar1ai? 
Nmtn 4QapocrDan ii.2: milJl )ilm:J?r.:l P NJl;tn '1 N'P'~:J Like the sparks 
which you saw, thus will their kingdom be. 
Third Masculine (?IJp) 
om 1 QapGen xi. 13 : ... NYIN ?Y om '1 Jl:m::1) Jl1m And I turned and 
[again1 blessed that he had mercy upon the earth ... 
?!D 4QapocrDan i.1: N'Vl:J 01P ?!)) m'V 'm?[Yl ... settled [up 10n him 
and he fell before the throne. 
Third Feminine (Jl?IJp) 
my wife, spoke to me with force and strength. 
Jl?N'V 4QTobb 4 iii.S: 'nN )111)N )N)r.:l )1il? Jllr.:lN1 N)1Y )1)N Jl?N'V1 Then 
Edna inquired of them and said to them, "Whence have you come, my 
brothers?" 
Plural 
First Common (N)?IJp) 
9Beyer's observation of a second feminine singular suffix 'Jl- is not supported for the time of 
Qumran Aramaic. Beyer, ATTM, 469--470. 
lOIn §8.1.2.3 (page 133) we discuss the use oP?r.:l. Clearly, the roots ??r.:l and '?r.:l were used at 
different times and by different groups to mean exactly the same thing. 
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N)!)';m 1 QapGen xix.13: 11 1'l~Y.l )llN7 on '):1 )llN7 N)7)11 N))llN N)!)7n 1)1J 
Now, we passed through our land and entered the land of the sons of 
Ham, the land of Egypt. 
Second Masculine (11n7\Jp) 
11n7:m 4QEnGiantsa 8 11: n:l 11n7:m '1 N7:m... . .. the corruption with 
which you have corrupted it. 
Third Masculine (N1-/17\Jp) 
And all of the healers and wizards and wisemen were not able to stand 
to heal him. 
17N'V 4QTobb 4 iii.3: 1'Y.l1p7 ilY.l7'V 17N'V1 Andfirst they bid him peace. 
N1Y.lp b • 4QpsDan 10 1: ... 1)'J N1Y.lp They stand from . .. 
Examples of the Imperfect 
Singular 
First Common (7\JPN) 
m)Jl)N 1 QapGen xxi.14: ... N'Y.l7)1 7P l)11'lnN mm)N l)1l~71 And to your 
offspring after you I will give it [the land] forever ... 
n1Y.lN lQapGen xxii.33: ... '7\Jl)l n1Y.lN 'lJ mN1 And likewise I will die 
naked ... 
11 Note also the use of 77)1 in the same line. 
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Second Masculine (7\Jpn) 
m):)'pn 4QTobb 4 ii.3: ... mrm-(7 17 m:1um m):)'pn n N'7'7:1... In this 
night you will engage her and take her to yourse(ffor [al wife. 
Second Feminine (1'7\Jpn) 
1'77):)n12 lQapGen ii.7: 1':11J:l N711'77):)n '):)).1 \J\!.I)P:1 1).1 0'):)7).1 7P 17):):1 ... 
. . . by the King of Eternity that you will speak with me in truth and not 
with lies. 
Third Masculine (7\JP') 
n)' 1 QapGen ii.20: ... o'rn N1il '1J n)' N:1~P:1 m):) N71J1 And he will 
know all things with certainty because he isfavored ... 
Third Feminine (7\Jpn) 
l:1).1n 4QLevia 215: ... 7J 1).1 P)):) l:1).1n It will [notl pass from you unto 
every ... 
\J7~n 1 QapGen xix.20: 'J'7'1:1 ''lI~) \J7~m 'J'7\J:1 'f)N1 And I will live by 
your protection, and my soul will be spared on account of you. 
Plural 
First Common (7\JP)) 
m):)'p) 4QTobb 4 ii.6-7: m):)'p)1 n N'7'7 N1 [N)n6p7).1:1) [77m) ~J1 And 
now, we will speak with that girl this night and we will present her. 
l2See note 10 (page 121). 
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:nm 4QEna iii.2: ... )rT ji:J)rJ)rJ m)J :nm We will [not] turn back, any 
of us, from this aflair. 
Second Masculine ()1)\)Pl1) 
)1nJ\!.I!1 4QEna ii.S: ... )1nJ\!J11 N5 m'E:lJ ))11] ;l[1]~~ 5~ i1i[rJ)1.. And you 
will not be able to find fa way for waJlking on the du[ sit [and on the 
stones ... 
)1P)\!J11 4QLevia 4 5: 13 ... ,),)0 )Jr.) lmp)\!JJ1 N\)\!JP l1nl[N] You will for-
sake the [wa]ys o.ltruth and all the paths o.f .. 
Third Masculine ())\)P'/))\)P') 
)1nJ\!J' 4QLevia 1 ii.2: j1'11\!J \!J)JrJ) )1nJ\!J'... . .. They will [not] be able 
to conquer its ramparts. 
)11)t» 4QapocrDan ii.7: )11)U' n) Nm'lrJ )Jl.. ... and all the provinces 
will pay him homage. 
Third Feminine ())\)P') 
)1E:l\!J' 1 QapGen xx.6: NmrJ )1E:l\!J' N) )1J)) )))1' '1 )N)J1 And all those who 
enter the bridal chamber are not more beautiful than she. 
)P)l' 11QTgJob xxxvi.2: )1m') )))IJ[> Ni7 n111 )P)l' mn) They will cleave 
together and the wind [will] no[t] enter between them. 
Examples of the Jussive 
13Note also the use of )nrJ in line 6 of this fragment. 
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Singular 
Second Masculine (?\)pn) 
~nn lQapGen ii.2S: ... J? nmN NJil? '1 '?)J ~nn ?N11? 1I'JN1 And [Ii say 
to you: "Do not be angry with me because I came here to [you ... " 
\)?'lJn 4QLevib 1 17: ')\J'lJ ?J 'J. \)?'lJn ?N.[)] And may no adversary rule 
over [lit.: in] me . .. 
Second Feminine ('?\)pn) 
'?mn 4QTobb 4 i.3: mnN il? '~~n ?N1 '?mn ?N. Do notfear and do not 
worry about him, my sister. 
Third Masculine (?\)P') 
\)?'lJ' lQapGen xx. 15: ')I'J 'nmN N'I'J\)? )1 N'?'?J. \)?'lJ' ?N1 And may he 
not have power in this night to defile my wife from me. 
PJ.1' 4QTobb 4 i.l: '1J. '1[UJJ.J PJ.1,?N May my son not cling to silver! 
Plural 
Second Masculine (1?\)pn) 
1?nl'Jn 4QLevia 1 i.13: 14 ... '1?NI'JS Nnmn 1?nl'Jn?N. May they not re-
nounce wisdom for the teaching . .. 
Third Masculine (,1?\)P') 
14Cf. Michael Stone and Jonas C. Greenfield, "Aramaic Levi Document" in Qumran Cave 4: 
XVII. Parabiblical Texts, Part 3 ed. James C. VanderKam eta!. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1996), DJD 
22,8. 
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l)).1r.l'V' 11 QTgJob xxix.2: il? l)).1r.l'V' lr.lN N)m And he says: Let them listen 
to him!ls 
Examples of the Imperative 
Singular 
Second Masculine (?\Jp) 
?tN lQapGen xx.23: Nil?)):l? mr.l ilnmN IJ?'V') NJ?r.l? lr.lN ?tN l))J) And 
now, go, speak to the king, and may he send his wife from himself to 
her husband. 
1m 4QpapToba 16 1: nl)N il? l j m And give him his reward. 
?tN and l:l1 4QpapToba 2 12: [>lJ)6 ?J? l:ll ?tN 'l:l 'l:l il':ln\J? nr1r.lN) 
[N)'lf1N:l IJJ'Vill11l And [I] said [to To]bit, my son, "My son, go; fetch 
all [whom] you find among [our] broth[ers.] 
Plural 
Second Masculine ()?\Jp) 
)r.l'U llQTgJob iv.4: ... ?))l)J'l' )r.l'U Place your hands upon ... 
8.1.2.2 The Perfect of the ,II? Verb 
The Pe 'al forms of ,,,? verbs are illustrated in Table 8.3. 16 
15While this form may be an imperfect, indicative form functioning with preterite force, we 
prefer to render it more conservatively after its function in the sentence. Cf. Sokoloff, Targum to 
Job,85. 
16The form [NJy')) «'r.l' to swear) in 4QEnb ii.7 suggests a first common plural pattern ND); 
however, the breakage in the text does not allow for sufficient confidence to include it in this 
paradigm. 
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Table 8.3: The Afformatives of the >") Verb in the Pe'al 
Masc. Sg. Fern. Sg. Masc. PI. Fern. PI. 
Perfect First n>n/nn 11/e l'o>n 11/e 
Second n>n-/Nn>n 11/e )n-/)1n>n 11/e 
Third mJ./Nn/»J./p. nn )ni1»J. n>n 
Imperfect First NnN/mJ.N »nN 11/e 11/e 
Second nnni>nn »nn l'nn 11/e 
Third Nn>/>n>/nn> Nnn l')J.ni)))J.n/))n> 11/e 
Imperative Second >n/N)J. 11/e ))J./N)n 11/e 
Jussive Second 11/e >nn 11/e 11/e 
Examples of the Perfect 
Singular 
First Masculine (n>n/mJ.) 
nmN lQapGen ii.2S: ... nmN N:)il) >1 »}l t:nn )N11) l1'JNl And [IJ say 
to you, 'Do not be angry with me because I came here . .. 
n>m 4QEnc 1 xii.26: ... p~5 >1 »))>N n>m )m ~Ni And also among them I 
saw trees that issued . .. 
Second Masculine (Nn-in>n) 
Nn>m 4QapocrDan ii.2: mnn )nno)1'J p Nn;m >1... . .. that you saw thus 
will their kingdom be. 
Third Masculine (n-/>n) 
n1'J1 4QTobb 4 iii.S: >lllJ. >J.)\») )1 N1'J»}l n1'J1 N1'JJ How this young man 
is like Tobit, the son of my uncle. 17 
17 One may read a degree of ambiguity in the use of n1'J1 here. It may be read as a participle or 
as a finite, perfect form. We prefer the latter. 
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N)I:1 4QLevia 1 ii.5: ... nl'JJn N)I:1... . .. [he I sought wisdom . .. 
Third Feminine (n):1) 
mn 1 QapGen ii.12: ... >?)I >!))N >mlllN >1 >nmN IlI1)Nn:1 mn >lJ1 And when 
Batenosh, my w~fe, saw that my face upon me was changed ... 
mill 4QapocrDan i.l: N>UlJ 01P ?!)) mill >il1?[)1... . .. rested [up Ion him, 
he fell before the throne. 
Plural 
First Plural (N»):1 ) 
N»l'Jl 11QTgJob i.6: ... N»l'Jl Nl)Y[:1?.. . .. cIattle we resembled ... 
Second Masculine (11!1'D./1n»):1) 
1ln>nN 4QTobb 4 iii.4: 'nN. [OJ51l1:1 1?)l11ln>nN O?IlI? For peace you have 
come. Enter in peace, my brothers. 
Third Masculine (1):1/)):1/11):1 ) 
11)1:1 IQapGen xix.I5: ... NnN? lP)ll'J?1 ,(Pl'J? 11)1:11 lnN IlI1)N [»J:11 And the 
sol ns I of man came and desired to cut down and uproot the cedar . .. 
11i1 4QEna iii. 17 : ... l1)1lN ?)l1'1?>nl'J 1111 [They I were born upon the earth. .. 
Examples of the Imperfect 
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Singular 
First Masculine (NnNlm:tN) 
N1ilN 1 QEnGiantsa 29 1: ... J N)r1N I will be . .. 
Second Masculine (m:tnl'):m) 
to the house <of> Gaba[ell and give him a document ... 
'1iln 4QLevia 1 ii.17: ... J 'iiln You will bel. .. 
Third Masculine (Nn'im:t'i'n') 
N?:J' 4QEnc 5 ii.28: ... NY1N )J'J N?:J' NOY.lnl.. . .. and violence disappears 
from the earth . .. 
mil? 4QEnd 1 i.2: [N\J'lJJip 1'i l'1:t mil? Blessed be the true jud[gment.} 
'1'lJ' 4QEnd 1 i.4: ... m)1J:ti:t '1'lJ' N?l.. ... and he will not depart from 
its.flow ... 
Third Feminine (Nnn) 
Nnn 4QLevia 4 7: .. ,':)'?Y Nnn ilji['lJ1I1 'i... . .. that darkness will come 
18 upon you ... 
Niyn l1QTgJob iii.7: Niyn Y:tY?.. . .. it will quickly pass. 
18While the noun here is normally masculine, l)'lJn, the morphology of the verb would appear 
to argue for a feminine gender in this instance. 
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Plural 
Second Masculine (11I:m) 
4QE c 5' ?? . 111i1n n 1. __ : ... 11mn 11[nJN. .. . .. yo]u will be . .. 
111i1n 4QLevia 4 8: ... 1'7:l'lJ7 111i1n t1')JrJt 1).1:)... . .. now [two] times will be 
for the falling . .. 
Third Masculine (11nn) 
11m' 4QLevia 1 ii.3: ... mirJ''lJ 11m'... they will [not] see the treasure . .. 
1m' 4QpsDana 12 2: ... N1) 1Y.l 1m'l.. ... And they will depart from the 
midst ... 
Examples of the Imperative 
Singular 
Second Masculine ('niNn ) 
'm 4QpapToba 10 1: ... 1::1]); 'm 'l:1 11'L.. According to what is in] your 
hand, my son, g[ive alms. 19 
'ln 4QpapToba 18 2: ... ')]:1:1 ').11:11 'In... . .. rejoice and exult among the 
s[ ons ... 
Plural 
Second Masculine (1niND:1) 
19Cf. Fitzmyer, Christian Origins, 175. 
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se~fthe earth and understand [its] works. 
8.1.2.3 The Derived Stems of the '''7 Verb 
Masc. Sg. Fern. Sg. Masc. PI. Fern. PI. 
Perfect First nN'tn/n'tn n/e n/e n/e 
Second n/e n/e n/e n/e 
Third 'tn n/e n/e n/e 
Imperfect First 'tnN 'tnN n/e n/e 
Second n/e 'tnn n/e n/e 
Third mn'/Ntn' Ntnn l'tnn n/e 
Jussive Second 'tn' n/e n/e n/e 
Table 8.4: The Afformatives of the '''7 Verb in the Derived Stems 
The patterns of the derived stems are illustrated in Table 8.4. The patterns 
included do not represent the affixes of the derived stems (e.g., the prefixed -N of 
the Aph'el) but are meant to illustrate the conjugative changes undergone by the 
basic verb stem. Only attested forms are represented by the appropriate form of 
'tn. 
Examples of the Perfect 
Singular 
First Common (nN'tn/n'tn) 
nN'tnN Aph. 4QEnc 1 xii.30: #)~5[J l[1Jnhl'J nN'tnN ;r>ri)\J I was shown 
mountains to the northeast of them. 
n'tnN Aph. 4QLevib 1 ii.1S: n'tnN )1'tn 1'1N Then I saw visions?O 
lOU one reads this verb as an Aph 'aI, the sentence should be rendered! was shown visions. How-
ever we prefer to read it as an Aph'el. So, also, Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar. Florentino Garda 
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Third Masculine (>m) 
»n'VN Ithpa. 1 QapGen ii.II: >)J1'VN 1'1N ")I 'J.' ')'V Then my heart within 
me changed greatly. 
»nil Aph. 4QpapToba 2 1: ... Nl:5,Y.l' 'mil) il))» N'n ;[Y.l 1n... . .. one 0 Jf 
the sons of Niniveh. And he told the kin/g . .. 
')'V Pa. 4QPrNab 1-3 3: ... Nil'lN »'V P11 )Y.l) )lJ.'V 1»'V n>)jl 'V>J1:J... . .. I 
was banished seven years. And af[ter] G[od] made[. .. 
Examples of the Imperfect 
Singular 
First Common ('mN) 
l)')nN Pa. IQapGen ii.IO: l)'mN N')J \J'V)P::l mN) And I, in truth, will 
make known to you everything. 
Second Feminine ('mn) 
»»)nn Pa. IQapGen ii.6: ... 11il 1>J.1JJ. N') '))'mn You will tell me-
and not with lies - [whether] that . .. 
Third Masculine (mn» 
mJn' Ithpe. and Nlpn' Ithpe. 4QapocrDan i.9: m:Jn' ilY.l'V::l) Nlpn> N:l[ll 
[G ]reat will he be called and by his name he will name him. 
Martinez and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition Vol. 1, (Leiden/Grand 
Rapids, MI: BrilllEerdmans, 1997),451. 
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Third Feminine (Ntnn) 
N?J'Jnn21 Ithpe. 4QpsDana 25 3: ... NYlJN N?J'Jnm.. . .. and you will 
speak the l[ and . .. 
Plural 
Third Masculine (11tn>I-?) 
1m? Pe. 4QTobb 4 ii.18: ... J 11)il[?1l...1? 1m? >'T... . .. that they will be to 
you ... [and] they [wJill be ... 
11tn> Pe. 4QLevia 1 ii.3: ilnJ'J>'lJ 1nn> They will see his insignia. 
Third Feminine (1)tnn) 
1>nnn Ithpe. 4QpapToba 187,8: ... 1'J:mn l>!:ltJn... [And the gates oj 
Jerusalem? J will be built oj [beryl and] sapphire ... 22 
Examples of the Jussive 
Singular 
Third Masculine (>tn» 
>tnn> Ithpe. 4QLevid 24: ... J >tnn> ?N1 [... . .. ] and may [it] not be 
visible£. .. 
21Cf. note lOon page 121. 
22We here follow the reconstruction of Fitzmyer with caution. Cf. Fitzmyer, Christian Origins, 
189-191. It should be noted that the verb, to express concord with the masculine >Yln, would be 
expected to be l'tnn>. However, PAM 43.179 leaves no room for this reading. 
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8.1.2.4 Thematic Vowels 
The theme vowel that is most obvious is u in the active imperfect (1))'JUN) 1 QapGen xx.22, 
1)~;1):" lQapGen xx.19). 
8.1.3 Non-finite: Participles and Infinitives 
All forms of the active participle and infinitive are attested in QA.23 The paradigm 
for these forms is reflected in Table 8.5.24 
All forms listed below are distilled from active participles. The only passive 
participle attested in QA is OfNlP in4QpsDana 24 2 ([ ... PN'lp). However, because 
the text breaks before the end of the word, one cannot be certain about the state of 
the participle. We, therefore, exclude this from our analysis below. 
As with other Aramaic dialects, the sufformatives used for the participles fol-
low the same paradigm as nouns. Similarly, the feminine adjective is formed like 
the feminine noun (e.g., suffixing of il-). As Cook has pointed out, there is no 
23The Pe'il participle may also be classified as the Pe'al passive. Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis 
Apocryphon, 211. The participle functions both as a modifier and as a substantive and, as such, 
takes the appropriate suffixes for each. 
We hold the reading of P)j'l!)'J? (f- Pj'l! to leave behind) in 1 QapGen xix. 15 to be of doubt 
and, therefore, do not include it here. The reading is simply not supported by the photographic 
evidence. What Fitzmyer seems to read as P is actually a medial ~ rotated slightly counter-
clockwise. Reconstruction from the photograph argues for a Hebraic form, possibly Aph 'el, of 
N~' to leave (n'~)?)). The expected Aramaic form would be n'y)?) (f- NY'*). This root is 
unattested in Aramaic according to Jacob Hoftijzer and K. Jongeling, Dictionary of the North-
west Semitic Inscriptions (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1995), Handbuch der Orientalistik 21, 2 vols., 465. 
Cf. also §7.1 (page 113). Jastrow finds a verbal form NY' in later Aramaic to mean to burst forth 
and a nominal form meaning scraper; Sokoloff only finds the latter meaning in JPA, and then in 
the form 'Y'. Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli, and Yerushalmi, 
and the Midrashic Literature (New York: The Judaica Press, 1996), 583b; Michael Sokoloff, A 
Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine Period (Ramat-Gan, Israel: Bar-Ban 
University Press, 1992), 243a. 
The seeming usage ofilnVUN (f- 'UN to heal) in lQapGen xx.19 and xx.20 is, in our judg-
ment, evidence of an infinitive with a suffixal pronoun. 
24See §§8.2 and 8.3.1 (pages 144 and 147, respectively) 
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evidence for the vocalization of the infinitive. 25 The preformatives, however, are 
shown below. The complement marker for the infinitive is typically -) but -j also 
occurs several times. 
Table 8.5: Non-finite Verb Patterns in QA 
Pe'al 
Pa'el 
Aph'el 
Ithpe'el 
Ithpa"al 
Participle Infinitive 
)t>j) )t>j)Y.:l 
)t>j)Y.:l N)t>j) 
)t>j)Y.:l N)t>j)N 
)t>j)nY.:l )t>j)nN 
)t>j)nY.:l N)t>j)nN 
8.1.3.1 The Participle of the Regular Verb 
Paradigm of the Singular 
Table 8.6: Participle Forms of the Regular Verb (singular, by stem) 
Stem Singular Absolute Emphatic 
Pe'al Masculine )t>j) N)t>j) 
Feminine N)t>j)iil)t>j) n/ e 
Pa'el Masculine )t>j)Y.:l N)t>j)Y.:l 
Feminine n/e n/e 
Aph'el Masculine )t>j)Y.:l n/e 
Feminine 11/e 11/e 
Ithpe'el Masculine 11/e n/e 
Feminine n/e 11/e 
Ithpa 'al Masculine )t>j)nY.:l 11/e 
Feminine 11/e n/e 
Examples of the Singular 
25Cook, "Aramaic of DSS", 372. 
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PE'AL 
Masculine Absolute (?\)jJ) 
:m' lQapGen xxi.34-xxii.l: O'1V:1 :1J1' N1i1 " 01:1N " '1nN 1:1 \)1? D'lI1 
'il1VJ) ?1J111i1I'J)l N,nJ And they captured Lot, the son of Abraham's 
brother, who was living in Sodom together with them and all his/locks. 
))1' 4QEnc 5 ii.26: ... Nn?Nl 'n:1 mN ))1' L.. For J I know the mysteries 
of [the Lord ... 
Feminine Absolute (N?\)jJ ) 
N'lInJ 1 QapGen xx.16-17: mV:1 'lI)N ?1J?1 n? N'lInJ nN1i11 And it was 
crushing to him and to every member of his house. 
PA'EL 
Masculine Absolute (?\)jJI'J) 
lVnl'J 4Q Enastrb 26 3: ... N'lII'J'lI 1:1, 1I'J lvnY.)) ... 
leading of the sun . .. 
Feminine Absolute (N?\)jJI'J) 
And it wants for the 
N??I'JI'J lQapGen ii.l8: 1I'J)l N??I'JI'J \)'lI1jJ:1 ... speaking with you truth-
fully. 
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APH'EL 
Masculine Absolute (7\Jpn) 
O'ln lQapGen xxii.20: ... mN O'ln 011U 17n7 Ol:lN lnN 1'1N Then 1 
Abram said to the King of Sodom, "I lift up. " ,,26 
ITHPE'EL 
Masculine Singular (7\Jpnn) 
And Sarai said to the king, "He is my brother" so that 1 was proftting 
on account of her. 
Paradigm of the Plural Participle 
Table 8.7: Participle Forms of the Regular Verb (plural, by stem) 
Stem Singular Absolute Construct Emphatic 
Pe'al Masculine 1'7\Jp '7\JP n/e 
Feminine n/e n7\Jp n/e 
Pa'el Masculine 1'7\Jpn n/e N>7\Jpn 
Feminine n/e n7\Jpn n/e 
Aph'el Masculine l'7\Jpn n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Ithpe'el Masculine l'7\Jpnn n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Ithpa'al Masculine 1'7\Jpnn ule n/e 
Feminine ule n/e n/e 
26Cf. Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 2nd ed. (Bar-llan, Is-
rael/Baltimore, Maryland: Bar-llan University Press/The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 
519b. 
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Examples of the Plural 
PE'AL 
Masculine Absolute (»)\)p) 
»:lil' lQapGen xix.24-25: ... ')] »:m' N11il1 And they gave [to me ... 
l')~N 4QTobb 4 i.ll: ',n) Wi[)] m1]p ... N1m~] l[)]n;ln »)~N The two of 
[thJem [toJgether went [until they drew] ne[arJ to Media. 
Masculine with Possessive Pronoun (')\)p) 
'il1!:lnn l1QTgJob i~.2: ... )0:l~1 'imnn )1[n' ... 
cJome and they have pressed . .. 27 
APH'EL 
Masculine Absolute (»)\)pn) 
.,. his snatchers [have 
l>nnn 4QEnas~ 1 i.2: ... N)llN $[)l]l>nnn l\)n[1... ... and} rain caused to 
fall [up Jon the earth. .. 
ITHPE'EL 
Masculine Absolute (l')\)pnn) 
... } because in it all of the stars of the sky assemble and gather [0-
gether and return . .. 
27 On this translation and the use of 'Inn in QA, QH and related dialects, see Sokoloff, Targum 
to Job, 31 and 108. 
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ITHPA'AL 
Masculine Absolute (l"'\JpnY.») 
- all of them - are withering . .. 28 
8.1.3.2 The Participle of the ,", Verb 
Paradigm of the Singular 
Table 8.8: Participle Forms of the ,,,, Verb (singular, by stem) 
Stem Singular Absolute Construct Emphatic 
Pe'al Masculine '):t/Nn n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e N')N:t 
Pa'el Masculine NnY.)/m:tY.) n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e N')N:t 
Aph'el Masculine n/e n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Ithpe'el Masculine 'nnY.) n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Ithpa'al Masculine 'nnY.) n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Examples of the Singular 
28This is the only place in QA where the root 'l':t' occurs verbally as a participle. As a passive 
form of wither is required by context, one must assume either that the n has assimilated or that 
there is lexical confusion on some level and that the participle is another form (e.g., Pa'el). We side 
with the former here. Jastrow notes an alternative spelling of'l':t>nN in 'l':t"N in the later Targumic 
literature. Sokoloff, however, does not find an Ithpa 'al form of this verb in JPA. See Jastrow, 
Dictionary, 562b; Sokoloff, Diet. of JPA, 234b. 
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PE'AL 
Masculine Absolute ('Il/l>(Il) 
NY.:l' 4QEnc 49: ... ~m' N)'J' npyN:n.. . .. and to trouble whoever swore 
concer[ ning . .. 
'Y:l 4QLevill 2 4: ... ;Y:l 7:J... . .. all who seek ... 29 
Feminine Absolute (N')N:l) 
W)'JN' 1 QapGen ii.14: ... N[,J)'J~ 1':m:l N:l1 ~'lP:l 17 i1)N W)'JN' I swear to 
you by the Great Holy One, by the King of Hea[ v Jen . .. 30 
PA'EL 
Masculine Absolute (NIl)'J/nIl)'J) 
N7~)'J 4QPrNab 1-37: N:li111 N!)O:J 'nSz.< [alp np1n N7~)'J Y:l~ l')~ Seven 
years [IJ prayed [before J gods of silver and gold. 
m~)'J 4QEnastrb 7 iii.2: nm1n:l P!))'J71 nn)'J7 :In)'J7 m~)'J1... ... then it 
begins to turn, to come and to arise through its parts. 
ITHPE'EL 
Masculine Absolute (NIln)'J) 
Nmn)'J 4QEna ii.2: ... p7J Nmnn)'J 7:J1... ... and everything is appal r lent 
[to you ... 
29Cf. also Stone and Greenfield, "Aramaic Levi Document", 17. 
30We here read this form as a Pe'al feminine singular absolute; however, it could also be read 
as a Pa 'al feminine singular emphatic. 
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ITHPA'AL 
Masculine Absolute ('nnY-l) 
'm'l!Y-l lQapGen ii.2: NYT NY-l'7))1 7)1 ')n'l!Y-l '7)1 ':17) And my heart within 
me was changed about this boy. 
Paradigm of the Plural 
Table 8.9: Participle Forms of the '''7 Verb (plural, by stem) 
Stem Plural Absolute Construct Emphatic 
Pe'al Masculine 1'n n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Pa'el Masculine n/e n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Aph'el Masculine 1'nY-l n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Ithpe'el Masculine n/e n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Ithpa'al Masculine n/e n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Examples of the Plural 
PE'AL 
Masculine Absolute (1'):1) 
[shade and relielffrom it. 
1':1~ 4QLevia 1 i.17: ... 1':1~ N7:J ',:1 iP' ;,:1 ;'7 1':1n[>... . .. gJiving to him 
with it honor because everything [they J desire . .. 
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APH'EL 
Masculine Absolute (l'nY.l) 
l'lnY.l IQapGen ii.2I: N7P l'lnY.l il71 And to him [they] make known ev-
erything. 
8.1.3.3 The Infinitive 
The forms of the infinitive are reflected in Table 8.10. As the infinitive forms of 
the '''7 verb do not differ substantially from the regular forms, the following table 
reflects both types. 
Paradigm of the Infinitive 
Table 8.10: Paradigm of the Infinitive (by stem) 
Examples 
Pe'al (7\JPY.l) 
Stem Form 
Pe'al 7\JpY.l 
Pa'el il-/N7\Jp 
Aph 'el il-/N7\JpN/-il 
Ithpe' el il-? IN7\JpnN 
Ithpa'al il-/N7\JpnN 
:npY.l 1 QapGen xx.I7: NilJ :npY.l7 7:>' N71 And he was able to approach 
her. 
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i1'?JY.l 4QTobb 4 ii.4 ... 1)Y.l il'?JY.l? ?N1).11 ?lJ' N? " mN ).I,' And I know 
that Raguel will not be able to keep her from you . .. 
Pa'el (ilJl-/il?\Jp) 
il?\Jp 4QEna iii.19: ... n N\!J)N? il?\JP? l'1\!J;:k.. The giants] arranged to 
kill the man and[. .. 
Ni1'.~:n 4QEnastr 1 ii.2: ilJl>r1N?l N).I1N Nil'!:n? l'il? p, N'm11p~L winds 
depart which are] to them for the healing of the earth and for its revi-
talization. 
Aph'el (N?\JPN) 
ilJl'nN 4QEnastr 1 ii.2: ilJl>r1N?l N).I1N Nil'~1? 1'il? [>, N'nn 1p~1.. winds 
depart which are] to them for the healing of the earth and for its revi-
talization. 
Ithpe'el (il-?/N?\JPJlN/-il) 
from there the moons rise in ! their] compl! eting of their cycles . .. 
N'tnJlN 4QEnastr 1 ii.18: ... N'tnJlN? OlPl... And the d]ay to appear ... 
Ithpa'al (N?\JPJlN) 
N:1~).IJlN 1 QapGen xx.12: ... 1Jlm ').IY.l'1 N:1~).IJlN:1 Jl1Y.lN1 mmJlN1 Jl').I:11 Jl'?~ 
I prayed and asked and begged <God> and said in sorrow, even <as> 
31 Note also the use of'tn in this line. 
32We here read the supralinear il as an alternative reading. The aleph under it may be read in its 
stead. Milik understands the he as the intended reading. See Jozef T. Milik, The Books of Enoch: 
Aramaic Fragments ofQumrcln Cave 4. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976),288. 
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my tears fell. .. 
8.2 Nouns 
Paradigm of Noun Forms 
Table 8.11: Sufformatives of the Tripartite or Regular Noun 
Singular Absolute Construct Emphatic 
Masculine ?\JjJ ?\JjJ N?\JjJ 
Feminine N-/n?\JjJ n?\JjJ Nn?\JjJ 
Plural 
Masculine l>?\JjJ 
Feminine nl e 
N>?\JjJ 
NnN-/Nn?\JjJ 
Examples 
Singular 
Masculine Absolute (?\JjJ) 
144 
o?n 1 QapGen xix. 14 : l'l~)'J ).IlN? >?).I)'J n?>?::l o?n Ol::lN mN n)'J?m And I 
Abraham dreamed a dream in the night of <our> entering the land of 
Egypt. 
l~U 4QLevia 1 i.9: n)'JJmlU))'J) l~U )).IJ) And now, reading and instruc-
lion and wisdom . .. 
[And] 
you will go to the house <of> Gaba[e]l and give him a document and 
[receive ... 
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Feminine Absolute (N-/il7\Jp) 
ilmN lQapGen xx.34: ... n)) )I'J iln)N il7 :ltm .. 
for himse(f a wife from the daughters of .. 
145 
And [Lotl had taken 
Ni:l 4QTobb ar 4 i.17: ... i11':l\!) Ni:l il7 m'Nl.. . .. and he has a beaut~ful 
daughter ... 
Masculine Construct (7\Jp) 
iN\!) 4QEnastrb ar 7 ii.5: ... " NY.lY.:l> iN\!) ilU::)) And it is covered the rest 
of this day ... 
17Y.l 4QapocrDan ar i.6: ... 1"'~[Y.l)1 i)nN 17Y.l ... 
and of Egypt . .. 
. .. the king of Assyria 
Feminine Construct (n7\Jp) 
n)lp:l lQapGen xxi.5-6: ilY.l)l 'i1)u::n ))J) Nni' n)lpD il7 :In') 7tN) And 
he went and dwelt in the Valley of the Jordan, and all his possessions 
were with him. 
mn)N 4QpapToba ii.l 0: mmN mn '7 n:lnNl.. . .. and Anna my wife had 
been returned to me. 
Masculine Emphatic (N7\Jp) 
Nn7Y.l lQapGen xxi.16: ... Nn7Y.l '1 " N:li NY.l' [1]>71Y.l ninUl.. 
walked along the shore of the Great Salt Sea . .. 
And I 
NY.l7)l 4QEnb ar iii.14: ... NY.l7)l NiY.l NDm ~bi N)iil... . .. Our Great Lord 
is he, the Lord of the Ages . .. 
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N\!J)N 11 QTgJ ob xxxviii.2: ... )'m 'm?)I N\!J)N $[:J)J [And every Jone was 
gazing upon it . .. 
Feminine Emphatic (Nl1?\)p) 
Nny'):Jf) 4QLevia 1 i.13: Nl1Y.):Jf) )?f)y')11 ?N ... do not renounce wisdom. 
Plural 
Masculine Absolute (1'?\)p) 
)'1:n lQapGen xxii.6: NNy') 11?11 :np? )'1>n) )'1)) 'ilrT))I )y.) 1f))) And he 
chosefrom his servants three hundred choice men <ready> for war. 
1'Y.)Y.))I 4QapocrDan ar ii.8: m') )m' )'Y.)Y.))I He will give a nation into his 
hand. 
1'0:J) llQTgJob iv.6: )'o:J) v)om And have they increased <their> 
possessions? 
Masculine Construct ('?\)p) 
'?Y.) lQapGen xix.25: 1))f) '?Y.) [)n:JJ? )1n'Y.)11P l1'1P) And I read before 
them the [writing J of the words of Enoch. 33 
'11\) 4QpapToba ar ii.4: \)11N '1)\)? )P1)1 )))N1 And they fled to the moun-
tains of Ararat. 
33Beyer reads )))N here instead of 11)f) [Beyer, AITM, 173]. Palaeographically, this is unlikely. 
While the word is broken horizontally by a tear, one can still read the word with some degree of 
confidence. the initial letter exhibits two vertical lines hanging from the ceiling of the line. This 
could be read as an aleph if the lines were further apart. As it is, they represent the two vertical 
strokes of a hef. The final letter has a broader head than a final nun and should thus be read as a 
final kaph. 
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Feminine Construct (n)IJp) 
n)l:l~N 1 QapGen xx.5: Ni".,.' n)l:l~N )P 1)'IJP1 P'lN NY.l1 And how long 
and thin are all the fingers of her hands! 
nnlN 4QLevib 1 i.I2: ... IJ\!Jp nniN... . .. the paths of truth. .. 
Masculine Emphatic (N')IJp) 
N'!:l\!JN 1 QapGen xx.IS-I9: N'!:l\!JN )1:1)1 l'l~Y.l [>lY.l':1n )P) Nlp n)\!J1 And 
he sent calling all the wise men of Egypt and all the healers . .. 
N'l.,. 4QEnb ar iii.I5: [Nlr.5))llY.l'''' N>l.,. l.,.5 ):1) 1lp' N[Ul1:1 ... . .. the 
thronJe of your glory to all generations which exist from eternity. 
Feminine Emphatic (NnN-/Nn)IJp) 
Nn:lIJ 1 QapGen xxi.3: ... ') :In' ,.,. Nn:lIJ1 N>U:1) )1:1 ))1 Nn)N O.,.1P 1Y.ln nn1N1 
And I gave thanks there before God concerning all of the flocks and 
the good things which we had given to me . .. 
N!1)''''r.5 4QapocrDan i.5: ... N!1),.,.r.5:l :ll11l'\!Jml.. ... and great slaughter 
in the provinces . .. 
8.3 Modifiers 
8.3.1 Adjectives 
The formation of adjectives in QA, as in BA, is analagous to nouns in gender, 
number, and state. Similarly, they use the same sufformatives as nouns (See §S.2). 
Table S.I2 reflects the basic forms of the adjective in QA. 
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Paradigm 
Table 8.12: Sufformatives of the Adjective 
Singular Absolute Construct Emphatic 
Masculine ?\Jp ?\Jp N?\Jp 
Feminine N-/il?\Jp n/ e Nn?\Jp 
Plural 
Masculine l'?\JP 
Feminine n/e 
n/e 
n/e 
n/e 
n/e 
Examples 
Singular 
Masculine Absolute (?\Jp) 
148 
:n 1 QapGen xii. 13: Nl)\J l1)?1 1l Ol:J n1~)1 And I planted a great vine-
yard on Mount Luhar. 
4Q')4') . ') 34 Ul __ 1._: '" Ul ilnN... . .. you are angry . .. 
Masculine Emphatic (N?\Jp) 
N\!J'lP lQapGen xix.8: N\!J'lP Nl1\J? ilnp11 N? lY:J lY Up to this point I 
had not reached the holy mountain. 
Feminine Absolute (N-m?\Jp) 
i1:l\J 4Q 196 2 11: i1:l\J )l\!J[ ... 'l? [ ... N'Yli::t\!J m 01'1 On the day of Shavuot 
[they madeJfor [me ... J a good meal. 
34While Ul may be seen to be a participle here, we find an adjectival function to be simpler. 
Based on our research, QA does not elsewhere use a participle form without a main verb to express 
attribution. Therefore, a predicate adjectival form is to be preferred. 
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m'~\!J 4Q 197 4 i.17: ... Jm'~\!J Ni:1 il7 >11'N1 ... and he has a beautiful 
daughter[. .. 
Ni'~\!J 4197 4 .1: ... J Oni ilUN11'<-rn7 Ni'~01 N[~'pm ... and nobl]e and 
very beautiful and her father loves [. .. 
Feminine Emphatic (N7\Jp) 
And the crushing was removed from him, and the evil [spirit] was 
rebuked [from him.] 
Nn:1i lQapGen xxiiA: 11n'1/'J7 Nn:1i Nn7n NniN N':J7/'J 11l) The kings 
had set out by way of the Great Valley toward their province. 
Plural 
Masculine Absolute (17\Jp/1'7\Jp) 
1'N>l\!J lQapGen xx.33: ... 1'N>l\!J 1,tb):i Ol:1N mN n7tN1 Then I Abram 
went with great flocks . .. 
. .. ] pretty and[. .. 
8.3.2 Adverbials 
8.3.2.1 Adverbials of time 
1'1N(:1) then lQapGen ii.l ... ':17:1 n:1\!Jn 1'1N:1 Then I thought in my heart ... , 
IQapGen ii.8, xx.21, xxii.20, 4QLeviaa 1 ii.13, 4QLeviab 2, 4QTJud 1 4, 
4QapocrLevih? 9 iA, IIQTgJob xx.6 
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'))I=> now lQapGen xix.8 N\!J'1P Nl1\J, ilnp:n N' '))I=> 1Y Until now I had not 
reached the holy mountain, 4QLevill 1 i.9 il/"J=>m lU1Y.l1 l:JU '))I=>1 And now, 
reading and instruction and wisdom ... , 1 QapGen xix.12, xx.13, 23, xxii.29, 
4QEnGiantsll 8 14, 4QEnGiantsC 28 4, 4QEnGiantsd 2 13, 4QTQahat 1 i.4, 
4QVisions of Amramd 14 1, llQTgJob xxiv.4, 6, xxxvii.7. 
'J1lnY.l' the morrow IQapGen xxi. 10 l~n nY.ll' p 'J1lnY.l' np,u1 And the next 
day, I thus went up to Ramat-Hazor. 35 
8.3.2.2 Demonstrative adverbials 
N=>il here 1 QapGen ii.25 ... J' n>nN N=>il'" "Y Uln 'N11' lY.lN1 And [II say to 
you, "Do not be angry with me because I came here to[. .. " . 
ilY.ln, 1Y.ln there llQTgJob xxvi.7 ... 11pYt' ilY.ln There they will shout ... , 
4QWords of Michael 1 2,4; lY.ln 1 QapGen ii.23 ... nn=>\!.IN 1Y.lJ11 And there he 
found him ... ,36 1 QapGen xix.7, xxi.I, 20, 4QpapToba 17 i.13, 4QEne 318. 
35This is the only occurrence of the word in QA. The morpheme is anomalous. The lexical form 
from later sources is lnY.l. Cf. Sokoloff, Dict. of JPA, 301a; Jastrow, Dictionary, 764a. 
Fitzmyer offers p>nlnY.l' as a single, compound preposition meaning on the morrow. 
Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 215. We, however, have judged the former adverb to suf-
fice to express the temporal aspect of the verb. The latter we judge to express a modal sense, thus. 
Cf. Rosenthal, Grammar, §92. 
36Cf. Florentino Garcia Martinez and Eibert 1. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edi-
tion Vol. 2, (LeideniGrand Rapids, MI: BrilllEerdmans, 1998), 30. The reading of 11m, here 
is very uncertain. If iln=>\!.IN is read as a finite verb with a masculine singular suffix, a reading 
which matches the context better than an infinitive, then the next word is not likely to be a proper 
name with an object complement. Beyer reads nN1'. Cf. Beyer, ATTM, 169. This reading fits the 
context better, not requiring a direct connection with the preceding suffix, but the photographic ev-
idence argues against it. Avigad and Yadin and Fitzmyer, as well, do not attempt reconstruction of 
this partially extant form. Cf. Nahman Avigad and Yigael Yadin, A Genesis Apocryphon: A Scroll 
from the Wildemess of Judaea: Description and Contents of the Scroll, Facsimiles, Transcription 
and Translation of Columns II, XIX-XXII (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1956), Plate for Column II; 
Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 52. 
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8.3.2.3 Modal adverbials 
1'il how llQTgJob vii.6 ... N' 1'il How [did?] not ... ; 5Q537 11 2, 12 1; N:»il 
where llQTgJob xxxi.2 p~' NJ>n And where will he make [the wind] go 
forth? 
N1nJ together 1 QapGen xxi.21 :np, N1nJ )JY.l1~N 1'N ')J All of these joined 
togetherfor war, 1 QapGen xxi.25, llQTgJob xxx.5. 
NY.lJ, )Y.lJ how much 4QTobb 4 iii.4 ':1)\)' 11 NY.l").I ilY.l1 NY.lJ ilnmN Nn).l' lY.lN) 
And he said to Edna, his wife, "How much this young man is like Tobit!", 
llQTgJob xxi.6 ... m:l>n' N' NY.lJ) And how he does not answer him ... , 
1 QapGen xx.2-4; ilY.lJ 4QpapToba 14 ii.S, 4QPrNab 4 4; 1Y.lJ lQapGen xxi.14 
... NilJ1N )Y.lJ '~m.. . .. and see how (great) is its (lit.: her) length. .. , xxii.29, 
llQTgJob xxi.6. 
p, P ').I thus, so 1 QapGen xxi. I 0 ltm nY.ll' p mlnY.l' np,u) And so I went up to 
Ramat-Hazor the next day, llQTgJob xxxvii.S ... 1UJnN P').I Therefore, I 
was poured out . .. , 4QapocrDan ii.2, 4QVisions of Amrama 4 1. 
N1n, much, exceedingly 1 QapGen xiii. 15 N1n' ')\!J 'm').I) 11 Nn'~ ').I ilY.ln n»m And 
I was marvelling at this olive tree and its leaves exceedingly much, xx.33 
N1n, l'N')\!J l'tbJ:i 01J.N mN n'~N) Then I Abram departed with my ex-
ceedingly great flocks, xxii.32 N1n, 1))\!J' 1'UJJ) 11n).l Your wealth and your 
flocks will increase much. 
NY.l' why lQapGen xxii.32-33 1'N ')J "NY.l') And why are all these things to 
me? 
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Nl'J what, how lQapGen xx.3-5 ... Nil!))N Nm ))l Nl'J) And how pleasing is her 
nose ... , llQTgJob x.5 [Nl'J10) N7l'J l\JY Nl'J) And what small things do we 
he[arl!,37 1 QapGen xx.26, 4QLevia 61, 4QVisions of Amramb 2 13?8 
)),l'J.freely llQTgJob vi.5 )),l'J 1'n[N... . .. tal your [brolthers.freely39 
N)7l'J fully 11 QTgJob viia.7 N)7l'J 'l'JY 7))/[)'... Will he proc leed against me .fully? 
wondered greatly about this olive tree and its leaves, 1 QapGen xx.8, 31, xxi.6; 
N')\(J 4QEne 3 20. 
8.3.2.4 Modal assertive adverbials 
'IN 4QEnastrb 23 7 l'mt lP1Nl'J '1:1 mm'lNl.. .,. and also the Levant because 
they rise from there, lIQTgJob xxi.l 'IN '7l'J mN .. , my words, even mine 
lQapGen xx.I7, 32, 33, 34, xxi.6, 13, xxii.1I, 4QpapToba xiii.l, 4QTobb 
4iv.IO, 4QLeviab 3, 4QBirth of Noahc 2i.1O, llQTgJob xxi.9, xxvii.2, xxix. I. 
N) llQTgJob xxxvii.6 ... 77l'JN mN1 N) Yl'J\(J Listen, and I will speak ... , 4QEnc 
5 ii.29; llQTgJob xxx. I. 
8.3.2.5 Expressions of Negation 
For a discussion of the expressions of negation, see Section 9.5.1 on page 231. 
37llQTgJob x.5 may be translated in two ways: What a wondrous matter we are hear ring] and 
How wondrous is the matter we are hear ring]. In both instances, Nl'J functions to modify the verb. 
38Nl'J is usually rendered what (cf. BH ill'J). However, the context of lQapGen xx compels the 
rendering how, which is not without precedent. Cf. ill'J in Beyer, ADM, 620-621; Sokoloff, Dict. 
of JPA, 293; J astrow, Dictionary, 72la. Cf. also ill'J in 4QTobb 4 i.12. 
39We here render )),l'J after the MT mn. 
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8.4 Pronouns 
8.4.1 Personal 
Table 8.13: Personal Pronouns 
Singular First Second Third 
Masculine mN ilrDNlilnN N)il 
Feminine mN n/e N'il 
Plural First Second Third 
Masculine N.1mN ))rDN )1J'Jil/)).1N 
Feminine n/e n/e )'.1N 
Examples 
Singular 
First Common (mN) 
1 QapGen ii.3: .,. \!)))Nn:t JY nJY) nJil:tnN 1I'JJ il.1N )'1N:t Then I, Lamech, 
was frightened and entered upon Batenosh. .. 
llQTgJob xiv.6: ... )I'J N.1YJ n:th~) mN )l[NJ [Belhold, I saved a poor 
person from . .. 
Second Masculine (ilrDNlilnN) 
1QapGen xx.15-16: Ny.,N ':JJI'J J):JJ ml'J ilrDN '1 '''I'J 1)Y1.1') And they will 
know you, my Lord, that you are the Lord to all the kings of the earth. 
4QapocrDan i.2: ... 1'.1\!)) n., ilnN You are angry and [. .. 1 have changed 
you. 
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Third Masculine (l"ml) 
lQapGen xix.20: N1il 'nN "'7 ... '1 lnN 7P:t "In every place [we go, 
you are to say] about me, 'He is my brother." , 
4QTobb 4 iii.7: N1il D7'tJil il7 NJ[nJ)N 1').11' '1 il7 1'lY-lN1 And they said 
to her, "We know him." "Is he well?" 
Third Feminine (N'il) 
Plural 
1 QapGen xx.27: ilmN7'7 NilnJ.tm 1nn)N nN1il 1'<'il1 N'il >nnN... . .. "'She 
is my sister,' and she is your w~fe! And I took her to myse(f for a w~fe!" 
4QTobb 4 ii.17: Np'7n 1'<'il 1[7] ... 5mn 7[N1] And fear not . .. [for?] she has 
been set apartfor you. 
First Common (N)mN) 
lQapGen xix.12: ... rr Nlm ''tJNl n).l:t'tJ n!:l7[n1] N)).IlN ... N)mN We ... our 
land [and] I trave[rsed] the seven branches o.fthis river ... 
4QEnc 4 2: ... 1m7:::>' N)mN [opY-l]5 [7:t1pJ5 We are [not] able to stand 
be[fore .. . 
Second Masculine (11mN) 
4QTobb 4 iii.5: 'nN 11mN 1N)Y-l 11il7 nlY-lN1 And she said to them, "Whence 
have you come, brothers?" 
4QEnc 1 6.18: ... 1,))]nnr.)1 1'y:t 11n)N You are desiring and entr[ eating . .. 
Third Masculine (11Y-lil/11)N) 
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llQTgJob xxv.2: [.,]!ll'Cl w:m NrJ."l.. ... and in the pla[ ce of .. ] he will 
throw them. 40 
... they are rulers over 
their portion to give [it] to you. 
Third Feminine (1')N) 
4QEna iii. 15: ... il'lJJn 1'JN il:)?N~n .. '" and to teach sorcery (to) them ... 
8.4.2 Pronominal Suffixes 
8.4.2.1 Preceded By A Consonant 
Table 8.14: Affixed to noun forms that end With a consonant 
Singular First Second Third 
Masculine,- 1- il-
Feminine'- nl e il-/Nil-
Plural First Second Third 
Masculine NJ- 1p-/P- 11i1-/1il-
Feminine N)- nl e nl e 
Examples 
Singular 
First Common (,-) 
40Cf. MT: OP!:lt) he strikes them; cf. also Sokoloff. Targum to Job, 77. Sokoloffrenders this 
passage: "he will throw them." Obviously, the broken context of this passage does not allow 
for certainty about whether the objective pronoun was intended in Aramaic to perform a similar 
function as in Hebrew. Cf. also Garcia Martinez, Tigchelaar and van der Woude, Qumran Cave 
11: II, 136. 
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... also in my heart, and 
[. .. } not to anyone. 
'11)) llQTgJob ii.5: [N)JY N~1) n'lp '11))7 I called to my servant, but he 
did not an[swer.} 
Second Masculine (1-) 
1Y.l7n lQapGen xix.18: ))1)N) 1Y.l7n'7 '))n~N'7 nlY.lN) And she said to me, 
"Tell me your dream and I will know (it}." 
mnUl 4QEnGiantsa 9 6:41 '" ')J~5 n:m)1l np5il [... . .. your great rule 
for the [everlasting 1 years . .. 
1lP' 4QEnb iii.15: ... Wl1 l15 N7J7 1lp' N[Ol):J ... . .. the thron}e of 
your glory for every generation of generations . .. 
Third Masculine (il-) 
... iln'1 ~)N In that night, God Most High sent a crushing spirit to 
him to crush him and all the members of his household . .. 
ilnp7Y.l 4QapocrDan ii.5: 07)) n):J7Y.l iln1:J7Y.l His kingdom is an eternal 
kingdom. 
T1Y.l~ 4QLevib 3-4 3: il)1N O~) ilY.l~ $5nn1 And you will profane his name 
and the name of his father. 
Third Feminine (il-/Nil- ) 
41 It should be noted that all instances of the second masculine pronominal suffix, save for two, 
are to be found in 4QEnGiantsa (7 i.3, ix.4, ix 5, ix 6, and xiii 3.). The two exceptions are il:J)Y.l in 
1 QapGen xx.26 and il:J7 in 4QLevib 118. 
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il\~,"Nl lQapGen xx.3: il\~»NllY\!);'7 P'Pl Nl'JJl And how smooth is the 
hair of her head!. 
Nm~\!) 1 QapGen xx.7 :);'71J )l'J N7Y7 Nm~\!) N'7Yl And her beauty is above 
all of them. 
Plural 
First Common (N)-) 
this day, Lot parted from my camp because of the behavior of our 
shepherds.42 
N)ll'J 4QEnb iii.14: ... Nl'J7Y Nll'J N[)i1l N:n N)lrJ ... . .. our Lord, great is 
he, the Lord of Eternity ... 
Second Masculine ()"O-/p-) 
pnJ.N 4QEna ii.15: ... )')u> pYT:iN >[)\!)l... And the yeaJrs of your de-
struction will increase . .. 
)lJl1tJN 4QEnGiantsa 8 14: ... 7J.lnl'J )lJl1tJN [Nl;l0 )YJ1 And now, unfas-
ten your chains bin! ding . .. 
Third Masculine ()li1-/);'-) 
For twelve years they paid their tribute to the king of Elam. 
42Note that 'l1N17 may be read also as an object complement with a first person singular suffix. 
We here render the form as my camp from the ill7 to join (by implication to camp). 
43Curiously, Beyer does not include the third person plural pronominal suffix in his paradigm 
of the object suffix. See Beyer, ATfM, 474. 
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lilJ11J?Y.l 4QapocrDan ii.2: ., . l1J?Y.l' qP)1lI miln lilJ11J?Y.l p ... 
their kingdom be. They will rule many year! s]. .. 
8.4.2.2 Preceded By A Vowel 
Table 8.15: Affixed to nouns that end with a vowel 
Singular First Second Third 
Masculine,- 1- 'm-/il-
Feminine ,- 'J- il-
Plural First Second Third 
Masculine N)- 11:J- l1i1-
Feminine N)- n/e lil-(?) 
158 
. .. thus will 
Table 8.15 reflects the pronominal suffix as it is attached to a base form which 
ends in a vowel. One will note that where the ultimate consonant of the base form 
is the same as that of the prefix, a coalescence takes place (e.g., the first common 
singular).44 
Examples 
Singular 
First Common (,-) 
44Beyer finds the suffix" in the Egyptian Papyri. However, due to the unusual way in which he 
refers to the text, we are unable to trace this form. Further, he does not clearly delineate why this 
Egyptian papyrus should be associated with the Aramaic of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Klaus Beyer, 
Die aramiiischen Texte vom Toten Meer: Ergiinzungsband (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1994),288. 
Throughout his discussion of the pronominal suffixes in his 1994 volume, Beyer prepends the 
yod of the base form to the suffix. This is a curious departation from the manner in which he 
details them in his 1984 volume. This later presentation is also erroneous in that it confuses a 
part of noun morphology with the morphology of the pronoun. Beyer, ATTM, 424, and Beyer, 
Ergiinzungsband,287-288. 
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>r.ml lQapGen xxi.21: N>nN mtm 7LJ'l'N71 0)1)171 ill)'J)'J7 J"lp Jlf)7'l'1 
>)'Jf)1 NN11)'JN And I sent (and) I called to Mamre, Arnem, and Eshkol, 
the three Amorite brothers, my friends. 
Second Masculine (1-) 
1>E)JN 1 QapGen ii.17: .. , NJ'l' 1'7)1 NJTJ 1>E)JN... . .. yourface upon you is 
changed like this . .. 
1'J>)I 1 QapGen xxi.9: .. , Njl)1)'J71 Nf)J1)'J7 >tf)1 1>J>)I 71P'l'1 And raise your 
eyes and look to the east and to the west . .. 
Second Feminine (>:J>-)45 
>:J>7IJj 1 QapGen xix.20: >:J>7IJj >nN1 N1il >f)N >1 >7)1 Pl)'JN '" N ••• say] 
about me, 'He is my brother', and I will live under your protection." 
Third Masculine (>jl1-) 
>jl11jf) 1 QapGen xxi.25-6: 'illljf) 71:J71 011U 17)'J7 ... 07>)1 17)'J '1PJl1 And 
the king of Elam . .. proved stronger than the king of Sodom and all his 
allies. 
Third Feminine (il-/Nil- ) 
45Steven Fassberg, "The Pronominal Suffix of the Second Faminine Singular in the Aramaic 
Texts from the Judaean Desert" DSD 3 (1996), 10-19. Fassberg discusses four different spellings 
of the second feminine singular in texts from the Judaean Desert: >:J-, >:J>-, 1>-, and 1-. The first 
(>:J-) is used in QA in conjunction with the infinitive and with prepositions. In 1 QapGen xix.21, 
one finds the infinitival form >:JJl"1)1N: >J7IJP)'J71 >J)'J >:J!11>[1])lN7... [They will desire J to 
se[p Jarate you from me and to kill me. The suffix adjoined to prepositions is discussed in §8.4.2.6; 
later dialects of Middle Aramaic demonstrate its usage with nouns, as well. 
The latter two suffixial forms are attested in documents from Murabba'at and NaI:tal l:!ever, 
respectively, and thus fall outside the scope of this work. 
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Nil'E:DN 1 QapGen xx.2: Nil'E:»)N a,~ il' l'E:)\!)l ... . .. and beautiful is the 
image of her face. 
il'll\!) 4QLevia 1 ii.2: ... il'l)\!) \!):1:>Y.)' 11n:>\!)' They will not be able to 
conquer its walls . .. 
Plural 
First Common (N)-) 
N)uN 4QTobb 4 i.17: ... N)il N)l:1N n':1 1):) Nl:lDl... . .. and he is a [mJan 
from our father's house . .. 
Second Masculine (1P-) 
1):>'1' llQTgJob ivA: ... ,y 1):>'1' )y')'tL ... place your hands upon ... 
Third Masculine (1)il-) 
1)il'):1 4QEnb iv.l 0: ... 1)tJf1'11li1'n 1);:1' Their sons will be destroyed and 
they will s[ee ... 
Third Feminine (1il_(?))46 
1i1l:1N lQEnGiantsa 20 2: ... 1"N:1 1i1l:1N... . .. their father. Then ... 
8.4.2.3 Used With Perfect Verb Forms 
Examples 
46The feminine character of the third person suffix in 1i1l:lN is questionable. If it is read as 
masculine, then the suffix 1il- should be read as an option for the third masculine suffix, obviously. 
We here read it as feminine and include it under that heading. 
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Table 8.16: Suffixes of Perfect Verb Forms 
Singular First Second Third 
Masculine »- 1- il-
Feminine »- >:J- il-/Nil-
Plural First Second Third 
Masculine N)-/)- 11/ e 11/ e 
Feminine N)-/)- 11/e 11/e 
Singular 
First Common (»-) 
»:l'!lN lQapGen xxi.3: >)j'!lN >11...>7 :lil> >1 ... 7P 7)1 Nil7N 01)P )Y.)n n>1)N) 
07'l':l N1 N)llN7 And I gave thanks there before God concerning all 
the things . .. which he had given to me . .. and because he had returned 
me to this land in peace. 
Second Masculine (1- ) 
11P~ 4QTobb 4 ii.12: 11P~ >1... . .. who commanded you? 
Third Masculine (n-) 
illl:J'l'N lQapGen ii.23: 1))117 illl:J'l'N )Y.)n1 »1~7 n:iplN7 7m) And he went 
to the higher level, to Parvayim, and there hefound him, Enoch. 
i11:l1 4QTobb 4 iii.2: ... )17tN) i11:l1) N))IIN 7N))Il n>:l7 N\J>'l'P >nin... . .. "TJake 
me straight to the house of Raguel our brother." And he took him and 
[they] went . .. 
Third Feminine (il-/Nil-) 
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Ni1j'J:lU) 1 QapGen xx.27: i1i1JN7 >7 Ni1mtm And I took her to myseljJor 
a wife! 
m:m1 4QTobb 4 iii.1: ... i1:l ,1:171 i1I'JTn N>l['lI... He loved her [grJeatly and 
his heart within him . .. 
Plural 
First Common (N)-/l-) 
'))I:l'llN 4QLevib 3-4 2: N>1:l1..1Y:l0N He beswore us rest ... men. 
N)))Y 4QEnastt' 7 i.7: [i1l:55 <'J>pin N)))Y He has imprisoned us and has 
captured you. 
8.4.2.4 Used With Imperfect Verb Forms 
Table 8.17: Suffixes Used With Imperfect Verb Forms 
Singular First Second Third 
Masculine >- 1- i1-
Feminine >- n/e i1-/Ni1-
Plural First Second Third 
Masculine n/e n/e n/e 
Feminine n/e n/e n/e 
Table 8.17 reflects the object suffixes as they are affixed to the imperfect forms 
of Qumran Aramaic. It should be noted that the examples cited below occur with 
paragogic nun. Our research has not revealed an exception to this trend.47 
Examples 
47 Cf. Beyer, AITM, 473-478. 
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Singular 
First Common (,-) 
')1ll' lQapGen xxii.34: ))!llPl...[ ... J1 1:1 1~).I"N Eliezer, son of .. [w}ill 
inherit me. 
'))'1nn lQapGen ii.6: ... 11il 1':11J:1 N'1 '))'1nn You will make known to 
me - and not with lies - [whether} that . .. 
Second Masculine (1-) 
1ml' 1 QapGen xxii.34: ... P1!:P '11il' 111)1ll' N' il' II'JN1 And he said to 
him, "This one will not inherit you, but one will come forth. .. " 
Third Masculine (il-) 
il)'l!1P' 4QTgLev 23: .,. il)'l!1P'1 il):)[1'l.. ... and he will cl}eanse it and 
will sanctify it . .. 
il)1).11' 4QLevia 44: il)W1' 11N Lo, know it (?) 
Third Feminine (il-) 
il))!lJN lQapGen xxi.14: ... il))!lJN 1).11~'11' 'IN Behold, to you and to 
your descendants I will give it . .. 
il)mJ' 4QTobb 4 ii.S: ... 1:1)' il)J!lJ' 1il '1 [).Ill) N1Cil '1 ... 
kno[ws} that ~fhe gives her to [another} man ... 
. .. because h}e 
il)I'J'pn 4QTobb 4 ii.3: ... il)I'J'Prl 11 N"":1 N1 N!l[I'Jl5~:i ??I'Jrl... Tonight 
you will speak with this wo[m}an. You will engage her ... 
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Table 8.18: Suffixes Used With Infinitives 
Singular First Second Third 
Masculine >- 1- il-
Feminine >- >:J- Nil-
Plural First Second Third 
Masculine n/e 
Feminine n/ e 
n/e 
n/e 
n/e 
n/e 
8.4.2.5 Used With Infinitive Verb Forms 
Examples 
Singular 
First Common (>-) 
164 
»?\)jJ1'J 1 QapGen xx.9: ... >l\U nl1'JN1 »?\)jJ1'J? NY:l) And he wanted to kill 
me, but Sarai said . .. 
»l1ll\)!)N 4QpapToba vi.8: ... ?lY 11'J »111l\)!)N? l1'JNl.. ... and speak/or my 
freeingfrom up{on ... 
Second Feminine (>:J- )48 
>:J111nYN 1 QapGen xix.21: »?\)jJ1'J?1 »1'J >:Jl1WT1YN?.. . .. they will try) to 
se{p}arate you from me and to kill me. 
Third Masculine (il-) 
il111>ON? But all the healers and the magicians and all the wisemen 
were not able to stand to heal him. 
48Cf. note 45 (page 159). 
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Third Feminine (Nil-) 
Nill:11 lQapGen xx.9: Nill:11 ).1:1))17 T17'V1 ill'Jn1 ')'V... . .. he desired her 
greatly and sent for her to be brought with haste. 49 
8.4.2.6 Used With Prepositions 
Prepositions Functioning As Singular Nouns - Examples 
Singular 
First Common (,-) 
49In his commentary on the Genesis Apocryphon, Fitzmyer reads this as an asyndetic use of 
1:11. In support of this he cites the use of T17'V in IQapGen xx.I8-19, xxi.2I, the use of O1p 
in xx.29, xxi.I3, and the use of 7~N in xx.23 and 24. See Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 127. 
However, when one considers these forms, one realizes that the use of 1:11 in IQapGen xx.9 
is open to more than one interpretation. The lines in question are listed below in order of their 
citation here and by Fitzmyer. 
T17'V with NIp 
IQapGen xx.18-19: .. , PJI'J':JT1 7D7 NIp T17'V1 
1 QapGen xxi.2I: ... illI'J1'J7 rPlp nT17'V1 
Of these two instances, the latter is the only inflected form. Therefore, the use of NIp in xx.I8-
19 could be an epexegetical participle. 
The use of 01P 
IQapGen xx.29: ... :1il'1 Op1 'n1 
lQapGenxxi.13: ... 7~N117il 01P 
Obviously, there is no asyndeton in the first use ofOP listed here; this example should therefore 
be discarded for the present argument. With regard to the second instance, the quality of the 
parallel is significantly reduced by the use of imperatives in a series. Fitzmyer's argument, in our 
judgment, needs a negative proof as to why the first imperative could not be in a sentence of its 
own: Stand up! Walk and go . .. 
The use of7m 
1 QapGen xx.23: ... N:J71'J7 1I'JN 7~N V-J1 
1 QapGen xx.24: ... N:J71'J7 1I'JN 7~N \J17 '71'J 'VDplT1 ).II'J'V '1:J1.. 
While both of these lines may exhibit an asyndetic use of 11'JN, neither manifests a suffixial 
pronoun nor an adverbial phrase, nevermind an adverbial phrase which begins with the infinitive 
complement. We submit that 1 QapGen xx.9 may exhibit an infinitive that is anomalously separated 
by its complement by an adverb and that has a third feminine pronominal suffix. There is obvious 
ambiguity about how to understand the forms of the sentence. Therefore, we include the form 
Nill:11 here with due caution. 
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Table 8.19: Suffixes Applied to Prepositions 
Prepositions functioning as singular nouns 
Singular First Second 
Masculine,- l-/il:J-
Feminine ,- ':J-
Plural First Second 
Masculine N)- 1"O-/P-
Feminine N)- 11/e 
Prepositions functioning as plural nouns 
Singular First Second 
Masculine 11/e l'-/il:J'-/':J'-
Feminine 11/e 11/e 
Plural First Second 
Masculine 11/e 11:J'-/p'-
Feminine n/e 11/e 
Third 
il-
il-/Nil-
Third 
11i1-
1i1-11'il- [?] 
Third 
il'-/'i11-
il'-/Nil'-
Third 
11i1'-
11/e 
166 
'Y.))J lQapGen xxii.23: 'Y.))J'1 'Y.)'7W 1:l:J 17:JN '1 )y.) N1:l Exceptfor that 
which the young men who went with me ate . .. 
'mnn 4QLevib 217: [NJ;Y.)\!J) p:l1 1)J 01 'mnm.. .., and saw a mountain} 
underneath me, high unto the heave[ns.} 
Second Masculine (l-/m-) 
said, "Lo, my brother, and lo, my lord, remember (to yourself) my 
pleasure!" 
il:J) 4QLevib 118: ... il:J) N1i1Y.)7 ,):l1pl.. . .. and bring me near to be with 
you ... 
50Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 86. 1)1:J1 is a composite form of -1:J1 + -)- + 1- mean-
ing, literally, "remember to yourself." 
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Second Feminine (,J_)5! 
'JJ 1 QapGen xix.19: p:l'llY.lJ 'JJ) ')J\JPY.lJ 1W:l' '1'... . .. that they desire to 
kill me and to leave you alone. 
'Jn1'1').INJ 1 QapGen xix.21: ,)J\JPY.lJ) ')Y.l 'JJW[1'J).INJ... . .. to se[p ]arate 
you from me and to kill me. 
Third Masculine (n-) 
nn':l:l 11 QTgJob v.2: ... nn':l:l NnJNJ ):iL~J they [p ]ray to God in his 
house ... 
nJ 4QWords of Michael i.12: .,. nJ) ;'Y.llll nJ NY.lJ).I N1Y.lJ ... . .. to the 
Eternal Lord, to him mercies, and to him . .. 
Third Feminine (n-/Nn-) 
Nn:l and nY.l).l 1 QapGen xx.17: nY.l).l N)i11 Nn).l1" N7 '1N) Nn:l :lIPY.lJ 7J' N7) 
And he was not able to approach her, let alone know her, even though 
he was with her. 
nn>nNJ) 4QEnastr 1 ii.2: vacat nn>nNJ) N).Ilz.< z.<n'~nJ 1'nJ... . .. which are] 
for them,for its healing [(that is,] the earth) and for its revitalization. 
Plural 
First Common (N)-) 
51Passberg has stated that the second feminine singular suffix is found in 4QpapToba 3 9 ('JJ) 
and 13 13 ('J:l). However, neither one is extant according to our reading. Passberg relies on 
Beyer's paleography. However, Beyer's readings do not always adequately account for the textual 
evidence. Por more on Passberg's study on the second feminine singular pronominal suffix, see 
note 45 in §8A.2.2. 
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4QEnGiantsa 7 i.S-6: ... N)) N))) »)) l>1N Then he tonnented, but not 
us ... 
lIQTgJobvii.3: ... NJ;;)NN)) Go[d/tous ... 
Second Masculine (lp-/P-) 
1)::1) 1 QEnGiantsb 8 2: 1)::1) O)\!.! N) There will be no peace for you. 
P) 4QEna ii.14: .. ·P) O)\!.! il) l[D) ... hard-heaJrted ones, there will 
not be any peace for you . .. 
Third Masculine (lm-) 
l)il:1 4QEnc 1 xii.26: ... JP~5 >1 1'))>N n>m l)il:1 ~N; And also among 
them, I saw trees that issued[. .. 
1m) llQTgJob xxxviii.3: il»1:11m>N\Jn 1m)·p:i\!.!1.. ... and he forgave 
them their sins because of him. 
Third Feminine (lil-/1>il-) 
1il)52 lQapGen xx.3: Nil»>)) il) 1il) 1>2'<' NY.)::1 How radiant are her eyes! 
52 With regard to the third feminine plural, Fitzmyer and Kutscher argue for 1'il) to them in 
1QapGen xx.3 where Avigad and Yadin and Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar have read 1m). We 
find both readings to be doubtful. The graphemic identity between) and> in QA complicates 
the matter. While the form l>il- is plausible by analogy with the masculine form and possibly 
with Aramaic outside of QA, we prefer the more conservative reading Oil)) because it is clearly 
attested in 1QapGen xx.6 and because the photographic evidence does not necessarily suggest a 
letter between the 1 and the il. 
By way of illustration, 1'ily'))) with them is found in 4QEnGiantsC iA by E. Cook's reading. 
Milik's transcription reads 1mY.l)). However, the photographic evidence vindicates neither reading, 
but the line should be read J;;Y.l 1>. Cf. Cook, "Aramaic ofDSS", 367; Milik, Books of Enoch, 307; 
Emile Puech, Qumran Grotte 4: XXII. Textes Arameens, Premiere Partie (Oxford: Clarendon, 
2001), DJD 31, 52 and Plate III. 
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1'il? 4QEnastf 1 ii.2: iln>nN?1 N))lN Nil>!)l? l>il? .. . .. which are} for 
them,for its healing [(that is,] the earth) andfor its revitalization. 
Prepositions Functioning As Plural Nouns - Examples 
Singular 
Second Masculine (l>-/m>-) 
1>?))1 4QTobb 4 ii.2: [il::HJlr.b 1n N\J\!Jp 1" 1>?))1 And concerning yourself, 
a rightful judgment has decreed (for you) to ta[ke her.} 
il:»r.mp 4QEnGiantsa 9 5: ... 1)):)) vacat il:"")'1[p... . .. before you [blank] 
Andnow ... 
Second Feminine (>J>-) 
>J>?\J) lQapGen xix.20: >J>?\J) >nNl.. .. , and I will live by your protec-
tion. 
>J», 4QpapToba 18 11: [ily')10 11J1» >J», N>Y.)?))[... [Blessed be he unto 
the end of} everlasting, because in you they will bless his na[me.r3 
Third Masculine (>ill-/il>-) 
>ill?)) 1 QapGen xx.18: iln» \!J)N ?1J ?))1 N>,))1 N>\!JnJY.) >ill?)) 11))1 1!)Pn. .. 
. . . the punishment and affliction grew stronger and more intense upon 
him and upon those of his house. 
53Pitzmyer suggests that the form >J», is a case of scribal metathesis. By his rendering, the 
form should read >::n >,. While this certainly is possible, modern students of the text are left with 
little recourse but to assume that the form as we have it was intelligible to the early reader and, 
judging from context, contained a femine suffix >J>-. 
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il'r.:np 4QEna ii.7: il'~1P)l'J V,V:i ;'[lnUY.ll JJ\)J ;ri3Nl And you desire shade 
and relieffrom it. 
il,,:i,V 4QEna ii.lO: )'J5[NJ il":lY J::l:l l))l:l[!lNl.. iln:lJ0n Praise and con-
sider all of these works. 
'illY.llP 4QapocrDan ii.9: 'illY.llP ilY.ll' )ilJ::n And he will cast all of them 
before him. 
Third Feminine (il'-/Nil'-) 
il'J'v 4QTobb 4 ii.8: 11il il'J,V )'NJJ'v )1[~ In'Y.l1... ... and they diedjulst as 
they were entering her. 
Nil'Y.ll1P 1QapGen xx.32: IlilJ 'INl Nil'Y.ll1P ... N'l0 :im11l ... N~JY.l ilJ :lil'l 
And the king gave to her . .. [and gJold in abundance . .. before her and 
also Hagar. 
Plural 
Second Masculine (p'-/)l~'-) 
)l~'J'v 4QEnGiantsa 8 14: '(.I'N:lJ )D'J,V... . .. upon you for evil. 
p'J,V 4QLevia 44: >h p'J,Vl 'J'v NJ;1 Is it not upon me and upon you, my 
sons? 
Third Masculine ()lil'-) 
)1il'J,V 1 QapGen xxii.8: )1il'nn ,V:llN )l'J N'J'J:l )lil'J,V ilY.ll1 And he came 
upon them in the night from theirfour sides. 
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... for] their Zodiacal periods, for their new moons, for their signs. 54 
8.4.3 Demonstrative 
Table 8.20: Demonstrative Pronouns 
Masc Sing 
Fern Sing 
CommonPlur 
Near Far 
n/NJ1 11i1 
n/e 
n/e 
Table 8.20 highlights the demonstrative pronouns attested in QA. With reser-
vation Fitzmyer suggests 1i1 (1 QapGen xx.9) as the masculine far demonstrative 
pronoun that.55 However, he gives no reasoning for such an assertion. The 
graphemic identity shared by i1 and n and by 1 and , in the scroll, combined with 
the obscure context, makes this reading dubious. For comparison, one should also 
540n the employment of "Zodiacal" in relation to 11i1'1YI'J, see Milik, Books of Enoch, 295. 
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar render this word as "constellations" or, in DJD 26, "periods." 
See Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSElI, 439 and Florentino Garcia Martinez and Eib-
ert J.C. Tigchelaar, "4QAstronomical Enochb aI" in Qumran Cave 4: XXVI: Cryptic Texts and 
Miscellanea, Part I ed. Stephen J. Pfann et al. (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000), DJD 36, 166. 
55Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 205. 
Beyer includes several forms of the demonstrative pronoun which are not included in Ta-
ble 8.20. Our research has uncovered none of these, however. Cf. Beyer, ATTM, 425, and Beyer, 
Erganzungsband, 281-282. 
The term "remote demonstrative pronoun" has been suggested for use here. However, we find 
this term somewhat cumbersome and cryptic. To be sure, there is no standardized way to refer 
to this grammatical element. Rosenthal simply refers to the demonstrative pronoun without ref-
erence to the relative location of its antecedent. Muraoka and Porten use "Far Deixis." Noldeke 
refers to "what is more distant." Muller-Kessler discusses demonstrative pronouns "[z]ur Beze-
ichnung des fernen Objekts." Schulthess, like Rosenthal, does not use a quantifier at all beyond 
"Demonstrativpronomen." See Rosenthal, Grammar, §32-34, Takamitsu Muraoka and Bezalel 
Porten, A Grammar Of Egyptian Aramaic 2nd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), Handbuch der Orien-
talistik 32, §14, Theodore Noldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar trans. by James A. Crich-
ton 2nd ed. (London: Williams and Norgate, 1904), §67, Christa Muller-Kessler, Grammatik 
des Christlich-Palastinisch-Aramiiischen (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1991), §4.1.3, and 
Friedrich Schulthess, Grammatik des Christlich-Palastinischen Aramaisch (Hildesheim: Georg 
Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1965), §62. 
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consider the end of the same line, which Fitzmyer renders as 'n).56 
The difficulty in discerning how to read these two letters is further com-
pounded by the fact that this may be a hapax legomenon for QA. It occurs in 
non-biblical QA again only in 1QNJ? 13, where it seems to begin a word and 
does not stand independently. 
Examples 
Near Masculine Singular ()1/1"l)1) 
1 QapGen ii.2: N)1 N):J'71Y 7)1 ')n'lJ):J '7)1 ':17) And my heart within me was 
changed concerning this boy. 
4QTobb 4 ii.3: [illibN717 m:1om m):J'pn 11 N'7'7:1 "In this night, you will 
engage her and take her to yourse(ffor a wi[fe ].,,57 
Near Feminine Singular (N1) 
4QTobb 4 ii.3: ... N1 Nnt):J15)i:i 77):Jn[ ... [My brother, I you will speak with 
this wo[mJan ... 
Near Common Plural ()7N/)'7N) 
1QapGen xxi.25: N'10'1 NP):J)l7 :1lP7 N1nJ ))):J1tN )7N 7)J All of these 
had made an alliance together to make war in the Valley of Siddim. 
4QEnGiantsb 3 2:58 ... ))1i1l\J):J:1 )7N N'):J)'... . .. these days in the[irJ rain ... 
56Fitzmyer, Genesis Apoeryphon, 66. 
57We here render o'pn, the Aph' el of mp, as "engage." The use of it here is idiomatic, being 
derived from the Aph 'el to appoint. Cf. Sokoloff, Diet. of IPA, 481, O)P, Aj., 4. 
58Puech, Qumran Cave 4.Xll:Part 1,25. This reading is slightly different from Puech's and 
does not follow his line numbering. Puech combines this fragment with fragment 2 column i, thus 
rendering this line 2i+3 5. 
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4QEna ii.ll: l')N n'l:iy 5j[. .. O)))J) Nlr1 He is for[ ever . .. he has made J all 
of these works. 
Far Masculine Singular (11il) 
1 QapGen ii.6: ... 11ill':11:n N)l '))'lnn You will tell me, and not with lies, 
[whether J that . .. 59 
8.4.4 Interrogative 
Ny') what 1 QapGen xx.26 '[1'l'1 )'1J. ') iln1J.)) Ny') ') 1y')Nl And he said to me, "What 
have you done to me because of [SarJai?"; llQTgJob x.5 N)y') 1\J)) Ny') 
[))y')l'l') "And what small things do we he[arJ!"; 4QLeviaa 6 1, 4QVisions of 
Amramb 213. 
)y.) who, whom 4QLevia 4 3 NnJ.lr1 N1i1n )y.) )))1... And upon whom will the blame 
fall? 
For other interrogatives see §8.3.2. 
8.4.5 The Forms of )lJ 
Table 8.21 illustrates the conjugation of )lJ in QA. While we use the spelling )lJ 
for illustrative purposes, the spelling )J is equally common. 
Functioning as a substantive,60 )lJ is conjugated as a masculine singular noun. 
59 A paleographic note is due with regard to the second column of the Genesis Apocryphon. 
Until recently, all transcriptions have read N1il this in 1 QapGen ii.6, following Avigad and Yadin. 
However, evidence for this reading is not found in the photographs published in 1956. The cor-
rect reading of 1 QapGen ii.6 is 11il that; Cf. Albert L. Lukaszewski, "'This' or 'That': The Far 
Demonstrative Pronoun in 1QapGen II, 6" RQ 20 (2002), 589-592. This form is extant in both OA 
and JPA; therefore, it may be expected to appear in QA. Cf. Hoftijzer and Jongeling, Dictionary 
of NWSI, 319-320, 11il. Cf. also Sokoloff, Dict. of JPA, 159b, 11il. 
6DCf. §9.1.3.5. 
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It occurs in all three states. While it is pronominal in that it takes the place of 
other nouns, '1) also functions as a true substantive, able to receive a pronominal 
suffix itself. 
Table 8.21: Forms of?P 
Singular Absolute Construct Emphatic 
Masculine '1) '1) N'1) 
Absolute 
1 QapGen xxii.29: l' 'J1'N '1 '1) ')Y.)1 Now count up everything which is yours. 
4QEnil iii.l4: 1ln:1 '1 ') 1Y.l1''VL .,. women from all whom they chose. 
Construct 
lQapGen ii.7: 1':11):1 N'11'''r.m '):)Y \J'V1P:1 1Y D'):),Y 'P 1'):):1... . .. by the king of 
all eternity that you are speaking to me truthfully and not with lies. 
4QEnil iii.I8: 'V)N '):1 ') ,):)Y... . .. the labor of all of the sons of humankind. 
Emphatic 
4QTobC 1 5: PilUlyj~, l:1YJ1' N') Everything will happen in its time. 
4QapocrDan ii.6: D''V l:1Y' N?:J1 And all will work peace. 
With a Pronominal Suffix 
4QEnil iii.l: ... 1il') il5 1l):)N1 And all of them said to him . .. 
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4QEnastrb 23 5: 1':t:,,:J 11i1):Jl 1'))Y1'N1'J1PiYl'NY.L .. , whence they (the stars of 
heaven) set and whence they rise, all of the stars. 61 
8.5 Prepositions 
The prepositions of QA function similarly to those in BA and are placed after 
the verb. As in BA, prepositions can be combined with nominal forms to create a 
unified idea. By way of example, 1') to in 1 QapGen xxi. 15 and other places unites 
the preposition -) toJor with the common noun l' hand in order to express, in this 
context, movement toward the edge of the water, or the shoreline. 62 The various 
prepositions employed in QA are detailed below. 
-'inN after 1 QapGen xxi.14 ... TinN m)J1)N 1Ylt)1 1) 'IN Behold, to you and to 
your offspring after you I will give ... , 4QEnGiantsC 27. 
-:t 1 QapGen ii.I-2 ... ':t):t n:t\!!n 1'1N:t Nil La, then I thought in my heart .. . , 
xix. 10-11, lQEnGiantsa 21 2, 4QTgJob ii.3A, 4QpapToba 2 1, 4QEna 
ii.9,63 4QEnGiantsa 8 11, 4QEnastrt 1 ii.5-6, 4QPrNab 1 2, 4QpsDanc 2 
3, 4QapocrDan ii.5, 6, 7,8, 4QEnGiantsb 7 ii.3, 4,11 3,64 11QTgJob v.l-
61Curiously, this instance of )1:J demonstrates the use of the proleptic suffix without the use of 
'1 as a construct complement. 
62Cf. Rosenthal, Grammar, §84. Rosenthal here renders l' hand as a preposition, after its 
syntactical function. However, morphologically it remains a noun which takes on prepositional 
force only when a preposition is affixed to it. 
For -) and l' as separate words combined for effect, consider Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 
233a, yd, and 234a-234b, l-. 
63Cf. George E. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1: A Commentary on the Book of 1 Enoch, Chapters 
1-36; 81-108. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2001), 150. Presumably to follow English idiom, 
Nickelsburg renders this use of -:t with "on" and not "in." This does not match the consistent 
locative sense one finds in the other uses of -:to 
64Note that this line number differs from the numbering given in the editio princeps, DJD 31, 
because the latter relies on a reconstruction. The numbering given here is that of the fragment. 
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2, viii.4, 8, x.3, etc. 
?'1:J. on account of, because of 1 QapGen xx. 1 ° n?'\Jp N?1 Nil?'1:J. Ol:J.N ilJN np':J.'l'1 
I, Abram, was spared on account of her, and I was not killed, 11QTgJob xxxviii.3 
il?'1:J. )1il'N\Jn )1il? p:i01 And he forgave them their sins because of him, 
1 QapGen xi. 14,xix.20, xx. 10, 25, 26, 4QEnastrb xxiii.3, 4QEnastrb 23 3, 
llQTgJob xxxviii.3. 
?\J:J. in, with the protection of, with the covering of 1 QapGen xix. 20 'nN1 
':J'?\J:J. And I will live with your protection. 
)':J. between 1 QapGen xvii.7 ... >niS:i )':J. ilP?En )?~ O'l'1 And Shem divided] his 
[po ]rtion between his sons . .. , 11 QTgJob xxxvi.3-4 'ill)')))':J. N11) p?1n iln'l"\J)) 
N1~ mJI'J:J His sneezing kindles the fire between his eyes like the glow oj 
the dawn, 1 QapGen xxi.24, 1QEnGiantsa 27 3. 
1n:J. after 1 QapGen xxi.5 ... \J1? 'l'l~ )1 NI'J1' 1n:J. After that day, Lot departed . .. , 
4QEnastf 1 ii.9 ... Nnn P~) mn:inl [And] after it, a wind departs ... , 1QapGen 
xxii. 27 , 4QpapToba vi.l, 4QpsDana 14 1, 4QpsDanb 8 2, 4QVisions of 
Amrame 9 7; with -?: 1 QapGen xix.23. 
-:J like, as 4QapocrDan ii.1-2 illiln )ilJ11:J?1'J p Nnim '1 N'p't:J Like the sparks 
which you saw, thus his kingdom will be, 1QapGen ii.21, xxi. 13, etc., xx. 1, 
23, 4QEne 3 17, llQTgJob v.6, ix.I. 
-? to 1QapGen xix.17-18 ... >nmN 'l'l'? n1I'JN1 And I said to Sarai, my wife ... , 
1QapGen ii.1,xix.21-22, xx.6-7, 10, 1QEnGiantsb vi.1, 4QpapToba 17 ii.2, 
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3, 14, 4QEna iii.6-12, 19,65 4QWords of Michael iA, 5, 7, 4QEnGiantsb 7 
ii.6, llQTgJob i.5, ii.5, x.9, etc. 
n1? to 11 QTgJob xxxviiiA-5 ... 'mnN ?:J) 'ml'Jnl ?:J :l1'N n1? l'nN) And then came 
to lob all of his friends and all of his brothers . .. ,66 4QEne 5 ii.17. 
1'? toward 1 QapGen xvii.17: 1)? 1'?'1 Nn1N)) ?):J 1N)'? mn:n .. 
him, to lavan, all the islands toward Lydia. 
. .. and after 
?.:np? before 1 QapGen vi.14 ... op ;?.:np?) ??l'J 'l'J)) 1)'m'::1l.. And he spoke to me 
in visions and he stood before me . .. , xxi.32, 4QEna iii.20 ?:J ?:11;) ... 
... ~5:J ... before each wing ... , 4QTJacob? 92.67 
11'J from 1 QapGen ii .16 ... 1'l')) ?):J 1l'J N?) It ?1:J )l'J N?l.. . .. and not from any 
foreigner and notfrom any of the Watchers . .. , 4QVisions of Amrame 9 8 ')')) 
m'l' 11'J nl'))nN mN) And I was roused from the sleep of my eyes, 1 QapGen 
xix.16-17, 24, xx.7, 19,27, xxi.5, etc., lQEnGiantsa 22 2, 4QpapToba 6 
8, 4QEna ii.8, iv.5, 4QapocrDan ii.6, 4QWords of Michael i.8, 4QTJacob? 
122,3, llQTgJob i.8, iii.5(2x), viia.2, xiv.6, xxiii.l, 2, xxiv. 1, 4, xxvi.3, 
etc; 11'J Nl.:l 1 QapGen xxii.23, 31, lQEnGiantsa 1 3;68 -l'J 4QLevia 2 15 ... ?:J 
65 As is typical of Nickelsburgs's translation of 1Enoch, the text is rendered after English idiom. 
While a good translation, in our opinion, this does not convey the aspect of the Semitic prepositions 
very well. As Nickelsburg points out, it is not wholly intended to do so. See Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch, 
3. 
66This is an anomalous occurrence of n1? as an independent preposition. For a comprehensive 
discussion of this occurrence, cf. Sokoloff, Targum to .lob, 169. 
670n 1QapGen xxi.32, cf. BH: ')!)? 
On 4QEna iii.20, cf. Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEIl, 403. Also Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch, 
182. The use of -? with ')!) to denote a contrary relationship is unusual among the Semitic lan-
guages. See Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the 
Old Testament (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1996),938-940; Hoftijzer and Jongeling, Dictionary of NWSI, 
919-920; Jessie P. Smith, ed., A Compendious Syriac Dictionary Founded upon the Thesaurus 
Syriacus of R. Payne Smith, D.D. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957),450. 
68Cf. Garcia MartInez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEIl, 62. Garcia Martinez et al. posit a line before 
the first line extant on the fragment. Consequently, this reference is found in line 4 of The Dead 
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you give to him or what will he receive from your hand?, llQTgJob xx.3, 
xxxvi.6. 
1Y until, unto lQapGen xxi.6 011U 1Y jJ:11) 'n1UJ) ilYI N)n1 And he was shep-
herding his flocks, then he reached Sodom, 4QapocrDan i.3 1Y ilnN N?Jl.. 
NY.l?Y ... and everything (that is) coming unto eternity, lQapGen ii.5, xxii.21, 
lQEnGiantsa 27 4, 4QEna VA,69 4QEnastr 1 iiiA, 4QapocrDan iiA, 
llQTgJob xxviii A, xxi.2, xxx.8. 
?Y over, upon, concerning, to lQapGen ii.2 N)1 NY.l'?))J ?Y ')n'VY.l '?Y ':1?) And my 
heart upon me was changed concerning this child, 4QLevia 4 3 N1iln 1Y.:l ?Y) 
Nn:1)n And upon whom will the blame be?, lQapGen ii.9, 11, xix.20, 
24, xx.6, 9, 13-14, xxi.2-3, 6-8, xxii.2, 5,8, 4QTgLev 2 6,4QEna iii. 17,70 
4QapocrDan iA, 4QEnGiantsb 1 iA, 4QEnGiantsC 5 4, 14 2,4QBirth of 
Noaha 1 i.3, 9,4QTJacob? 142, 4QapocrLevia ? 1 1, 4QapocrLevib? 2 i.7, 
9 i.2, llQTgJob ii.l, v.6, ix.6, xvA, etc; ?Y? 1 QapGen ii.26,71 4QapocrLevih? 
34.72 to 1 QapGen ii.3, 19.73 
Sea Scrolls Study Edition. 
69While the reading of 1Y here is not in question, this prepositional phrase has been rendered 
both as "for[ever)" and "for all the generations of eternity." For the former, see Garda Martinez 
and Tigchelaar, DSSSEI1, 403. For the latter, Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch, 215. 
70Nickeisburg curiously does not render this prepositional phrase. Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch, 182. 
71 While ?Y? may be read as an infinitive construct with a second person plural suffix, we here 
follow the judgment of Garcia Martinez-Tigchelaar in evaluating it as a preposition with a suffix. 
Cf. Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEI1, 30-31. 
72For a discussion of this compound preposition in 4QapocrLevib?, see Steven Fassberg, "The 
Compound Preposition in Qumran Aramaic" RQ 16 (1995). E. Puech has also read a compound 
preposition ?Y? in 4QapocrLevib? 2 i.8. However, the text is significantly damaged and the 
reading of some doubt. We therefore do not include it here. See Puech, Qumran Cave 4.Xll: Part 
1,231-233. 
73Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar find?Y to mean to in 4QEnGiantsb ii.5,2I, but we have not 
found this text in PAM 43.568. Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEI2, 1062-1063. 
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0)) with 1 QapGen xx.7 Nil'1"11 Nill'J)) N')'D NI'JJn 11 N1!l'D '1J 0))1 And with all 
this beauty, great wisdom is with her and the work of her hands, 4QTQahat 
1 ii.13 1PI'J)) 11ilJ11J"ilnN1... . .. in their being carried with you, 1 QapGen 
xxi.3, etc., xxii. 1 , etc., 4QEnastrb 6 6, 4QLeviaa 5 i.2, 4QEnGiantsC 22 4, 
llQTgJob ixA, xv.5, xxvii.2. 
alp before 4QTgLev 1 6 NnnrJ' N'OJ 01p1 N'O::) ,[)) ... ov Jer the throne and 
before the throne to the East, 4QpapToba 2 8, 4QapocrDan i.l, 4QBirth of 
Noahb 3 4,5, 4QBirth ofNoahc 11, 4QVisions of Amramb 26, llQTgJob xxvii.3; 
011P lQapGen xxi.3 ... Nil'N 011P 1I'Jn n'11N1 And 1 gave thanks there be-
fore God ... , 4QEnGiantsa 9 2, 4QpsDanb 41, 4QapocrDan i.l, ii.9. 
011P' before 4QpapToba 2 11 ... '1'J11P' N-;nJj'~ h1PN) And they brought the 
table near, infront of me . .. , 4QEnastrC 27, l1QTgJob viia.9. 
alp lI'J before 4QEna ii.7 .. , il'rJ1P 11'J l'))) l'nnOl'J11 [??IJl In)Nl.. ... and you look 
for shade and a hiding place from before it.,74 4QEna 9 2, 4QTJacob? 2 3,75 
11QTgJob xxviA. 
nl'Jlp before 1 QapGen xxi.23 '111'1'J '!l1I'JN 0")) l'l'J 11'JW'11J ilnN l'N N'1'J1' nl'Jlp 
... 1'1i1J 1'1 N1il '1 O'U l'y') ,nn 1m~J l'l'J 11'1N And before those days came 
Chedarlaomer, king of Elam, Amraphel, king of Babylonia, Arioch, king of 
Cappodocia, Tidal, king ofGoiim, which is Mesopotamia .... 76 
74Nickelsburg renders "from before it" as "from its presence". For the limitations of Nickels-
burg's translation, see Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch, 3. 
75Puech's line numbering relies on his postulation that fragments one, two, and three are to be 
read together. Hence, his line numbering for this form is 4QTJacob? 1 +2+36. Cf. Puech, Qumran 
Cave 4.Xll:Part 1, 175. The line numbering given here is based on fragment 2 alone. 
76See also §8.5 (page 179). 
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mn11 under, below 4QLevib 2 17 [NJ;Y.)\!)' P:l1 lY 01 'mn11 ... below me, high 
until it reached to the heaven[s], 4QEnd 1 ii.3, 4QVisions of Amrame 123, 
llQTgJob xx. I. 
8.6 Direct Object Marker 
The object marker, by definition, is non-translatable. 
-, 4QTobb frgA iii.6 [NmnN ':1)\)' l1!1)N l)Yl' "Do you know Tobit; [ou]r brother?", 
4QpapToba 14 i.5,77 4QEna iii.19 N\!))N' n'\)p' l'l\!)p... . .. they] arranged 
to kill the man, 4QEna ii.l, 2,4QEnb iv.9, 4QEnGiantsa 7 i.5, 6, 7, 4QLevidb 
5-6 i.2, 4QpsDana l3 2, lQEnGiantsb 8 2, 4QBirth of Noahe 2 ii.9,4QVi-
sions of Amramb la i.8, llQTgJob iv.5, xiii.6, xiv.6-7, xxiiA, etc. 
-11' llQTgJob xxxv.9 ... JY1Kl n11' l)l'~)L ... and they will divide it in the land 
of .. .18 
77We here follow Fitzmyer's numbering of this column (Fitzmyer, Christian Origins, 178). 
Due to the loss of at least two lines, it is not certain whether this column originally had thirteen or 
sixteen lines. 
78Cf. Sokoloff, Targum to Job, 163. Cook cites 5QNJ 1 i.17 as evidence of another occurrence, 
but this is not supported by the photographic evidence. Cf. Joseph A. Fitzmyer and Daniel 1. 
Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts (Rome: Editrice Ponfiticio Istituto Biblico, 
1994),56; Edward M. Cook, "Qumran Aramaic and Aramaic Dialectology" in Abr Nahrain Suppl. 
ed. T. Muraoka. Vol. 3 (Louvain: Peeters Press, 1992), 11. See Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar, 
DSSSEI2, 1198. Cf. also Garda Martinez, Tigchelaar and van der Woude, Qumran Cave 11: II, 
165. 
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8.7 Numerals 
8.7.1 Cardinal 
1n one 1 QapGen xix.14-15 N1n Nly')!l1 1n nN N[il1J 'y')Jf)j. n'tn1 And in my dream 
I saw, la, a cedar and a palm tree, 4QEne 5 i.13-14 mn :11).1 ilJ 1)).1) And 
he made a boat for himself, 1QapGen xix. 11, xx.8, 4QEnc 1 vi.1, 4QEne 
5 iii.19, 4QEnastrb 7 ii.8, 10-11, 13, 4QEnastrd ii.3-6, 4QLevia 1 ii.18.79 
1'ln two 11QTgJob xxiii.8 ... JJ ilnJn l'ln 1Y.)t.. ... a time, two (times), three 
(times} ... ,so l'mn two 11QTgJob xxxvii.5-61>nl!l1 )>nN NJ) nJJy') mn 
... <,)V)N NJ 1il'J).I) One things I have spoken and I will not change, even 
two things, and to them I will not add ... , 4QBirth of Noaha 1 i.1; -'mn 
(construct fonn with a suffix) 4QVisions of Amrame 33. 
ilnJn three m. 4QVisions of Amramb 3 2 ... 1lily')1lI ilnJn 'J ly')[N) m).ll.. . .. and 
he replied and saiJd to me, "Three of the[irJ names ... "; nJn/nnJn f.S] 
4QEnc i.25 );)1lI nm1) l'mn1 -1).1 ... . .. unto the third or the second year,S2 
4QEnastf 1 ii.1 JNy')1lI J).I 11il'ln:i " nnJnl.. . .. and the three who were 
after them, to the North, iii.7; nnJn, -nm cs. 1QapGen xix.24 nnJn nnNJ 
79This occurrence is included because of the high probability that the word in question is a form 
of 1n. However, it should be noted that the text breaks: ... 11n. 
sOThis latter rendering is based on a possible reading of 1y')t in llQTgJob xxiii.S as one time. 
Cf. Sokoloff, Targum to Job, 133. 
slThe reason for the double entry of the feminine form is evident in the examples cited here. At 
first glance, the use of nnJn might appear as being in construct, with the construct complement 
following. However, we submit that the '1 in 4QEnastrC 1 ii.l is the conjunction of a subordinate 
clause which modifies nnJn. 
s2Milik reads 4QEna ii.6 similarly as ),)0 nJ!l1 1>nln-1 (1).1. See Milik, Books of Enoch, 146. 
We read the line as [1')IlIJ nJ!l1 l>nln[1 1).1]. It must be said, however, that this passage from 
4QEnc i.25 offers some credence to Milik's reading. The photograph offers no justification of it, 
however, and our own study of the fragment in the Summer of 2002 did not offer any reason to 
change our reading of the text. 
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... 1Pl~Y.l ':11:11 1Y.l 1'I:n ... three of the men among the princes of Egypt 
[came], 1QapGen xx.8 ... 1'77Y.lY.l WU17n 1n D!:l '1 ... . .. that the three 
of them spoke (with) one mouth ... , 1QapGen xxi.21, xxii.23, 4QBirth of 
Noaha 1 i.S 
»'J.1Nfour 1QapGen xv.14, xxii.8Wl'nn »'J.1N1Y.l 'N.'7'7'J.1il '7» ilY.ll1 And he fell 
upon them at night from four of their sides, 4QEnastrb 1411 NY.lY.l''J. '[1p1 
il»'J.1N 1')J''J.'V And it wax]es in this day four sevenths, 4QEnastrb 1 6, 7 
ii.3, iii.S, 4QEnastr ii.14 
'VY.lnfive 1QapGen xii. 11 'VY.ln pP) 1)'].1 D1N1117 1'VJ!:lI'N.... . .. Arpachshad, Lud, 
and Aram, and five daughters, 23; il'VY.ln 4QEnastrb 7 ii.6, 7, 9, iii.6, 7, 8. 
shines in night] twenty-eight; it is covered six and a half sevenths. 
»'J.'V seven 1 QapGen xii.11-12 )J'J.'V ):i;5b 1)'].)1»)J1 \J1!:l1... . .. and Put and Canaan, 
seven sons and daughters, 1 QapGen xxii.28, 4QEnastrb 3 2-4, 6 l-S, 7 ii.2-
13, 4QPrNab 1-3 3. 
')Y.ln eight 4QEnastrb 1-2 S 1'»'J.'V il'J. il')Y.ln N'7'7'J. 1')N1 And it shines in night 
eight [four?] sevenths, 64. 
»'Vn nine 4QEnastrb 1 7 il)J'Vn 'N.'7'7'J. 1')N[1] And it shines in night nine . .. 83 
1'V» ten 1 QapGen xxii.27 ... NY.l7'V 1')'V 1'V» Nil il7 lY.lN1 And he said to him, 
"Lo, ten years have passed ... "; Nl'V» 4QVisions of Amramg 2 8; m'V» 
1QapGen vi.10 ... 1'1N'J. m'V» 1'7'J.1'... . .. ten jubilees, then ... , xxi.26, 27. 
83Beyer notes this as an ordinal, rather than a cardinal, form: "nach N7'7'J. constr. "in der 
neunten Nacht" ... ". Cf. Beyer,AITM, 728. 
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l\!J)I 11") eleven 4QEnastrb 1 12 ... l\!J)I 11") [N',":1 l')N)l [And it shines in night] 
eleven ... 
l\!J)I 'lJl twelve 4QEnastf 1 ii.14 [N'1Y.l\!J 'ml )I:1lN ')llJl l\!J)I 'lJl )Y.l'\!J) The twelve 
gates of the four winds ofhea[ven] are completed. 
l\!J)I JlJl,Jl thirteen 1 QapGen xxi.27 il:l nlY.l ill\!J)I Jl,Jl m\!J:1) And in the thir-
teenth year, they revolted against him, 4QEna iii.10, 4QEnc 1 ii.27. 
l\!J)I Jl\!JY.l1") fifteen 4QEnastf 1 iii.S ill);,) ,J il:l 1'Y.l'\!JY.l) l\!J)I Jl\!JY.lI")... . .. fifteen. 
And in it all oj its light is completed, 4QEnastrd 1 ii.S. 
l\!J)I JlN')Y.lJl eighteen 1QapGen xxii.6 NNY.l Jl,Jl :1lp' l'l'IJ:1 l'l:1) 'iln:1)11Y.)ll"))) 
l\!J)I JlN')Y.lJl1 And he chosefrom his servants men ready for war, three hun-
dred and eighteen (men). 
l\!J)I Jl)l\!JJl nineteen 4QEnil iii.12 ... <l\!J)I> Jl)l\!JJl '[Nl'Y.l' il' ... 'N'l)\J Toriel. .. to 
him. Yomiel nineteen . .. 
l'l\!J)I twenty 4QpsDana 20 2 ... 1'l\!J)I l'[)\!J... . .. twenty [year]s . .. 
l'l\!J)I il\!JY.l1") twenty~five 4QEnast~ 7 ii.6 il\!JY.l1") 1')1':10 ilUJ il:l l'l\!J)I) il\!JY.l1") N",:1) 
And in night jifieen, it is covered five sevenths. 
l'l\!J)I) ilJl\!J twenty-six 4QEnastrb 7 ii.9 il\!JY.l1") l')I':1\!J ilUJ il:l l'l\!J)I) ilJl\!J N"',:1) 
... )'!)) And in night twenty-six, it is covered five and a half sevenths . .. 
l'l\!J)I) il')Y.lJl twenty-eight 4QEnastrb 64 l')I':1\!J ilUJ il:1 l'l\!J)I) il')Y.lJl [N"',:1 l')N) 
),!)) ilJl\!J And it shines in night twenty-eight; it is covered six and a half 
sevenths. 
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111l)) 1'11~m thirty-six 4QVisions of Amrama 1 3 mn1I'J] ), N11)'lJ N>il n'l)) 1'11,m 
... and thirty-six, the year of [his death.1 
NNI'J [one 1 hundred 1 QapGen xxii.6 (NNI'J 11'11 three hundred) )nn))I 1I'J In)) 
... l'lJ)I 11W)I'J11 NNI'J 11'11 )lP' 1)l>n) Vl)) And he chose from his servants 
men ready for war, three hundred eighteen (men) ... ; duo 1'11NI'J two hundred 
lQEnGiantsa 12,3. 
8.7.2 Ordinal 
)I'J,p.firsl4QEnastrb 7 iii.2 N)I'J,P N)ll11) ), n)mn 'J 111I'J' N'lJI'J'lJ mI'J]$'lJN The sun 
fini[ shes 1 going through all its sections which are in thefirst gate, 4QEnastrC 
1 iiA, 15, 4QEnastti 1 ii.S. 
1»)11 second 4QpapToba 2 8 n, 1»)11 11-rnltJN nIJ''lJN) And Esarhaddon appointed 
him to rule second to himself, 4QEna iii.6; N))11 4QEnastrb 7 ii.8 )l)l V,N)) 
... N)m N)ll11' And then it sets [and1 enters the second gate, 4QEnastrC 1 
iii.7. 
'11)'11 third 4QEnc 1 ii.2S n, »)I»)l 'N)J)J n, '11)'11[ ... . .. 1 third to him; 
Kokab' el, fourth to him. 
»)I»)l fourth 4QEnc 1 ii.2S ... n, »)I»)l 'N)JP n, '11)'11[ ... . .. 1 third to him; 
Kokab' el, fourth to him .. 
)I»)'lJ sevenths 4QEnastrb 1 3 )'£1) n11'11 1»)I»)'lJ m n)l)['lJ ]N')') [l»)N)] And it 
shines in night seven three sevenths and a half, 4QEnastrb 6 2 and 4; 1»)I)'lJ 
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4QEnastrb 6 3.84 
}I>'l'11 ninth 4QEnastt1 1 ii.3 ... 1Jn }.I''l'11 1'l'}.I1'J A tenth of on! e J ninth . .. ; N}.I'l'11 
4QEnastt1 1 ii.3,4.85 
8.8 Interjections 
Because Aramaic interjections are onomatopoetic and more suggestive of emotion 
than reason, the translations offered here are for illustrative purposes only. 
11N behold! 4QLevia 4 4-5 ... NIJ'l'P 11nl[N] mW1' 11N Behold, we know the 
right way ... , llQTgJob iii.6 ... 1'])J)'l'1 }.I:11'J 11N Behold, the rejoicing of 
the wic!ked. .. , 4QLevid 3 1, 4QEnGiantsC 22 10, 4QapocrLevib? 3 5, 
4QVisions of Amramf 215, viia.8, xviii.7, xxi.I, xxii.6-7, xxviii.1, 8; '1N 
IQEnGiantsa 7 1. 
Nil lo! 1 QapGen ii.I ... 1'1'}.1 1I'J '1 ':17:1 11:1'l'n l'1N:1 Nil La, then I thought in my 
heart thatfrom the Watchers . .. , 4QWords of Michael 1 7 N11'J ':11 Nil) 
... NI'J7}.1 And, la, the Great Ones of the Eternal Lord ... , xx.27, xxii.27, 
4QpapToba 17 i.3, 4QEnf 2 and 4, 4QWords of Michael 19, 14, llQTgJob 
xxiii.7, xxxiv.5. 
84In comparison with other dialects of Aramaic, }.I':1\u should be classified as a cardinal number. 
However, due to its ordinal force in the context of these verses, we include it here. Cf. also Beyer, 
ATTM, 701. For morphological confusion between cardinals and ordinals in lPA, see Sokoloff, 
Diet. of IPA, 583, 11711 and 2#117n In lPA, an ordinal )":1\U would appear as "}.I':1'l'. Cf. Sokoloff, 
Diet. of IPA, 535. 
85 See note 84. An ordinal force is the only sense that logically fits the syntax of these lines. As 
observed in note 83, Beyer would also include }.I\uJl as an ordinal. Cf. Beyer, ATTM, 728. In lPA, 
}.I'\uJl appear as the ordinal "}.I'\Un Cf. Sokoloff, Diet. of IPA, 593. 
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nNil aha! IIQTgJob xxxiii.5 nNil lrJN> N)IP ?P?1 And to the sound of the trum-
pet he would say, "Aha!" 
N' oh! IQapGen ii.9 'IrJ N'1 'nN N> mrJNl And she said, "Oh, my brother, and 
oh, my lord!", 1 QapGen ii.I3, 24. 
8.9 Conjunctions 
8.9.1 Coordinate 
-1 and, then IQapGen ii.9-IO 'IrJ N'1 'nN N> mrJN1 And she said, "Oh, my 
brother, and, oh, my lord!", 4QpapToba ii.I 0 ... mmN mn'? n:mNl.. ... and 
Anna, my wife, had been returned to me ... , 1 QapGen xi. 1 1, xxA-5, 4QTgJob 
ii.3, 4QpapToba 2 1, 2, 3, 4, 4QTobb 4 i.I, 3, 4, 5, 6, 4QEna i.6, ii.2, 
4QEnGiantsa 8 14, 4QpsDana 12 1, 2,4, 4QapocrDan i.2, 3, 5, 8,9, ii.I, 3, 
4,5,6,7,8,9, llQTgJob i.I, ii.I-2, iv.5-6, etc. 
1N or 4QTobb 4 i.I3 ... nn 1N l\!) ').I')) Nn)N 1N 1:1) 01P mnNml [You J smoke 
it before a man or a woman who is afflicted with a demon or a spirit . .. , 
llQTgJob xxvi.2, xxx.3-4, xxxi.5, xxxiii.8, xxxivA-5, xxxv A, 6. 
8.9.2 Correlative 
'1 that, who, which IQapGen xx.31 ,<1:1 '1 ;)\!) \!)1:1?1 N,)0 :1iln11 ... NJ?rJ il? :1il'1 
And the king gave to her . .. [and J great (amounts of) gold and great (amounts 
of) .fine linen which were purple, 4QPrNab 1 1 l?rJ ,):15 '?~ '1 Nn[?l~ '?rJ 
?[:1:11 The words of prayer which Nabonidus, the king of Babylon, prayed, 
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1 QapGen xxii. 14, 4QEna iii. 14,86 4QLevia 1 i.IS, 4QWords ofMichaell1. 
8.9.3 Disjunctive 
lil? but, therefore lQapGen xxii.34 ... P)!)' " lil? 111)nl' N? il? ly')N) And he 
said to him, "This one will not inherit you, but one will come forth. .. ", 
IIQTgJob xxi.S ... N?) N1J.>n Nil?N lil? Therefore, it is God whom we blamed 
and not .... 
P? therefore 11 QTgJob iii.3 ... ':1:1? P? ... therefore, my heart . ... 
8.9.4 Subordinate 
IN if(see also lil) IQapGen xxii.21 ... 1? m'N '1 ?)J lY.:l :10N IN ... l1 Ny'))' '1' il)N O'lY.) 
I raise my hand this day . .. if I should take anything that belongs to you . .. , 
lQapGen xxii.22. 
'1:1 because, on account of 4QEnastrb 23 4 ir.5n '1:1 N:1lYY.) nn N:1l Nnn?) And the 
great wind [they call1 the wind o.lthe west because there[. .. , 6-7, 4QLevia 
2 i.17; 4QLevia 1 i.17, 4QpsDana 11,87 llQTgJob xxix.7. 88 '1 ':"1:1 because 
4QTobb 4 ii.4 ... J Y1' N1il ;1 ?'1:1 1)Y.) il'?JY.)? ?NWl ?P' N?.. . .. Raguel will 
not be able to withhold herfrom you because he knows [. .. 
86Nickelsburg renders this use of '1 (combined with ?J) as "such as." See Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch, 
182. We prefer a more literal rendering of nn:1 '1 ?J lY.): "from all whom they chose." 
87Note that the form is partly restored in context. 
88This reading is particularly tentative as the -:1 is reconstructed on a fragment which is hypoth-
esized to have been part of 11 QTgJob xxix. We include it here as a separate morpheme based on 
the evidence of Sokoloff. See Sokoloff, Targum to .Job, 145. Others reconstruct the same mor-
pheme as Sokoloff but offer no justification for it. See Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEI2, 
146-148. 
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'1 that, who, which 4QLevia 1 i.14 ... m:5:m ~7N '1 .,:}5 7N1[Jl Ev]ery man who 
teaches wisdom . .. , 4QTobc 1 6, 4QPrNab 1 8. 
NYJ71/NYJ7 '1 lest 1 QapGen xxii.22 ... lYJN i11iln NYJ7117 'J1'N '17P 1YJ :lUN... I turn 
away from anything that is yours lest you should say . .. , ilYJ7 '1 perhaps, lest 
11 QTgJob xxi.4 ... 1JllYJNn ilYJ7 '1... . .. lest you s[ ay . . . 
1il if, whether (see also 1N) 1 QapGen ii.5 ... 1il '))'1nn NIJIlI1P:J. N71J 1)1 ... N'7)1:J. 1)1;il 
[I] adjure [you by the Most High . .. ] that you will make known to me ev-
erything truthfully whether . .. , 4QTobb 4 ii.5 l:J.)7 ;1))m' 1il '1 [)lrT; N1[i1l. .. 
... hie know[s] that ~f he gives her to [another] man, lQapGen xx.I9, 
4QTobb 5 11, 4QEnGiantsb 7 ii.l, 11QTgJob viia.9, x.9, xi.4, xviii. 5 , 8, 
etc. 
'1J when, as 1 QapGen ii.21 ... 'i11:J.N 11m7 [i1]7Il1mYJ )lYJIlI '1J1 And when Methuse-
lah heard Enoch his father. .. , 1 QapGen vi.9, xx.8, 24, xxii.33, 4QpapToba 
2 1, 4QEnGiantsa 11, 4QEnastrb 26 4, 4QWords of Michael 1 8, IIQTgJob 
xviii.7. 
1)1 until 1 QapGen xxi.29 ... 1P:111)1 7:J.) 'l1IJ:J. '1 N'l1n71..1nYJ1 And they routed . .. the 
Horites of the mountains of Gebal until they came . .. , 11 QTgJob xxi.2 
... C)1tJ 11lpnn 1)11l~'On... . .. you finished, until you searched the end of .. , 
IQapGen xxii.7, 9, 4QEne 5 ii.I, 3, 21, 4QLevia 1 ii.15, 4QpsDana 25 2. 
'11)1 1 QapGen xix.9 11l:J.n7 np:J.1 '1 1)1 NYJ1l17 7tN n'1i11 And I went south 
until I reached Hebron, lQapGen xix.26, xxi.I, 15, 17, 18. 
'1 m:J.1 7)1 so that (Of A) 11QTgJob xxxiv.4 .. x5m '1 nl:J.1 7)1 ')))'nm And 
declare me guilty so that you might be innocent? 
Chapter 9 
Syntax 
Syntax is a categorical means of expressing how the words of a sentence relate to 
one another to express meaning. No discussion of syntax is exhaustive; 1 therefore, 
we focus our discussion on the more important elements of Qumran Aramaic 
syntax, trying again to cover the breadth while also commenting on some of the 
finer points. 
lef. Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press. 
1986),16. No reasonable study can hope to have the last word on a language's syntax. Rather, it is 
hoped that this work may set forth enough material in a sufficiently definitive manner that others 
will not feel the need to cover the same ground again for some time to come. 
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9.1 Separate Parts of Speech 
9.1.1 Verbs 
9.1.1.1 Finite Verbs 
As indicated in the discussion on verbal morphology,2 the syntax of the verb 
closely follows BA and TA.3 
9.1.1.1.1 Indicative Forms For indicative force, the perfect and imperfect forms 
are used. They tend to exhibit past- and future-orientation, respectively. 
Examples of the Perfect 
1 QapGen xx.20: mWUN' OPI'J' wI'J'::m 'P) N'~'lJN) N'UN ,p to' N') And all of 
the healers and wizards and wisemen were not able to stand to heal him. 
4QpapToba 2 2: ... riPl).l) J1'm... . .. I was frightened and fled . .. 
Examples of the Imperfect 
1 QapGen xix.20: '=>"'11 ''lJ~) \J'~m '=>"\J1 >nN) And I will live by your protec-
tion, and my soul will be spared on account of you. 
4QEna ii.8: ... 1)n=>\!m N5 [iV~=> ').I)J n[lJ~Y % ili[l'J'l.. And you will not find [a 
way for waJlking on the du[sJt [and on the stones ... 
2See§8.1. 
3The subsequent discussion details the use of the various verbal forms in lQapGen but does 
not, due to space constraints, address verbal rection. Such a database treatment has been offered 
by T. Muraoka in two places, both with regard to the Genesis Apocryphon. Cf. Takamitsu Mu-
raoka, "Notes on the Aramaic of the Genesis Apocryphon" RQ 8 (1972), § 18, and, more recently, 
Takamitsu Muraoka, "Further Notes on the Aramaic of the Genesis Apocryphon" RQ 16 (1993-
1995),99-118. 
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9.1.1.1.2 Precative Forms 
The Imperative The imperative in QA is, unsurprisingly, one of command. 
As an order, examples of the imperative include: 
1 QapGen xx.23: Nil)Y.1) i1))'.) ilnmN f))'l/» N:J))'.)) l)'.)N )tN 1Y:J) And now, go, speak 
to the king, and may he send his w(le from himse(f to her husband. 
4QpapToba 2 12: [N»111N.1 f):J'l/mn >,1 ,16 ):J) l.1, )tN >l.1 >l.1 il>:i[)\))l mrl)'.)N) And 
[Ii said [to To}bit, my son, "My son, go; fetch all [whom} youjind among 
[our} broth[ers.} 
llQTgJob ivA: ... )y 1):J>1> ))'.»U Place your hands upon ... 
However, when used in conjunction with N), the imperative is seen to take on 
an exhortative force. 4 
4QEnc S ii.29: .,. In.1l il:5) my N) )tN 1Y:J) And now, go t[ o} Lamech your 
[son}. .. 
llQTgJob xxxiv.3: ... 1>~)f) l.1l:J N) lUN Gird up your loins like a man ... 
11 QTgJob xxxvii.6: )))'.)N i1)N) N) Y)'.)'l/ Listen and I will speak. 
The Jussive The use of the jussive is strongly suggested by the use of )2'(. 
Muraoka has argued for other occurrences in lQapGen ii.S (»»)f)n) and xix.18 
(Y')N).5 Further, 1 QapGen xx. IS shows an imperfect form with a contextually-
denoted jussive force: N>)'.)\)) n 2'(»».1 \))'l/> )N) And may he not have power tonight 
4Given the imperatival context of the following examples, translation of N) as please would 
make for an awkward rendering, in our judgment. This is particularly true for the commands of 
God in llQTgJob. 
5These lines read as follows: 
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to defile. Hence, the jussive form does not appear always to be morphologically 
distinct from the imperfect, contra E. Cook. 6 Rather, at times, the jussive and the 
imperfect are differentiated by context alone.7 
9.1.1.2 Non-Finite Verbs 
9.1.1.2.1 The Participle The participle is employed in four ways in QA: 
1. as the main verb of the sentence (i.e., in sentences without an explicit finite 
verb) As in BA, when the participle functions as the main verb of a clause, 
lQapGen ii.5: ... 1i1 '))')nn NIJ'lI)P:J. N,)J 1)1 l'Y.l'll ;51... .., by theJsons of heaven that you 
will tell me everything truthfully whether . .. 
1 QapGen xix.18: )I1)N) 1Y.l'n " ')In'llN "nlY.lN) And she said to me, "Tell me your dream 
that I may know [it J." 
The former example is, in our judgment, questionable. 'D')nn may be read as a future-oriented 
indicative, "You will tell me ... ", or as a jussive, "You should tell me ... " While a precative force 
is certainly present, such a force does not necessitate a precative form in this instance. Further, 
given the context of this passage as the midst of an oath whose subject is not preserved in the text, 
we cannot be certain of the force of this verb. In the latter example, an indicative force is unlikely. 
Such a force would be tautological and very awkward in the context of I QapGen xix.18. 
6See note 5 (page 119) and Edward M. Cook, "The Aramaic of the Dead Sea Scrolls" in 
The Dead Sea Scrolls after Fifty Years: A Comprehensive Assessment ed. P. Flint and James C. 
VanderKam. Vol. 1 (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1998),371. Cook's citation of lQapGen is problematic 
given the textual evidence. While Segert records a similar distinction in Of A the textual condition 
of lQapGen prohibits confidence in the reading of xix.16. Cf. Stanislav Segert, Altaramiiische 
Grammatik (Leipzig: Verlag Enzyklopadie, 1975),266 
7 One example of this is the aforementioned use of )l1)N in 1 QapGen xix.18. On this, see also 
Joseph A Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave 1: A Commentary (Rome: Pon-
tifical Biblical Institute Press, 1972), 60. Fitzmyer labels this form as "a volitive use of the impf. 
[imperfect]" but does not offer supportive argumentation. Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 113. 
Another example is in llQTgJob xxix.2 (1))lY.l'll'). The attribution of an indicative sense to this 
verb (i.e., 171ey will hear [it}) does not seem to synchronize well with the historic present sense of 
the next verb (1))1p!:J'). A precative sense seems to lay the premise for the subsequent appointment 
(i.e., Let them hear iLand he appoints them ... ). Cf. Michael Sokoloff, The Targum to .lob from 
Qumran Cave XI (Ramat-GanlJerusalem, Israel: Bar-Han University at Ahva Press, 1974),84-85. 
This reading is affirmed by Florentino Garda Martfnez and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, 171e Dead Sea 
Scrolls Study Edition Vol. 2, (LeideniGrand Rapids, MI: BrilllEerdmans, 1998), 147. However, 
contrary to their translation, l"~N is a participle functioning epexegetically to the pronoun suffixed 
to the subsequent finite verb (~ 1P~ to appoint). Therefore, a better rendering of the phrase may 
be: and those who go to their work over all which he created he appoints over the surface of the 
earth." 
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it denotes the immediate present. This phenomenon, however, occurs with 
relative rarity: lQapGen ii.2: N)1 N1'J'?W ?)I ')n'll1'J '?)I ':t?) And my heart 
within me was changing concerning this young boy, 1 QapGen ii.14, 21, 25 
xx.8, 12, xxi.18, xxii.4, 20, 4QTobb 4 ii.17, 4QTobb 4 iii. 7, 4QEne 5 iii. 14, 
4QEnastrb 235, 4QLevia 1 i.ll, 17, 11QTgJob vii.2, xxviii.2, 4, xxxvi.8. 
2. with the verb il1il to be: 8 1QapGen xix.9 In:tn? np:t1 '11)1 N1'J)l1? ?tN n')il1 
And I went to the South until I came to Hebron, 4QEna iii. 17 : m 
;l)llN ?)I l'1?'n1'J They were being born upon the earth, 1 QapGen xix.24, 
xx.10, 17, 19,20,34,9 xxi.7, 17,26-27,28, xxii.1, 2-3, 8, 9, xxii.22, 
4QpapToba 10 1, 4QEne 5 i.18. When occuring with il1il, the active partici-
pIe serves a past-oriented, durative function and occurs immediately after 
the verb it complements. 10 
3. as a verbal modifier: 1QapGen xxii.7-8: 11 n)lp:t:t l'l'lllDN nJ'lIN) And he 
found them camping in the valley of Dan, 1 QapGen xxii.29: l'?~J)1'JJ 'tn1 
... Vl'll And see how, doubling, they have increased . .. , 4QpapToba 14 ii.6: 
mUl." [)lln 01Jp :tn' ?NW.,? )n:)['lIJil1 And they found Raguel sitting infront 
of the courtyard. 
4. in a nominative sense: II 4QLevia 1 i.8: ?Y1'J:t\J:t\J )lln il:)[>l:t il")1 l)?\JnJ 
8We here include instances of Nm. While these may be instances of the copula, they are (a) 
indistinguishable from il1il because of the mixed usage of il and N in QA and (b) function in the 
same manner as a copula or a finite verb of being. 
9Including this reference, we here agree with the restoration of [Nll'll (in context: m1'J)I Nll'll 
n'm) I was camp{ing with him]) as probable in the given context. 
lOMuraoka, "Notes", §20.1. 
llCf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 223. The participle alleged by Fitzmyer to be in 
lQapGen xx.7 is dubious because of the tear in the scroll. In our judgment, a case can be made 
for this to be a perfect passive of l~'lI because the upward slope on the head of the last letter better 
resembles the head of l than the common downward diagonal of il (consider the palaeography of 
Nill~'lIlater in the same line, where both letters are clearly demonstrated in the hand of the same 
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[You will bring in a bles]sed [harvest] because the one who sows goodness 
harvests goodness. 
Muraoka has rightly challenged Fitzmyer's suggestion that a complementary par-
ticiple is suggested in 1 QapGen xx.20; 12 rather, the N1il may indeed be the mascu-
line pronoun. 13 We submit that 1 QapGen xxii.7 may be viewed similarly. 14 
9.1.1.2.2 The Infinitive The infinitive in QA plays five roles: nominal, com-
plementary, purposive, resultative, and objective. 15 
Gerundive: In nominal usage, the infinitive is introduced by _).16 
1 QapGen xx.12 ... N)~YnN) nlY.lN1 m)nnN1 n'Y)1 n'7~ rr N'7'7) In that night 
I prayed and I sought and I entreated and I spoke with distress . .. ,17 
llQTgJob xiii.6-7 ... Nnr;7 il1)YY.l) ...... in [his] making the wind .. . 
In 1 QapGen xix.14 and xxii.30, the infinitive is not introduced by a prepo-
sition but functions as the n. rectum of a construct phrase. 18 
scribe). The third letter of the word may be seen to have a hooked head (evident from the part of 
the letter on the left side of the tear) similar to the' in n:n NN' in line 8. This, however, is difficult 
to establish with any amount of confidence as the tear runs through the letter. 
121QapGen xx.20: 'l!nJ Nnn N1il the spirit afflicted [all of them] (Fitzmyer's translation). 
Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 65. 
l3Cf. Muraoka, "Notes", §§2.7, 20.1, and especially 5.3.1 with reference to the ambiguity of 
the cause. Muraoka also discusses the consequent problem of translating this phrase. Scribal error 
here cannot be ruled out, however, and the matter remains unresolved. 
14We find that Fitzmyer includes several other forms as participles which may be finite in form 
(1972, 223-224): nn'l! to be mutiliated (IQapGen ii.17), )'7!:l to be divided (1QapGen ii.21), 
P')'l! to be let go (1QapGen xix.16), ilYI to shepherd (1QapGen xxi.6), and 7'\JP to be killed 
(1QapGen xxii.3). The homographic relationship between the perfect and the participle in the 
Pe'al and the Pe'll and the ambiguity in the respective contexts prohibit a conclusive reading of 
these morphemes. 
15Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 224. Fitzmyer observes only three roles in the Genesis 
Apocryphon: nominal, complementary, and final (or purposive). 
160ther examples may be found in 11QTgJob xxx.2, 4,6,7, xxxv.3,6. 
17The near demonstrative pronoun rr is here rendered as that for idiomatic reasons. 
18'7YY.l il7'7) in the night of my entering, and xxii.30 reads 1P!:lY.l 01') in the day of your 
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lQapGen xix.14: 1'1~Y.l YIN? '?YY.l n?'?:l O?n OI:lN mN nY.l?n1 And I Abram 
dreamed a dream in the night of my entering the land of Egypt. 
lQapGen xxii.30: lin lY.l 1P~Y.l o»:llY.lY )P~)'1?P 1l'J ),)It' l'?~J lY.lJ 'tn1 And 
behold how, (by) doubling, they have increased from all that went out 
with you in the day of your departing from Haran. 
In both of these latter instances, however, the infinitive is also in construct 
to a pronominal suffix which indicates its subject. 19 
Verbal Complement: As a complement to the main verb and in showing purpose, 
the infinitive is marked by -? 20 
lQapGen xxi. 15: NY1N mnY.l?) lnUY.l? OI:lN mN n?tN) And I Abram went 
to traverse and to see the land. 
4QEna iii. 15: nlt'ln l')N n~?N?) And to teach them sorcery. 
Purpose: In expressing purpose, the following lines contain exemplary infini-
tives: 21 
leaving. 
19Cf. Muraoka, "Notes", §19. 
2oFor other exemplary infinitives see the infinitive forms of the following verbs in the given 
lines: lY.lN in 4QpsDana 1 1, 'Y:l to plan in IQapGen xix.15, xix.I9, xx.9, ?J' to be able in 
IQapGen xx.17, xix.19, 20, 22, and llQTgJob xxxvii.4, C)U' to continue in 4QTobc 1 1, :lnJ to 
write in 4QPrNab 1 5, '?J to restrain in 4QTobb 4 ii.4, ,{n? to press in 4QEne 5 ii.lS, :lU) to 
take in 4QTobb 4 ii.5, P?U to rise in lQapGen xxii. 13, 4QpapTob" 17 i.4, :lIp to bring near in 
4QLevib 1 i.lS, nJIt' to be able in 1 QapGen xxi. 13, \J?It' to rule in 1 QapGen xx.I3, and 'lit' to 
begin in 1 QapGen xix. IS. 
On nJIt'N in lQapGen xxi.13, see Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 150. While the tripartite root 
is clearly nJIt'. Fitzmyer includes the Aph'el preformative. However, because other forms of this 
verb do not evidence a quadri-partite root, we refrain from following suit. Other occurrences of 
the same root are found in 1 QapGen ii.23, xxi.I9, and xxii.7. In each of these instances, however, 
the verb denotes the traditional meaning to/indo Cf. also Michael Sokoloff,A Dictionary of Jewish 
Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine Period (Ramat-Gan, Israel: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1992), 
549b, and Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli, and Yerushalmi, and 
the Midrashic Literature (New York: The Judaica Press, 1996), 1572b 
21 For other examples see the following: lp:l to examine 4QpsDana 10 3, 11' to walk 4QEna 
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none of the healers, magicians, and wise men were able to stand to 
heal him. 
4QEna iii.21: ... 1nri'l.d 7:5l'371 [Nnr.:l>] N'))[)... . .. and] the fish of [the sea] 
and to consume [their] flesh!. .. 
4QLevia 1 i.13: ... <)7N1'J7 Nnl'JJn 17nI'Jn 7N. ... . .. may you not let go of 
wisdom to teach . .. 
Result: In the following examples, the infinitive is used to indicate the result of 
the main verb. 
4QpapToba 6 8: ... ')n1iIJ:1N7 iI'JN1 n7IJD] [']»)J1... .. , and I lift my eyes and 
speak for my liberation . .. 
4QEna iii.19: ... n N\U)N7 n7IJp71>i\up... . .. plotting to kill the man and[. .. 
ii.S, 4QEnc 1 i.27, >1n to be 4QLevi"a 1 i.IS, :nn to destroy 4QpsDanb 12 3, >m to see 
lQapGen xxi. 15, 4QEnGiantsC 2210 , "n to revitalize 4QEnastrC 1 ii.2, NI'JIJ to make unclean 
IQapGen xx.15, '1> to acknowledge 4QTobc 1 1, it» to instruct llQTgJob xxviiA, \UnJ to 
afflict IQapGen xx.16, llQTgJob xix.3, 'J.~)for [our] planting llQTgJob xxvi.5, 7~) to save 
4QEn" v.3, P:1) to go out llQTgJob xxx.7, xxxi.5, 1m to give IQapGen xxii.24, 4QpsDan" 13 3, 
IJni to run lQapGen ii.22, )JJ.tI to satisfy 11 QTgJob xxxi.4. inti to go around 1 QapGen xxi. 15, 
1J.)J to work4QEnb ii.27, 4QPrNab 15 »:1 to turn, direct lQapGen xix.22, 01P lQapGen xix.26, 
7IJP to killlQapGen xix.21, 4QEnGiantsa 34, >:1i to heal4QEnastrC 1 ii.2, nJ\U to find 4QLeviaa 
1 i.I5, )JI'J\U to hearken 4QLevi" 1 i.19, »\U to change 4QEna ii.2, 4QpsDana 8 3, >i\U to untie 
4QEnb iii.2, and 'J.1n to turn 4QEnc iv.6. 
In 4QEnGiantsC 2210 the verb >m has an implication of considering or meditating upon some-
thing. 
In llQTgJob xxxiA, the context suggests purposive force, but the complementary role cannot 
be ruled out. 
In IQapGen xix.2I, the context suggests a complementary force for the infinitive and, possi-
bly, the main verb >)JJ. to ask or desire. Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 224, and Florentino 
Garda Martinez and Eibert 1. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition Vol. 1, (Lei-
den/Grand Rapids, MI: BrilllEerdmans, 1997),40-41, who suggest (11)1J.> ... ] contra Avigad and 
Yadin (1956), who offer no reconstruction. Qimron, unfortunately, does not comment on this prob-
lem in his "New Edition." Cf. Elisha Qimron, "Toward a New Edition of lQGenesis Apocryphon" 
in The Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls ed. D. Parry and E. Ulrich (Leiden: 
Brill, 1999), STDJ 30, 106-109. 
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Whence the moons rise in [their] ful[ness day by d]ay to appear ... 
Objective: The objective infinitive is manifest in the following parts of QA:22 
4QLevia 1 ii.6: ... n))'J ill)'J\J)'J... . .. hiding itse(ffrom it . .. 
4QLevia 1 ii.2: ... il'l)\!J \!J::tJ)'J7 l)nJ\!J'... . .. they will be able to conquer its 
walls ... 
9.1.2 Nouns and Related Modifiers 
9.1.2.1 The States of the Noun and the Adjective 
As with other dialects of Aramaic, Qumran Aramaic nouns appear in one of three 
states: absolute, construct, and emphatic.23 
9.1.2.1.1 The Absolute As with BA, the absolute state is used for unbound 
constructions (nominative and objective) as well as for the n. rectum of the con-
struct phrase. Some examples of the absolute state are: 
N7'7 as a prepositional object in 4QEnast~ 1+2 5: 1')l::t\!J il::t il'))'Jn N7'7::t l')Nl.. 
And it shines in the eighth night one seventh . .. 24 
il)'JJn as a n. rectum in 4QLevia 1 i.12: l'J7)'J7) )::tl7) lj::"7 il)'JJn l[U))'J... . .. instruct lion 
of wisdom for honor and for greatness, and for kings. 
22For other examples, see \!Jln to practice witchcraft, ~\!JJ to practice sorcery in 4QEnb ii.19, 
and 1::t)l to do/work with in 4QEnb ii.26. Some of these unfortunately require partial reconstruc-
tion. 
23For more examples of each state see §§8.2, 8.3.1, and 8.4.3 (pages 144, 147, and 171, respec-
tively). 
240n il'))'Jn as a cardinal instead of an ordinal number, see the use of W))'Jn in Klaus Beyer, 
Die aramaischen Texte vom Toten Meer (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1984),725, m)'Jn. 
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9.1.2.1.2 The Emphatic Similarly, the emphatic state is also used for unbound 
constructions (nominative and objective) and for the n. rectum of the construct 
phrase. In addition, the emphatic state is regularly used for the vocative. 25 
The emphatic state is exemplified as follows: 
N'I!) as a subject in 1QapGen ii.15: N'I!) n:l.~) WJ) 11 N))'lil WJ) 11 NYlt p'J ... 
.. . from you is this seed, and from you is this pregnancy, and from you is the 
planting of [this] fruit. 
Kl1 as an adjective and NI'J'Y as a n. rectum in 4QEnb iii.14: N1I'J Nnil] N:n N)Ir.5 ... 
... NI'J'Y Our great Lord [ils the Lord of Eternity. 
N:J'I'J as a vocative in 4QpsDana 4 2: ... ilr.51n' N[:Jl'[I'J... . .. , 0 king, he will cast 
himse(f··26 
9.1.2.1.3 The Construct The construct case is used as the n. regens before a 
dependent noun and in conjuction with possessive suffixes. While the emphatic 
may suggest a level of determination by its form, the construct receives its de-
termination by its relation to the word that follows (hence, n. regens). Where 
construct phrases occur in series, the construct state functions as the n. rectum of 
the preceding phrase and the n. regens of the following one.27 
25We here omit 4QEna ii.14 (p.:!'J) as requiring too much reconstruction to be dependable. 
260n N:J,I'J as a vocative here, see John Collins and Peter Flint, "Pseudo-Daniel" in Qumran 
Cave 4: XVII. Parabiblical Texts, Part 3 ed. James C. VanderKam etal. (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1996), DJD 22, 100. For more on the syntax of the vocative, see §9.1.9. 
We consider it unfortunate to have to cite a word that is so dependant on restoration as an exam-
ple here. However, other examples of the emphatic being used as a vocative are either preserved 
as poorly as this example or have insufficient syntax to render the vocative sense of no doubt. See, 
for example, N:>'I'J in 4QpsDana 4 1, 4QpsDanb 1-34, and 4Q246 i.2; also, consider Nil'N in 
llQTgJob viii.2. 
27 A fuller discussion of the construct phrase is contained in Section 9.1.2.2. 
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'l)\J as a n. reg ens in 4QpapToba 2 4: \JllN 'll\JJ ljJlY lDNl And they fled to the 
mountains of Ararat. 
mn as n. regens in 4QEnastrC 1 ii.14: ... [N'll'JIlI 'rm Y:tlN 'Yln lillY 'In lY.lJIlIl And 
the twelve gates of the four corners of heaven are completed. 28 
'Y.lll as a prepositional object with pronominal suffix in 4QpapToba 6 9: 'Y.llD mN 
i"l'J1 ... nN.}':)\J 5[J 11r.l .. , I am clean in my bones from any forbidden thing. 
9.1.2.2 The Construct Phrase 
The construct phrase is very much in use in QA. The most common, almost 
exclusive, means of indicating the bound relationship is by a noun in the con-
struct state followed by one in the emphatic. Curiously, the relative particle 
'1 is typically not used. 29 '1 acts as a construct complement in a total of ten 
places in the corpus: 1QapGen xxi.16, xxii.21, 33, xxii.22-23, 4QpapToba 1 
1, 17 ii.1S, 4QTobb 4 iii.ll, 4QLeviaa 2 7, 4QpsDana 35 2, 4QpsDanb 1-3 1, 
llQTgJob xxii.9, xxxv.10, and xxxviii.2.3o Some examples of two emphatic 
nouns mediated by '1 are: 
1 QapGen xxi.16: NnJY.l'1" N:tl NY.l' this Great Sea o.fSalt 
28It is worth noting here that the construct phrase in QA may be interrupted for modifiers such 
as numerals. 
29 Kaddari has posited: "Chronologically, the later the document, the greater are the number of zr 
(dfj-phrases in it. .. " [M.Z. Kaddari, "Construct State and dr-Phrases in Imperial Aramaic" in Pro-
ceedings of the International Conference on Semitic Studies (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sci-
ences and Humanities, 1969), 103]. However, we fail to find the twelve instances which Kaddari 
takes as data for his ratio between the construct state and dr-phrases in the Genesis Apocryphon. 
Hence, without the specific examples being listed, we must respectfully disagree with his assess-
ment of the Aramaic attested in that text. 
30 Sokoloff has also noted llQTgJob xxvii.9, but this is problematic due to the preceding break 
in the text and the subsequent loss of the n. regens. Cf. Sokoloff, Targum to Job, 189. 
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1 QapGen xxii.21: lNur.rT NplY the strap ofa sandal 
1 QapGen xxii.22-23: Ol:lN '1 illJ"lY 7)J all the riches of Abram 
4QEnd 2 iii.29: [NDY '1 NlJ17 to/at this ram of the jloc[kJ 
The n. regens with a proleptic suffix occurs in 1 QapGen xxi.34-xxii.1: '1 'mN 
Ol:lN the brother of Abram.3! 
There appears to be some variation in the ways the construct phrase is formed 
in QA. In particular, 1QapGen xxii.21 and 11QTgJob xxxviii.S reflect unusual 
ways of expressing the bound relationship. 
In 1 QapGen xxii.21, Abram is refusing any claim to the wealth of the King of 
Sodom when he says: 1Y \))n lY.llN NYlN) N'Y.l\u illY.ll1'7Y 7N7 11 NY.l)' '1' mN O'lY.l 
... lNUY.l1 NplY I raise my hand this day to God Most High, Lord of Heaven and 
Earth, and I will not accept from a thread to the strap of a sandal. .. In the 
construction NplY 
lNUY.l1 one finds an. regens in the absolute case; this is relatively rare in QA.32 
Also, as discussed in Section 9.1.2.1, the absolute state may be used in QA as a 
n. rectum. 33 Hence, QA exhibits unique rules about the expression of the bound 
relationship in that it allows an. regens which is in the absolute state to be bound 
by -1 to a noun in the absolute. While this may be analogously rooted in other 
forms of the construct phrase,34 the absolute n. rectum runs contrary to the lin-
31 In our judgment, T. Muraoka here wrongly finds the construct structure in xx.31 and xxi.ll-
12. Cf. Muraoka, "Notes", 15. Both cases exhibit the relative particle introducing a subordinate 
clause. 
320nly 3.5% of the n. regens in our corpus are in the absolute state. Nearly 96% (95.S%) are in 
the construct. 
33The use of an absolute n. rectum followed by -1 is also attested in llQTgJob xxxviii.S. 
34Cf. Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1995), §4S. 
Rosenthal observes construct phrases in BA wherein both the n. regens and the n. rectum are in 
the emphatic state. 
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guistic trend reflected in BA. 35 
Another infrequent means of forming the construct phrase is the use of a rel-
ative clause as the n. rectum. In this capacity, the relative particle or construct 
complement typically takes on an adverbial force: 
1 QapGen xxi.9 :m' iln)N '1 lnN 7Nn':1 Bethel, the place where you camped 
1QapGen xxii.28 1ln )l'J ilnp!») '1 0)' )l'J... . . . from the day when you went out 
from Haran. 
With reference to the former occurrence, Fitzmyer has argued that this should 
be read as an absolute in apposition with a proper name. 36 However, we find per-
suasive the argument of E. Y. Kutscher who demonstrated that similar construc-
tions exist in various stages of Aramaic.37 
9.1.2.3 The Placement of the Adjective 
As already noted, the morphology of the adjective and similarly formed pronouns 
(e.g., 7:J or )1) follows the same pattern as that of nouns. Similarly, the usage of 
each is analagous to the usage of nouns. As in BA, the adjective and the aforemen-
tioned pronouns follow their antecedent as closely as possible. 38 Some examples 
35Given the use of the absolute as the n. rectum in BH and the elevated place of Hebrew in 
the linguistic environment of Qumran, a Hebraic influence cannot be ruled out. However, such a 
relationship is tenuous and hypothetical, at best. 
36Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 220. 
37Eduard Y. Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll (I Q Isa il ) 
(Leiden: Brill, 1974), Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 6, 182. Muraoka also holds 
this view, relying on a comparison to Syriac. Cf. Muraoka, "Notes", §4.9.3. Some other examples 
of this construction date to the times before and after QA: Ezra vi.3 (MT): 1>n:11 '1 lnN the 
place of offering ... ; Sefire I B 31: 1il7N ,~ 01':1 in the day when the gods ... ; and Sefire I C 20: 
[1J:1)1' ,~ op 0':1 in the day when he will do ... Further Noldeke cites Matthew ii.9 (Peshitta) in 
this regard. Cf. Theodore Noldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar trans. by James A. Crichton 
2nd ed. (London: Williams and Norgate, 1904), §359. 
3SCf. Rosenthal, Grammar, §41. 
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follow below. 
N\U'1P IQapGen xix.8: N\U'1P N11\J' il11p:n N' ')Y:J 1Y Up to this point I had 
not reached the holy mountain. 
N11:n IQapGen xxii.4: 1111'1Y.l' N11:n N11,n NnlN N>:J'Y.l1i)J The kings had set 
out by way of the Great Valley toward their province. 
ill'!:l\U 4QTobb 4 i.I7: ... Jill'!:l\U Nl:l il' '11'N1... ... and he has a beaut~ful 
daughter[. .. 
9.1.2.4 Numerals 
As in BA, the numerals in QA occur both before and after the noun being modi-
fied.39 The object being counted occurs in the plural, naturally, when the count is 
greater than one. 
Muraoka has stated with respect to the Aramaic of the Genesis Apocryphon: 
"The numerals from 'three' and upwards always precede the noun.,,40 However, 
at least two instances in that text bear evidence to the contrary . 
1 QapGen xii. 1 1 \uY.ln pPJ 1):11 01N1 11' 1\U:J!:llN ... . . . Arpachshad, Lud, and 
Aram, and five sons and daughters. 
1 QapGen xii.11-I2 Y:l\U i:ip)[1J 1):11 1YJ:J1 \J1!:l1... ... and Put and Canaan, and 
seven sons and daughters. 
This trend is also seen in 4QEnastrb 1 4: ilY:llN l'Y':l\U 11 NY.lY.l':l 'np1 And it 
waxles in this day four sevenths. 
39Rosenthal, Grammar, §67. 
40 Muraoka, "Notes", § I 0.3. 
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The numbers three to nine occur in the opposite gender to the noun being 
counted. That is, masculine nouns receive feminine numeral forms and vice versa. 
1 QapGen vi. 10 ... l' "no nl'V).I 1'J:11'... . .. ten jubilees, then . .. 
1 QapGen xix.24 npl~Y-l ':n:n 1Y-lVlj) nnm nnNl ... three menjrom the princes 
of Egyp[t came]. 
4QEnastrb 1 4 il).ljlN 1').I'j'V )1 NY-lY-l'j 'np11 And it waxjes in this day four sev-
enths. 
4QEnastrb 7 ii.6 i1'VY-lf) V).I'j0 i1UJ i1:t l'l'V).I1 i1'VY-lf) NJ'Jj1 And in nightfifteen, in 
it, it is coveredfive sevenths. 
9.1.3 The Pronoun 
9.1.3.1 Possessive Pronouns 
Possession in QA is indicated by the use of pronominal suffixes. While a suffix 
appended to a noun in the construct state regularly indicates possession, a more 
nuanced form of possession exists in the use of >n'N followed by -J and the relevant 
suffix. Below are some examples of each.41 
Pronominal Suffix Appended to a Noun 
'jN lQapGen ii.19: 'jN f)J'V1nY-l J).I mn 1/'JJ mN 1'lNj Then I Lamech ran 
to Methuselah, my father. 
41 Examples of nouns with pronominal suffixes may also be found in 1 QapGen ii.22, xxi.6, 
4QEnb iii. 15, 4Q213b 3, 4QLevid 2 10, 4QapocrDan ii.S, 11QTgJob iii.3. 
Further examples of >n'N + -J may be found in 1QapGen xxii.22, 29, 4QTob b 4 i.18, 
4QEnGiants" 13 3, 4QEnd 1 i.S, 11QTgJob xxxi.S, and xxxiv.S. 
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mn llQTgJob ii.1: ilUl '7)1 ~[j?Jl1l And] his anger [swelled] against me. 
Possession Expressed with -7 >n'N 
lQapGen xxii.19: ... '7 'J1'N 'i N\!J!:!) '7 :lil Ol)N 'lY-l My Lord Abram, give 
me the men that are mine . .. 
4QTobb 4 i.17: ill'!:!\!J Nl) il7 'J1'N1.. . .. and he has a beautiful daughter. 
9.1.3.2 Personal Pronouns 
As in other dialects of Aramaic, the personal pronouns occur independently, not 
being affixed to any word, and manifest consonance with their antecedent and the 
active verb of the clause. Independent third person plural pronouns may occur 
as either subject or object. However, dependent pronouns occur consistently as 
objects of either a verb (indirect or direct) or a preposition. A few examples are 
found in 4Q197 4 iii.5, 4QEna 3.15, and l1QTgJob xxv.2. 4QTobb 4 iii.5: 'nN 
1111)N 1N)Y-l11il7 nlY-lN1 And she said to them, "Whence have you come, brothers?", 
4QEna 3.15: ... il\!Jln 1')N il~7N71.. ... and to teach sorcery (to) them ... , and 
11 QTgJob xxv.2: [lJJ1N) 11Y-lil NY-ll'l.. ... and in the pla[ ce of . . ] he will throw 
(to) them. 42 
9.1.3.3 Demonstrative Pronouns 
Demonstrative pronouns occur regularly as adjectives in QA. As such, they fol-
low the noun being modified.43 One apparent exception to this may be liil in 
lQapGen ii.6, where the context breaks before the antecedent of that would have 
42See note 40 (page 155). 
43Muraoka, "Notes", §3.1. 
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been revealed: ... TTill':nJ:l N?) '))')nn You will tell me, and not with lies, [whether] 
that ... 44 Some examples of the aforementioned norm are found in 4QTobb 4 ii.3: 
[mrl)N? 1? ilnvm il)1'J'Prl )1 N>?'?:l "In this night, you will engage her and take 
her to yourselffor [a] wife."45 and 4QEna ii.II: l'?N n'1:bi 5:5 ... [O?)lJ? N);1 He is 
for[ ever . .. he has made] all of these works.46 
9.1.3.4 Relative Pronouns 
For the use Of'1 as a relative pronoun, see Section 9.4.1, "The Use of the Relative 
Particle" (page 225). 
9.1.3.5 The Use of ?1J 
?1J, or ?J, functions as a masculine singular substantive and is meant to suggest 
meanings of universality - all, every, or each. It typically precedes the noun 
from which it takes its semantic identity. As such, it occurs frequently in the 
construct,47 and it may occur with a pronominal suffix. 
Occurring in the absolute and emphatic states, ?)J functions as an independent 
pronoun. It is not restricted in its antecedents to either humans, animals, or objects 
but may refer to any of them. Examples of ?1J follow below. 
1 QapGen xxii.29: 1? 'n'N '1 ?1J ')1'J1 Now count up everything which is yours. 
4QEna iii.1S: \!))N 'n ?J ?1'JY... . .. the lahor of all of the sons of humankind. 
44See note 59 (page 173). 
45See note 57 (page 172). 
46 As Muraoka has noted, the head of the demonstrative pronoun can be a construct phrase, as 
in lQapGen xvii.lO. Muraoka, "Notes", §3.2. 
47For forms of ?)J in context, see §8.4.5. 
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4QEnastrb 23 S: »:l:J):J 11il7:J) 1'))))l'NY.l1 1':n))1'Nr.L ... whence they (the stars of 
heaven) set and whence they rise, all of the stars. 
4QapocrDan ii.6: D)'lI 1:1))' N):J) And all will work peace. 
9.1.4 Adverbial Expressions 
Unlike the later Syriac, a noun of place like (J1':1) alone does not serve for an 
adverb of place.48 Rather, it requires a prepositional complement and is thus the 
object of that preposition.49 
lQapGen xxi.19: D)'lI:1 >!l':1) ') J1>!lN) J1:1m Then I returned and came to my 
house in peace. 
4QEnastrb 2 ii.l: 1));\)) J1':1) N>!lf)::l 1))N 1)N Nil) Lo, these are the pits (which serve) 
as a prison for them. 
11 QTgJob v.2: nJ1':1:1 Nn)N) ):i[~... . .. de lsire for God in his house. 50 
The numeral N1f) one is also joined with the prepositions -:J and -) to render a 
collective and a comparative adverbial expression, respectively. For more exam-
pIes of adverbial expressions, see Section 8.3.2.3. The following are examples of 
N1f) as it occurs in adverbial phrases in QA. 
N1f):J 11 QTgJob xxx.S: ... I::l~ ':1:J):J KTn:J lmr.n... . .. with the morning stars shin-
ing together. .. 
N1f)) 1 QapGen xxii.32 N1f)) 1):I'lI' l'tJ:J)) llJ1)) Your wealth and your flocks will 
increase much. 
48Noldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, §243. 
490n the syntactical force of the prepositional phrases in QA, see §9.1.7. 
sOOn this passage, see Sokoloff, Targum to Job, 112. 
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9.1.5 Objects 
9.1.5.1 Direct Objects 
The direct object appears in QA in any of the three aforementioned states. With 
regard to word order, it generally follows the verb of a sentence: 51 
4QTobb 4 iii.4: iln':l7 )1)N 7)1N1 And he made them enter his house. 
4QEna ii.12: ... ,:yT:l)l )n')\!J ,:ri5N1 But you have changed your behavior . .. 
An exception to this pattern is found in 4QEna ii.14: '" )1J\J17n p;r.:n' )'1N Then 
you will curse your days!52 
When the object is pronominal in form, it often appears as a suffix on the main, 
transitive verb: 4QTgLev 2 3 il)\!J1P'1 and he will make it holy, 4QTobb 4 iii.8 
ilP\!J) [Raguel} kissed him, and 4QEnc 1 i.29 iln:l\!Jn You should praise him. 
9.1.5.2 Indirect Objects 
The indirect object in QA appears before and after the verb. Generally, the indirect 
object in QA occurs with a prepositional complement, -7. 
1 QapGen ii.13: mN N'1 '1Y.l N' lY.lNn '71 77Y.ln 'Y.l)l1 And with me she spoke and to 
me she said, "Oh, my lord, and, oh, my brother!" 
4QLevia 1 i.17: lP' il:l il7 )':lilC'... . .. w]ill give him glory in it . .. 
4QapocrDan ii.7: wnu' il7 Nm'1Y.l7J1 And all of the provinces will pay homage 
to him. 
51 Muraoka observed that the pronominal object in the Genesis Apocryphon is suffixed to the 
verb. Cf. Muraoka, "Notes", 31. 
52We here follow the reconstruction of Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEI2, 400. 
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9.1.5.3 Objects of Prepositional Phrases 
The prepositional phrase may appear either before or after the main verb, and the 
object may appear in any of the aforementioned states. The object is obviously 
the recipient of the governing preposition's syntactical force, for which see Sec-
tion 9.1.7. More examples than those listed immediately below may be found in 
that section. 
4QpapToba 24: .. , \JllN 'll\J? lplY11JN1 And they fled to the mountains o.f Ararat . .. 
4QTobb 4 ii.2: m:ltIJr.J? In N\J'lIP 1" 1'?Y1 And as for you, a true judgment is 
decidedfor [marrying her. 
4QEnc 5 ii.28: ... NYlN )J'J N?J' Nt".:lTn... . .. and violence will pass away from the 
earth 
9.1.5.4 Infinitival Objects 
With regard to the syntax of the infinitive, Carmignac once posited that the Gen-
esis Apocryphon was unique in demonstrating infinitives with complements. 53 
Since Carmignac stated this, other QA texts have been published, and infinitives 
with complements may be found in 11 QTgJob as well other texts. 54 
The object of the infinitive may occur before or after the relevant infinitive or, 
if a pronoun, may be suffixed to it. However, preference is given to placing it as 
53 As 1. Carmignac has noted: "Le seul ouvrage arameen de Qumran ou l' on rencontre des in-
finitifs pourvus d'un complement d' objet est l' Apocryphe de fa Genese." Cf. Jean Carmignac, "Un 
aramai:sme biblique et qumranien: l'infinitif place apres son complement d'objet" RQ 5 (1966), 
510. 
54Carmignac reckons seven occurrences of an infintive before its complement, including two 
cases in lQapGen xix.15. However, we do not judge the reading of these infinitives to be certain 
enough to include here. 
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a separate form after the infinitive. 55 As with the object of the preposition, the 
syntactical role of the infinitival object is governed primarily by the infinitive and 
secondarily by the main verb of the sentence. Examples of complements occuring 
before the infinitive: 
lQapGen xix.19: j7:l\!.l1'J7 ':J71 ')7\)j71'J7 )W:l' '1 ...... who will seek to kill me and 
to spare you. 
11 QTgJob xxxvii.3-4: 56 1:l)l1'J7 71:Jn N7:J '1 n)l1' I knew that you are capable oj 
doing everything. 
Examples of complements occuring after the infinitive: 
1 QapGen ii.22: N\)\!.I1j7:l N71:J ml'J )I1)YJ7 'il):lN 1))n7... . .. to Enoch, his father, to 
knowfrom him everything truthfully. 
4QTobC 1 1: ... Ni17N7 7n11'J7 'Imil) And he continued to fear God . .. 
llQTgJob xix.7: ... \!.I)[N ... 7NJ01'J7 ':In... . .. my palate to as[k ... a mJan ... 
550f the thirty-two infinitive objects we have identified, four occur before, sixteen occur after, 
and twelve are suffixed to the relevant infinitive. 
Those occuring before their governing infinitive: IQapGen xix.19, 4QEnc 1 vi.8, 4QLevia 1 
i.13, and llQTgJob xxxvii.3-4. 
The infinitive objects occuring after their governing infinitive are found in the following lines: 
IQapGen ii.22, xix.18, xx. 13, 15, xxi.I5, 4QpapToba 18 15, 4QTobb 4 ii.5, 4QTobc 1 1, 
4QEnastrC 1 ii.2, 4QLevia 1 ii.2, 4QLevib 1 i.15, 4QPrNab 1-3 5, 4QpsDana 12 3, 4QpsDanb 123, 
4QpsDanc 22, and IIQTgJob xix.7. 
The object is suffixed to the infinitive in lQapGen xix.19, 21, xx.9, 16,19,20, xxi.I3, xxii.28, 
4QTobb 4 iiA, 4QEnc 1 vi.I5, and 4QLeviil 1 ii.6. 
To Carmignac's credit, it is noteworthy that more infinitival objects occur in the Genesis 
Apocryphon than in any other Qumran Aramaic text. It should further be noted that our count 
of infinitival objects does not allow for wholly restored forms. 
56Cf. Florentino Garda Martinez, Eibert J.C. Tigchelaar and Adam S. van der Woude, Qumran 
Cave 11: II. 11Q2-18, 11Q20-31 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), DJD 23,169 
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9.1.6 Other Predicate Forms 
9.1.6.1 Predicate Nominatives 
The predicate nominative routinely occurs after the subject in QA. It does not 
always demonstrate concord of state with the subject and is not required to do so 
for the meaning of the sentence to be clear. 
1 QapGen ii.20: ... ').Ii) o'rn N1i1 '1J... . .. because he is beloved and a friend . .. 
4QEnb iii.14: ... NI'JJ).I N1I'J N[)ill N:li N)1r.) [N)il He is} our great Lord; [he} is the 
Eternal Lord. 
4QapocrDan ii.9: OJ).I )\JJ'V il)\JJ'V His rule is an eternal rule. 
As demonstrated above, the predicate nominative regularly follows the subject 
of the sentence. One exception to this pattern is found in 4QPrNab i 1: n')m 
[))l'Jlill'ilJN '1 1[.1U [1 was think}ing that t[hey J are gods. However, attribution of 
this anomalous word order to the influence of the subordinated conditions under 
which it occurs cannot be ruled out. 
9.1.6.2 Predicate Adjectives 
The word order employed when a predicate adjective is used is also a significant 
issue of style. In lQapGen, 4QpapToba and 4QTobitb, the word order tends to be 
predicate adjective-subject. 
1 QapGen xx.2: Nil':))N OJ~ ilJ 1'!)'V) And beaut~ful is the image of herface. 
1 QapGen xxii. 16: N'I'J'V ilil'J )),J).I JNJ 01J.N 1'1J. Blessed by Abram to God Most 
High, Lord of the Heavens. 
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However, in 4QTobitC, 4QEnGiantsa, 4QEnd , 4QLevia , and llQTgJob, the 
word order tends to be reversed, the subject being given priority. 
4QTobC 1 8: il'l~ :n,n0E'J Israel is whithered. 
4QLevia 1 i.18: 1,:11:11 ill'J7'V '7N'Vl And those who bid him well are numerous. 
Feminine adjective forms are employed in two places. 57 
4QpapToba 69: iiNr.50 $[JJ qn.j 'l'JlXl mN il'J1... . .. I am clean in my bones from 
anyforbidden thing. 
4QTobb 4 ii.l: N1117 Nl'~01 N[£l'pm. .. N'ilJ She is ... and nobile and very beauti-
ful. 58 
The only example of an explicit verb, subject and predicate adjective is in 
4QEnd 1 i.2, where an order of verb-predicate adjective-subject is manifest: 
[N\J'VJ1p 1" l'l:l mil7 Blessed be the judgment of truth. 59 
9.1.7 Prepositions 
The syntactical force of prepositions varies widely in QA. The following list de-
tails several of these: 
57We here do not include places where concord of masculine gender is manifest as the masculine 
emphatic adjective form appears to be the default for the predicate adjective in QA. Hence, in order 
to demonstrate discord with a masculine noun, the author/redactor would need to write contrary to 
the literary convention of using masculine forms by default. 
5sThis line is also the only place in 4QTobb where an overt word order is manifest. 07'V is 
used as a predicate adjective in two sentences in 4QTobb 4 iii.7. In the first instance, the subject 
is masculine singular; the use of N1i1 is therefore ambiguous. In the other, a reconstructed form 
[OJ7'V, both subject and verb are understood. 
59We here follow Garda Martinez et alia in the reconstruction of an emphatic form. Garda 
MartInez and Tigchelaar, DSSSE12, 422. 
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1. Accompaniment: 
0)) with 4QTobb 4 i.5: ... ill'J)) N:3[N71'J)J [And the ang]el went with him ... , 
4QLevid 2 7: N'.:np 0)) ,yPnl 1'7)1 NnJ1' 1111)J [And after the thighs, 
the hind-legs are to be wash]ed with the entrails,6o 4QpapToba 17 i.l, 
4QTobb 56,9, 4Q213a 5 i.2.6J 
2. Advantage: 
7)) for 4QTobb 4 ii.2: m:tt)]):)7 1U N\J'lJp 1'1 1'7))) And as for you, a true 
judgment is decidedfor [your] marrying her. This is also represented 
in less certain contexts in 4QTgLev 2 4 and 7. 62 
3. Comparison: 
-J according to, like 4QLevib 2 16: N')tn n'tnJ... . .. according to the ap-
pearance of the vision,63 4QTobc 110: ... 011pJ l'b[l.. . .. and]not like 
the firs[t time ... , 4QEnastrb 26 4 and 5, 4QapocrDan ii.l 
lY.l (greaterlless) than 4QEnd 1 ii.5: ... il7n l1il')':t) ml'J ...... greater/less] 
than it and among them <I saw> a cavern ... , 4QLevitl 5 3, 4QLevid 
33 
60For this reconstruction, see Garda Martfnez and Tigchelaar, DSSSDl, 452. 
61Cf. Michael Stone and Jonas C. Greenfield, "Aramaic Levi Document" in Qumran Cave 4: 
XVII. Parabiblical Texts, Part 3 ed. James C. VanderKam etal. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1996), DJD 
22,35. 
62For examples of this usage in BH, see Ronald 1. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline 2nd ed. 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), §295. 
63 Stone and Greenfield note with respect to this line that 1)) is equivalent to '1 1)). 
Cf. lQapGen ii.5; cf. also Stone and Greenfield, "Aramaic Levi Document", 30. 
Contrary to the editio princeps, we here render the first word of 4QLevib 2 16 as n'tnJ and not 
n'tn:t. This is in accordance with PAM 43.242, wherein the be!. consistently has a tittle where the 
horizontal stroke meets the baseline (Consider n:tJ'lJ in 1.14, 7:tN in 1.13, and ':tN in 1.12). The 
first letter here has no such tittle but has a smooth stroke. 
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1>:1 between lQEnGiantsa 27 3: ... 1':11 ...... and between ... , lQEnGiantsa 
30 2: ... 1':1... . .. between . . . 
4. Exclusion: 
)rJ, 01P )rJfrom 4QEna ii.8, 4QEnc 5 ii.28: ... N)llN )rJ N7J> Ntn.:m1... ... and 
violence will pass awayfrom the earth, 4QEnc vi.19, 4QEna ii.7: ;>[lnor.m 
il>il1p )rJ 1>)I:i [And you] seek [a hiding pl lace from it. 
)rJ Nl:1 except for 4QEn204 1 i.24: ... n)l:1lN )rJ Ki:i W1[>7)1... . .. upon them 
except forfour . .. 
l:17 apartfrom 4QPrNab 4 1: 11l'Jil l:i5... . .. apart from them 
l1n7:1 alone, only 4QLevib 1 11: )11' l'11n7:1 ilm[N... . .. y]ou alone know 
5. Inclusive: 
-:1 among 4QEnc 5 i.21: [N1YlN ,ni.. . .. among the sons of the ear[th] 
6. Interest: 
-7 for 4QpapToba 6 12: ilmN il7 milN 'l1l:17 '\!.I~D... .., my [sou]lfor a 
son to whom I will be a w~fe, 4QTobb 4 i.19: N[mN17 i7... Take her] 
to yourselffor a [w~fle, 4QpapToba 17 ii.10, 4QTobb 3 1 
7. Locative: 
-:1 in lQEnGiantsa 17 2: ... 11ml':1 ...... in their hands ... , 4QEnGiantsa 
8 13: N'l'J':1 [>11) N'l:11l'J:1 '11... .. , and which are in the deserts and 
[which] are in the seas,64 lQEnGiantsa 21 2, 4QpapTobll 17 ii.14, 
64We here follow Garcia Martinez and Tigche1aar in our use of "which," but the relative particles 
may also be rendered as "who." Cf. Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEIl, 410-41l. 
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4QEnc iv.2, 4, v.8, vi. 10, 4QEnastrb 236 and 8, 4QEnastrb 26 2 and 
4, 4QLevia 1 i.16 and 17, 4QLevic 3. 
-? to 4QpapToba 24: ... \J11N '1)\J? )P1).ll))N) And they fled to the mountains 
of Ararat ... , 4QLevib 1 8: N>Y.l'l'? n?\J)[... I lifted [my eyes and my 
face] to heaven,65 4QTobb 4 iiiA, 4QEnc iv.3, 4QEne 3 21, 4QEnast~ 
239 
lY.lfrom 4QpapToba 6 8: [N).I1N ?JY lY.l ')m1\J~N? 1Y.lN) And <1> speakfor my 
liberation from upton the earth] , 4Q201 is ... J lY.l il)[l ill'l"lP P~)' 
The [G]reat Holy O[ne] will go outfrom [. .. ,4QEna iv.S, 4QEnGiantsa 
13 1, 4QEne 2 ii3, iii.20-21, 5 iii.20, 4QEnastrb 7 ii.l 0, iii.8, 23 7 and 
8, 4QpsDanb 8 3. 
01P before 4QpapToba 2 8: 11nN 1?Y.l :t'lnltJN 01P 1~~,0[)... Ahikarwas ... and] 
the administrator before Esarhaddon, the king of Assyria,66 4QapocrDan 
i.l: N'tJ1:J 01P ?~J ..... hefell before the throne, 4QTobb 4 i.13, iii.3, 
4QLevib 115 and 16, 4QapocrDan ii.9 
01)P? before 4QpapToba 2 11: 'Y.ll)P? N-;[)JJ'~ b1pNl... .,. and they brought 
the table before me 
m? unto 4QEne 5 ii.17: N>:11 m?.. .., unto the wolves 
?).I upon 4QpapToba 17 ii.l: lD'?).I m~n[> l'lN... . .. then hIe will turn to-
ward (lit. upon) you, 4QLevia 44: >b P'?).I) '?).I N?n Is it not upon 
me and upon you, my sons?, 4QpapToba 2 12, 4QTobb 4 ii.8, 4QEna 
iii.17, 4QEnGiantsa 44, 4QEnc iv.S, 4QEnastf 1 i.l, 4QLevib 2 12, 
650n the posited reconstruction see Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEll, 448-449. 
4QpapToba 6 8 also has a very similar wording: n?\J[) 'J)').I) '~)N l'?[).I ... 
66Cf. Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEIl, 384-385. 
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4QapocrDan iA, ii.2. 
8. Modal: 
-:1 in 4QEna ii.l: Nil1:1)1:1 )j')mnlN) ilYlN? mlT1 Consider the earth and med-
itate in her works, 4QpapToba 17 i.16, ii.2, 189,12, and 14, 4QTobb 4 
i.2, 3, and 18, iiiA, 4QTobc 1 11, 4QEna i.6, 4QEna ii.10, and 15, 
4QEnastr iii.6, 4QLevid 2 10, 4QPrNab 1 iii.2 and 6 and 6. 
?)I over 4QapocrDan ii.2: ... ?)ll):J?Y.l' qPJ\U He will reign for years over . .. 
9. Partitive: 
)YJ from, among 4QTobb 4 iii.6: ... '?n!:lJ 'J:1 )YJ il? llY.lN) And they said to 
her, "From the sons of Naphtali ... ", 4QLevic 5: ... :1il' 'mn )YJ '?l.. 
... and to me, among his sons, he gave ... ,67 4QpsDana 271, 4QpsDanb 10 1 
-:1 among 4QpapToba 2 12: [NJ'lT)N:1 nJ\Umn '1] V5 ?J? l:11 ?tN 'l:1 My 
son, go and fetch all of those whom you find among our brethren, 68 
4QpapToba 18 11, 4QEnast~ 1 iiiA. 
10. Possession: 
-? to 4QpapToba 2 2: ... o)lr1JY.l ?J {!:l} '? P':1\U N?) And nothing was left 
to me ... ,69 1QEnGiantsb 14,32,53, 4QpapToba 2 10, 4QpapToba 6 
11, 4QTobb 4 i.17 and 18, 4QTobb 4 ii.3, 4QEnc 1 v.5, 4QEne 5 i.14, 
4QEnastrb 238, 4QapocrDan ii.7. 
67 Cf. Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEll, 452-453. 
68While '1 is not attested in the photograph, the size of the lacuna in PAM 43.175 requires a 
reconstruction of more than the prefix to nJ\Uiln. The space appears to be sufficient only for one 
additional word of two-letters; thus, the reconstruction seems very likely. 
690n this reconstruction of O)l1JY.l we follow Fitzmyer. The!:l after'? is disregarded in the read-
ing. For the reasoning behind this, see Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Dead Sea Scrolls and Christian 
Origins (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2000), 165. 
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11. Purpose: 
-7 for 4QEnastrb 23 9: [)I:U071 1>l:11Y.l7... . . .jor the deserts and for the 
seven ... ,70 4QTobb 51, 4QTobc 11, 4QEna iii.2I, 4QEnb ii.27, 4QEnGiantsa 
8 14, 4QEnc i.27, 4QEnc 1 vi. 11, 12, and 29, 4QEnc 1 xiii.26, 4QEne 2 
ii.I,4QEnastf 1 ii.2 (2x), 4QLevia 1 i.lO, 12, 13, 19,71 4QLevib 118, 
4QLevid 1 6,72 4QPrNab 1 5, 4QpsDana 8 3, l3 3, 4QpsDanb 123 
12. Relation: 
-7 4QTobb 4 i.I8: rh0 Elm7 il7 >n>N [N7... . .. ] he does [not] have [anyone] 
excerpt] Sarah, 4QEnastrb 28 2: ... 11ilnlUY.l 7J7 11m07[\(JJ1... ... and 
according to] their [au /thority in relation to each of their stations . .. , 
4QLevia 1 i.I2, 4QLevia 1 i.16, 4QLevib 1 18, 4QLevid 3 2. 
lY.l 4QEnastrb 6 6: ... llil) 5:5 lY.l lP>l il7)7) p!m And its wheel comes out, 
empty of all light . .. ,73 4QpapToba 7 ii.6, 26 3. 
7)1 4QEnGiantsa 8 10: Ell]J»:l i:lW 7)11 El]lj>7)1 il7:lp1... ... and he lodges a 
complaint against yo[u] and against the work ofy[our] sons, 4Q244 
12 2: ;>il17N 11il>7)1 Ull And God became angry against them, 1 QEnGiantsa 1 
4,4QEnc 1 i.16, 4QVisions of Amramb 2 16. 
70Por the purposive understanding of -7 here, see Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEll, 
437. 
71 While the use of -7 here is as an infinitive complement, the infinitive itself is one of purpose. 
Thus, we also categorize the preposition as one of purpose. 
nCf. Stone and Greenfield, "Aramaic Levi Document", 45. Curiously, Stone and Greenfield 
offer different readings in their transcription and their discussion on translation for this passage. 
73 Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar render 7)7) as disc. Beyer, however, renders it Rad or wheel. 
Sokoloff also interprets 7)7) in JPA as wheel. Cf. Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEll, 434-
435; Beyer, ATTM, 543; Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 2nd ed. 
(Bar-Han, IsraellBaltimore, Maryland: Bar-Han University Press/The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2002), 129a. 
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13. Separative: 
11'J 4QpapToba 612: tl'lJJ nl)I:i'll ')Y.:l mJ:lN lJ:J Already severn men] harvel 
perished from me, 4QTobb 5 9: ~'()n 1Y.:l1Y.:lYlJ1 'nN il'l~Y 
... nYJrlN Azarias, my brother, take with youfrom herefo[ ur . .. ,4QpapToba 
17 ii.2, 18 6, 4QpsDana 12 2: ... NU lY.:l 1m') And they will depart from 
inside ... 
14. Source: 
11'J 4QEnas~ 1 ii.2: ... ilnn'llY.:l 11'J )1... . .. this one .from its measure . .. , 
1QEnGiantsa 22 2, 261, 4Q196 2 9, 4QTobb 12, 4 i.6 and 17, 4QEna iii. 14, 
4QEnb iii.1S, 4Q2111 ii.S, iii.S, 4QLevib 1 ii.10 and 13, 4QLevid 31, 
4QpsDana 24 3, 4QEnGiantsC 19 4. 
IS. Specification: 
)Y 4QpapToba 2 S: nm::lPJ0 5:J )Y 'nN )N)Y lJ lp'nN) \J)'lIN... . .. he ap-
pointedAhikar, the son of Anael, my brother, overall of the a[ ccount]s,4QpapToba 
133 
-) 4QpapToba 2 8: il) l')n 111muN il\J)'lIN) And Esarhaddon appointed 
him to rule second to himself, 4QEnGiantsb 1 i.4 
16. Temporal: 
-J 4QpapToba 2 9: ... nJn '1:J N:J[)Y.:lJ 111muN 'Y.:l)'J) And in the days of 
Esarhaddon the [ki]ng, when I returned ... ,4Q201 iii.4: ... 7)l 1l' 'Y.:l)'J 
And in the days of Jared upon ... , 4Q196 2 10,6 S, 4QEnc 5 ii.17, 
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4QEnastrb 3 4 and 6,65, 4QEnastrb 7 ii.6, 7, 9,12,13, iii.1, 3, 4, 5,7, 
4QEnastr 1 iii.7, 4QEnastrd 1 ii.5 
111:1 )Y.l4QpsDanb 8 2: ... N~mo 111:1 )Y.l... . .. after the/load ... 
').1 4QEne 2 ii.2: ... " 01; ').1 1n'J:tY n:J7 They are made like this until the 
day of .. , 1QEnGiantsa 27 4, 4QEna v.4, 4QEnc 1 vi.15, 4QEnastrC 
1 iii.4, 4QpsDana 24 5, 4QapocrDan i.3, ii.4. 
17. Terminative: 
-74QpapToba 17 ii.2: 11:JO~ 7:J:t il7 m1m] [And give thanks] to him with 
your whole mouth, 4QVisions of Amramb 2 12: [N1pmO nil '7 10N1 
And he said to me, "What is this c[alled?"], 4QpapToba 14 i.9, 16 1, 
17 14,202, 4QTobb 4 i.5, 11, 16, ii.3, 10, 17, 18, iii.1, iii.2, 3, 4,5, 
6, 7, 5 6 and 10, 4QTobc 1 11, 4Q213a 2 10, 18, 4QLevic 3 and 5, 
4QpsDana l3 2, 4Q529 1 4 
,).1 4QVisions of Amramb 2 16: W).I1N ').1 W7~[0 10... . . .from p ]rayers to 
earthly things 
9.1.8 Complements 
9.1.8.1 The Object Complement 
In the predicative use of nouns, -7 is often the object marker in QA. As Rosenthal 
has stated concerning BA, -7 is used to indicate both the direct and indirect objects, 
as well as the objects of infinitives.74 As in BA, the Aramaic from Qumran also 
74 Rosenthal, Grammar, § 182. 
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manifests the object complement n'. See the section "Direct Object Marker" in 
the chapter on morphology (§8.6 on page 180). 
9.1.8.2 The Infinitive Complement 
The infinitive complements attested in QA are -? and -j. The syntactical force of 
either of these is always within the pale of their prepositional usage. Examples 
of the former are ,<P)'J? to cut in 1 QapGen xix.IS and both Nn'~I? for its healing 
and nn>nN? for its revitalization in 4QEnast{ 1 ii.2. Two examples of -j as a 
complement are lmm)'J?~.I1·n in their completing in 4QEnastrC 1 ii.I8 and N:::t~)lnNj 
while being sad in 1 QapGen xx.I2. 
9.1.9 The Vocative 
The vocative in QA, naturally an element of speech and not of narrative, al-
ways refers to the subject of the sentence. It is found in both initial and me-
dial positions. It is used sometimes to suggest either entreaty (lQapGen xxii.I8: 
01jN '1)'J my lord Abram, 4QpapToba 14 i.9: >nN my brother, 4QLevia 1 i.II, 
4QLevib 1 i.I8)15 or exclamation (l QapGen ii.9: 'nN my brother and '1)'J my 
lord). But simple address is most common (4QpapToba 2 12-13: 'lj my son, 
4QTobb 4 i.I2, 16, ii.7, iiiA, 5, 5 9). 
75In three other instances, the vocative may express entreaty, but the context renders a simple 
form of address also possible: 4QTobb 4 i.3, 5 8, and 4QLevib 1 i.10. 
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9.2 The Simple Sentence 
The simple sentence is by far the most frequent construction in QA.76 In the fol-
lowing discussion we comment upon the more noteworthy syntactical elements of 
this construction. 
9.2.1 The Simple Sentence in General 
9.2.1.1 The Subject 
As with other Semitic languages, QA demonstrates concord between the noun 
and its modifier(s) in gender, number, state, and the pronoun of which it is the 
antecedent (where applicable). Concord is also evident between the subject and 
the sentential verb(s) and predicate adjective(s) and nominative(s). 
The scribes who wrote our texts frequently used simple subjects. Compound 
subjects are evident, however, and are always joined by a coordinating conjunc-
tion.77 In cases of compound elements, the elements are rendered phrase-by-
phrase (e.g., compound subject: lQapGen xxii.6: ill'JY 11)) illl'Jl'J) )):JI()N) mlY) 
76In the subsequent discussion, a simple sentence contains one subject unit and one predicate 
unit; however, each unit may be compounded by the use of a conjunction. A compound sen-
tence consists of two independent clauses joined by a conjunction. A complex sentence contains 
a main clause, an independent clause, and at least one subordinate clause. These definitions (i.e., 
simple, compound, and complex sentences) are derived from Herbert W. Smyth, Greek Gram-
mar (Cambridge, MA: HUP, 1984), 255. NOldeke uses similar distinctions to these, categorizing 
his discussion into "The Simple Sentence" and "Combination of Several Sentences or Clauses." 
Cf. Noldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, pages 245 and 268, respectively. 
77Some examples of this may be found in 1QapGen xix.14: ... Nlf1 Nll'Jm lf1 nN 
N[m] [And llo, a cedar and a palm ... , 4QEnc 5 ii.2S: C))tJ, ilYl()l) ilTII()'N:l) T7un 
wickedness and corruption will cease, 1QapGen xx.3-4, etc., xxi.25-26, 31, xxii.6-7, 31-32, 
11QTgJob ixA, xviA, xxxiii.5, xxxvii A, xxxviii.5, and 7. 
In llQTgJob xxxiii.5, the compounding occurs in the apposition to the subject. 
11QTgJob xxxviii.S interestingly compounds both the subjects and the objects with a single co-
ordinating conjunction (l:ll in i.S). Further, the operative verb for each phrase (nil') and the 
indirect object (il) are placed at the beginning of the sentence. 
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and Arnem and Eshkol and Mamre drew together with him; compound object: 
1 QapGen xx.17: iln':t 't')N 7P7) il7 N't'nJ nN)i1) And [the spirit1 was crushing to 
him and to all the men of his palace). 
9.2.1.2 The Use of the Copula 
The copula appears in our QA corpus twelve times. 78 As Ni:ildeke notes with 
regard to Syriac, the copula N1i1 always expresses tense and is, therefore, not a 
true copulaJ9 Unlike verbs, the copula does not always exhibit concord with the 
subject of the sentence: 
1 QapGen xix.7: [Nl'JJ7[).I J7[N 'J7 N1i1 ilJ1JN You are to [me the G10d of[E1ter[nity. 80 
llQTgJob xxviii.3: ... N1i1 :tl Nil7N Nil La, God is great ... 
9.2.1.3 The Verbless Clause 
As in other dialects of Aramaic, the verbless or nominal clause is attested through-
out the QA corpus. The word order of these clauses is variable. 
4QTobb 4 i.12: N))) :t:t7:t ou ill'J 'nN il'lt).l Azarias, my brother, what medicine is 
in the heart of the fish? 
4QapocrDan ii.S: \))'t'p:t ilnnlN 7J) 07).1 n1J7l'J iln1J7l'J His kingdom is an ever-
lasting kingdom, and all his ways are in truth. 81 
78The vast majority are found in the Genesis Apocryphon. 
79Noldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, §313. A true copula is simply an indicator of the 
predicate and does not show tense. 
saThe latter half of this reading is substantially reconstructed. However, the three lamedhs 
can be clearly made out on the scroll. We therefore include them here. Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis 
Apocryphon, 58. 
SI For a discussion of the Danielic parallel to this line (3:33), cf. Emile Puech, "Apocryphe 
de Daniel" in Qumran Cave 4: XVII. Parabiblical Texts, Part 3 ed. James C. VanderKam et al. 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1996), DJD 22, 175. 
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4QEnd 1 ii.5: ... ilP>)'JDJ il?n )1il»>j1 And between them was a d[ eep J ravine. 82 
9.2.1.4 Word Order 
In general, word order in Aramaic has been shown to be VSO (Verb-Subject-
Object).83 As shown below, the word order in QA is very flexible but still demon-
strates sty listie tendencies. 84 Examples of each pattern are given after Table 9.1.85 
Examples 
Table 9.1: A Summary Count of Word Order in QA 
Word Order Total 
SV 32 
SVO 60 
SCV 20 
VSO 59 
VS 19 
VCS 29 
VO 204 
OVS 21 
OV 54 
OSV 11 
82For the reconstruction of ilP>)'J)J, we have been impressed by the reading contained in Garda 
Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEII, 422. 
83Note that word order in BA is different from other "Semitic" types. Cf. Kutscher, Isaiah 
Scroll, 33. On functional grammar and Aramaic word order, cf. Randall Buth, Word Order in 
Aramaic From the Perspectives of Functional Grammar and Discourse Analysis Ph. D thesis, 
(UCLA, 1987), xxiv. 
84J. Cantineau's statement concerning Palmyrene word order also applies to a more modest 
extent in QA: "Il n' est pas rare de voir des complements places en tete de phrase, avant Ie verbe, 
pour les mettre en relief." Jean Cantineau, Grammaire du Palmynffnien Epigraphique (Le Caire: 
Imprimerie de l'Institut Francais d' Archeologie Orientale, 1935), 147. 
85It must be stressed that the data of Table 9.1 reflect only fully extant sentences; reconstruc-
tions of a single letter have been allowed where the context is paralleled in other texts. The texts 
used in the collation of the data are: lQapGen, lQEnGiants", lQEnGiantsb, 4QTgLev, 4QTgJob, 
4QpapTob", 4QTobb, 4QTobc, 4QTobd, 4QEna , 4QEnb, 4QEnGiants", 4QEnc, 4QEnd, 4QEne, 
4QEnf, 4QEnastrb, 4QEnastrC, 4QEnastrd, 4QLevi", 4QLeviaa, 4QLevi"b, 4QLevid, 4QLevida, 
4QLevidb, 4QPrNab, 4QpsDana, 4QpsDanb, 4QpsDanc, 4QapocrDan, and llQTgJob. The pred-
icate objects counted include not only direct objects but also indirect objects and the objects of 
prepositional phrases. 
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Subject-Verb 
4QEne 5 i.19: 1')I::1IJ) )')lP\!) N'l)Jl1 The bulls were submerging and 
drowning. 86 
4QapocrDan ii.2: milTI )ilJl1:J7Y.l ):J... . .. thus will their kingdom be. 
Subject-Verb-Object 
4QEna ii.12: l:Ji::1)1 )TI')\!) In)N) And you changed your work. 
4QLevia 1 i.lO: lp' ilY.l:Jn '17N " Whoever learns wisdom he will 
honor. 87 
Subj ect -Com plement -Verb 
4QapocrDan ii.6: '10' N)llN )Y.l ::1ln The sword will cease from the 
earth. 
Verb-Subject-Object 
4QTobb 4 i.9: ... N'\!) l[Y.lJ mN 7r)[1] I am [alJraid [oJfthe demon ... 
4QTobb 4 iii.7: il7 N)[m)N 1')1" We do know him. 
Verb-Subject 
4QTobb 4 i.6: [NJr.5'7)1 TIm1 And the youth went down. 
4QEnb iv.10: )1il'n )1i::1' Their sons will be destroyed. 
Verb-Complement -Subj ect 
4QpapToba ii.l 0: mmN mn '7 TI::1TIN) And Anna my wife was restored 
tome. 
86While others add a reconstructed context following drowning (e.g., and perishing by that 
water), we see little need for this context. Cf. Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSE/1, 427. 
87While the word order of the main clause is object-verb, we include this example based on the 
word order exhibited in the subordinate clause. 
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4QpsDanb 12 2: i'm7N W1'7Y tll) And God grew angry with them. 
Verb-Object 
4QTobb 4 ii.3: 11 N'7'7:1 N1 Nn[Y.ll%:i 77Y.lJl You will speak with this 
woman in this night. 
Object -Verb-Subject 
4QEnastrb 23 7: N'Y.l~ ')NY.ll'nn )Y.ln 1Y.l;':1 ... because from there the 
bodies of the heavens shine. 
4QEnastr 1 ii.4: ... '1 D'lP n1l NP!)) N'Y.l1P Ny-in:1 Through the east 
gate proceeds the east wind which . .. 
Object-Verb 
4QapocrDan ii.8: ill':11m' l'Y.lY.lY He will place nations into his hand. 
Object-Subject-Verb 
4QTobb 4 ii.I7: Np'7n N'il 1[7 n... . .. because] she has been set 
apart [for] you. 88 
9.3 The Compound Sentence 
The compound sentences in QA exhibit both asyndeton and parataxis. The fol-
lowing are two examples of asyndeton in QA: 
1 QapGen xx.8-9: Nill:11 Y:1))J7 n7~) Then he sent for her to befetched with haste. 
88Given that the earlier part of the line included 5n1n 7[N)1, a causative clause is likely. Further, 
the attributive, almost possessive, force of the -7 is very likely given the sentence which begins at 
the end of this line: ... 171. 
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IQapGen xxi.21: ... ?1:J'VN?1 O)lY?1 illI'JI'J? JVlp nn?'V1 And I sent (and) I called 
to Mamre and to Arnem and to Eshkol. .. 
Instances of parataxis, on the other hand, are more abundant. In addition to the fol-
lowing two illustrations, examples of parataxis may be found in IQapGen xxii.5, 
4QEna ii.I, 2, 3,6-8, 4QLevia 25, 4QPrNab 14, IIQTgJob ii.2, 3, 5, and viia.3: 
1 QapGen xxi.2-3: n'11N1 Nil?N n:Jl:11 Nil?N o'V? n??m N'I'J?Y illI'J O'V:1 ')I'Jn n'lp' 
... :1\J 'I'JY 1:1Y '11 '? :1il' '1 Nn:1\J1 N'U:J) ?D ?Y Nil?N 011P ')I'Jn And there I 
called on the name of the Lord of Eternity, and I praised the name of God, 
and I blessed God, and I gave thanks there before God concerning all of 
the flocks and good things which he gave me and because he worked good 
toward me . .. 89 
4QpapToba 2 1: ... Nl:5?I'J? '1nm m)') N'):1 )[I'J 1nJ [One a lJ the Ninevites [went] 
and told [the] king ... 90 
9.4 The Complex Sentence 
9.4.1 The Use of the Relative Particle 
Both Rosenthal and Dalman categorize '1 (and its compounds) as both a rela-
tive pronoun and as a subordinating conjunction, not considering its role in the 
89We follow Fitzmyer's idiomatic rendering of the prepositions. Cf. Fitzmyer, Genesis 
Apocryphon,67. 
90Cf. GarcIa MartInez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEIl, 383. Fitzmyer renders this line: "[one o]f 
the Ninevites, and he made known to [the] king ... " (Fitzmyer, Christian Origins, 166). The 
reconstruction and translation of the former, echoed in our own work, is preferable as the Greek 
translation reads in Tobit 1:19 (S): xed £TCopsu8T) dt; nt; ,wV £X ,~t; NLVSU~ xlXL 0TCEOSL~SV ,0 
~lXmAsl ... 
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construct phrase.91 In the former two functions, it typically introduces a rela-
tive clause.92 It thus serves to introduce a relative clause and, as such, may be 
appended to any substantival part of the sentence. Consider: 
4QLevia 1 i.14 ... ililJn ~7N '11:1) 7N)[JJ Evlery man who learns wisdom ... 
4QPrNab 1 8 [NJ:)JY.) 7[:J.:lJ 17Y.) ,)55 '7~ '1 NJ1[7J~ '7Y.) The words of prayer which 
Nabonidus, the king of lBaby llon, prayed. 
The relative pronoun is also used to introduce the object of the sentence and 
to introduce direct speech. This former use is, however, less common. The latter 
use is addressed in Section 9.5.5 (page 236). 
4QTobb 4 ii.4 ... 7NWl 7)J' N7 '1 mN ))1') And I know that Raguel will not be able 
to ... 
As mentioned under the construct phrase,93 " is sometimes used to mediate 
between the n. reg ens and the n. rectum. However, the use of the relative particle 
most frequently attested in QA is that of introducing subordinate clauses. In this 
role, it is the most common expression, but not the only means employed by the 
scribes. The force of the relative particle used in this way is categorized in the 
following section on the subordinate clause in QA. 
9.4.2 Types of Subordinate Clauses 
The list below details the various types of subordinate clauses found in QA fol-
lowed by a description of the type of clause, the subordinate conjunctions em-
9lCf. Rosenthal, Grammar, §§35-37, and Gustaf Dalman, Grammatik des jiidisch-
palastinischen Aramiiisch (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1905), §§ 18,48-54. 
92Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 218. 
93Cf. §9.1.2.2. 
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ployed to indicate the respective subordinate force, and a list of each occurrence 
by function. 
1. Asseverative: These clauses are imprecative by nature and demonstrate ei-
ther the being by which the oath is validated or the object of the oath. 
'1 that 1 QapGen xx.30: ... NJ7 '1 iln1y.n N:J7l'J '7 NY.l'1 And the king swore an 
oath to me that (he had) no[t ... 
1Y that 1 QapGen ii.S: ... 1il '))'1nn NIJIlI1p:t N7P 1Y 1'l'J1lI ;35... .., sons of 
heaven that you will tell me everything truthfully, whether . .. , 1 QapGen ii.7 
1N if. .. not 1 QapGen xxii.22: ... 1l'JN miln Nl'J71 17 >n'N " 7P 1):) :tUN 1N .. . 
. . . that I will not take from anything that is yours lest you should say . . . 
2. Causative: As the name implies, such clauses indicate the cause or reason 
behind the action of the main verb. 
n:t because 4QEnastrb 23 4: ... ;r.5n '1:t N:tlYl'JNl'J n11 N:tl Nn1171 And the 
great quarter [they call} the West quarter because there ... ,94 4QEnastrb 23 
6 and 7 
'1 because, for 4QEna iii.S: ... 1l'Jrlr1N1 ".), '1... . .. because they swore and 
declar[ ed ... , lQapGen ii.24, 25, xx.13, 14, 4QLevid 3 2, llQTgJob xXiV.S 95 
'1 1l'Jfrom the time that 4QPrNab 1 8: '1 1[:tU n'1il] '1 1):) N!)Un N))N NYN 
[11l'Jlil1'il7N... . .. of wood, of stone, of clay, from the time that I th[ought} 
that t[hey} were gods . .. , 4QpsDanb 123: ... '1)l'J 11ml'J 11NilY1N N:ilnN71.. 
... and to lay waste their land from them from the time that . .. 
940n the copyist's original intention to write N:tlNl'J for N:tlYl'J, see Jozef T. Milik, The Books 
of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments of Qumran Cave 4. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976),289. 
95Note: The use of 1 in lQapGen xx.23 is ambiguous and may be read as either causal or 
temporal. Further, with regards to a restored ':J in llQTgJob xxiv.5, cf. Job xxxiv. 11 (MT). 
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3. Circumstantial: These indicate the conditions under which the action of the 
main clause occurs. 
'1 which 1 QapGen xix.20: Nm >nN '1 '?Y ... '1 inN ?1J:1 In every place 
where [we go you are to say] about me, "He is my brother." , 
11QTgJob xxxiA: ... m 'lJ)N N?'1 i:11I'J YiN ?Y ilnmil? ..... to bring 
them down onto a deserted land in which there is no one . .. 
4. Conditional: The occurrences of this type of clause express the potential 
circumstance under which something might occur. 
1il (fl QapGen xx.19: ... ilm'tJN? 11?1J' )il. .. 1'i::::!I'J PJI'J'JT'l ?1J? Nip He called 
to all the wise me[n of] Egypt ... (to see) whether they were able to heal 
him ... , 4QTobb 4 ii.S: ... i:1)? 11)))1)' 1il '1 [YJ1; N1[ill... . .. hIe know[s] 
that (f he gives her to [another] man ... , lQapGen ii.S, 4QTobb 5 
11, llQTgJob viia.9, x.9, xiA, xviii.S, 8, xxii. 1, 4, xxvi.9, xxvii A, 
5, xxviiii.3, 4, xxx.2, 3, xxxv.2. 
5. Desiderative: As the name suggests, this type expresses desire or volition. 
'1 that llQTgJob xxxv.2:96 11)?:1P' '1 '{T'lln,... . .. he is confident that [. .. ] 
will receive him, llQlO xxv.6: ... 1?pnil N'Y''lJi 'lJ)N ['1... . .. that] they 
should ensnare the evil person. ... 97 
6. Epexegetical: These clauses function appositionally. 
96This verse does not occur in the Masoretic Text. Cf. Garcia Martinez, Tigchelaar and van der 
Woude, Qumran Cave 11: 11, 164. 
97The use of '1 in llQTgJob xxv.6 is restored. We include it here tentatively in light of the 
Hebrew Vorlage, Job xxxiv.30 (MT). 
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'1 that 1 QapGen xx.S: 1n O!) '1 'im:m 1'111 '71'J) '()))pln '71'J NJ71'J ))I'J'() '1J) 
... 1'771'J1'J 1);)11711 And as the king heard the word of Hirqanos and the 
words of his three friends, that the three of them were speaking with 
one mouth ... , 1 QapGen xxii. 19: '111'J)) N':l'()'1'7 'll'N'1 N'()!))'7 :lil .. 
07')) 171'J 11'J i)117~N ... give me the men that are mine and whom you 
rescued from the king of Elam., 4QEnastrC 1 ii.3: lil:l,i ill'J 7J) N'1'J1.. 
[l'10m) l>nl'J~n 1':l1'1 ... and the waters and every thing that is in them, 
that grows and sprouts and crawls ... , llQTgJob xv.S, xxv.I, xxvi.S 
(7 ) . 6 . .. 4 . 3 98 . .. 4 6 _x , XXVI. , XXVill. , XXiX.. XXXVllI.,. 
7. Objective: This type of clause functions as the object of verbs which deal 
with direct and indirect discourse. 
'1, -1 that 1 QapGen ii.I2: ... '7)) '!))N ')11,()N '1 'll!1)N '()))N11:l mn '1J) And as 
Batenosh my wife saw that my face changed upon me . .. , 1 QapGen ii.2S, 
xix.20, xx.10, 15,21,27, xxii.3 (2x), 12,22, 11QTgJob xxxvii.3 
S. Purposive/Result: These clauses show the result of the main clause, as the 
name implies. 
NI'J71 lest 1 QapGenxxii.22: ... II'JN mil11 NI'J71 17 'll'N '1 7)J 1I'J :lUN IN ... 
. . . that I will not take from anything that is yours lest you should 
99 say ... , 
9SThe use 0[>1 in II QTgJob xxxii.5 is possibly epexegetical; however, it may be the pronominal 
subject of the main clause. 
99Contrary to Fitzmyer, we here include NI'J71 lest (Genesis Apocryphon, 179 and 226) as 
introducing a non-restrictive, result clause which, in the context of 1 QapGen xxii.22, expresses an 
outcome that Abram does not desire. 
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ilrJ? '1 lest 11 QTgJob xxi.4: ., .1nrJN11 ilrJ?'1 Lest you will say . .. 100 
-) so that 1 QapGen xix.18: )l1)N) lrJ?n '? ')l11'l!N '? mrJN) And she said to 
me, "Tell me your dream so that I may know (it)."IOI 
m:l1 ?)I so that 11Q1O xxxiv.4:102 Njm '1 m:n ?)I ')):lmm And would 
you .find me guilty so thai you might be innocent? 
9. Relative: This type of clause serves either to explain an antecedent or to 
otherwise modify a non-verbal part of the sentence. 
'1 who, that 1QapGen xx.6: NmrJ ll::l'l!' N? 1m? l?)I' '11N7.:n 1?111.1 ?::n And 
none of the virgins who enter the bridal chamber are more beautiful 
than she, 4QEna iii.14: nn.1 '1?J 1rJ l''l!l.. . .. womenfrom all whom 
they chose, 1QapGen xx.25, 32; xxi.1, 3 (3x), 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 
18, 19,22,23 (4x), 26,28,29 (2x), 30, 32; xxii.1, 2 (2x), 3(2x), 10, 
11,15,17,25, 4QTobc 13, 4QEnGiantsa 8 11, 4QLevia 1 i.B and 14, 
4QpsDana 20 3, 4QapocrDan ii.2 
10. RestrictivelExclusive: This type of clause serves to narrow the understand-
ing of a previously mentioned element. 
1rJ Nl.1 except 1 QapGen xxii.23 (2x): Nl.1) 'rJ)I '1 'rJ'?))I l.1J )?IN '11rJ Nl.1 ... 
... N'l.1l 1111?11 p?)n 1rJ ... except for that which my young men who are 
with me have eaten and exceptfor the portion of the three men ... 
IOOCf. Sokoloff, Targum to .lob, 69, and Garcia Martinez, Tigchelaar and van der Woude, Qumran 
Cave 11: ll, 128. 
101 For the subjunctive force of )l1)N and the consequent subordinate conjunctive force of -) here, 
cf. note 5 on page 192. This is, admittedly, an anomalous use of -), but the context offers no room 
to read it otherwise. 
I02The construction '1 11l.11 ?)I occurs with regularity in Of A but not in the Middle Aramaic 
dialects. Cf. Garcia Martinez, Tigche1aar and van der Woude, Qumran Cave 11: ll, 161-162. 
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11. Temporal: These clauses express a time-based condition of the main verb. 
'1J when, just as 1 QapGen xx. 11 : J1l':l1 ',J N'?'?:t 'r.:lY >nN l:t \J)?) mN. .. 
'l\!) ')r.:l ... I and Lot with me in the night when Sarai was taken from 
me, llQTgJob xviii.7: ... O)lP' '1J... . . . just as [God] will ar[ise ... , 
4QVisions of Amramc la i.7 
'Y until4QEne 5 i.18: l'r.:l J1'~n NYlN 'Y mn J1')jl mN[)l And I was watching 
until water covered the earth, 4QEne ii.I, 3, 21, 5 ii.21, 4QLevia 2 
15: ... ?J 'Y p)r.:ll:tyn ...... will [not] pass from you until all. .. ,103 
llQTgJob xxi.2 
'1 N)'Y 4QTobc 1 9: q'r.:lnll:l :t>J1' " N)lY... . .. the time when [God] will 
bring them back with [mercies], 4Q206 2 ii.2: "0); 'Y )[1'l:tY 11J? .. 
l)[>,m' ... like this they are made until the day when they are judged. 
" 'Y untillQapGen xix.9: l)l:tn? J1p:t, " 'Y Nr.:l1l'? ?~N J1')i1) And I went 
south until I came to Hebron, lQapGen xix.26, xx.8, xxi.I, 15, 17 
e2x), 18 e2x), xxii.7, 10 
9.5 Special Kinds of Sentences 
9.5.1 Negative Sentences 
In every context that is clear, the negations, both N? and ?N, are placed immediately 
before the clause which they modify. 
?N not This negation is used before precative and imperative forms. Context sug-
gests that \J?\!)' may he rule, ?n1J1 you should fear, '~~J1 you should worry, 
103 For the insertion of not, cf. Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar, DSSSEll, 449. 
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and >mn> may it be seen are jussive in force. 104 Hence, by this prece-
dent, Cook's understanding of the precative force behind ~)j:m may you 
cut in 1 QapGen xix. 16 is correct, even though the precise reading is de-
batable. 105 1 QapGen xx. 15 ... N>Y.l\J7 ... \J7'V> 7N) And may not rule . .. to de-
.file ... , 4QTobb 4 i.3 >!:l~n 7N) >7n1n 7N Do notfear and do not worry ... , 
1 QapGen xxii.30, 4QLevid 24.106 
N7 not This is the typical means of negation throughout QA. Unlike 7N, it is used 
to negate statements, not precative expressions. 4QTgJob ii.6 N71.. 
o 0 
... i1lY.l[:JnJ:l ... and not with wisdom . .. , 4QpapToba ii.2 p>:l'V N7) And 
none of my possessions were left to me., llQTgJob iv.3 ... m N7 )!:IN )IN 
Behold, therefore, you do not ... , 1 QapGen xix.7, 4QTgJob ii.7, 4QpapToba 
ii.3, 4QEnastrd i.S. 
In 4QpapToba 6 1, there is an instance in which the negation N7 is used to 
suggest volition: 1'Y.l7Y 7:J7 nl:l )Nl l:l >:J7 >m5 [N6,) And may we not see a 
son [or daughter J o.l yours [for ever . .. 107 A similar instance of N7 + the 
imperfect is found in Ezra 4:21: Nnnn N7 TT Nn'lp let that city not be 
rebuilt. 108 Rosenthal describes this phenomenon as a "possible but doubtful 
example" of the process by which 7N fell into disuse in later Aramaic and 
was replaced by N7.109 
While Rosenthal's conclusion is possible, we do not count it likely because 
l04Cf. Rosenthal, Grammar, §87 
105Cook, "Aramaic ofDSS", 371-373. See note 6 on page 192. 
106Cf. Stone and Greenfield, "Aramaic Levi Document", 47. 
107For the reconstruction here, see Fitzmyer, Christian Origins, 171-172. We refrain from the 
use of "never" here because the Septuagint has refrained from the use of f1~itO'E. However, this 
sense is obviously implied. 
l08Transiation from Rosenthal, Grammar, §87. 
l09Rosenthal, Grammar, §87. 
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of the several places where ?N is used to negate precative forms (see ?N, 
above). This anomalous construction echoes an emphatic Hebrew construc-
tion. 110 Given the proximity in which QA and QH were used in first-century 
Judaea, it is not wholly impossible that QH has influenced QA in this way. 
Examples of this phenomenon in QH include: 111 
lQS v.5: 1)? nrVl'l') \!))N 1?' Nl? l'l'N No one may go in the stubbornness 
of his heart." 
lQS viii.25: ... ?N'l" Nl?l 'l"N \Jl!)'l" Nl? l'l'N He may neither judge anyone 
nor be asked . .. 
9.5.2 Sentences of Entreaty 
In Qumran Aramaic, the particle of entreaty (N) or m) is used infrequently and is 
essentially untranslatable. While it usually occurs to soften the force of an imper-
ative, it is understandably used with ajussive in lQapGen xx.25, when Hirqanos 
speaks to the king of Egypt (see the first example below). In total, the particle of 
entreaty occurs only seven times in our corpus: 
lQapGen xx.25: ... il?),) Ol)N? 'l'l'? m U>n' May they return Sarai to Abram, 
her husband . .. 
UOCf. A. E. Cowley; E. Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1910), § 107 o. 
UI While these readings and translations are our own, they were decidedly influenced by Qimron, 
Hebrew of the DSS, §400.11. Each line was checked against John Trever, Three Scrolls from 
Qumran Cave I: The Great Isaiah Scroll, The Order of the Community, The Pesher to Habakkuk 
(Jerusalem: The Albright Institute of Archaeological Research and The Shrine of the Book, 1972), 
pages 134-135 and 140-141, respectively. 
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4QEnc 5 ii.29: ... in:!] in? my N) ?~N '))J:Jl And now, please, go t[ a J Lamech your 
[son ... 
llQTgJob xxx. 1 and xxxiv.3:112 ... 1'~?n l:!N):J N) lUN Gird up your loins like a 
man ... 
llQTgJob xxxiv.6: ... ml Ol1 m) N) 'IYil Remove the proud and the proud of 
spirit ... 
llQTgJob xxxiv.7: ... 1Ul nI'Jn N) 'lYil Remove the burning of your anger ... 
11 QTgJob xxxvii.6: ??I'JN mNl N) YI'J'l) Listen and I will speak. 
9.S.3 Interrogative Sentences 
9.5.3.1 Introduced by an Interrogative Pronoun 
With an Interrogative Pronoun Alone As might be expected, the interrogative 
sentence is consistently introduced by an interrogative pronoun. 
lQapGen xxii.32: l?N ?:J '? NI'J?1 ),U:J)1 lny '? ')'l) Nil?N 'lI'J My Lord God, my 
riches and flocks are great, but what is that to me? 
4QTobb 4 iii.5: >nN l1mN IN)1'J Whence are you <come>, my brothers? 
With the Vocative While the interrogatives are restricted to places of dialogue, 
one does not find an interrogative used with a vocative form often. In fact, only 
two occurrrences may be found of this construction: 
112This quote is from llQTgJob xxxiv.2-3, the better preserved of the two examples. 
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4QTobb 4 i.12 N))) ::tJ.') OU i1Y-l 'nN i1'1~Y i1, 1Y-l[N)] And he sJaid to him, "Azaria, 
my brother, what medicine is in the heart of the fish? and 
4QLeviil 4 3-4 ')) p"Y) "Y N7!l Nn))n Nmn lY-l 'Y) And upon whom will the blame 
be? Is it not upon me and upon you, my sons? 
9.5.3.2 Introduced by He Interrogative 
QA also forms interrogative clauses by means of the he interrogative. In these 
cases, the he interrogative always heads the sentence. 113 
4QTobb 4 iii.7: N)i1 O''Vil Is he well? 
4QLeviil 44: 114 ')) p"Y) "Y N'rl Is it not upon me and upon you, my sons? 
llQTgJob i.2: ... n' ')N'l" 'Y-lYrl Will [you ... J with me to Sheol?ll5 
9.5.4 Exclamatory Sentences 
9.5.4.1 Introduced by an Interrogative Pronoun 
The exclamatory sentence is often introduced by an interrogative pronoun. 
1 QapGen xx.3: i1'l"N1 1Y'l' i1, P'P1 NY-lJ) And how soft is the hair o.lher head. 116 
4QTobb 4 iii.4-5: ',,1) '))\)' " NY-l"Y i1Y-l, NY-lJ How much this young man is 
like Tobit, my nephew! 
113 As this phenomenon does not occur in the later texts from Qumran (e.g., Genesis 
Apocryphon), a chronological element may exist in its attestation. 
114The traditional reference for this line is 4QLevia 3+4 8. 
ll5ef. Sokoloff, Targum to Job, 28-29, 203. 
1160n the reading of P'P1 soft instead of P'P' tender see Kutscher, Isaiah Scroll, 31, and 
Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 121. While Kutscher reads p'pn], we see no reason for a re-
stored resh when the beginning of the head and the full vertical tail is manifest in the text under 
computerized magnification. Fitzmyer does not offer confidence marks in his transcription. 
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9.5.4.2 Determined by Context 
Context-determined exclamation is also attested, typically with the use of an im-
perative. However, our study of the corpus has found this in the Genesis Apocryphon 
exclusively. I 17 
lQapGen ii.9: 'm',Y ?Yl?l:J' 'lY.l N'1 'f)N N' Oh, my brother, and, oh, my lord, 
remember my pleasure! 
1 QapGen xx.27: ?tN m:111nrl)N Nil La, here is your w?fe! Take her! Go away! 
9.5.5 Sentences with Direct Speech 
Direct speech in QA is usually implied by the context of the sentence. In these 
instances, the direct quotative frame consistently precedes the speech event. 118 In 
places where speech is not contextually determined, it is indicated by either the 
infinitival form lY.lY.l? or by the use of the relative particle ". 
9.5.5.1 Indicated by Context 
By far, the regular way of presenting direct speech in QA is simply an appropriate 
verb followed by the speech event. 
1 QapGen ii.13: ... >nN N'1 'lY.l N' lY.lNll '?1 And she said to me, "Oh, my lord, and, 
oh, my brother . .. " 
117While imperatives are found in a myriad of texts. we do not find a place where one can say 
definitively that the imperative indicates the exclamation. 
An example of an imperative in a non-exclamatory sentence is 4QpapTob" 213: l1' ?tN 'l:l 
illl"illlN1 My son, go (and) fetch, and may he be brought. 
liS These terms are adopted from Cynthia Miller's excellent analysis of speech as presented in the 
Hebrew Bible. Cf. Cynthia L. Miller, The Representation of Speech in Biblical Hebrew Narrative: 
A Linguistic Analysis (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1996), Harvard Semitic Monographs 55,52. 
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4QTobb 4 i.2: ... ':min 5N n71)::)N[)J [And] he said to him, "Do notfear ... " 
4QLevib 1 i.lO: ... JnmN '1)::) n1)::)N[... . .. 1 I said, "My lord, you[. .. " 
9.5.5.2 Indicated with an Infinitive 
Only once in our corpus, however, do we find the use of an infinitive form 1)::))::) (f- I)::)N) 
with a clitic -7. 4QpsDana 1 1 reads: ... J 7[>]1:1 1)::))::)7 7N')1 5'N'V He asked Daniel, 
saying, "Because of [. .. " It is unclear whether this may result from an Hebraic 
inftuence. 119 
9.5.5.3 Indicated by the Relative Particle 
The relative particle is used to indicate direct speech several times in our corpus. 
As such it follows the main part of the frame and effectively complements the 
speech event. 
4QTobb 4 iii.7: n7 N)mJ)N 1')11"1 n7 )'I)::)N) And they said to her, "We know him." 
4QTobb 4 iii.8: N1n ':1N '1 il;:i[)\JJ l[)::)N)J [And To ]bias [saijd, "He is my father." 
4QLevid 32: ... J hN '7 ))1)::)n'1 because you said to me, [" ... " 
9.5.6 Performative Utterances 
Performative utterances are defined as those parts of a text which are intended 
to be performed, rather than read, by the reader/oral performer. 120 In Official 
1190n the use of I)::)N7 in Egyptian Aramaic, see Takamitsu Muraoka and Bezalel Porten, A 
Grammar Of Egyptian Aramaic (Leiden: Brill, 1998), Handbuch der Orientalistik 32,328. On its 
use to introduce speech events in BH, see Miller, Representation of Speech, §4.3. 
120M. Jaffee, in commenting on the reciprocal relationship between aural composition and oral 
recitation, suggests: "Precisely because texts were composed under the assumption that they would 
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Aramaic, these phrases typically use the perfect form of the verb. However, in 
later, Classical Syriac, one finds the participle to be used for this purpose. In QA, 
both are attested, but the participle is favored. 121 
Several instances of performative utterances are found in QA. While the se-
mantics of many of these phrases are debatable due to necessary reconstructions, 
the force of each phrase appears clear from the extant text. Examples of these 
are: 122 
1 QapGen ii.14 
I swear to you by the Great Holy One, by the King of Hea[venl 
1 QapGen xx.13-14 
And now I cry out to you, my Lord, concerning Pharaoh Zoan, the 
king of Egypt, who . .. 
lQapGen xxii.20-21 
I l~ft my hand this day to the Most High God, the Lord of heaven and 
earth, that not (even) a strap . .. 
be read in the setting of oral performance, their compositional styles drew deeply upon habits of 
speech and rhetorical traditions that had their living matrix in oral communication." Cf. Martin 
Jaffee, Torah in the Mouth: Writing and Oral Tradition in Palestinian Judaism, 200 BCE - 400 CE 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2001),18. 
121M. Rogland, "Performative Utterances in Qumran Aramaic" RQ 74 (1999), 278. 
122This is a corrected list adapted from that of M. Rogland. Cf. Rogland, "Performative Utter-
ances", 279. Several examples which Rogland lists are not included here because the readings 
were either paleographically unsupportable or did not allow sufficient confidence to follow one 
reading over others. 
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4QEng v.24 
And now I say to you, "My sons,£. .. " 
4QTQahat ii.9-1 0 
... 1jJE:l)'J N)N Wl'J:l71 n:p[J:l71 .. 11jJE:l)'J N)N >1:1 D1)'JY n:J7 ")Y:J1 
And now to you Amram, my son, I entru[ st . .. and to J your [childr Jen 
and to their children I entrust . .. 
239 
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A few words of description are in order as to how this chrestomathy was 
formed and on what basis the readings were done. The present chrestomathy was 
compiled from the author's grammatical database by a computer program written 
in Perl. Where possible, the base transcription was that contained in either Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar's Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition or the relevant DJD 
volume as reflected in The Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference Library Vol. 2, 
(Leiden: Brill, 1999). 
The transcriptions were processed into a database format via a computer pro-
gram written in Python and were then handchecked by the present author. The 
only exceptions to this process were those not included on the CD-ROM of the 
Electronic Reference Library (4Q490 and above). These were hand-entered and 
then handchecked. 
The verification and emmendation of the readings were done against the pho-
tographs contained as part of the aforementioned compact disc and against the 
photographs contained in the DJD volumes. The photographs of the first five 
columns of the Genesis Apocryphon which were used were those published orig-
inally in Nahman Avigad and Yigael Yadin, A Genesis Apocryphon: A Scroll 
from the Wilderness of Judaea: Description and Contents of the Scroll, Facsimi-
les, Transcription and Translation of Columns II, XIX-XXll (Jerusalem: Magnes 
Press, 1956). Verification, emendation, and reconstruction was done using the 
GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP), version 1.2. Where significant doubt 
existed about the reading of a text, this was verified against the relevant scroll in a 
research trip taken by the author during the summer of 2002. 
There were, unfortunately, certain exceptions to this process of verification. In 
the case of the medial columns of the Genesis Apocryphon, we have relied on the 
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works of Greenfield, Qimron, Morgenstern, and Sivan. Where their readings were 
used in the grammar, they were verified against the high resolution photographs 
contained in Appendix B. Due to the text's advanced state of corruption, question-
able readings were not verified personally. Also, 4QEna was not verified directly 
due to the costs involved. 
Further, as mentioned earlier, the editio princeps of 4Q529-549 came to use 
too late to be verified in the research trip. As the photographs in the volume are 
generally too small for a thorough palaeo graphic analysis, the texts represented are 
largely echoes of Puech's readings that are corrected where we found the plates 
(1) clearly did not record the text in question and (2) represented the abundant 
reconstructions which characterize Puech's readings. 
In our readings we often err on the side of caution. Throughout the chrestomathy, 
we have oft omitted lines which preserved less than a single, whole word. Fur-
ther, we have endeavored to minimize the amount of reconstruction included in 
our work. We have, however, followed the reconstructions of others where they 
appeared probable. 
While these readings are, in our judgment, to be preferred to the standard read-
ings, this chrestomathy should not be seen as more than the documented readings 
on which this grammar was produced. In this regard, several parts of the texts 
that are not wholly represented do not appear in this chrestomathy, though the 
critical editions may present part of the word. A detailed portrayal of each text 
is not the intent of this appendix. It is not a substitute for the editio princeps of 
any of these texts, where such a volume exists. Rather, it is intended to show the 
paleographic understanding and relevant context of the readings reflected in the 
preceding Qumran Aramaic grammar. For a listing of the critical editions used in 
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studying these texts, please see "Qumran Texts Used in The Preparation of This 
Document" (page xxv).! 
A.l Cave One Texts 
lQGenesis Apocryphon (IQapGen and lQapGen) 
lQ20, Fragment 1, Column 1 
N1i1 )Y.l1 o"pnm ltmn lUi 0[... 1 
vacat lUi nl'Jn 0(. .. 2 
... 5 
vacat 6 
Kl1 N\!-"1[P ... 7 
71J N'11. .. 8 
... 9-10 
lQ20, Fragment 1, Column 2 
... 1-2 
... lD1,3 
... J 71J 4 
1 A word about the formatting of the present work is in order. Given the unorthodox nature 
of this document and despite our best efforts, we have been unable to avoid various formatting 
pitfalls which a professional typesetter might have means of correcting. These include widows 
and orphans of both normal text and section headers. 
1 Q20, Fragment 2 
1 QapGen, Column 1 
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••• J 5 
... J NY1N 6 
••• J " N,:l1Y 7 
... J PY.l7 Nn\!.I>:l1 8 
'" 9-10 
... 1 
... l1mnN l'Y.l l'nY.lnY.l1 ... 2 
vacat ... 3 
l...l')n nY.ll'L .. 4 
vacclt NY.l7Y mY.l 0,1P ... 5 
... 6 
Nn:l~) OY1 ... 1 
" NY\!)1 n C')N ... 2 
'1 Nt!1 ... 3 
l1Y1n N7 ... 4 
... 5-9 
n~p 1Y.)L.. 10 
... 11-24 
Nl\!):l 71:J7 77p71 ... 25 
N)j) i17\!) lP7 li17\!)Y.l:l 1 mL.. 26 
... Ni17 nnY.l71 NY1N7L.. 27 
1 QapGen, Column 2 
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NYlN? N\!!)N 1:lYY.l? NY.l )'Y[1' N? ... 28 
Nl\!!:1 ?P? <)N1 i:1Y 11il?[... 29 
[)'l?'E))?1 N'lil 11\!!'iP )Y.l1 NnWlil )'l'Y )Y.l 'i ':1?:1 n:1\!!n )'iN:1 Nil 1 
N)! NY.l'?1Y ?Y ')n\!!Y.l '?Y ':1?1 2 
... 1 \!!1)Nn:1 ?Y n?Y1 n?il:1nN W? mN l'iN:1 3 
... 1 ?1J 1?Y.l:1 Nnu l illY.l:1 W?Y:1 iY;r.) 4 
... 1 1il '))'1nn N\)\!!1P:1 N?P iY 1'Y.l\!! ;5:1 5 
... 1 liil 1':1iJ:1 N?1 '))'1nn 6 
... 1 l':1iJ:1 N?1 )'??Y.ln 'Y.lY \)\!!1p:1 iY D'Y.l?Y ?1J 1?Y.l:1 7 
... 1 n??Y.l 'Y.lY <)'pn '<?n:l >nmN \!!1)Nn:1 )'iN 8 
... 1 'm'iY ?Y l?lJi 'lY.l W1 'nN N' nlY.lN1 9 
... 1)'1nN Nl?1J \)\!!1p:1 mN1 Nil)!) 1)? >nY.l\!!)1 Nnw D1n:l 10 
... ')n\!!N 1'iN '?Y ':1? ')\!![... 11 
... P?Y 'El)N ')n\!!N 'i >nmN \!!1)Nn:1 mn 'iJ1 12 
... 'nNl N'1 'lY.l N' lY.lNn '?1 ??Y.ln 'Y.lY1 Niln1l nmN l'iN:l 13 
... NP1Y.l\!! 1?Y.l:1 N:1l N\!!np:1 1? mN WY.lW 'm'iY 14 
... 1 WlEl n:1~) 1)Y.l1 )I N)1'lil 1)Y.l1 )I NYl~ lm'i 15 
... )'1Y.l\!! '):1 ?P 1Y.l N?1 )'l'Y ?1J )Y.l N?1l~ ?1J )Y.l N?1 16 
... 1 N:1'?Y )lJ lnn1 nn\!!1 N)\!! l'?Y N)iJ l'El)N 17 
lY.lY N??Y.lY.l \)\!!1p:1 18 
... n>nn il? N?1J1 ':1N n?\!!1nY.l ?Y n\)l lY.l? mN l'iN:1 19 
... 1 'Yl1 D'nl N1il 'iJ Ni)' N:1~':1 mY.l N?1J1 'il1:1N 20 
... ill?\!!1nY.l YY.l\!! 'IJ1 N?1J 1'1nY.l il?1 )'?El m iY 21 
61 ... LCLe; fi\t:,e;, [ ... 
81 ({n,L uac fi\(, ,({nLL ({L Ld [ ... 
Ll ({e;aN dlt:,L [ ... 
91 L!N t:NL,L Nfi\Ut:fi\LL [ ... 
~1-tl ... 
n ({Le;,aN LL CLl LL!LN C' 
Zl e;NCGLL!, CCt:N t:, LLCUN ({,CLL!, t:fi\[afi\N [ ... 
11 laLL!, t:Nl({N LCLe; ({L n [ ... 
o 1 N~e; Nal e;e;aL t:lL [ ... 
6 Lc({L e;CN NCL! Nal t:l, Le;L NCL! aULL! [ ... 
8 t:dLfi\" aL!,aL L, [ ... 
L U~LL! we; e;aL t:lL'" 
9 ... 
~ LaWN e;N L!LLN 
17 fi\a,L e;L!L aL e;aL t:lL 
S LL L!N CL, NCL! uCLL"'['" LlqN laL t;C, 
Z JlJ:JVtl Le;L aULfi\e;U t:[l," 'le; L, ({Le;,aN 
1 LCUC' 
9Z LU,e; e;({e;,L [ ... 
~Z .. 'lLNal e;L LNe; Uln ({e;, L, e;L!CN NU,U e;['" 
tz LlNal e;ucLL Nt:LL!, ,N Nt:, L,N al, L, NCL! e;L NW,U'" 
SZ l({LUL! LN~e; e;NldFu e;GlL, LUaL Nfi\CUL! e;uClL [ ... 
zz "'l e;ucLL Nt:LL!, e;acL({ acL! CLe;N t:dLfi\"N [ ... 
LtZ ;(lpUWOls~uq:J :V.rglduq:J 
S umnloJ 'U;}-9du(J I 
Z 1 00 OJ lCKALU UN LL t:£:;C1:, l£:;Cl£:; NCll/\ £:;N NUl,Ul.! Jv:J1Jrt 
11 00 oJ I/\CI,N t:uML UMr lNUlNU lNlLC(U t:C(lt:L t:C, I/\CI,L lClN a£:; 
o 1 00 oJ 'l t:£:;,L c(I/\Ll.! t:NL,L 1/\£:;0 £:;t:C, £:;ClO t: £:;l.!lL CI/\,L £:; 0 0 0 
6 00 0Jl.! c(£:;,N £:;t:C, NCI/\N j1JoJ1Jrt It:,lCl, CL, I/\£:;Cll £:;, £:;ul/\t:lL L, UI/\t:U 
8 00 OJ £:;t:C, CI/\,L cot:u GIl t:cu NU, It:CU, £:;t:C, NU, ,l.!t:U CLU uld C(£:;ClN 
L 00 OJ l£:;NWLC( t:LUl.! £:;, £:;NCLrl.! cot:u ll.!LU ClC, l,£:;LU £:;, t:c,L l.r[£:;Lrll.! 
9 t:[NLdL l.!l,U NCl.! ClU tt:L lNULLr t:dll/\C\N lNUdGU t: 0 0 0 
£" 00 Xl£:; 1/\ t:,£:;, UCIO moJ1Jrt 
tOO oJ lU", NOLU t:u~,L dll/\C\N lUCClUN t:CIC(,£:; [000 
S t:CIO£:;, NlUU dll/\C\ l£:;N~l.!LlUC, GIl cU,t: I/\dL L, N~£:;L £:;ul/\lL [000 
Z ldll/\c\N a£:; ,lCl, Lt:LLr ll.!l,U Cll.!£:;L t:1/\t:,£:;, NCIU C(£:;ClN lC(CI, dLdl/\ 000 
1 GIl C(l£:; It:ClL l.!lLU, 'c('U £:;dll/\C\ lCL, CGdu GIl Clc(' NCI, £:;dll/\C\ c",t:U 
os 000 
6Z 00 OJ cut: CI£:;' ClU 
8Z moJ1Jrt 
LZ 00 °L, ClC' NCG,d [000 
9Z lCL, NCl.! £:;ClL [0 0 0 
£"Z lC(O £:;ClL t:Ll.! t:u CI£:;t::; 
tZ lCL, I/\ClC( ClUll/\£:;U £:; 
SZ Clt:LL £:;ClLl.! Cl£:;N [0 0 0 
ZZ 000 
1 Z t:LL NUL, t:UN LCN [000 
OZ lcc(L £:;L NCl.! ClUll.! t:L~ [0 0 0 
8tZ 
9 umnI0;) 'u;}~del>I 
AQJ1JUIOJS8Jq:J :V J8Jd1JQ:J 
lQapGen, Column 7 
lQapGen, Column 10 
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••• J N'l!'lP Tln7'l!Y.l:1) l'~:1 '7)1 N:1l Nl')I:1 '7)1 L .. 13 
••• J op '7:1 )P7) 77Y.l 'Y.l)l )Vm:1) [... 14 
m) N' l'lY.lN 17 )lY.l'l!N 7p '7 N:1l N'l!'lP Tln7'l![Y.l ... 15 
7'0 Tl')m Tl)l1' N)llN '):1 TlJ7 7)J ':1 Tl:1'l!m L.. 16 
••• J 1)n7~' 7p [... 17 
.•• J OTlOY.l 1'1N:1) l'lTl 1')1):1 'l! [... 18 
P '11)1 Tl')P) Tl'!:l'l! N'7'!:l) n'l!N '1 NY.l1 L.. 19 
[ ••• J N'l!lDN Tl):1 0)1 '1 l''l!'lP ... 20 
... 21-22 
•.• J 1n m) mN TlnJ['l!N) ... 23 
... 24-25 
) N!:l))l7 Nmm7) Nl')I:17) N'l!)N7 ... 26 
... 27 
N'lID:1) N'Y.l':1 Ni1'7)1 '1 7'0) N)llN 1111'7)1 ... 1 
N'l')I) N':1J)J) Nlil'l! N'l!Y.l'l! N'Y.l'l! Tl7m 7)J N1 ... 2 
... 3-4 
17 07'l!Y.l mN ... 5 
vacat [ ... 6 
Tln'~N) N'Y.l'l! illY.l '7Y.l7 Tl'ln1 N:1l N'l!'1P [ ... 7 
... 8-23 
••• J 1Y.l '):1 '1 N7'O ... J 1'1N:1 vaCCl[ N:1l 1 
L 1 ,l.!'C C;L lC;'Cc,L ClC;N C;ClNCC; 'C,LdN It{fi\'CN L, NLt{N 'CLO ac; LO C;N UNCC;ll 
91 """ NLt{N lfi\C;C\ 'CClC;l.!ll [""",l.!N l'CCIL'CL,l.!N l'Cc\lL,l.!N l'CClC; L, 'CUll 
~ 1 """ ClC;C; t{CI, lC;, NCIL NC; UWC; ,N ClU t{ClL NCl.! It{O 'Cc,L L, C;l.!ll ClNUL 
vI ClC; t{n, UClaN lLfi\t{N lfi\dLN lGC;C\ [""" n,c;l.! JV:JVit 
n """ C;t{C;o l.!lN lC;l.! Ufi\'CUUN lU'CU l'CLCU L, LUO t{C; NLt{N lL, Nt{L, IN'CL 
Z1 """ t{C;,l.!N t{Ll 'Ct{C;,l.!lll'CNC'CUlllNLt{N aC;l.!N ClC;,N LUN It{fi\'C It{'ClL 
11 Nul NCll.! ClU CGdu ll.!C;CU 'CNLt{N C;NlLCl.!N lC;GlU,l.!N 
01-Z """ 
1 """l NCl.! ClU l.!l,U 'CULt{ U,'ClUN [""" 
II umoIoJ 'U;}9du()1 
81 'CNL,l t{C;,N [""" 
L T """ 'CcC;l.!ll ClC;UN l.!l,U ,l.!'C lLU CldC\lLU, C;[(i\lCl,N ac;d lV:JVit 
91 """ t{C; ClL'CUN dL'CCN"" "l.!ll t{C;,l.! ,l.!'CU alC;U Cfi\,GN G'C;N 'CClfi\U t{o C;'ClCN C;ClCUN 
~T """l C;N,aLL ClL'CUN""" lClC; 'Cfi\Ll.!ll t{C; ClL'CUN Ndc\LU lUC;,U, C;'CC, fi\GC,CN 
vI """ C;dw,l ["""llUL'CN t{C; ClLN Ndc\LU lUC,NCN [""" 
n ""It{C; ac; NLt{N ClC;l.!N CGLU [""" 
Z1 "" "Lr'ClUN cuu UL Cll c\lL, l.!lLLc\ lClL t{C;ClN 
IT 'CNL,l [" ""l lca'C CIl [""" 
o T C;ClC;L ClC; t{C;CI,N C;t{C;O lC;t{L ClC; t{C;CI,O JV"JVit 
6 """ ac;al C;ClLCll [""" 
8 """ ll.!C;C;l lfi\ 'CUl [""" 
L-v""" 
S 'CC;'C;,N [""" 
ZC;ClU[""" 
O~Z AqJUWOJS~Jq:J :y J~Jduq:J 
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... 18-24 
1 QapGen, Column 12 
... 1'J'1 ilJ)Y:1 nN' " nN1m ... 1 
NY1[N. .. 2 
',nwmnN ... 3 
... 4-5 
vacat L .. 6 
... 7 
'):1 '):11 '):11 ilJN )1 N11\J "1£l~' nnm p 1n:1 P1 \J111i1 '11\J:1 ... 8 
N'UI'J 1n:1 1I'J 1)[:1 ... J,[ 11'J"1 NY1N:1 N')~ nN1i1 Nn'1~ 11N [... 9 
NmmJ N'1:1I'J1n:1 1'W 1m1n 1~:>£l1N 1'I'J1P' 1:1 il' 1'" N:11[ '1:1 o~, 10 
1[,1~I'J1 ~1:> on '):1n vacca ~I'Jn PP) 1):11 01N1 11' 1~:>£l1N 11[~N1 O,'Y 11 
tnm1 11~I'J1 ':11m 1N1'1 '1I'J1 )1)Y.l11I'J1) n£l' [,]):11 vacat Y:1~ PP) 12 
1')~'1 N11\J 1:11':1 :11 01:> n:1~)1 NY1N:1 n,£lI'J' 1m'1:> '):11 ilJN n'1~[) 13 
N~11n:1 '1 N'I'J1P N,n, 1n 01':1 WI'J1P N')1 ... J '1:>1 vacat ... J ,1:> ... 14 
Nn'~'I'Jn Nn~' 1n 01':1 il>n~I'J' n'1~1 nnn£l )1 N1I'J1:> 'I'J1:> '1 ... 15 
11ilnn'1 N)'1:> '~)'1 '):1 '):1'1 '):1' n'1p )1 NY.l1':1 ... 16 
N)1:1N 1I'J Nm'£l '1 N:11 N~'1P' ",'Y 'N' N'I'J~ il1I'J' 11:1I'J n'1m N... 17 
... 18-35 
1 QapGen, Column 13 
... 1-7 
... J Nn~':1' ~m1 ... J N1:1 n1'm ... 8 
N['£lJU:>'1 N':1il1' n'm mn ilJI'J11i1' 1':1m1 l'~p N11i1 N'£lum W):1N L.. 9 
8-17 ... 
51 UUIDI0;) 'u;)~du() 1 
tt -81 ... 
L1 ... al [NJLI\N [ ... ~(i\aN~ [ ... lL, u~'u al dl\u ClGL1ll\~~ t:(l Cll, 
91 JV.)1)ft··· al dl\U ClGL1ll\~~ t:(l Cll, dLa,UN UL,l t:[c<ll [ ... 
~ I ... lL, U~,UL1 ~U~GUN [ ... 
171 ... dNO ~I\~a<o lL, U~,UN ~U~GUN Lt:dN t:[(L]O [NL~N [ ... 
n ... <Gld ~Cl\t:U dl(i\C\ ~Cl~ 
ZI ... Cl~ ,lalL1, ~N <GL(i\ acL l t:~LI\L1 ,UdLL1 (i\[C(]L [ ... 
11 ... ~U~GUN dLa,uN Lt:dN t:(LO NUN [ ... lNI\N aCL1 [ ... 
01 ... U~GN L< CGdN aCL1lLNaN I\L LaL1 u~uu mdl [ ... 
6 ... l(i\al\ NCUL1 L1lN NUN Lt: [ ... dNO ~dl t:~L t:u~o I\~ LN,(i\ c\lL<O 
8- I ... 
171 UUIDI0;) 'u;)~du()1 
17(-81 ... 
L I LlUN al\Lt: lUt:C\UL1lNULU all\~lL1' lal NCt:L1lnLUL1 ~LlU'N It:ULL1 [ ... 
91 NLt:1\ JLlU, (i\a,N C(i\t:l t:Udll, Ut:~N t:~,UN Lllal\cGl ~L1l,Ut:Ll ~L1 ~dLa,l 
~I ... d(i\Ll t:L1 lL1l,U uaL1l\~ ~<UN (lll\C;lL1, (i\(, ~ULN uaL1U [ ... 
v I Nc[t:J,l t:Lt: [ ... laUWL1 t:L1l aUt:lcL L1l,U t:~<UN LllNLl L1N a(i\(,u 
n lNUGC,U ~aU~L1 ~<UN lNLl L1N ~<UN (t:L t:LlaN l(i\1\l (i\(,Nlll\lt: I\lG<Nl 
ZI a,N l£ll, JV.)1)ft 
11 l~ClCt:'N dl\,llC£lt:,l ~L1ll acL1 WL1 L1l,U I\L L< N£l,GlL1, (i\L),. NLI\N l(i\L),. a,N 
01 ... J GL~~N l~N<~C'N Cl~L1ll dl\,llCQ t:,l ~L1ll aCL1 U~L1 L1l,U ~(i\a(i\N 
z~z AQJ1JWOJS8.ITlJ :y J8Jd1JQ:J 
i7£-lZ ... 
oz ... t:;QUUN 
61 ... ((L L( Lt:d c· 
St ... L( GCL! t:;Q((U: l((CL 
L1 t:;1(0 Qt:;UN LCN lN~t:; LrUlQN LL cM QL [ ... 
91 ... CL!LN [ ... 
51 ... Q( C\(CL! CL!LN [ ... 
171 llt:;i/\O CGd ((LeN LrC (NCN t:;Q(LLr t:;L! It:;CClL!( [ ... 
n JV:JVrl 
Z 1 ut:;d C((LC t:;(GLr It:;CClL!( t:;Q(LLr (LlLrLr ((t:;Q(O JV:JVrl 
11 ll((CL LrUlQN LL Q( (QN LCN ((L L( Led t:;([LdLN [ ... 
01 Clt:; NL(( "GlCN Clt:;L!N ((L L( Lcd t:; ... 
6 t:;i/\CL! L( QL c(c(L!lL LN(i/\ Q(((L ((L C\(CL! CL!LN l··· c«(L [ ... 
8-1 ... 
ZZ-S1 ... 
V 1 ... NLC«N Qt:;Nc(L 
ST l(LrL! c(L [ ... lL( U~(LrL! [ ... 
Z 1 .. ·llLi/\«N (LQ( «c, ClLN Clt:; Gi/\[··· 
IT ... L!lN L( (LrL! QL (Q(L NL«N [ ... 
01 t:;(CLN NLrL! QL (Q(L NL((N Q(t:;N C(LL! lClLN «QL! [ ... 
L 1 UIDllIO;) 'U;}-Ddu() 1 
91 UIDllIO;) 'U;}-Ddu() 1 
6 ... lL( U~(LrN Clt:;L!lL (£llLlL Qi/\(LrL!lL t:;L!lL Li/\««L lL( U~(LrL! 
SSZ Aq1f!U1OJS~.rq:J :V .I~1df!q:J 
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... 1-5 
vacat ... 6 
'y') 1') I'm!)~:1 [OJ)[)))J? 1'Y.)1P) )!)J) 'm):1 1':1 ilP)[)nJ )[)J!) O'l'[) 7 
mJm ... J )P11"\? P:111))1)'l'N? N:11))Y.)) 11"\m NJ)!)~:1 '1 il'l"N1) NP[)y')J'l' 8 
... J 'l"N1) p:11 '1 1)) N'1ilJ 1'1n 1':1 '1 N))1N 01N) 9 
Nm1y') ... J mY.)) P:111)) 11:l1))Y.) ?~N) NP))1"\ 1:1))))1 N11n 1)\J )!)J 10 
... J 1'l'J!)1N) )1 Ny')' 1') N'P))f) nnm 'l"N1 )))1 )1 NJ'l'? 1))1"\Y.) '1 NJ)!)~:1 11 
... J )P) n1)!) ilP'l'y') " N))1N ))J NY.))11) ilJ!) '1 ... 12 
... J NJ'l') )):1 '1 N'N) 1111'J':1 '1 N'1'l"Y.)) NnN))p:1 ))J ... 13 
... J NJY.)N) ... 14 
vacat 'm:1N f))J il) :1il') il) ))!) '1 NP))1"\ ... 15 
N1ilJ ilJ'\J) p:11 '11)) NJ)!)~:1 1'Y.)1P) :1il' 1y'))) 'm):1 1':1 )?!) n!)'[) 16 
... J NJ'l') 1':1) 1)? 1')'1 Nn1N)J ))J 1N1'? mn:1) '1Y.)) 17 
... J 1'l'y')?) ... 18 
vacat ... J 01"\'):1 ... 19 
1 QapGen, Column 19 
N1I1 ilnJN n1y')N) [Nill?N [O'l'D ir.ln L .. 7 
n1)J) N'l"1P N1)\J) ilnp:11 N) ))lJ 1)) )N L.. 8 
n:1n') 1)1:11"\ ... 1)1:11"\) np:11 '11)) NY.))11) )~N n')m [ ... 9 
n1)J) 1'1~y'):1 N1[):lJ)) n))Y.)'l') N)P N1 N))1N:1 NJ!)J N)m [... 10 
)Y.) 11"\ N1ilJ NJ)y')1J? .. 1'1~y') ))1N) [)))Y.)J) [... 11 
'1 )1 N1ilJ ''l'N1 n)):1'l' n!))[f))J NJ))1N. .. NJmN ... N1ilJ ''l'N1 L.. 12 
1'1~y') ))1N) 01"\ '):1 ))1N) NJ)))) NJ))1N NJ!))1"\ ))lJ L.. 13 
N1y')n1 11"\ nN N[mJ 'Y.))1"\:1 n'~f)) 1'1~y') ))1N) ,)))Y.) il)'):1 0)1"\ 01:1N ilJN nY.))f)) 14 
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Appendix B 
Photographs of the Genesis 
Apocryphon 
The following photographs of the Genesis Apocryphon are included in the in-
terest of intellectual integrity. Photographs of all of the other scrolls used in the 
preparation ofthis work are commonly available in the Discoveries in the Judaean 
Desert series or in separately published volumes, as we have cited earlier in this 
volume. These photographs formed the basis against which the medial columns 
(columns 3-18) of the Genesis Apocryphon were published. However, the pho-
tographs have never been released to the public and the readings of these columns 
have never been able to be verified independently. Therefore, in order to enable 
the reader to verify every reading included in this work, we included the following 
images. 
These photographs were taken in 1994 by Bruce and Ken Zuckerman of the 
West Semitic Research Project. They are included here by the kind permission of 
the Israel Antiquities Authority who retains copyright ownership of them. 
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Figure B.1: 1QapGen cols. 3 and 4 (top). 
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Figure B.2: lQapGen col. 3 and 4 (middle). 
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Figure B.3: lQapGen col. 3 and 4 (bottom). 
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Figure B.4: lQapGen col. 5 (fragment #1). 
Figure B.5: lQapGen col. 5 (fragment #2). 
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Figure B.6: 1QapGen col. 6 (top). 
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Figure B.7: lQapGen col. 6 (bottom). 
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Figure B.8: lQapGen cols. 8 and 9. 
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Figure B.9: lQapGen col. 11 (top), 
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Figure B.lO: 1 QapGen col. 11 (top-middle). 
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Figure B.ll: 1 QapGen col. 11 (bottom-middle). 
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Figure B.12: lQapGen col. 11 (bottom-middle). 
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Figure B.13: lQapGen col. 12 (top). 
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Figure B.14: lQapGen col. 12 (middle). 
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Figure B.IS: 1 QapGen col. 12 (bottom). 
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Figure B.16: 1QapGen col. 12 (fragment). 
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Figure B.17: lQapGen col. 13 (top). 
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Figure B.18: lQapGen col. 13 (top-middle). 
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Figure B.19: 1QapGen col. 13 (bottom-middle). 
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Figure B.20: lQapGen col. 13 (bottom). 
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Figure B.21: lQapGen col. 14 (top). 
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Figure B.22: lQapGen col. 14 (middle). 
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Figure B.23: lQapGen col. 14 (bottom). 
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Figure B.24: 1QapGen col. 15 (top). 
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Figure B.25: lQapGen col. 15 (middle). 
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Figure B.26: lQapGen col. 15 (bottom). 
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Figure B.27: 1 QapGen col. 16 (top). 
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Figure B.28: lQapGen col. 16 (middle). 
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Figure B.29: 1 QapGen col. 16 (bottom). 
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Figure B.30: lQapGen col. 17 (top). 
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Figure B.3l: lQapGen col. 17 (middle). 
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Figure B.32: 1 QapGen col. 17 (bottom). 
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Figure B.33: lQapGen col. 18 (top). 
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Figure B.34: lQapGen col. 18 (middle). 
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Figure B.35: lQapGen col. 18 (bottom). 
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